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VOLUME II

RESTRICTED BOMBING. SEPTEMBER 1939 to MAY I9U.

INTRODUCTION

This second volume of the narrative on the bombing
offensive against Germany sets out to show how the impact of
war affected and was met by Bomber Command, whose early
history has been traced in the first volume.

"Restricted Bombing" for two reasons, the first political and
the second due to force of circumstances.

It is entitled

At the outset of the war the British and French govern
ments had pledged themselves to restrict bombing attacks to
purely military objectives (see Appendix A),
bombing could be undertaken by the R.A.P. which involved the
least risk of civil casualties, unless such bombing should be
initiated by the enemy,
first eight months of war, until the Gemaan bombardment of
Rotterdam on May 14th, 1940 provided the occasion for the
initiation of unrestricted air war.

As a result no

These conditions held good for the

Owing to the relatively small size of the British bomber
In this caseforce, however, restricted bombing continued,

the restriction was upon the type and number of objectives
attacked. A balance had to be struck between the relative

merits of alternative targets, and the bomber force conserved

to the utmost with a view to building it up into  a weapon
capable of v/inning the war.

This conservation of the bomber force continued to apply
in the next volume of this narrative,

Russia, and later of America, into the war, however, it became

of less vital importance than it was in this early period
when the British Bnpire stood alone.

With the entry of

This volume of the bombing narrative is divided into six

parts. The first deals with the organisation of Bomber
Command at the outbreak of war and its development during the
period covered; the second with the use of the bomber force

during the eight months of political rpstriction; the third
covers the period of the land compaigns of April to Jvine 1940,
when the Command was suddenly called upon for a maximum effort

in support of the Army. The fourth part deals v/ith the period
from June to October 1940, when German invasion of the British

Isles was constantly expected, and the fifth with the beginning
of the strategic bombing for wrhich the Command had really been
designed. The sixth and final part covers the progress of the

war at sea, so far as this concerned the bomber force.

. The sections on policy which vd.ll be found in Parts II,
III, IV and V can be read consecutively if an outline of the

development of bombing policy during the period is desired.
The operational narrative is subdivided within each part
according to the type of objective detailed for attack.
Sources used are referred to in the margin, and can be
consulted for further information,

monographs and other narratives of the Air Historical Branch
are referred to v/here they throw further light on any subject.

Certain specialist

G,197929/ABC/6/48



CHRONOLOGY OP PRINCIPAL> EVENTS

1939

British Ultirnatm to Germany expired at 1100 hours.
First Leaflet Operation carried out by IVhitleys over Hamburg,
Bremen and the Ruhr.

First attack on enemy warships, by Blenheims and Wellingtons off
P/O Doran wasHits claimed on Von Scheer.Brunshuttel,

Sept. 3
3AII

k

awarded the first D.P.C. of the war for this attack,

Germans began to lay magnetic mines from the air round the British
coast.

21+ Wellingtons attacked-warships at Heligoland
Whitleys commenced nightly partrols of enemy seaplane bases on the

Frisian Islands.

Patrol of vaihelmshaven by 21+ Wellingtons - 12 shot down.

Oct/Nov.

Dec, 3

Dec. 12

Dec. 18

12^

First M.E. 110 shot down by Wellingtons
Formation of British Air Forces in France Command under Air Marshal

Barratt.

German U-boat No.31 sunk by a Blenheim of No.2 Group in the

Schillig roads.

Largest scale raid to date - 30 Y/hitleys and 20 Hampdens upon
seaplane base at Hornum, on the Island of Sylt.

Air Marshal Portal succeeded Air Chief Marshal Sir E.R. Ludlow-Hewitt
as A.O.C. in C of Bomber Command.

Geman invasion of Denmark and Noiway.

12 Hampdens attacked German v/arships at Bergen.
First attack by Bomber Command on a mainland target,
Wellingtons attacked Stavanger aerodrome.

83 Bombers despatched to attack enemy fleet sighted at sea,

12 sighted a target.
First minelaying operation carried out by Hampdens off Danish coast,
Germans invaded Holland, Belgium and Liixembourg.
Bomber Command aircraft bombed German airborne troops at Waalhaven

and Ypenburg aerodromes and on the beaches north of the Hague,
War Cabinet authorised bombing attack upon Germany east of the Rhine.

First bombing attack on industrial targets in Germany, by 96
aircraft upon oil and railway targets in the Rhur.

The Prime Minister (Mr. Churchill) visited France and agreed that
heavy bombers should be used against the Meuse crossings ̂

53 aircraft despatched against the Meuse crossings, 78 against
Hamburg and Bremen,

Operation Dynamo", the evaciration from Dunkirk began,
effort by R.A.F. to assist evacuation.

Belgians requested an armistice as from midnight,
"Operation Dynamo" completed.
Italy declared ̂ var on Allies.
First bombing attack upon Italy, by 36 Tdiitleys from England,

refuelling in Channel Islands.
First V.C.s awarded to R.A.P., posthumously to Fg.Off. Garland

and Sgt. Gray for attack on bridges over Albert Canal in
Battle aircraft on May 12th.

Surrender of 51st Division at St, Valery-en-Caux,
British offer of union with France rejected.
Marshal Petain announced that France had requested armistice terms.
New Bomber Directive - to reduce the scale of air attack on

Great Britain.

France accepted armistice terms.
Hostilities in France ended at 0135 hours.

12 Wellingtons and

Six

Only

ConcentratedII

Jan. 2

Jan. 15

Mar. 11

Mar. 19/20

Mar. 28

April 9

11

It 12

13/14

10/11
10May

15

15/16

16tl

17/18

26/27

May-

May 27
June 4

10

11/12It

12

12

16It

II
17
20

21

25

/July 1/2
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July 1/2 First 2,000 lb bomlD dropped, against Schamhorst at Kiel,
First Anti-invasion Directive.

Hamburg, Bremen, Wilhelmshavem, Emden and Kiel attacked.
Ne?/ Directive to reduce scale of air attack upon Great Britain.
LoY/-level attack on Dortmund-Ems aqueduct,
awarded the V.C.

First attack on Berlin.

Invasion alert No.l in force,

turned against German invasion preparations.
91 bombers directed against barges and shipping in France and

Belgium.
119 aircraft operated against Berlin.
Air Marshal Sir Richard Peirse succeeded Air Marshal

Sir Oharles Portal as A.O.C.-in-G

Skoda ?/orks at Pilsen, Czecho Slovakia attacked by Wliitleys.
New Directive - Area Bombing initiated.
Heaviest concentrated raid to date - 131 aircraft on Hamburg,
First attack on an "industrial area" without specific objective -

"ABIGAIL - RACHEL" operation by 134 aircraft on Mannheim.

Flt.Lt. Learoyd

Major effort of Bomber Command

Bomber Command.» >

4

4/5
13

Aug. 12/13

"  25/26
Sept. 8

13/14

23/24
Oct. 4

27/28

Nov. 16/17
Dec. 16/17

M
30

1941

Jan, 1/2 )
3/4 )ti

"Divan - Jane" raid on Bremen,Second "area attacks

53 aircraft attacked that night.Hlpper
Code-riame for fullscale area attack changed from "Divan to

identified at Brest.M 4

7
"GOODWOOD".

New Bombing Directive - primary aim oil.
"GOODVroOD" raid on Hanover by 221 aircraft.

First operation by Stirlings - 3 despatched against Rotterdam.

First operation by Manchesters - 6 despatched against Brest.
First operation by Halifaxes - 6 despatched against Le Havre.

No.2 Group commenced regular daylight shipping patrols.
247 aircraft operated against Hamburg, Bremen and Berlin,
First operation by nevi/' heavy bombers against a target in
Germany - 3 Halifaxes and 4 Manchesters against Hamburg.

Nev/ Bombing Directive - Battle of the Atlantic.
Schamhorst and Gneisenau identified at Brest,

effort turned against them. ^

Attfimpted daylight attacks by Hampdens upon
Brest abandoned due to lack of cloud cover.

Brest attacked by IO9 aircraft.
First 4,000 lb bomb dropped by Wellington on Emden.
Daylight attacks by Hampden aircraft upon Brest.

Heavy bombing

15

Feb. 10/11
It It

"  24/25
Mar, 10/11

12/13
12

15
28

29 )

30/31
31/Apr.1

April 3
5

Geimans invaded Greece and Yugoslavia.
228 aircraft despatched against Kiel, followed up by 159 the

Aim to
next night.

Full effort of No

6  )
7/8

.2 Group turned to daylight patrols,
force Gemans to withdraw fighters from Greece,

9

Evacuation from Greece began.

First Stirling operation by day
Evacuation from Greece ended.
150 aircraft operated against Mannheim.
340 aircraft operated against Hamburg, Bremen, Bremerhaven and

Largest scale operation in the period.

aircraft against Emden.one

the Kiel Canal.

II 22
II

27
22May

5/6
8/9

173 aircraft operated against Hamburg and Bremen.
112 aircraft laid mines during three nights outside Brest and

11/12
25/27

St, Nazaire,

Daylight search for Frinz Eugen in Bay of Biscay by 53
Wellingtons and Stirlings without result.

27
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PART I

TEiE ORGANISATION OF BOliBER COMMAND 1939 ~ 19^1

SECTION I

HEABQUARTERS ABMINISTRATIVE ORGANISATION

Origin and Revision. - The administrative organisation
of Bomber Command traced its origin to the general
re-organisation of ̂ the Royal Air Force under Scheme C of ,
expansion in 1936. During 1939 it was revieTred in the light
of experience gained since then and certain modifications were

The revised organisation of Command and Group
headquarters brought into force just prior to the T/ar is
shown in Appendix B.

introduced.

S.45882/IB
S.55263

The main feature of the old system v/as retained. This
the principle of one administrative authority only between

This authority v/as the
vi/as

the Station and the Air Ministry.

Group in respect of personnel and the Command in most other
matters. Thus uniformity of procedure and efficiency v/ere

secured by the centralised control of his especial function
by the chief of each administrative service. So long as

the organisation remained on a small enough scale, this system
With the growth in size of the Command,

hoY/ever, and the specialisation of the Groups both in equipment
and purpose, Yidth their territorial distribution and the need
for close contact in war it became necessary to modify the

system by the addition of certain links at Group in order to
provide a continuous cliain of authority both in policy matters
and in some branches of administration, such as that of

This necessity had become apparent by the outbreak
Each

was admirable.

equipment,
of war, at vYhich date the Command contained six_Groups.
Group controlled some six Stations, or "Yfings” r'f •t'-Vu=y
a mobile basis. Most of these Stations or Ydngs were
responsible for tYvo Squadrons each.

2. Basic Principles. - The principles upon which the revised

organisation was based Yvere laid doYm by the Air Council in
the folloYTing tenns:-

. At any stage of command a commander must be able
to make an accurate assessment of the operational
effort of YThich his command is capable,
to do this he must liave constantly available
reliable information in the appropriate degree of
detail concerning the state of his personnel and
material.

(a)

In orde

S.55263 9A

r

In the course of exercise of his command the
commander relies upon tvro categories of
subordinates in his headquarters.

The first category consists of those subordinates
Yvho assist the commander in framing his policy, by
collecting, analysing and presenting to him (in a fo-rm
which enables him quickly and easily to grasp the

sentials of any problem) all the information he
requires before he can make a sound decision, and who
assist him in carrying out his policy by preparing
his behalf all the necessary plans, and similarly

/issuing

(■b)

es

on

G. 197929 (c)/AE.C/6/A8



2.

issuing all the necessary instructions to everyone concerned.
These subordinates constitute the "Policy Staff",
policy staff is divided into tv/o branches - the Air branch
and the Administrative branch,

primarily concerned vri-th the planning and execution of

operations,
provision of personnel and material needs.

The second category of subordinates consists of those
T/ho, Tri-thin the terms of the commander's operational and

administrative policy'and plans, can devote themselves single
mindedly to the executive control of their otoi specialised
organisations,
the Administrative Services.

Service by virtue of his specialised knowledge, has also to

perform the function of an adviser to the commander and his

policy staff on matters concerning his service,

(c) At every stage in the functioning of a Command, there
must be sufficient decentralisation of authority to
ensure that commanders or other appropriate officers
take decisions on a level ¥ri.th the responsibilities
vd.th which each is charged,

congestion v/ill occur at higher formations, o'wing to

matters being referred to them v/hich are v/ithin the
province of subordinate commanders to decide,"

This

The first of these is

The second branch deals vri.th organisation and

These subordinates constitute the staffs of
The head of each Administrativ

Unless this is done

e

Command Headquarters - The "policy" staff of Command consisted

of the Senior Air Staff Officer (S.A.S.O.) and the Air Officer in
charge of Administration (A.O.A.) together v/ith their assistants,

the conduct of

3.

The "Air" branch dealt vri-th operational plans
operations, intelligence and training; the Administrative branch
dealt v/ith administrative planning, organisation  - including
establishments, the supply ,and upkeep of material, hiovcments,
quartering and works - and personnel.

The heads of the administrative services had complete
executive control vri.thin their departments subject to the policy

They v/ere responsible for the technical administrationlaid dovm.,

and the efficiency of their services, and they v/ere also the

advisers of the C.-in-C. and policy staff in matters affecting their
The staff of each service v/as intended to assistown services,

the head of the service in his executive function, and varied in

n'umber according to the nature and size of the service and of the

functions it was expected to perform.

Group Headquarters - The revised organisation provided an

administrative branch at Group headqiiarters containing organisation
and personnel section so as to be similar, on a reduced scale, to
the administrative branch at Command headquarters. This completed

the Group "policy" staff with its air and administrative branches
as at Command. It will be seen from the diagrams at Appendix B
that the Command and Group headquarters organisations ̂ vere very
similar,

administrative v/ork at Group headquarters, v/hich allowed of a much
smaller organisation section, and of the absence of representatives
of many of the administrative services,
centralised at Command headquarters.

The main difference was in the volme and nature of

The control of these v/as

It was decided to decentralize to some degree five of the

services only, i.e. Armament, Navigation, Signals, Engineer and
Medical, One or more representatives of each of these ■was

/attached
G.197929(0)/ABC/6/48
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attached to Group staffs to discharge the following duties
(1 Sqn.Ldr. Equip, was added on 12th September 1939):-

To advise the Group Conunander and his policy staff
on matters in v/hich his service might influence
operations and training.

To keep the Group Commander and his policy staff
fully informed regarding the technical state of
the units as far as his service is concerned.

To keep the head of his service fully informed
regarding the problems affecting his service
that arise v/ithin tho units of the lower formation.

To voice any special requirements of tho Group
Commander to the head of his service.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

■n; \

To exercise a limited executive control of tho
sections of his service vd-thin the units
controlled by the lower formation.

It will be seen that the scope of the jurisdiction of
Bomber Groups was very limited,

to maintain close contact Td.th stations, and to give
them day-to-day assistance and to interpret in detail for
them the policy laid dovm at Command headquarters, In^
personnel matters alone they continued to exercise routine
administration. The Group Commander was also responsible -
for operational control.

(b)

Their principal purpose
was

Station Headquarters - The headquarters organisation
of a brnber station ¥»as designed to undertake all ̂ routine
administrative functions for the squadrons established

This allovrod the sq-uadrons to concentrate upon
The Station
co-ordination and

5.

T/ithin it.
maintenance and operational readiness.
Commander's responsibilities included the
supervision of his squadrons, and responsibility for their
training and operations, in addition to the routine
administration of the station and its defence arrangraents.
Th® Squadron Commander vra.s responsible to him for the
organisation of training and maintenance in his squadron,

fulfilling the operational demands made upon him, and
for maintaining discipline and morale.
for

S.if5882 8A

further details of the system of administration
at this date and improvements proposed, the Report
of the Jones Committee presented in August 1959?
should be consulted.

ForNote:

G.197929(c)/ABC/6/2f8
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SECTION II

COiVlPOSITION AT THE OUTBREAK OP WAR

The e3q3ansion schemes of the
Royal Air Force which had been adopted in turn since 1934
had been designed to keep pace mth political developments.
The standard on which they were based v/as, so far as Bomber

Command was concerned, that of a bomber force at least
comparable in striking pov/er with those components of the

strongest foreign air force capable-of attacking this
country and our sea-borne trade,

in an Air Staff paper circulated throughout the Service in

November 1938,

planned, as Y/ill be seen later, on that assumption,
rate of expansion had gradually fallen behind that of

Geimany, a position v/hich had been recognised by the Air
Staff,

Design of the Force.

These are the words used

The air strategy of Great Britain was
The

It was hoped, hov/ever, that quality and higher

S,44223/7B

bomb lift in the new type British bombers would compensate
for any numerical inferiority,
the Command had reached a level which appeared, on paper, to
be fairly satisfactory.

By 1939 the expansion of

Strength. - At August 31st 1939, Bomber Command consisted
of fifty five squadrons containing nine hundred and twenty
initial equipment aircraft (sec Appendix Cl). Yfhon war
broke out on September 3rd, however, there were available for

operations from bases in England pnly twenty five squadrons,
numbering three hundred and fifty two aircraft, not all of

which wore fully trained for operations,
this disparity were:-

2.

The reasons for

No.l Group, consisting of ten Battle squadrons of
hundxed and sixty aircraft (i.e. was reducedone

(a)S.46371

to 16 on mobilization) crossed over to Prance on
September 2nd to-form the first echelon of the

Its role hence-Advanced Air Striking Force,
forr/ard v/as dependent upon the armies in Prance.
Although it remained at first nominally a part
of Bomber Command, its purpose was entirely

This \Tas recognised in January 1940,distinct,

by the formation of a separate Command, the
British Air Forces in France, to which it was

Its full story is contained intransferred,

the narrative on the Campaign in France and the
Only its activities inLot/ Countries,

connection mth the bomber offensive are
contained in this narrative.

Tv/o Blenheim squadrons were earmarked and reserved
for the Air Component of the BUeld Force in
Prance, coming under army command on their move
to France at the end of September.

(t)

Seventeen squadrons were non-mobilizable, being
They allused for training and reserve,

(c)

lacked either training, personnel or equipment.
Nine squadrons were employed on traini
this number T/as immediately increased to

, butne

The remai3aingthirteen on the outbreak of v/ar,

four non-mobilizable squadrons were kept as a
for their Groups of both aircraft andreserve

personnel.

/(d)
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(d) One squadron, No.78, was due to join the list of
mobiliaable squadrons, but had not completed its
training to operational standards.

A further reduction in the available strength was temporarily
caused by the "scatter scheme" v/hich had been devised to disperse
Bomber Command ¥/hen war became imminent. This v/as to guard
against a lighthing attack on aerodromes such as the Geimans had
carried out in Poland. It meant that most of the operational
sq'uadrons v/ere scattered at rearward aei'odromes for a week or

more after the war began,
and delays in operations.

This created difficulties of control

The changes of command and movements of units are given in
some detail below to illustrate the resulting disorganisation.
This might have had serious consequences in limiting the activities
of the force in the vital first few days of hostilities, if the
war had followed the same course as the German "blitzkrieg
Poland.

on

In the event, it was forteinate that eight months
breathing-space was allowed, in v/hich the Command could complete
its preparations.

3.' No.l Group. - ¥/hen No.l Group was reconstituted as the
A.A.S.P. and moved over to Prance, the nucleus of  a neji No.l Group
headquarters wras left at Benson, commanded by the S.A.S.C. of the

It was intended, that
new group should, on completion, move to Prance with the

second echelon of the A.A.S.P., there to take over command of the
Battle squadrons of the original No.l Group under A.A.S.P.
headquarters. Vftien it Yr&s decided not to send the second echelon

overseas, as a result of the shortage of aerodromes available in

Prance, as well as the conviction that the squadrons could be
better employed from England, this headquarters T/as no longer
necessary. It was closed dovm on December 22nd 1939. The ^
headquarters reformed on Jiine 18th 1940, on the return of the
remnants of the A.A.S.P. squadrons from Prance,

4. No.2 Group. - On September 1st 1939 No.2 Group, under the
command of Air Vice Marshal C.T. Maclean, took over the stations
and squadrons of No,6 Group, ?/hich then became the training group.
In exchange it handed over the group pool stations v/ith their

squadrons to No,6 Group. No.2 Group then comprised ten Blenheim
sqviadrons, with an initial equipment of one himdrcd and sixty
aircraft. Group headquarters were at V/yton, and the squadrons
were disposed as follows;-

old group - Air Commodore A.C. Y/right.
this

3.46371 23A
No.l Group
Perm 540.

2057 26bC!
kJ o

No.79 Wing, No.21 Squadron
No.82 Squadron

at YYatton

No,81 Wing. No.90 Squadron '
No,101 Squadron

at Y7est Raynham

No,82 Wing. No.114 Squadron
No.139 Squadron

at YVyton

No.83 Wing. No.107 Squadron
No,110 Squadron

at V/attisham

No,70 Wing. No.18 Squadron
No.57 Squadron

at Upper Heyford

The first eight of these were intended to form the second echelon
of the A.A.S.P.

of the Air Component, Field Force.
Nos, 18 and 57 Squadrons were to be No.70 YVing

/OnG.197929(0)/ABC/6/48
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On September 2nd the scatter scheme viras carried out by
moving 50^ of the aircraft as follows:-

No, 79 Y/ing to Horsham St. Faith

No.81 Wing

No. 82 V/ing

to V/eston on the Green

to Hullavington

to Ipsv/ich (satellite)

Further moves on the. 3rd, 5th and 7th dispersed squadrons as

far afield as Sealand, Netheravon and Briae Norton.
Sex-)tember 15th the scatter scheme was modified, leaving the

squadrons disposed as follov/s:-

No,83 V/ing

On

No. 79 Y?ing No.21 Squadron at Yfetton
No.82 Squadron at Netheravon

No, 81 Y/ing No.90 Squadron at Upwood
No.101 Squadron at West Raynham

No.82 lying No. 114 Squadron at V/yton
No.139 Squadron at Alconbury

No.85 YYing No.107 Squadron at Benson
No, 110 Squadron at V/attisham

In the meantime the decision had been talcen to postpone
the move of the second echelon to France, and on September 11th

No,70 Wing had been transferred to No.6 Group, pending its
move to France Tdth the Field Force,

had been decided to malce up the number of training squadrons,
considered to be necessary, by the addition of No,90 Squadron.
This unit was accordingly handed over to No,6 Group on
September 20th.
as reserve sq_uadron to the Group.
Blenheim squadrons were left operational in the Command after
less than a month of war.

On September 8th it

On the 25th No.101 Squadron was designated
Thus only six first-line

No.3 Group.
Air Vice Marshal J.E.A. Baldvan, was located in East Anglia
with headquarters at Mildenhall,

mobilizing squadrons, Yd.th an initial equipment of seventy _
two Wellington aircraft, disposed as follows:-

5. The Yfellington Group, under the command o

It consisted of six

f

Nos,99 and 149 Squadrons at Mildenhall

f
Nos,38 and 115 Squadrons at Marharn

No. 37 Squadron at Feltwell

No. 9 Squadron at Honington

There were also two non-mobilizing reserve squadrons:-

No,214 Squadron at Feltvrell

No.215 Squadron at Honington

The group pool squadrons. Nos.75 and 148 at Stradishall, were
transferred to Harwell and handed over to No,6 Group between

September 4th and 17th.

/The
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The operation of the "scatter" scheme disposed the squadrons
as folloT/s;-

No.99 Squadron, Upper Heyfordj No.149 Netheravon

No,37 Squadron, Kemble; No.214 Aston Dovm

No. 38 Squadron, South Cemey; No. 115 Marham

No. 9 Squadron, Boscombe Down; No.215 Little Rissington

On September 14th the scheme was relaxed on condition that not

more than one squadron Vira.s- located on each aerodrome, v/ith its

aircraft well dispersed. As a result Nevmiarket, Methwold,
Barton Bendish and Bramcote were used respectively as satellites.

On October 27th, as the output from the training squadrons
was found to be insufficient, No,215 Squadron was handed over to

No,6 Group for that purpose, and moved to Bassingbourn.
left six operational squadrons and one reserve in No.3 Group,

This

6. No.4 Group. - No,4 Group under the command of
Air Commodore A. Coningham, was located in Yorkshire and equipped

The headquarters was at Linton-on-Ouse■with Yftiitley aircraft,
and it controlled five mobilizable squadrons, one which had not
completed its training, and tvra group pool squadrons,
were stationed as follows on September 3rd 1939:-

These

at DishforthNo,10 Squadron

No.78 Squadron (training)

No.77 Squadron

at Teinhill (scatter station)

at Driffield

at Cottom (satellite)No,102 Squadron

No.58 Squadron at Linton-on-Ouse

at York (satellite)No,51 Squadron

No,166 Squadron (pool)

No,97 Squadron (pool)

at Leeonfield

at Shawbury (scatter station)

The tvTO group pool squadrons. Nos.97 and 166, were handed over
to No,6 Group, and moved to Benson on September 17th.
the airfield unsuitable for the use of ¥/hitleys, the Squadron
vra.3 moved on to Abingdon on the 19th.
loaned to Coastal Command for anti-submarine and escort duties

on September 30th, and moved to Boscombe Dovm.
return to the Group until February 15th 1940.

Finding

No.58 Squadron was

It did not

No,5 Group. - The Hampden Group, under the command of
Air Commodore TAB. Callov/ay, v/as based in Lincolnshire, -vo-th
its headquarters at Grantham,
squadrons of seventy tiwo initial equipment aircraft, and two
reserve and two groiq? pool training squadrons, dis’bributed as
follows;-

7.

I^t comprised six mobilizable-

Nos.49 and 83 Squadrons at Scampton, ptirt dispersed to
Newton ■Ni'

Nos,44 and 50 Squadrons at V/addington, part dispersed
to Tollerton

/N03,61
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Nos,61 and 144 Squadrons at Heinsv/ell, part dispersed
to Speke

Nos, 7 and Squadrons at Finningley, part dispersed
to Doncaster

Nos.106 and 185 Squadrons at Cottesmore

The scatter scheme effected a further dispersal on
September 6th.

On September 23rd the tvro group pool squadrons. Nos,7
and 76 were transferred to No,6 Group and moved to Upper
Heyford, No«106 Squadron taking their place at Pinningley.
On September 14th Air Vice Marshal A.T. Harris had taken

over command of the Group.

No,6 Group. - On the outbreak of war No.6 Group, under
the command of Air Commodore Macneece-Poster, was' vd.'thdravm

from the list of operational groups to assume control of
operational training for Bomber Command.
Blenheim squadrons vdiich had formed this Group were handed
over to No,2 Group, and seven training squadrons were taken

over from that Group

8.

The mobilizable

Nos, 35" and 207 Squadrons at Cranfield

Nos,52 and 63 Squadrons at Upwood

Nos, 104 and 108 Squadrons at Bassingboum

No, 98 Squadron at Huclcnall

The first three of these stations were also taken over, in

addition to Abingdon, Benson, Bicester, Harwell and Boscom.be
Dovm.

September 18th, No,6 Group merely undertaking the transfer
on behalf of the former No,l Group, v/hich had vacated these

stations on crossing over to Prance.
Fighter Cominand station.

The latter was passed on to Training Command on

Huclcnall i'*emained a

On September 11th, No,6 Group took over Upper Heyford
Theseand the sqiaadrons stationed there, Nos, 18 and 57.

squadrons, which had been earmarked for the Air Component
of the Field Force, wont over to Prance for that purpose,
on September 30th, thus leaving Upper Heyford free for use

as the Hampden training station, >
y" \

The further transfers which took place in order to
implement the decision to put No,6 Group in charge of all
operational training for the Command are tabulated below;-

Sept,13th Nos.75 and 148 Squadrons to Harv/ell from No.3 Group.

Sept. 13th No,52 Squadron from Upv/ood to Kidlington.

Sept,13th No.63 Squadron from Upvrood to Abingdon.

Sept,16th Nos,104 and 108 Squadrons to Bicester.

Sept,19th Nos.52 and 63 Squadrons to Benson.

Sept.19th Nos.97 and I66 Squadrons to Abingdon from No.4 Group.

/Sept.21st

\

‘•'1
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Sept.21st No.90 Squadron to Upwood from No.2 Group.

Sept.22nd, Bassingbourn station transferred to No,3 Group.

Sept. 23rd Nos,7 and 76 Squadrons to Upper Heyford from No,5 Groi;p.

Sept.27th New Zealand Flight to Harwell from No.3 Group,

Oct, 27th No.215 Squadron and Bassingbourn from No,3 Group.

The composition of No,6 Group, once it settled dovm, there- ‘
It is arranged in order of aircraft typesfore, v/as as follo¥/s.

on which the crev/s were trained.

Nos,35 and 207 Squadrons, Cranfield.
Nos.52 and 63 Squadrons, Benson.

(No,98 Squadron, Hucknall.)
(No,98 Squadron later crossed to France as reserve to the

A.A.S.F.)

Battles

Nos.104 and 108 Squadrons. Bicester.
No,90 Squadron, TJpwood.

Blenheims

Nos,75 and 148 Squadrons, Harv/ell.
No.215 Squadron, Bassingbourn.

Nos.97 and I66 Squadrons, Abingdon.

Nos.7 and 76 Squadrons, Upper Heyford.
No.185 Squadron, Cottesmore.

Yifellingtons

V/hitleys

Hampdens

The air striking force was thus located

along the~e^tera.' side of England, with its training squadrons to
the west of it.

'to suit the range of its aircraft and the purp>ose for which it
was to be used,

at Viiyton, and aerodromes rather scattered around that area, but
advanced landing grounds for refuelling near the East Anglian

This group v/as intended principally for close support

Distribution.9.

Each group was concentrated in an area designed

No.2 Group with its Blenheims had headquarters

coast,

work jrith the array, and for reconnaissance and attacks on targets
No.3 Group v/ith its Wellingtons T/as concentratedat sea by day.

in East Anglia; No.4 Group on Y/hitleys in South Yorkshire, and

No.5 on Hampdens in Lincolnshire. These three groups were

intended for the longer-range work, both at sea and on land,

v/as hoped to use the Wellingtons and Hampdens by day, and the

VYhitleys at night. All three, howrever, had soon to be used

almost entirely by night, as will become apparent later.

It

This arrangement of units enabled control by each group
headquarters of its own squadrons to be close and direct,
the same time the aim was to allow the aircraft the maxinum

range towards Germany consistent vuth available aerodromes,
order to give a greater range to the north, the aerodromes near

Inverness at Kinloss and Lossiemouth T/ere later used for

temporary detachment.

At

In

The training group. No.6, took over the rearward aero-
These Mere too remote fordromes belonging to Bomber Command,

operational squadrons, and had the advantage of being more '
secure from enemy attack. Interruption of the training
programme, which involved almost continuous use of these aero

dromes, was not so likely as in the more forward areas.
is used throughout this periodTTie tem "heavy bombers

to describe Y/ellington, Yfnitley and Hampden aircraft,
YYith the introduction of four-engined bombers later in

the war the above types came to be classed as "medium
Bombers".

■ Note:
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SECTION III^ '
RE-ORGANISATION OF TRAINING

Supply of Aircrev/. - Up to the end of 1938 the supply
S.4-5639 Enc.l2A of pilots to Bomber Command came from the Plying Training

Schools direct to squadrons, where their training was
completed,
time observers, wireless operators and air gunners.
-October 1938, the full-time employment of these categories
v/as decided upon.

The remainder of the crew v/as made up of part-
In

It soon became apparent that the squadrons could not
undertake the training of the vastly increased flow from the
Flying Training, Air Observer and Air Gruinery schools vd.thout
seriously impairing their own readiness for operations.
There was a shortage of instructors aiid of experienced

As a result itpersonnel and a lov/ rate of serviceability,
was found that the progress of operational training had not
kept pace with the expansion, by which the R.A.P. load trebled
itself in five years, nor mth the improvements in organis
ation and equipment. The nev types of aircraft coming into
service were infinitely more complicated and difficult to
master than the old. «

S. 50693 Enc.U

Group pool squadrons were therefore nominated in each
whose function was defined in January 1939. TheyS.46938 group,

were:-

(i) To provide each operatiorifil group v.lth a
reservoir or pool from which replacement
crews can be drawn;

(ii) to train the output of the F.T.S.'s up to an
operational standard before it passes to the
operational squadrons."

At the outbreak the *group pool squadrons consisted of the
following:-

No.l Group

No.2 Group

No,3 Group

No,4 Group

No,5 Group

It -was arranged that No.6 Group should take over adminis
trative responsibility for these squadrons, but that each

should be responsible for the'supervision of training
in its own pools,

2. Navigational Training,
standard of navigation in squadrons a nev navigationa.1 ̂
training policy was laid down in May 1939. The captain of

aircraft was to have a thorough knowledge and experience
of practical navigation. This would enable him to
superintend hi.s navigator in the air and,.should his
navigator become a casualty, to bring' his aircraft safely

to'be trained to the highest

/standard

Nos. 52 and 63 Squadrons

Nos,104 and 108 Squadrons

Nos. 75 and 148 Squadrons

No, 97 Squadron

Nos. 7 and 76 Squadrons

group

- As a result of the very low

an

The air observer wasback.

3,1925 Part I

S.47667 Part I
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standard required,

of the aircraft under the direction of the captain.

Observers had formerly been recruited from the ranks of

experienced wireless operators, and given, the necessary further
course of training,
impossible to obtain the requisite number of the right type from
this source,

life,

the rank of sergeant as an inducement,
necessary to offer some commissions, in addition, to improve the
future prospects in this category, and to put them on a par with
pilots and air gunners.

He should be able to carry out the navigati

Y/ith the expansion it was found to be

Observers were therefore taken direct from civil

In order to attract the best available they v/ere offered
Later it waa found

on

3. Training Squadrons, - As soon as -war began it was realised

that a revision of the operational training progrstmrae v/as
essential, if the supply of aircrew to Bomber Command v/as to be

adeqixate. The training squadrons could not replace the antici

pated rate of wastage; nor could they absorb the output of
training establishments allocated to the command. This last-

minute realization of the problem led to a series of conferences
modifying the policy and causing considerable confusion in the

training units. This can best be illustrated by observing the

moves of some of them during this period, as shown in the

description of No.6 G-roup in the previous section. (Sect.Il).

S.I925/I Enc.lbB 8. On September I6th I939 the A.O.C.-'in-C issued a revised

memorandum dealing T/ith the organisation of Bomber Command in war.

The main points which concerned grovq^ pools were:-

♦ 9

(a) The small supply of trained crews in group pools must be

preserved at all costs for training reinforcements.
They must not be drawn upon to make up deficiencies in
first-line squadrons.

In order to relieve operational groups of a training
commitment, entire responsibility for Group Pool
training and output v/as to be taken over by Wo,6 Group.

Reser'/e Squadrons (formerly non-mobilizing squadrons)
were to be used as a supplement to Group Pools for
training crev/s, and "as reservoirs between first-line
squadrons and Group Pool stations, in order to clear
the latter of crev/s under training immediately a
course is completed,"

(°)

Even after the re-organisation of the operational training
squadrons in September, 1939? when their number v;as increased to

13, it soon became apparent that a bottleneck would occur at this

SJL925A Enc.33A final stage of training,
imately tTd-ce as many would be available from F.T.
handled by the Group Pools.
October, and it was found that in order to give adequate
operational training, estimated at 55-60 hours per pilot, to
either the vfhole flov/ from the Plying Training and other schools,
or for the estimated rate of casualty replacement, more aircraft

would be needed in the training squadrons than in all the existing
front-line squadrons.

In the case of pilots alone, approx-
as could beO

O •

The matter \7as investigated during

Uhder these circumstances Air Ministry proposed, at a

conference on October lAth, to cut dovm the length of course,
which had been agreed at 60 hours for mediiom and 55 for heavy
bombers, in order to speed up the output. The AiO.C.-in-C• >

Enc,.47A

was

/emphatically
G.197929(0)/ABC/6/48
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emphatically opposed to this suggestion, pointing out that it
v/as only in viev/ of a promised improvement in the output^from
Plying Training Schools that he had agreed to so low a figure.
"The length of the course had already been reduced to the very
minimum in which it would be possible tinder the most intensive

system to produce pilots and crevra capable of taking their ^
place, even relatively efficiently, in an operational squadron.

In December it was found necessary to increase the length

of the course temporarily from six vreeks to eight and nino^
weeks ov/ing to the v/eather, and this state of affairs continued
dtiring the winter. A slight saving v/as effected by building
up a pool in each training unit of aircrew awaiting a course,
v/ho could be given preliminary ground training and used to

fill any gaps v/hich might occur ov/ing to speeding up or
casualties. The G-roup Pools had already been organised on a

station instead, of.a squadron basis, and it was decided that

further expansion of the existing units was more practicable
than the creation of additional ones.

still acute lateThe position of operational training
in January 1940, oii/ing to the inadequate size of the heavy^
bomber group pools. For a- total of operational aircraft
Nos. 3, 4 and 5 Groups of 84, 72 and 84-' respectively, the
numbers behind them in the group pools were only 48, 32 and

In February, therefore, it was decided to
their aircraft establishment to;-

Y/as

an

48 respectively,
increase ' .

S.1925A Snc.99A

Training Type a/cOperational Type a/c
I.R.I.E.

S.60810 Enc.lA TypQ
I.R.I.E.

i8 1854 +Battle

399 +27Blenheim +

10291029 +
Hampden +

4131340 +
'Wellington +

h-131340 +
'./hit ley +

It had been suggested that each heavy group pool or operational
training unit as it Yvas coming to be called should have an
establishment of 72 I.E. + 14 I.R. aircraft, but Bomber Command

pointed out that it would be impossible to operate this number
from one grass aerodrome and one satellite, and the target
mrniber v/as therefore reduced to a total of 72, for Wellingtons

and Whitleys.

The building up of this establishment vns to have equal
priority vi/ith the provision of seven projected new squadrons,
in order to match training output with increased operational

MeanYYhile the training unit at Harwell was to bestrength,
brought up to the full establishment of 40 + 14 Wellingtons
and 14+4 Ansons in April so as to get an idea of the
capacity of such a unit.

- It Y/as finally decided toOperational Training Units,
transform the*training squadrons into "operational training

The nev/ name came into force on April 4th and 8th.
list of the units at this date).

4.

units".

(Appendix Dl contains a

S.46938Enc.l23A
3.60810 Enc.llB

Economy in maintenance 'personnel \7as secured in these units
system for all major maintenance.by the use of a "garage

/All
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All major inspections, engine changes and other large repair jobs
were carried out by the station maintenance organisation,
skeleton servicing staff only was required in the flights.

A

The operational training system which thus took shape was a

spontaneous grov/th due to the needs which became apparent rather
than a "cut and dried" scheme worked out in advance. In order

to keep pace vdth the output required of them the training units
resorted to various devices. At the same time the air staffs

both at Air Ministry and Bomber Command exercised all their

ingenuity to establish an adequate organisation without overmuch
reduction of the bomber effort.

The organisation which was developed at Hanvell in
September 1939> and after, became the model for the later

operational training units. The two squadrons at this station
had pooled their resources and formed four training flights:-

y/ellington Conversion Plight - 8 Wellingtons.

To pass out pilots solo day and night.

Navigation Plight - 8 Ansons.

Air observers to do navigation and photography.
Wireless operators to do w/t training.

Armament Plight - 8 Wellingtons.

Pupil pilots to fly and do bomb aiming.
Air observers to do tiirret v/ork and bomb aiming.

Air Gunners and v/ireless operators to do turret work.

8 Wellingtons.

(a)

(T^)

(c)

(d) Operational Plight

S.I925 Enc.6A

Crevfs formed and px-acticed operational flying,
pilots passed as first pilot day and night.

In the six vroeks course pilots spent kwo weeks in each of the

Conversion, Armament and Operational flights. Air observers and

Y/ireless operators spent their first two vreeks in the Navigation
flight before joining the pilots and air gunners for armament
training.

5. Training Devices. - In view of the difficulty of providing
output from the O.T.U.s adequate both in size and training

ovhLng to shortage of aircraft and flying instructors, a number

of synthetic training devices vrore resorted to. By means of
them aircrew trainees wore accustomed to their role in the air

before they began flying in operational types. Such, a device

S.1925Enc.l05C was developed at No,5 Group reserve squadron, in which the
pilot v/as placed in a link trainer, the navigator, wireless

operator and air gunner being in their appropriate positions in
fuselage which was broken apart for ease of training. They

v/ere then put through a reproduction of an actual flight - the
navigators were given suitable practice and had to drop their
bombs, the w/T operator and gunner likev/ise were given practice,
including surprise attacks from model Messerschmitts from which

to judge range etc., and the procedure and signals which the

VZ/T operator would get in actual operations.

A system similar to this T/as developed at Harwell. The
"Harwell Box" was devised which gave the Td.reloss operator
similar conditions to an aircraft, and a synthetic trainer was

/built

an

a
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built up from it, in which the pilot and navigator co-operated
in finding their wray to the target by means of a cine projected
scene vri.th all contingencies and sound effects provided.
Dummy fuselages were provided for cockpit drill, and practice
in ditching and abandoning aircraft, and spot-light trainers

and turret training stands of progressively improved design
for giannery training.

6. Air Gunners and 'fireless Operators. - The policy at-this
time was to train all air gunnei-s in W/T as well,
foimd that there was not time to give all of them  a full course.

One operator in each crev/
was therefore trained fully in Yf/T, whilst the others vrore
given a short course only, most of their time being spent on
air gunnery training,
it was eventually decided to train a proportion as air gunners
ordy.

It was

on both subjects in the O.T.U,s.

As the initial Y//T course took so long.

An additional reason Y/as the urgent need for some

commissioned air gvinners to act as gunnery leaders,
certain nvumber of these could be obtained by commissioning
YY/T operators already in the Service,
be found, hoYYever, by selection from direct entry air gunners.

A

Better material could

As a result the majority of commissioned air gunners were
A senior officer of the directorate ofS.I925/I Enc,125A not trained in YV/T.

training expressed the opinion in a D.O. letter "that the more

highly intelligent the person the harder it is to transform
him into a really efficient YY/T operator. A proportion of
those air gunners not commissioned were also trained in

gunnery alone,
charge of the training of air gunners and the development of

air gunnery tactics and teclinique.

The duties' of gunnery leaders v/ere to takeEnc.l32C

Training Organisation in May 1940. - As a result of the

S.1925/11 Enc.ifA representations of the A.O.C.-in-C., /hoYY Air Marshal Portal)
a meeting was held at Air Ministry on May 14th 19^+0, at which

the urgency of the question of operational training was faced

up to.
organisation wras insufficient to meet the Yvastage cf the

existing force and Yvas in fact only able to maintain a force

of fourteen squadrons,

present offensive that the G-ermans wore trying to, force a
decision this summer,

term programme to provide the most effective bomber force

possible during the next three or four months.
was not only one of replacing the crews Y/hich were lost, but
also of providing replacements for those who must have a rest,
V/astage was calculated at the rate of one crow per squadron
per week and the C.“in-C. considered that an additional crew

per Yveek would be needed to replace those needing a rest, or
sick.

This Y/ould mean that for a force of twenty four squadrons,
192 crews would be required each month, and even so this would
make no allowance for the existing shortage of 258 creY/s in

Bomber Command.

7.

The chairman (V.C.A.S.) explained that "the present

It appeared in the light of the

YVe must, therefore, evolve a short-

11
The problem

Thus each squadron v/ould need 8 crews per month.

The Director of Personnel said that the present output
Y/ith tv70 additional O.T.U.s this

It YYas therefore
was 146 crews per month,
figure could be raised to 200 per month,
decided to:-

(i) Disband the nev/ operational squadrons then forming,

(ii) Replace them by two nev/ O.T.U.s.

/(iii)
G.197929(c)/ABC/6/48
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(iii) Place the provision of satellite landing grounds for
O.T.U.s on a priority basis.

Investigate the advisability of utilising pre-O.T.U.
training school pilots, pilots on overseas training
schemes, and A.A. co-operation pilots to fill the
O.T.U. vacancies caused, by the expansion.

(iv)

At this conference sharp criticism was Ibvelled at the

projected formation of new operational sq.uadrons v/ithout any
O.T.U. organisation behind them.. It was agreed that any future
operational expansion should be preceded by the formation of

ix weeks in advance.appropriate additional O.T.U.s at least
The acceptance of this principle represented a reversal of the

previous Air Ministry decision under \7hich the formation of new

squadrons was accorded priority over the expansion of Operational
Training Units.

Enc.22B

Consequent upon this decision the existing O.T.U.s were to
be brought up to establishment immediately and tvro and a half new
ones formed. The number v/ould then be:-

O.T.U. at Benson.1 BattleEnc.27B

O.T.U. on Battles at Hucknall.

O.T.U.s at Bicester, Upwood and Yi/yton.

O.T.U.s at Upper Heyford and Cottesmore.

O.T.U.s at Abingdon and Kinloss.

O.T.U.s at Barvroll, Bassingboum and
Lossiemouth.

1 Polish

3 Blenheim

2 Hampden
\

2 YYhitley

2-g- Wellington

O.T.U.s were formed at Kinloss andTwo of the new

Lossiemouth, the latter at half-strength - during May; No,19 on
lYhitleys at Kinloss and No,20 on Wellingtons at Lossiemouth.
The third projected O.T.U., No,21 on Blenheims at VJyton, did not
materialise o^^/ing to a reduction in the number of medium

operational squadrons on the fall of Prance. The establishments
of existing O.T.U.s were revised and brought up to full strength.

SJ60810 Enc.22A

O.T.U. Development from June 1940. “ In July 1940, No.7

Group was formed under the command of Air Commodore the Hon.
R.A. Cochrane to take over the Blenheim and Hampden O.T.U.s from
No.6 Group. The Units taken over were No.13 O.T.U. at Bicester,
No.14 at Cottesmore, No.l6 at Upper Heyford and No.l/ at Upwood.

established at Huntingdon, and moved to
This left No.6 Group in control

The latter.

8.

Group headquarters woz'Q
B.0.540 (Admin) Brampton, near by, in August.
iipp.B. of the YYellington, Whitley and Battle O.T.U.s.

No,12 at Benson and No,18 (Polish) at Hucknall, shortly
converted on to Wellingtons, and the Polish O.T.U. moved to

Those two remained at half strength on3.60810 Enc.33A Bramcoto in November.
Enc,40A conversion to Wellingtons.

0thervri.se the O.T.U. organisation remained in this state
increased to full

46938 Bnc.l74Ab .

until February 1941, when Lossiemouth was
strength. On October 30th 1940, the question was raisedof

S.1925/ri Enc.85A providing O.T.U.s vri.th Halifax, Manchester and Stirling air
craft to provide backing for these types in operational use.
The C.-in-C. was opposed to this, his argument being that
crews for these new types should be specially picked, and

/have

G.197929(c)/4PC/6/l+5
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Conversionhave operational experience on old types first,
to the new type was therefore landertaken in the squadrons.

Early in 1941 it hecame necessary to provide for further
expansion, The number and type of O.T.U.s required to

provide for and maintain "Target Force A" (see Section V. (3))
was worked out during February. An increase v/as proposed of

four V/ellington O.T.U.s and the bringing up to full strength
of Benson and Bramcote. One extra Hampden and one extra
Blenheim O.T.U. were also proposed, all to be in operation by
1st June, 1941. Modifications vfere made to this programme
as a result of the reduction in numbers of Blenheim squadrons.

A Blendeira O.T.U. at Upwood was converted to T/ellingtons and

an additional Y/ellington O.T.Q. opened at Lichfield in place
of the extra Blenheim one at Cranfield, The expansion of

the Benson O.T.U. to full strength was delayed until it could
be moved to a more suitable aerodrome, and the formation of

No. 24, proposed to be at Chipping Y/arden, v/as delayed until
August and transferred to Honeyboume. Appendix G gives the

final lay-out of the O.T.U. organisation in May 1941.
3,1925/11 14SB that date the whole O.T.U. organisation was revised on account

of the introduction of Anierice^n type bombers. For "Target
Force E" there were required;

At

12 YYellington

2 v'/hitley

3 Hampden

and 8 American type O.T.U.s

The execution of this plan falls v/ithin the next period of

this narrative (Volume 3).

G. 197929 (c)/ABC/^48
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SECTION IV

SUPPLY PROBLEMS

Introduction. - Problems of the supply both of aircraft
and aerodromes \vith their equipment, and of personnel to

service and man them, obviously had a very large influence
upon the efficiency of Bomber Command, Such problems,
however, do not come mthin the scope of this narrative except
where they had a special and direct bearing upon the Command.

The question of the-supply of trained aircrew !^s been dealt
v/ith in the previous section. This section will therefore
summarise that of aircraft and accessories, aerodromes and

skilled ground staff.

In October 1938, the Secretary of State for Air submitted
to the Cabinet a Memorandum surveying the strength of; the

Royal Air Force, and suggesting the steps necessary to improve
the position. The main proposals affecting the bomber force
were:-

CP.218 (38)

The expansion of the aircraft industry to the
extent necessary to achieve equality of output
with Germany.

The re-equipment of the bomber force,
achieve a bomb-lift comparable vri.th that of
the Crerman long range striking force.

The provision of adequate material and personnel
reserves.

so as to

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

These proposals resulted in the adoption of "Expansion^
Scheme M" as a basis to work on. This envisaged the creation

of a force of 1,360 bomber aircraft, or 82 squadrons by
April, 1941. By the end of that year the bomber force was
intended to consist entirely of the new heavy bombers;
950 Stirlings, 950 Manchesters and 350 Halifaxes should have

This force should have a total bomb-been produced by then,

S.D.145

S.I503 Enc.2A

lift of 3,785 tons, as compared with Germany's expected lift
of 3.’600 tons by April 1940.

These figm’es were modified in July ,1939, ov/ing to
factors which reduced our ovm. bomb-lift and increased that

of Germany, i.o.:- >

Germany's increased expansion programme.

The reduction in bomb-lift due to the added
weight of armour, cable-cutters, de-icing
equipment, and later gun turrets On the
British bombers.

Reduction in aircraft output, now estimated at:-
;

600 Stirlings, 85O Manchesters and 6OO
Halifaxes by the end of 1941.

(a)

(t)

(c)

For these reasons the total bomb-lift was nor/ estimated
at 3,15.0 tons against a German lift of 4,000 tons by June

order to equal the G-erman bomb-lift an addition
22 medium squadrons to the programme would

1941.
of 18 heavy or

be required.

In

/The

G.197929(c)/ABC/6/48
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The Air Council considered the situation on July 7th 1939,
and although agreeing to the need for ultimate expansion,
deferred any action until October, on the groimds of:-

(a) The serious financial commitments caused by present Air

Force and Naval expansion;

(■b) The lack of detailed plans in this respect; and

(o) The difficulty of increasing the rate of expansion
further vn_thout a serious decrease in efficiency.

bated in an Air Council memorandum2. Aircraft. - It could be

in July 1939j that "the state of production indicates that 'the
programme of 12,000 aircraft for delivery during the two years
ending in March l9‘4-0, wiD.l almost certainly be achieved and may
conceivably be exceeded,
types being delivered were already becoming obsolescent, and
considerable delays had been experienced in the development of
the new types due to come into service,
or fighters had yet passed its preliminary trials, and only one
of the ne\r heavy bombers had been in the air.

This sounded satisfactory, but the

None of the new bombe

EEM 111/39

rs

EH/I 162/39 The outbreak of war brought the calling up of large numbers
In spite of this and

The "shadow"
of skilled men from the aircraft industry,
of black-out conditions output was maintained,
aircraft industry which had been planned before the war was
rapidly built up on the outbreak, with the maximum amount of
sub-contracting to pi'ovide dispersal in case of air attacks.
Yfith the introduction of the new t.ypes of bomber in the autumn of
1939 there was an inevitable falling-off in production during the
changeover.

After this the principal difficulties encountered v/ith
regard to aircraft supply were brought a.bout by ctianges of policy
which had not been envisaged, by the innumerable modifications
required in the light of operational experience, and by the
unexpected failure of certain types of aircraft and engine.
This failure was due to the necessity for ordering untried air
craft in bulk off the drawing board,

the Blackburn "Botha" whose failure involved the transfer to
Coastal Command of much-needed bomber aircraft; and the Avro
"Manchester", whose Rolls-Royce "Vulture" engines did not stand
up to the strain of operational use.

The -outstanding examples
T/ere

EPM 9/hO

The policy
use of different typos of bomber,

The first two causes were inter-dependent.
regarding the proportions and
depended upon the state of production of each typo, whilst the
modifications in many cases were due to the uses to ydiich they

The outstanding modifications or other causes ofwere put.
hold-up in different types are briefly reviewed below.

The re-aming of the Y/ellington sq'uadrons mthVfellington:
Mark lA "instead of Mark I aircraft was the first change,
v/hich was carried out between September and December 1939.
Much of the equipment had to be transferred from one to the
other ovhLng to a severe shortage which is discussed below.
In January 1940, a further modification v/as begun vidth the
introduction of self-sealing ("semaped") tanks,

slow owing to the shortage of tanks, but air-
The

process was

A.

E-C./S.20135(1)

Enc. 2A
"  116A

Vol.II Enc.73A
■W-

craft were replaced by degrees, the aircraft with non
sealing tanks being passed on to Group Pool squadrons for
training purposes. This re-equipment v/as not completed

(
/until

G.197929(c)/ABC/6/48
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until May 1940, in which month halloon-cutting equipment
was added.

Bristol "Hercules", planned for later in the yea,r, was

held up for another year owing to the short supply and

other calls upon this type of engine.

Whitleys:- One of the main difficulties experienced by

Y/hitley crev/s in their night operations in the winter
of 1939/40 T/as the severe icing conditions,
internal heating and a succession of de-icing devices
had to be provided,
experienced severe trouble, as shotvn by the following
report:-

The provision of more powerful engines, the

Improved

Even T/ith these, aircraft still

B.

erienced4 Y/hitley aircraft eB.C./S.8565 Enc.34 10 Squadron:

severe icing conditions night 27/28/6 Frisian
One aircraft fell from 16,000 toIslands area.

4,000 feet in an uncontrollable flat spin.
Goodrich vrxr.g de-icing, airscrew spray and kilfrost,
also hot air intakes all in use."

Engines were the principal cause of delay in
YYell.ingtons v/ere given priority in the

It T/as estimated at

Hampden:-

delivery,

supply of Pegasus XVIII engines,
the outbreak of war that of the Hampden production of

28 per month 12 would bo v/ithout engines, and this
deficit would continue for up to five months. To
compensate for this, the Hereford was used as far as
possible for operational training in place of the Hampden.

C.

B.C./S.20135/1
Enc.lA

The Battle was already an

obsoies^nt aircraft by the time it began to take an
active part in operations in France,
defenceless from the rear and its speed was insufficient
for evasion when attacked by fighters. It was realised
that it would be costly in use, but it was hoped that
the accuracy of its low-level bombing would justify the

In any case, there was not a supply of Blenheims
Two Battle squadrons

Battle and Blenheim:-

It Y/as virtxially

cost,

sufficient to take its place,

D,

only. Nos.15 and 40, were replaced by Blenheim squadrons,
and brought back- to England to rc-oquip Trith Blenheims,
before the capitulation of France. The remainder were
lost either in the air or on the ground at that time,
or re—equipped in England shortly after.

reported to beThe supply of Blenheims was
satisfactory in December 1939, and it was proposed to

expand four squadi’ons to an I.E. of 24 aircraft instead
of 16. But at the end of January 1940, the position
had worsened, making it necessary in February to cancel
the proposed expansion. The supply in July v/as
insufficient to re-equip the ex-Battle squadrons which
had returned from Prance, so that they had to^wait for

heavy types' or the American types which were just
coming over.

B.C./s.23546
Enc.2A

Enc.7A

Stirling:- Many delays were suffered in the changeover
oF^quadrons to nev/ tjp)es o-wing to the hastening of
their delivery. This meant that they had not undergone
adequate trials, and ha.d to be hold up for one modifi
cation after another. The first Stirling squadron
No.7, was formed at Deeming under No.4 Group on
August 1st 1940. It was transferred to No.3 Group at

E.S.57I4

RECP 1/ 26.12.40

/Oakington
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S.59160 Enc.9A Oakington on November 1st in order that the latter group
might be equipped entirely ̂ /ith Bristol manufactured engines,
By.this arrangement training and the stocking of stores, and
liaison with the manufacturer v/as made easier. Operations
T/ere delayed by the fact that the Hercules II engine gave an

operational ceiling of only 10,000 feet, and by a serious
defect in the structure of the tail wheel, as vrell as by
nmerous minor modifications. The Hercules X engine beganRECP 1/ 25.1.U
to be delivered in January 1941.

The need to avoid icing conditions still restricted
operations for some time,
follomng comment ¥/as made on a report of the icing-up of a

Stirling:-

As late as A^ghst 1941, the

B.0.8365/34 "Little experience has yet been obtained concerning
icing of Stirling aircraft, but with the high wing-,
loading of this type of aircraft it would appear that
a small degree of icing mil invariably cause the air
craft to become unstable, and very serious consider
ation must be given to operating aircraft "v/hon icing
conditions are probable".

Enc.17A

Manchester:- No.207, the first Manchester squadron, was

formed at Y/addington under No.5 Group on November 1st 1940.
These aircraft were promising at first, although requiring
minor modifications to such items as cabin heating,

began to operate in February, but turned out to be one of

the least satisfactory of the new types produced,
were suffered due to failure of bearings in the "Vulture"
engines and a tendency to catch fire in the air after engine
failure.

They

Losses

These defects could not be cured, in spite of the

P.

aircraft being grounded several times for modification.
April 13th they were grounded for inspection for signs of

bearing metal deposit,
grounded again on April 24th for modifications to the oil
tanks.

folloT/ed by numerous restrictions on flight and engine life,
resulted eventually in their replacement by the Lancaster.
This had a similar airframe but four Merlin engines in place

On

Released on April 14th they were

Further grounding from May 30th to August 1st,

B.C./S.I935I/II
Encs,3A

4A

I/3IA
B.0,7674/11
Encs.lA and llA

of the tvro Vultures.

The first Halifax squadron No.35, was formed at
This air-

Halifax:-

Leeming under No.4 Group on November 7th 1940.
craft also developed a defect in its tail hvheel assembly,
which was cured successfully.

March 1941, but was out of commission again in April due to

hydraulic trouble, and other minor defects, which took until

June to rectify.

It ’began to operate in

G-.

EPM. 149/39 A drastic revision of the research and development programme

was undertaken in November 1939, in tlie light of war experience.
The necessity had already appeared for a.high speed photographic
reconnaissance aircraft, and the idea of a fast, virtually
unarmed bomber later fitted in with this, and- eventually resulted

in the D.H. Mosquito.

Stirling, Manchester and Halifax class was borne in mind even at

this early date when none of these.had been tried out.
Y/hittle aircraft of jet design was also undei*.development.

Prom August 1940, the German air force began to attack the

British aircraft industry on a considerable scale, vdiich

resulted in further serious delays to production.

Y/hilst the need for a rei3l.acement for the

The

On

RECP./9C 7.2.40

map 2nd Report

/August
G.197929(0)/ABC/6/48
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August 15th an attack on Shorts factory at Rochester
resulted in the loss of three months’ output of Stirlings,
and the abandonment of the plant. On September 4th the plant
of Vickers at Weybridge was damaged v/ith a loss of about 125
Wellingtons, The raids T/hich followed on Coventry and

Birmingham mainly affected the supply of training aircraft.

The actual bombing of factories was not the most serious
A more serious factor was the losseffect of these attacks,

of vrorking time due to alarms; and the refusal of personnel
to work at night, in many cases, for fear of raids,
further reduced production to a serious extent,
in aircrew v/hich v/ere a serious factor limiting expansion at

this time were aggravated by the shortage of trainer aircraft

resulting from these raids and their after effects.

This

The shortages

Appendix A Equipment. ~ With every aircraft manufactured
a schedule of airframe equipment called Appendix  A is prepared.
This schedule specifies in columns 7 and 9 all the equipment
v/hich has to be fitted to the airframe

3.

EPM.20/40

(a) in order to put it into flying trim for delivery
from the contractors’ works,

(b) in addition to (a), in order to make the aircraft
operationally fit.

Column 7 shows the equipment which is fixed, or practically
fixed to the aircraft,

is easily removable.
Column 9 shows the equipment which

The column 7 equipment is either:-

embodiiiient loan" equipment fitted into the aircraft
by the contractor, e.g. flying instruments and
fixed fittings for electrical, wireless, armament
and oxygen services, or

(a)

fitted into the aircraft by the Air Force after
delivery from the contractor, e.g. guns, bomb
carriers, clockb.

Column 9 equipment is all fitted by the Service, e.g. gun
magazines, gun sight, bomb sights, T/ireless, cameras, drift

sights, c]:iart boards and other navigational instruments,
oxygen cylinders, dinghies.

EPM.18/40
ERP.3

On February 15th 1940, as a result of complaints of
shortages from Bomber Command and extensive inquiries as to

EECP.13 10.12,39 difficulties encountered, the question of Appendix A equipment
was taken up by the Yfar Strength and Development Committee.
There were general shortages in both embodiment loan items

and in items fitted by the Service A.S.U.
this shortage was the method of ordering such equipment up to
July 1939, which had caused a time-lag of many months in its

supply,
margin had been allovred.
to correspond with the planned output of the aircraft industry.

The reason for

EPM.28/40
It had been ordered after the aircraft, and no

This was altered by bulk ordering

Up to June 1940, hoT/ever, many aircraft remained unavail
able for long periods solely ovdng to this deficiency, and

many man-hours of labour were wasted in transferring items of

eq-uipment from aircraft brought in for repair, and later

/transferring
G.197929(c)/ABC/6/48
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transferring them back again,
supply of this equipment caused the Secretary of State to call a
special meeting on February 19th 1940 attended by the Commanders-
in-Chief, to try to find a v/ay of - speeding it up.
of certain items had fallen seriously short of their contract,
and caused bottlenecks in the supjjly of apparently insignificant
parts such as a special type of sv/itch, which resulted in the
holding-up of Appendix A equipment,
contracts, and the use meanwhile of equipment for which every unit
was combed, this cause of delay v/as gradually brought under
control.

The urgency of the question of

Manufac turers

By a redistribution of

4. Bombs. - At the beginning of the war the standard bomb in use

was the 250 lb. G.P., but the emphasis \?as soon transferred to the

It was found to be far more effective, in spite of500 lb. G.P.EPM.136/39
the extra margin of error allowed by the use of twice the number

of the lighter type. The manufacture of the 1,000 lb. G.P. bomb
was intended to correspond vri.th the introduction of four-engined
bombers. 2,000 lb. A.P. bombs were being manufactured to be
carried by the Beaufort and the Hampden, and additional plant was
provided soon after the outbreak of war to increase the production
of 500 lb. S.A.P. bombs, for use against shipping, and modern

concrete buildings. 250 lb. S.A.P, were used but wrore not very
effective.

I'Vhen a review of the bomb position was undertaken in

February 1940, there was a shortage in reserves of the 250 lb.
bomb and the nev/ incendiary bombs, 33 lb. and 42 lb.
of 4 lb. and 25 lb. incendiaries v/as adequate, and the position
T/ith the other bombs used by Bomber Command was satisfactory,
estimated reseiwe for six months was held ready filled,

details of bomb development and siipplies can be found in the

A.H.B. monograph on Bombs,

The supp

Furth

'B

ly
EPM.15/40

An

er

Aerodromes. - Owing to the failure to maintain the expansion
envisaged the supply of aerodromes at the beginning of the war T/as

fully adequate,
were not suitable for the heavy bombers which they had to

This factor increased non-operational casualties,
Ttie majority of pre-

5.

The sise 'and surface of many' of them, however,

accommodate.

and very soon had to be taken into account,
war aerodromes had to be provided with runways and increased in

This T/ork, added to the programme of building nev^’ aero-size.

dromes, caused delays to both, and produced difficulties at a

later period.

During the first wintei' of t’.ie wrar the problem v/as brought
to the fore by the unserviceability of many of the grass aero-

S.I925 Enc.93A dromes for considerable periods, especially at the O.T.U.s, where
the ground had to stand up to particularly hard v/ear.
courses had to be extended omng to soft groimd, thus adding to

the shortage of output already experienced,
in February, 1940, to move some O.T.U.s to France or the Dominions
ov/ing to shortage of aerodromes in the British Isles,
weather resolved this problem for the time being.

In June 1940, with the extension of German occupation to the
North French coast and the threat of invasion, urgent efforts

were made to produce nev/ aerodromes quickly,
stations were needed to cover the western areas, and it was

thought that some advanced aerodromes might have to be abandoned.
Orders and counter-orders v/ent out from Air Ministry, v/hich

resulted in increasing the number of landing grounds immedis-tely

available, T/hilst delaying some of the more permanent work which
had been put in hand.

O.T.U.

There was a proposal
Ibid 116

The summer

3.5138 Minutes

Nev/ fighter

/This
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This threat subsided, however, to be succeeded by the
renewed problem of soft aerodromes as the winter weather came

on again at the end of 1940. This emphasised the need for

replacing grass surfaces by runways, which had not yet been
done to any appreciable extent, A serious shortage of
cement held up this v/ork. The building of new aerodromes was

progressing v/ell, several of them having come into use by the
end of 1940.

¥.P.(41) 18.

The qxiestion of a possible "saturation point" for bombers

operating from the British Isles v/as considered in April 1941,
in view of the expected arrival of American tinits. It was

estimated that there would be 128 operational bomber
the middle of 1942, and 170 by the beginning of

saturation point" in the air

then

aerodromes by
was

1943. No fear of a
anticipated -within these figtires of available aerodromes,
which could accommodate a maximum of some 9,000 heavy bombers

of four-engined types by 1943. The difference in the number
available at the beginning of the war, and in April 1941, can
be seen by reference to maps l(a) and (b).

- The supply of personnel for expansion v/as
The difficulties

6, G-round _^af f •
even more'"complex than that of equipment,
encountered in training an adequate flow of aircre?/ have been
dealt with in the earlier section on "Training". Many types

of ground staff, however, also required a long and complex
course of training, whilst there were many other important
calls on skilled manpower for the other services and for

industry.

stressed as early as J-uly 1939, hy theThe question was
Director of Organisation at Air Ministry in a note on the

"Organisation of Further Expansion beyond Scheme  M -  Althougb
it may be possible, to produce the necessary aircraft for this
further expansion by 1942; to recruit the actual numbers of

personnel required; and even to provide the necessary 
stations

by that year; it must be pointed out that to attempt to
complete this expansion scheme by then would merely result in

deterioration of the efficiency and organisation
The main restricting factor is the

a most serious

of the present force. _

S.I503/U App.B

. ^ n
shortage of trained and experienced Group I tradesmen .

The vastness of the organisation needed to provide the

50^ increase suggested beyond Scheme_M is clearly shown 
in

Annexure II to the above extract, which gives a list ot tbe

"principal increases in staffs, training and maintenance
Excluding overseas and aircrew training requirementsunits",

these are:-

2 Schools of Technical Training

1 V/ireless School

1 Aircraft Repair Depot

1 Aimament School

10 Aircraft Storage Units

2 Equipment Depots

2 Hospitals

2 Service Training Centres
/Also

G.197929(c)/ABC/6/48
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Also 4 extra G-roup Headquarters and 3 Maintenance Y[ings.
number of regular and. reser\re ground staff required for this

expansion.-was estimated at 90,000, The length of time needed for
their provision v/as emphasised - "it appears probcable that the

pilots could be produced by the end of 1941j but it is most

unlikely that 'the proper proportion of skilled tradesmen
for the efficient maintenance of aircraft and equipment

The

necessary

would be available until late in 1945".

This question of the supply of ground staff is too compre
hensive to be dealt with here, and does not come properly under

the heading of the "Bombing Offensive", Having indicated the
vastness of the proble, therefore, it is left to the
monograph on "Personnel" to relate the course of its solution.

.r ̂
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SECTION V

EE-ORGANISATION, MAY 1940 TO MAY 1941

Up to the Fall of France - During the early months of
1940 it was decided to convert seven of the former ti'aining
squadrons into operational squadrons,
organisation having been taken over by the O.T.U.s these
squadrons were put on a number only basis pending the
formation of new operational squadrons to absorb them,
squadrons proposed were Nos.215, 185 and 75, which began to
form during April, and Nos.148, 7> 76 and 97-

Their existing

The

S.60810

Up to May 1940 the formation of these new squadrons was
given priority over the expansion of the 0.T.U.S to full

It was then decided that the serious position instrength,
regard to supply of aircrew necessitated the reversal of this
priority,
disbanded immediately to strengthen the O.T.U.s, the only one
allowed to complete its formation being No.75 (New Zealand)
Squadron, at Peltv/ell, which was made up of New Zealand
personnel from the R.N,Z.A.F. and the R.A.P.
realised that new/ squadrons could not successfully be planned
\mtil the training framework had been expanded sufficiently
to supply them,
therefore. No.75 Squadron,
to increase the establishment of the heavy bcmber squadrons
from an initial equipment of tv/elve aircraft to sixteen, using
for this purpose the immediate reseive aircraft already in the
Command,
bomber squadrons, but finally two I.R. v/ere held per sixteen
I.E.

Six of the squadrons in process of formation were

It T/as at last

The only squadron added by May 1940, v/as
In addition it had been decided

It was proposed to hold no I.R. aircraft for heavy

Ibid Enc.20A &
28A-

S.18A4 Enc.l2A

Two of the Battle squadrons of the A.A.S.P. had retiomed
to England in December 1939, No.40 Sqiiadron on the 2nd and
No.15 on the 9th to be re-equipped with Blenheims. They were
replaced in Prance by Nos. 139 114 Squadrons respectively
from No.2 Group. It was intended that this process of
exchange and re-equipment should continue, but the scheme
was indefinitely postponed- after these first two on account
of shortage of Blenheim aircraft.

2. Re-equipment of Medium Squadrons - On the return of the
eight Battle squadrons from Prance in June 1940, the question
of their futiore was debated. The personnel of the two
Blenheim squadrons (Nos,114 and 139) returned without their
aircraft, and the squadrons v/ere reformed in No.2 Group,
was decided that a close-support bomber force of-maximum
strength must be retained until the threat of invasion should
diminish in October. In spite of the need for extra
personnel for the heavy bomber squadrons it was decided to
keep six of the squadrons on Battles and to convert tv/o
(Nos.105 and 218) to Blenhehns. These two T/ere replaced by
the formation of two new Polish squadrons fNos.300 and 301)
on Battles, The reserve Battle squadron (No.98)
reconstituted and despatched to Iceland.

It

was

ERP, 6th

S.57I4 Enc.SA

ERP. 7th

The vulnerability of the Battle vdiich had long been
recognised made it highly desirable to re-equip these
squadrons, but the supply of Blenheims was insufficient for
this in addition to overseas commitments. It was finally
decided to re-equip the Battle squadrons v/ith American types

' such as the Douglas DB.7 (Boston) as these became available.

ERP. 8th

/If
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If losses were too great in the mean time they would have to be
converted to heavies.

On August 17th the Expansion and Re-equipment Committee
decided that eight medium close-support squadrons would now be

Ttiese were to be equipped mth Bostons as soon as
The remaini.ng fifteen medium squadrons T/ere to be

Tv'relve of them were to be converted

immediately into twel-ve nevr heavy bomber squadrons at half

Battle squadrons (Nos.103 and 130) were already

adequate,

possible,
converted to heavies.

strength,

EEP. 7th

converting on to Wellingtons and two new Polish soputidrons
,5714 Encs.6A-9A (Nos.304 and 303) were being formed on Battles to replace them.

A Czech squadron (No,311) was being formed'simultaneously on

Wellingtons, The method of conversion of Nos.103 and I30
squadi’ons adopted was to attach crews to No, 214 squadron for

conversion, and then to squadrons in No,3 Croup for experience.
They finally returned to complete the conversion of these two

squadrons by October 7th.

Tv\n

O.

The folloYd.ng further re~equipiuent was undertaken as a

result of the above decision:-

Nos. 300 and 301 (Polish) Squadrons at STd.'nderly to

Y/ellingtons

Ibid Enc.l3A

Nos.304 and 303 (polish) Squadrons at Bramcote to
li'vellingtons

Nos,13 and 40 Squadrons at Wyton to Wellingtons in November

Nos,12 and 142 Squadrons at Binbrook to Wellingtons in
November

originally to be re-equipped
Coastal Command squadron

Nos,37 and I05 Squadrons wei-e
with Ydiitleys at Driffield; a
(No,'612) however vfas given priority for the bhitleys,
it was dcoided to equip these two v/ith Y/'ellingtons.

substituted for No.103.Eventually No. 218 Squaa

so

.ron was

Nos.38 and 226 Squadrons were to re-eqeiip with Bostons
■Ghey wei-e available, and

Nos,107 and 110 Squadrons were to follow them.

(DB7) as soon as
ERP. 13th
S.5714/ Enc,43A

In point of fact these last four squadrons remained on
Battles and Elenlieims throughout this period, omng to the use
of Bostons for other purposes, principally as "Havoc" night ^

Nos.88 and 226 Squadrons eventually re-equipped v/ithfighters.
Boston Ills and Blenheims respectively.

EEP. 24th

decided that the number of old medium
The only aroiy

In April 1.941, it was
squadrons should be reduced to a minimum,
commitment was to provide 3 support, squadrons, but the
Office would be qudte read.y to accept heavies. ^  - i"
rate of hea-'/y bombers unfortunately did not allow of the
conversion of all medium squadrons for some time, ^
of pilots could not be absorbed by the heavy squadrons, am a
large number of Ame.rlcan medium bomber aircraft were on order.
So it T/as finally decided to absorb the surplus aircrew by
forming Boston squadrons, until sufficient heavy^ aircraftjere
available to replace them.

Tlie production

The supply

Appendix 03 shows the position at

EEP. 23rd.

November 14th 1940, and Appendix 03 at May 29th 1941.
/3.
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Expansion - The expansion which Imd been planned for
Bomber Command was to "Target Force’ A" of 75 Heavy and 20

Medium bomber squadrons by December 1941, and to "Target
Force C" of 100 Heavy and 20 Mediimi squadrons by mid-194-2,
30fo of this latter force should be of the nev<- 4-engined

This was modified, as seen above, by the

3.

bomber types. .

S.67148 Enc.lA

S.60810 Enc.45A

ERP. 23rd
_

decision to reduce the number of medium squadrons to a minimum.

During the latter half of 1940 fairly good progress \ms made
towards this expansion by the conversion of medium squadrons
to’ heavies and the formation of Polish squadrons; by_
reconstituting the Group reserve squadrons as operational
squadrons in July; and by the formation of the first 3 new-
heavy squadrons, on-Stirlings in August, and on Manchesters
and Halifaxes in November. After this, hov/ever, the
despatch of two squadrons (Nos.37 nnd 38), and cre'v/s to supply
additional squadrons, to the Middle East, and the provision
of pilots for ferrying duties and to form new squadrons in
Coastal Command, seriously delayed expansion.

During the early months of 1941, there was considerable
discussion as to the best methods of further expansion. When

this became possible, in April, the outcome of the debate was
the adoption of five methods of expansion as follows,:-

The re-equipment of selected medium bomber squadrons
v/ith heavy bombers.

The addition of an extra flight of 8 + 1 aircraft
to existing Wellington, vmitley and Hampden
squadrons.

(i)

(ii)

EKP.I03

EBP. 23rd

3.67148 Enc.21B

The formation of new Wellington, 1/hitley and Hampden
This -ivas an alternative to (ii) wheresq-uadrons.

(iii)

that -was impracticable ovd-ng to accommodation.

The re-equipment of selected Wellington, TiVhitley
and Hampden squadrons v/ith new heavy types.

The formation of new type (i.e. Stirling, Manchester,
Halifax, etc.) squadrons at I6 I.E. + 2 I.R. It
T^as intended that the crews for these should be
selected from old type squadrons to begin with

(iv)

(v)

The method of adding aircrews and maintenance crews to

existing squadrons, which had been suggested in order to
make the fullest use of the aircraft, was rejected. It was
considered that the use of an aircraft by more than one crew

Y/ould be both demoralising and uneconomical. The alternative
at (ii) above was strongly advocated by Bomber Command 

as
giving economy in aerodromes and in squadron staff, v/hilst

increased number of,flight commanders the advantagegiving an

3.5714 Enc.31A

/

of experience.

Method (i) had already been used and the further
squadrons Nos.lOl, 105 and 110 of No.2 Group were now
detailed to be re-equipped.

3.67148 Enc.233

Method (ii) was adopted by the addition of an extra _
flight to six Hampden squadrons during May and June, 1941,i.e.:

No.44 at Waddington, N0.IO6 at Coningsby, No.l44 at
Hemswell,

No.50 at LindhoLne, and Nos.49 and 53 at 3campton.

Ibid Enc.21A

A
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Nev/ Bombers ■- The new heavy bombers now coming into seivice
were the 2f-engined Stirling and Halifax and the t\vin-engined
Manchester,

formed by May 1941, and one more of each was about to form.
Three Manchester squadrons had been foimed, but as the Vulture
engine fitted to this aircraft proved unsatisfactory (cf. Section
IV), they had .to be re-equipped temporarily with Hampdens, whilst
av/aiting a solution to the technical faults,
eventually found to be insoluble, and the Manchester was replaced
by the 4-engined version of the type - the Lancaster.

k.

One squadron each of the 4-engined types had been

These were

EEP.121

These 4-engined aircraft now came to be knovm. as "heavy
bombers", whilst the former "hoavics" became "medium bombers",
and the former "mediums" became "light".

The "Mosquito", vdrich had been designed for high-speed
photographic reconnaissance, was just coming into service for
this purpose at the end of the pjoriod.
have such an excellent performance that large deliveries were
ordered, modified for night fighting and for bombing. ,

It was later found toEKP.123

Command Organisation - As the planned expansion of Bomber
Command began to take effect it became necessary to review its
organisation in order to keep it abreast of this expansion.
Various alternatives T/ere suggested, such as two Bomber Commands,
or a Northern and a Southern area under Bomber Command,
it T/as decided to retain the existing chain of control suitably

Headquarters staffs vrere of necessity steadily

5.

E’inally

expanded,

S-.67148 Enc.lA

increasing.

A second O.T.U. Group, No,7, had been formed in JxiLy 1940,
owing to the unwieldy growth of No, 6 Group,
reconstituted to administer the eight A.A.S.P. squadrons returned

It continued to control the four Polish Wellington
squadrons and the four Wellington Iv-xlf-squadrons which had

In May 1941,

No.l G.roup had been

replaced the Battle squadrons by Januai’y 1941.

S.60810 Enc.33A from Prance.

No, 2 Group consisted of nine squs.drons, its original seven vd.th
the addition of No.18 from the Air Component and No.105 from the
A.A.S.P.

Nos.15, 40, 57 and 218 Squadrons transferred to No.3 Group
in November 1940, on being equipped vd-th Wellingtons,
addition to these, in May 1941, No,3 Group had four of its
original six operational squadrons. Kos37 ^J^^d 38 had gone to
the xMiddle East. It also included No*75 (New Zealand) Squadron,
No,214, previously the reserve squadron. No.311 (Czech) Squadron,
and N0.7", the first Stirling squadron. It thus consisted of ten
British and one Czech Aifellington squadrons, and one Stirling
squadron.

In

No.4 Group had its original six IThitley squadrons, including
the former reserve. No.78, T/ith the new Halifax squadron. No,35
added.

No.5 Group now consisted of its original seven Hampden
No,106, the reserve squadron, becamq fullysquadrons,

operational only in early 1941, some time, after the other Group .
This group also contained the first Manchesterreserves,

sqviadron, No. 207.

There were thus thirty-one -full squadrons and four half
squadrons in Bomber Command on Pebruary 1st 1941. It was

/planned
G.197929(0)/ABC/6/48
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planned at this time to form another operational group, No,8,
as soon as the state of expansion warranted it. This was

expected to be about the end of the year.

S.60810 Enc.42B 6. Final Composition June 1941 - By the end of March there

were thirty-two "old heavy" squadrons, five "ne\T heavy"
(although the tv/o nev/Manchester squadrons had many setbacks),
and nine medium. The expansion forecast to the end of the

year is shown at Appendix 04.

The only changes in the bomber force after this before
the end of the period \mder i-eview vrere: -

(a) the conversion of one further Blenheim squadron.
No. 101, to Y/ellingtons in April 1941. The
intended conversion of Nos,105, 107 and 110
Squadrons at the same time was postponed.

Ibid. Enc.43A

The withdrawal of Nos. 15 and 57 Squadrons from
the front-line to provide crews for the Middle

PolloT/ing on this No. 15 Sq-uadron wasEast,

(t)

re-equipped with Stirlings by degrees, and a new
squadron. No.405 (Canadian) was formed to replace

No.57 Squadronit in No.4 Group on Vfellington II.
intended eventually to re-equip mth Wellingtonwas

IV, but for the present came back into the line
on Ic.

No.76 - formed in May(°) A second Halifax squadron

from the third flight of No.10 Squadron,
took 6 aircraft from No. 35 Squadron and vd.th 2
new ones became operational in June,

It

The re-equipment of No.6l Squadron with Manchesters
took place in June.

A Boeing Portress (BI9) Squadron - No.90
formed in No,2 Group during May and June.

The final Order of Battle at the close of this period.
May 29th 1941, is set out in Appendix 05.

(d)

(e) - was

G.197929(c)/4BC/6/48
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P^IRT II

,i™_OPENING OP THE OFFENSIVE - SEPT. 1939 TO MAY 1940

SECTION I

POLICY AND PLANNING

Early History In February 1937, a paper was draTivn up
under the direction of the Chiefs of Staff outlining the role
of the various aimed services in the event of a war with
Germany. This suggested the kind of plans which ought to be

COS.549

prepared, the part of Bombei* Command being based on the theory
that counter-offensive is the best means of defence in the air.
On the basis of this paper the V/estern Air Plans were drawn up.
During the succeeding years they v/ere modified in the light of
political developments, and further strategical considerations
discussed betv/een the planning section of Air Ministry and
Bomber Command. By the outbreak of v/ar they had reached the
stage of development outlined in Appendix P.

S. 41432

Meanv/hile, the Munich crisis of September 1938 had shovm
the probability of Germany taking the offensive in the east,
T/hilst remaining on the defensive in the West,
possibility introduced political considerations which forbade
the immediate use of those plans which had been decided upon
as strategically the most sound. In addition, the faster
grovrth of the German Air Force than the P..A.P. made it

necessary to conserve the latter in the ©pening phases,
interim bombing programme had, therefore, to be decided upon
for use at the outbreak of war.

This

An

This resulted in the policy
of restricted bombing vjhich governed the first phase of the
war, up to the German offensive in the West,

Political Aspect - In the event of Germany refraining
from air bombardment in the west, the onus of initiating air
warfare would bo left to the Allies.

2.

Under these circum

stances it was most important that no action should be under
taken which could be interpreted as an attack on civilians or

Such action might be used by thenon-military objectives.

Germans as an excuse for indiscriminate bombing', and might
also alienate neutral sympathies from the Allied cause,
policy agreed upon by the British and French Governments,
therefore, and publicly affirmed Just prior to the outbreak
of ¥/ar, was the limitation of air attack to objectives of an
indisputably military nature (see Appendix A3).

The

AHB/II/43/98A The objectives covered by this ruling v/ere

(a) Navy - 'Warships - including auxiliaries attendant
on the fleet - at sea or in harbour

Dockyards

Barracks, storage units or dimips and other
establishmentsmanned by naval personnel.

(b) Army - Army Units

Fortifications and coast defence works.

Barracks, camps, billets, depots, dumps and
other; establishments manned by military
personnel.

/(c)
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(c) Air Force - Air Units

Military Aerodromes

Depots, storage units, 'bom'b stores
establishments manned by Air Force

(d) Transportation Targets « Troop transports
harbour.

\

and other

personnel.

at sea or in

Roads, canals and railways used for military
communications - excluding railway stations.

Trains, road and inland vrater transport which
can reasonably be presumed to be of a military
character.

N.B. Factories and bulk stocks of fuels, other than military
dumps in,the field or in military establishments, not to
be attacked.

3. Strategic Aspect - The best policy from a purely strategic
aspect had been decided to be an early attack on the Ruhr, This
area, smaller than that of Greater London, concentrated within it
70 to 80 per cent of Germany's coal and coke supplies, and 6? per
cent of her supplies of pig-iron, as well as 75 per cent of her
steel capacity, and most of her basic chemical production. If
an early attack v/ere made, before the defences were fully
efficient, a crippling blow might be struck at the outset. This
view had-long been held by the British staffs, together with the
opinion that an attack on oil would effect an equally immediate
reduction in Germany's capacity to wage war. After the collapse
of Poland and the German agreement vd.th Russia, this latter
opinion was altered as new sources of oil became available.

Further investigations caused its adoption again prior to the
Geiman attack. ■ '

S.41432/32C.

S.2426/IA

The French continuously held the view that these targets
Their reasons wereshould not be attempted until a later stage,

primarily a fear of retaliation by the more numerous German bomber

forces against their factories, virtually defenceless owing to
lack of an efficient fighter defence organisation; and secondarily
their wish to use the’whole Allied bombing strength for close

Omng to the politicalsupport of the armies in the field,

considerations already discussed, these British plans were held in
abeyance at the outbreak of war, and did not come to the fore
again until the main Geiman offensive became imminent,
further progress is discussed in the next section.

Their

The strategic valixe of the targets novir laid down was

considered by Plans Section of Air Ministry at the end of

August 1939.
camps and operational aerodromes' did not offer economical targets,
for the following reasons:-

It was decided that naval dockyards, militaryAHB/II/43/98A

(a) Warships, military forces and aircraft are mobile.

Dockyards, camps and aerodromes may not be occupied
therefore at the time of attack.

(b) Unless raids directed against permanent buildings or
fortifications at such bases are repeated at
frequent intervals', the damage could be repaired in
a comparatively short time.

/(c)
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(c) Military camps are scattered objectives and
unlikely to be worth the effort involved.

Railways and roads in non-populous areas of a highly
organised system such as that of Germany v/ere not considered

worth attacking unless heavily burdened with military transport.
This was unlikely if Gemiany w'as on the defensive in the west.

The remaining targets which were considered strategically
wrorth v/hile then resolved themselves into;-

Plan No. & TargetNo. Advantages Disadvantages

NAVAL OBJECTIVES:-

W.A.7(a), War
ships in the
Sohillig Roads
near V/ilhelms-

haven

1. bh.rships may not be
present,
available unlikely

to sink warships
Defences very
concentrated.

Bombs

Territorial

penetration
limited to less

than 20 miles.

Difficulty of
location and attack

in time

2. ¥.A.12. Enemy

wrarships at sea
A strictly
military target

3. Not a very vulner

able target.
Heavy gun defences.

W.A.7 Dockyards Little penetra
tion required
for bases on

North Sea coast.

.AM OBJECTIVES: -
Army targets
selected by
rec onnais sanee

4.. If no attack in the

west, targets likely
to be small &

unimportant,
losses likely.

Heavy

A strictly
military target

AIR FORCE OBJECTIVES

5. W.A.I. Aero

dromes, parks &
depots; not
factories

German aerodrones

very numerous,

difficult to find,
and involve deep
penetration.
Heavy defences likely.

Damage to penna-
nent installa

tions or stores

would hamper air
activity

COM^ICATIONSj-
6(a) W.A. 5(a) & (b)v

The tvfo

Dortmiand-Ems

' canal

aqueducts.

Repeat attacks at
intervals

necessary to keep
aqueducts out of
action.

Stop all inland
v/ater traffic

betY/een the Ruhr

& north & central

Geimanj''; and
between the north

ports & central &
eastern Geimany.

Both in open
country, therefore
permissible
military object-

i ives. More

vulnerable than

bridges, and
easier to locate

at night.

I  .

Mittelland

canal

aqueduct at
Minden,

I

/After
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After study of these targets it was decided that the only
ones which were both politically permissible and strategically
worth while were naval targets in the Schillig Roads and at sea,
and the aqueducts mentioned in 6(a) and (b) above,
were also'ruled out, however, owing to the possible danger of
hitting civilians or civilian property,
which could be bombed from the outset was the German Navy.

The latter

Thus the only target

These limitations did not affect the plans v/hich had been

made (Plan ’,7A 14) for propaganda raids over all parts of G-ermany,
These sorties in addition to their value as a means of dissemin~

ating propaganda to the G-erman people by means of leaflets
were intended to be a means ofdropped from the aircraft,

fganiliarising crews v/ith the conditions to bo encountered,
such they turned out to be of great value in preparation for the
bombing missions wrhich were to follow.

As

Anglo-French Discussions - Both before the war and during
this period of static warfare, interminable discussions were
carried on both in the Air Staff, the Chiefs of Staff Committee
and between the British and French staffs, as to how bombing
should be directed once the major offensive on latid should
commence,

here, as many of the argimients were repetitive, and also the
subject is dealt vath in the narrative on the Campaign in France
and the Lot/ Countries,

At the outbreak of war the role of Bomber Command, both at

home and in France, was envisaged-as a mmiber of alternatives.
It could be either strategical, in conformity mth one of the

major Western Air plans which load' been prepared,
tactical,-attacking German columns and communications in.support
of the land forces. The British and French views conflicted as

to this major division of role.

4.

It would be fruitless to do more than summarise them

Or it could be

The view reached by the British staffs was that the heavy
bombers were best adapted, for a strategical role, or at most for

indirect Support, such as the attack of communications and depots
deep into Germany, east of the Rhine. Such attacks could be
combined with one of the major plans, such as that on the Ruhr or

on oil targets, which v/ere considered to be the most economical
and effective employnent for heavy bombers. The medium bomber s
role should be that of direct support, the Battle and Blenheim.

Even here, however, thebeing considered suitable for this.
British view was that a strategical role might be demanded of the

Blenheim squadrons, to maintain the attack into Germany by day.

The French staff continually put forward the view tliat all
bomber forces should be used in immediate support of the army, by
attacking c-cramunications and troop concentrations and depots.
They were impervious to the argument that heavy bombers v/ere

'  totally unsuited to this work, and were strongly opposed to _
attacking the Ruhr or other targets in Germany east of the Rhine,
until the enemy had initiated similar attacks himself. On ^
September 11th 1939, for example, "As, however. General Gamelin
still has grave fears for the security of his lines of communi
cation during the period of concentration of the French army, he
is opposed to our taking-the initiative", and again in a report

meetings with General G.amelin on April 13th and 14th 1940,
Air Marsha] Barratt said that "Gamelin was obsessed with fear
of attack on his ovm road and rail communications", and that

"as regards initiating attacks on industry in the Ruhr and
elsev/here he was strongly opposed, using the ahgument that with

on

S.2057/12A

4638/48
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the three or four to one superiority of Geman homher forces,
Arguments 'the French could not afford to take the risk,

showing how German occupation of Holland a^id Belgium vrould
strengthen the Ruhr defences fell on deaf ears."

These diametrically opposed viev/s - the British based on

long-term strategical considerations wath a view to ultimate

victory, the French on staving off the full impact of v/ar by
every means, in view of the enemy's superiority - could not
be reconciled. As a result no definite plans could be ■
settled in advance, everything being left to the circumstances
of the moment. Consequently all hope of taking the initiative

The jlnglo-French talks did achieve some results,

The general strategy for the conduct of the v/ar "
T/as agreed before hostilities began - a defensive period of
economic pressure and restricted bombing, folloT/ed by an
ultimate offensive, when tiirie (virhich T/as agreed to be "
side") should allow the Allied strength to be built up.
various alternative moves open to Germ.any were discussed, aiid
the Allied counter-moves decided.

was lost,

however.

'on our

The

Attacks on German railv/ays,

S.2069 23A

But the only'  oil and ind.ustrial targets were also discussed,
decision reached regarding the bomber forces by April 1940 was
that attack on a Geiinan land advance would be a primary
commitment of Bomber Command.

On April 22nd and 23rd 1940, the French were at last
persuaded at the Supreme Vfar Council to agree tiiat, the main

force of heavy bombers should carry out the assault on

marshalling yards and oil refineries in the Ruhr, in the event

of German aggression against Holland or Belgium,
already been arranged tloat two Y/hitley Squadrons would be

available for the night attack of comi'nunications from the

first night of attack, under the oi’ders of BAFF.
was issued to Bomber Command i-egarding the attack of vital

objectives in Germany, but executive orders from the Air

Ministry were still to be awaited, since Vfar Cabinet authority
¥/as required.
Chief of the Air Staff load to recapitulate all the arguments
in favour of an immediate attack into Germany at  a meeting

of the Chiefs of Staff, si.nce the General Staff had suddenly
gone over to the French view.
the German attack they evidently lost their detached long-term

view, mid requested the maximum assistance in direct support
which the R.A.F. could provide.

Consen’'ation of Forces - In addition to the political

and strategic aspects, bombing policy had to be examined with
a view to economy of forces and minimum wastage,
a later start with the expansion of the R.A.F. and slov/er

progress, Great Britain entered the war with a considerable
numerical inferiority to the German Air Force,

build up a force large enough for the ultimate defeat of

Germany it was essential to conserve resources, both of crev/s

and aircraft, to the utmost in the early stages,
was also indicated ov/ing to the restrictions imposed on

bombing in the initial period, which prevented the attack of

those targets v/hich promised the best results.

It v/as, therefore, decided to restrict bombing activity
to the utmost in the first phase, reserving the Command's
resources for a critical period later such as a full-scale
German offensive; or for the time v/hen the unrestricted bombing
of land targets by Genaany should give an opportunity to

/retaliate

It had

A directive

On May 9th the day before the attack, the

On seeing the imminence of

5.

0¥d.ng to

In order to

This course

S.W.C.

8th'meeting

S.2057/78A

S.46368/47A

3.2548/ 24.4.40

^  ' S.I764
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Meanv/hile, we should huild up our forces,
whilst giving them useful experience in comparative safety by
confi-rving their activities over G-ermany to leaflet dropping by
night,
fleet was dictated by political pressure for some offensive
action by our air striking force, and by the conclusion that this
T/as the most useful and economical way of satisfying it.

the German attack on Poland Y/hich drev/ us into the war did not

alter this policy, as it v/as considered impossible for us to give
any direct assistance to Poland; and so there was no point in
throwing away our resources in efforts foredoomed to failure.
Better service would be rendered our Allies by conserving our

strength for final victory leading to their release.

retaliate in kind.

The inclusion of plans for attack against the German

Even

S.I764/IB

S.2069/5A

Resultant Policy - In consequence of these considerations,
in which e.xpediency predominated over humanity, no attacks on

land, targets were undertaken in the first phase of the v/ar.

first such attack v/as, as it v/as officially declared to be, in
retaliation for German air attack on Scapa Plov/ in the Orlcney

In attacking the naval,base, bombs v/ore dropped on
So the R.A.P. attacked a similar target, the seaplane

6.

T

Islands.

land,

he

base at Hornum. in the island of Sylt, on March l9th 1940.
first case of an attack on a mainland target T/as the attack on

Stavanger aerodrome when the Germans invaded Norway.

The

Ever since the German Air Force turned from the attack of

purely military targets to the unrestricted bombing of Polish
towns on September 14th 1939^ the Allies Viad held themselves

justified in adopting similar tactics. As they were not then

ready to undertake this, and risk retaliation, however, the

occasion was ignored. Military targets in the narrov/est sense

only were attacked until after the,Gerina.n bombing of the city of
Rotterdam, v/hich was held to release the Allies from any obliga-

T/Vhen this decision was. takention to restrict their targets.

S.2057/4OA

Bomber Command were at last able to initiate the Ruhr plan, the
first attack taking place on the night of May 15th 1940. Night
operations had by nov/ become the rule for all heavy bombers, as
the far higher wastage in day operations was not justified by the
increase in accuracy and ease of navigation obtained.

4368/1 5U

The British air policy during this period is lucidly swnmed-

up by the following extracts from a personal letter from the
Chief of the Air Staff (Sir Cyril Newall) to the C.-in-C. Bomber

Command (Sir Edgar LudloYT-Hevd.tt) on August 23rd 1939:-

"Our policy governing air bombardment at the outbreak^of a

war, as agreed with the French, is that we should not initiate
air action against other than purely military objectives in the
narrov/est sense of the v/ord -i, e. Navy, Army and Air Forces and
establishments; and that as far as possible we should confine it
to objectives on which attack vri.ll not involve loss of civil
life". "You vrill understand of course that the restrictions
voluntarily accepted under the agreed policy may have to be

very early stage in the war should the enemy adoptrelaxed at a

cln/bc/1
(;i\IiB/ll/43/98A

unrestricted air action".

"As far as can be foreseen at present we are likely to be

presented vrith no straightforv^ard issue like an immediate 
air

attack on this country, which would let us know exactly where
stood and would free our hands to adopt immediately such^

rapidly reduce, the scale of attack on this
time bringing, the heaviest pressure

we

plans as would most
country while at the same

/to
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This attitude, Y/hile it wouldto bear upon our enemies",
have some advantage in giving us a breathing space in which

to make such adjustments in our plans as appear necessary,
\7ould nevertheless put us in a very difficult and delicate

position, since it would put the onus on us of starting
offensive action in the west",

seriously short of reserves, both of aircraft and personnel,
and v/e cannot foresee the extent to Y^hich enemy action mil

curtail the production of aircraft or trained personnel from
our factoid.es and schools,

expend a high proportion of our best aircraft and crev/s at

the very beginning when there are so many unknown factors in
air \7arfare of v/hich T/e have to gain experience,
be all the more undesirable during a phase v/hen, for political

,  \7e are confined to a course of action which is neither
A time v/ill come, probably

Finally, v/o are still

It Yrould be manifestly unvo.se to

This would

reasons

economical nor fully effective",
sooner than later, when v/e shall be free to put plans of

wider scope into operation; and, v/hen this opportunity is open
to us T/e shall need all the strength v/e can muster to take

advantage of it".

Development of the Yfestern Air Flans - During these early
months of restricted activity the Western Air Plans v/hich had

been dravm up before the v/ar, and are dealt with in the first
volume of this narrative, vrere further developed. The Riihr

plan (W.A.5(b)), remained the most important and promising of
them,

and the fact that five out of ten lines of communication of

the &eman army in the Y/est ran through it, strengthened the

arguments for its selection,
varied from time to time in priority, from blast furnaces,
oil installations and factories, to pov;er stations and

marshalling yards,
oil plants and marshalling yards, this plan being given the

designation Y/.A.4(c). The moment for’attack v/as to be that
in which Germany inva.ded the Low Countries, The bombing
force could then fly direct to the Ruhr across Holland and

Belgium, a direction of attack which v/ould be shorter and
least defended,

timing vrere:-

(a) Interference with the military rail communications
supportijig the German advance,

(b) Effect on the morale of the population immediately
behind the German armies, v/hich V7as likely to
reduce the spirit of the German soldiers
themsel-ves.

7.

The importance of this area has already been noted.

The targets chosen -vd-thin it

The final choice during April fell upon

Other advantages anticipated from thisS.2057A3A

(c) Drawing German fighters av/ay from the theatre of

operations.

The plan for attack on oil plants (W.A.6) which
into increasing favour at the time of the German attack v/as

,  Nine out of the 17
situated in and around the

came

closely bound up with the Ruhr plan,
synthetic oil instadlations were ;—

S.46368/1 37A

Ruhr, aird six oil refinerd.es, producing to 80^ of the
German output of high-grade lubricants, could also be reached
\7ith less than 150 miles penetration of the German defences.

These were at Bremen, Hanover, Salzbergen (north of the Ruhr)
A Cabinet Committee vz-hich studied the Germanand Hajnburg.

oil situation early in 1940 recommended these six oil
refineries and nine hydrogenation (synthetic oil) plants as

S.43293/11B

/first
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,  'a*.,-

Synthetic oil plants were considered the
Their average area was

first pidority targets,
most vulnerable of all known objectives,

over IjOO yards square, and they contained pipelines carrying
hydrogen at a pressure of 3,00G to 6,000 lbs. per square inch.

Plan W.A.8 for attack on Gemany by night Ym.s prepared as a

result of the need for conserving the limited British bombing ,

strength. Its aim v/as to dislocate German v/ar industry by:-
S. 2^6368/1 37B

(a) Material damage to specific plant

(b) Denying subh plants to the workers by the use of delay
action bombs.

•

(b) The threat of attack leading to Air Raid v/amings.

This plan was complementary to the tvro former, in that the
actiial objectives could be the same.

After the German attack on Norway in April 1940 the priority
of these plans v/as laid down,
or Belgium but authority was given for unrestricted air action,

to be implemented in the follov/ing

If Germany did not invade Holland

Plan W.A.8 (night attack) was

1+7A

order of priority:-

(a) Oil plants (W.A.6.)

(b) Electricity and coking plants (W.A.5a)

(c) Self-illuminating, targets (W.A.8)

If Geimany should invade Holland or,Belgiutn, the first
objectives would be targets in the Ruhr (V/.A.4-c) including:-

(a) Oil plants (synthetic) at Sterkrade Holten,
Wanne-Eickel, Gelsenkirchen, Bottrop, Kamen, Homberg,
Dortmund, Castrop-Rauxel and Duisburg.

(b) Communications, i.e. the Marshalling, yards at Hamm,
Schwerte, Souest.

(c) Troop concentrations (the tvro \?hitley Squadrons only).

The operations of the heavy bombers were to be confined _
mainly to night action, but davm or dusk, attacks could be carded

at the discretion of the, A.O.C.-in-C., Bomber Command, ^eoil plants, whilst self-
could be used as last

This vra.s

out

principal weight of attack was, to, be on
illuminating targets such.as coke-ovens ,
resort targets if the others could not be identified,
the stage of planning reached T/hen the offensive took place.
It governed operations in the first phase, and fur 

er

developments are dealt vdth in their context in the next part
of the narrative.

i:' '
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SECTION II

IflE DROPPING OP PROPAGANDA LEAPIETS

the present
ation of a case in such a way that others may he influenced.
It should therefore he based upon trtith, and should reveal

tru,ths which liave 'been concealed, or distorted, so tending
to undennine the confidence of the enemy,

the Munich crisis of 1938, a conference was held on
Soptemher 17th, at v/hich the possihility of issuing leaflets

as a form of warning, should Germany taJce such action as

would justify reprisals in kind, was suggested,
warning notices wore to ho on the same lines as those issued

in frontier warfare, and were intended to help to secure
neutral (especially American) opinion firmly on Britain's side

should some reprisal action he necessary,
was to he done at night from a great height, that the risk of

By September 23rd 1936 the

Pre-war Plans - Propaganda may he defined as

Consequent upon

■■ These

Ttie actual droppin

casualties might ho diminished,

g

matter had been launched as one of the utmost urgency, while

the Air Staff indicated on September 25th that they were in

full agreement, and suggested two occasions on which it was

particularly valuable to drop leaflets during the opening
stage of a war, i.e. ,

(a)'' Immediately after, the declaration of v/ar, when no
bombing had talcen place, to present the true
facts to the German people.

■ ■ (h) Before the bombing of a selected area, advocating
evacuation of the civilian population. The
purpose of this was both to minimise the loss
of civilian life, and,to increase the difficulties
of the enemy in maintaining discipline among
the civilian ?rorkers.

By September 27th 193,8 the fj.rst pamphlets to be dropped -
•'A Message to the Gorman people from the British people" 

-

were, being translated, while at the same time the limitations

to dropping leo-flcts by aircraft -v/ere recognised and defined.

These v/ere:-

.(a) • The plan could not be employed before the outbreak
of \ra.r,

(b). Bad .weather would prevent its use.

(c) Air Ministry would be reluctant to employ front
line aircraft exclusively for this duty at the

of weakening the offensive or defensiveexpense

pov/er.

(d) As compared v/ith the broadcasting system of
propaganda, leaflet dropping involved a certain
delay, because the composition, printing and

to the aerodrome, of the leafletsconveyance

all took time.

On November 28,th 1938, D.C.A.S. suggested that the
C.I.D. should be asked to form a peimanent body, with
defined terns of reference, given the,duty oft-

(a) Carrying out a close study of public opinion in
potential enemy countries, especially Germany.

/(8)
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("b) Preparing and keeping up-to-date according to the
changing political situation, the material to be
used for influencing public opinion in Germany,
both before and after the outbreaJc of war.

(c) Co-ordinating other organisations, e.g. B.B.C
connection vrith the conveyance of information aero
national frontiers in peace and in war.

in
• 9

ss

The Air Staff at the beginning of April 1939, once more
urged ths.t, if pconphlets were to be drafted in adva.ncc, a ruling

At a meeting of the Strategical Appreciationwas required.

Sub-Committee on April 6th, it was ,decided that  a Ministerial
Committee should examine the measures to be adopted regarding

■propaganda in time of war, and all necessary preparations for the
production of a propaganda leaflet were to be completed in time
of peace, for,dropping in the event of war. The actual decision
to drop these leaflets.must remain a matter for the War Cabinet.

At a second meeting of this.Ministeria.l Coirmiittee on
April 18th 1939, the general policy was defined,
to be disseminated as v/idely as possible over densely pox^ulated
areas, Y/ithout incurring undue risk of loss to the aircraft
i,nvolved.

Bomber Command aircraft stationed in England, and using aerodromes
in Prance as auxiliary landing grounds v/here necessary, and
dropping by means of the balloons of No.l "M" Balloon Unit
stationed in Prance.

Leaflets v/ere

The methods employed were to be special dropping by

The legality of this method of warfare Y\ras considered just
prior to the ou'bbreak, and approved.
Draft, upon Y/hich Britain's jpolicy v/as based, stated that :-

Article 21 of the Hague

"The use of aircraft for disseminating propaganda shall not
be treated as. an illegitimate means of v/arfare.
of tho crcT/s of' such aircraft must not be deprived of
their rights as prisoners of Yur on the charge that they
committed such an act".

Members

These raids were knoivn by the code-name "Nickel", and the
leaflets which they dropped c&jne to be commonly referred to as
"Nickels".

2. Object and Method - By flying over all parts of Germany at
night and dropping leaflets from high altitudes over populous
areas s'uch as Hamburg, the Hulir, Magdeburg, Leipzig and, later,
Berlin, it Y;as hoped to impress their -vulberability upon the
German people,
government.
necessity for defence measures, such as dispersal and
evacuation, interruption of vrork in factories, and of rest at
night.

This might,cause difficulties to the German
Dislocation should also be caused by the

And finally these, trips Y/ould be invaluable training t

S.1764/33

o
prepare crev/s for later offensive penetration of Germany,
would accustom them to 'the conditions of flying and navigation
at night over enemy territory,
marks, the effectiveness of black-out, the identification of
dummy toYms, activity at aerodromes, the position and effective
ness of searchlights, A.A. guns and enemy aircraft, and to
familiarise themselves YYith the enemy country.

It

They Y/ere ordered to study land-

Ttie leaflets consisted of sheets measuring 8-g- by 5 inches.
They vrere done up in bundles of 1,500 or 3,000, each bundle
held together by a rubber band one third distance from the end,

BC Dorm 540
App. Bl

/and
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The rubber band held theand by a light string lengthwise,
bundle together long^ enough to prevent them bloiving back
into the tail of the aircraft. Tlie string was removed prior

TheEach bundle vreighed 5 lb (or 10 lb).
In still air it

to dropping,
rate of fall dej5ended on air conditions,
was 220 feet'per minute, and it was taken as approximately
12,000 feet per hour,
drift from 12,000 feet would be 30 miles,
to fly across wind for maximum spread within a target area.

Examples of the nickels used mth' their interpretation can

be found in Appendix D of Bomber Command. Operations Record
Book.

In a 30 m.p.h. v/ind, therefore, the
It was rocommonded

Operations, September 1st to 10th. - On September 1st 1939>
Bombcr~Coramand issued the first operation order "to drop .

i" over area 1(a) (see Appendix Gl) and Hamburg
On September 3rd seven l/Tliitleys of No.58 Squadron

and three Ydiitleys of No,51 Squadron operated from Loconfield

(Linton-on-Ouse being unsorvicoable) and dropped the nickels
successfully. There was no opposition and little searchlight
activity, but Y/cather conditions were severe, Y?ith electrical
stoms and much icing. One aircraft crashed at Dormans, near

Amiens, through the seizure of both engines, but the crev/

escaped.

3.

nickela by night
and Bremen.

On September 4th, seven YHiitleys of No,77 Squadron left
Six aircraftDriffield to drop riiekels over the Ruhr,

dropped their leaflets from between 15,000 and 17,000 feet
OYTing to deterioratingand returned via Northern Franco.

Y/eather conditions, heavy rain and 'tad visibility,
forced landed and returned to base after refuelling.

some

No

eriomy opposition T/as encountered.

0rde.rs Tvere .issued to Dishforth for seven aircraft to

drop leaflets over area 1(a) on Soptombei 5th but, owing to_
reports of advance information being sent to Germany regarding

by agents in the vicinity of No.4 Group stations,
,51 Squadron at .Jjinton was given

the task of dropping leaflets o’ver areas 1(a), and .1(e),
Seven aircraft left and ref uelled at Rheims, One ,\/as too

late to talce part in the raid, and tv.n were .held back on

account of fog. So four only took off from Rlneims by the
light of car headlights, as no night flying facilities wore
available.

raids,
these T/ere cancelled. No

On Septembor 6th/7th six aircraft from Driffield wore
endeavour to trap theorganised for a nickel i-aid in an

enemy agents thought to be working near No.4 Group stations.

Tho captains of the aircraft were given secret orders,
curtailing their task arid ordering them to return to base
after l|- hours flying. A Fighter Command WT station had

picked up a message "Achtung, Achtung" one minute after 
the

first Wiitleyhad crossed the English coast on its v/ay out
The Post Officer had posted a

transmission North or south
September 4th/5th.

detector

Form 540 App.A

, vdiich had picked out a
of Bedford.

on

Eight 'Y/hitleys of No. 10 Squadron dropped nickels 
over

area 3 excluding Bremen and Hamburg on the night of
September 7th. They returned by the northern route 

to
base, German fighters attacked tvd.ee but did not press
home the attack, "swish-tail tactics" being employed by the

/YiTnitleys.
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Vjhitleys.
met in all areas.

Considerable but ineffective anti-aircraft fire was

Wellingtons were used for the first time on nickel raids on

the night of September 8th, Pour aircraft of No.99 Squadron
(Mildenhall) -were detailed to go to Hanover and Brunswick. One
aircraft -failed to take off due to engine trouble and another

returned owing to faulty loading of leaflets and crashed on

landing. Of the two v/hich v/ent to -Germany, probably only one
reached its objective, as it was believed that the second reached

the vicinity of Berlin. On the same night eleven Whitleys of

No,77 Squadron were detailed to drop nickles over Munster,
Osnabruck, Cologne and the Ruhr. There was ten-tenths of cloud

over Germany, and this operation proved expensive. One aircraft
landed on a French fighter at Bue while forced landing in Prance;
another refused to land when intercepted by a Belgian fighter and
shot the fighter down, while a third landed in BclgiUQi and the

crew were interned; the Gemans claimed to have shot another down

over Cassel, where leaflets were dropped. The crew v/ere taken

prisoner. Three aircraft completed the task and landed in Prance

to refuel, and the remainder returned to England.

Eight llhitloys proceeded to Rheims durin,g September 9th to
operate under the command of the A.A.S.P.' ■ They were ordered to

drop nickels on Pranlcfurt, Mannheiiri, Wurembiorg,and Stuttgart, but
the operation was postponed until the next day. Only six air
craft took part, as one crashed after take-off, and one failed to
get sufficient height and jettisoned its nickels near PJieims

One aircraft completed its task over
Frankfurt and was attacked by fighters but not damaged,
dropped its load over Kaiscrslauton in mistake for Mannheim,
were successful over Nuremberg, one over Stuttgart, while the

other dropped its load en route.
Pranco-Belgian frontier.

before returning to base.
Another

A.A. fire was heavy on the

Political and Navigational Problems - As the result of a War

Cabinet~decision bo stop' the dropping of nickels on September 19th,
The fact

4o

further operations took, place until Septenibor 24th.
that Polish tows and villages 'were daily being bombed while the

R.A.P. dropped only -leaflets on Germany, was. causing bitter
comment in Polaixd and other foreign .countries, and much dissatis
faction at home. The Prime Minister, on September l6th gave it
as his opinion that this form of propaganda should be continued,

of the Gernian government shov/ed that it was bearing
its effectiveness.

no

e

S.46690/1 76a

S.2434

17th Meeting The annoyance
of Yaar Cabinet fruit, and it depended on repetition for

¥fer Cabinet finally agreed to its continuance on  a reduced scale
Publicity was to be reduced to a

Th

and at irregular intervals,
minimum, and the nickel raids were to be referred to only as_
special reconnaissances. In fact thej^ A7ore frequently carried
out'after this as a subsidiary dhty on a reconnaissance tnp.

issued to Bomber Command on September 21st to continueOrders 'vvex'e isAM.Signal
of

21/9/39
X.47I 28/9/39

X. nickel dropping only two or three times per week.
September 28th incidental dropping of nickels by A.A.S.P.

’  s also authorised forthwith.

On

Squadrons on reconnaissance wa

Opcrati.ons were resumed on September 24th/25th when
Ydiitley operated over the Ruiir and tiro over Bremen and Hamburg.
There t^ls no opposition, and the glow of the Ruhr steel works
was easily seen. On September 25th/26th three aircraft earned
out a reconnaissance along routes Bremen - Hanover - Minden -

Hamm, Oldenburg - Osnabruck - Munster - Hamm, and other areas of
North-West Germany, dropping nickels as a subsidaary task.

Tliey. experienced little anti-aircraft opposition, but mist made

/roc onnais sane e

one
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This task v/as repeated onreconnaissance difficult,

September 27th and 28th, to ascertain rail and road movements

along north German routes. One aii-craft on the 28th emerged
from ten-tenths cloud to find himself over the Zuider Zee and

followed the shortest route to the Ruhr, thereby violating
As a result of this Bomber Command wereDutch territory,

ordered to refrain from dropping, nickels over the Ruhr or

near Kiel, in order to avoid the. risk of infringing neutral

territory.

A similar ope.ration on September 30th "was followed by
the first raid on Berlin on October 1st, by four Y/hitleys
of No.10 Squadron,

dropped their load from over 20,000 feet,
itself in extremely bad weather conditions -
and icing at 18,000 feet - and dropped its nickels over
Denmark. This aircraft was last heard of 180 miles from

St. Abb's Head.

As a result of these, infringements of neutral territory
nickel operations were once more suspended on October 2rui.
-It Yiras essential that infringements should cease, and an

argument arose betvreen the A.O.C.-in- C. of Bomber Command
and the Air Staffs as to the best route to use to avoid them.

The 0,-in-C. considered the north-about route the best
to lessen this risk, and pointed out tiiat the south-about
route had the following disadvantages:-

Crews wrere faced with an outward and return
journey of 725 miles over enemy territory as
campared v/ith 410 mile

Three aircraft reached the area and
Ttie fourth lost
ten-tenths cloud

(a)

s.

46650/1 91BO.

Crc’vYS encoutered the same defences on the return
they had stirred up on their inv/ardjourney as

(1:^)

journey.

Crews had to navigate, op their return, to aia
outlet between neutral territories which
subtended an angle of l6° as against 25 , and
to fly by night through a narrow corridor for
safe passage through the French Plan Balisage.

There wore only a few prominent landmarks on the
southern route vdiile' the Geiman coast offered a
good landfall on the northern route.

The Air Ministry, however, held that the south-about route
chance of infringing neutral territory.

(c)

(<i)

reduced the
S.46650/1 91A

On October 11th orders noro given to resume nickel
operations, but not to visit the nor to ali« a^aft
t? operate west of a general lino Saarbruoken
Paderbom - Bremen. All aircraft woK to be routed into
and out of Geimany from the south. On Of „
result of the C.-in-O's. argument given above, the embargo

the northern route was lifted, but the western li^no
Operations planned for tne

cancelled due to bad

a

on

still remained in force,

A.M.Signal
X.313 of 11.10.39

nights of October 12th and 14th v/ere
weather.

.  nperations. October 15th .tcg27thi..r On October 
14th

ix vihitleys of Hos.77 aha 102 Squadrons flew from
'  Driffield to Villeneuve for an operation which wao

/cancelled

5.
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cancelled on account of bad weather,

to another cancellation the next night; one was recalled by ¥/T
but the other did not return and was claimed by the Germans as
shot doT/vn near. Frankfurt.

Dishforth on this night,
returning v/ith full loads,

ordered to carrj^ out a reconnaissance of railways and roads in

N.Y/. Germany,

despatched to drop nickels on Hairiburg, Bremen and Hanover.

Three v/ero successful, one'of v/hich forced landed in France.
The other three brought their loads back, being unable to locate

their tSirget, as cloud was continuous up to 20,000 feet ■with
severe icing,

Fwo of them took off prio

Seven Y/liitleys ’were dispatched from
Only one located Berlin, the other si

On the night of October l8th, six aircraft v/ere

r

x
As a subsidiary task they had been

On Octobei' 24th four aircraft of No. 10 Squadron were given
the task of dropping nickels on Berlin, Magdeburg and Hamburg.
Tliree completed the task, the fourth returning owing to engine
failure. A nickel raid on the same day by six aircraft of No,51
Squadron \7as cancelled through bad v/eather.
already gone to Villoneuve to operate over Frankfurt-am-Main,
Nurnberg, Munich and Stuttgart,
not until October 27th that they were able to attempt the
operation,
weather.

The aircraft had

Ofang to the weather, it was

Five aircraft left, but one returned ovd.ng to bad
The other four reached their objective.

A full account of this raid is given, in order that the
arduous conditions under which those aircrews operated during the
icy ¥/inter of the first year of the v/ar may be fully appreciated.
They flow in no well heated cabins or turrets, and had no
electrically-heated clothing or special food to sustain them.
Their fingers froze to the guns and they suffered agonies of
asphyxia due to lack of oxygon. They liad little radio assis
tance, and had to rely almost entirely upon dead reckoning,
navigation. By their endurance and experiences they paved the
way to improvement no’t only in high altitude flying and medical
research therein, but also in the provision of aids to niivigation
and defence, and facilities for emergency landings and ditchings
and escape from damaged aircraft.

6. Operation on the night of October 27th. - On the night of
October 27th the raid for which No.51 Squadron had. been standing
by at Villeneuve v/as ordered.. The task was "to drop nickels
over Frankfurt-am-Main, Nurnberg, Munich and Stuttgart". All
six aircraft were to take off before dark. The vroather report
at 1400 hours T/as far from satisfactory - "Rain, hail, and sleet

I showers,. risk of thunder. Cloud seven to nine-tenths, low haze
1,000 feet, lowering to 500 feet in shovrers. Freezing level
1,500 feet, Hea'vy icing anticipated in shov/er clouds up to
12,000 feet". Hov/ever, by the time the aircraft were to
complete their tasks, the weather at base was expected to he
more favourable, mainly scattered clouds three to seven tenths
at 3,000 to 4,000 feet, and moonlight. Flying crews had had no
food since midda,y, and vrore not supplied with any prior to take
off, T/hich.was effected at ten minute intervals betTreen 1740
and 1820 hours. Five aircraft took off, but one turned back
ov/ing to the ?reather. Tlie reports of the other four follovf.

No.l aircraft ordered to drop nickels on Frankfurt flew
The air temperature v/as

BC. Form 540
App.D above ton-tenths cloud all the \7ay.

-26°C, 8jad great difficulty was experienced in lov/ering the
"dustbin" turret for the ejection of nickels, due to the intense

Raising the turret caused further difficulty, and thecold.

/navigator
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navigator lost consciousness temporarily as a result of his

efforts, . On the return journey 17,000 feet v/as reached,
the temperature at this height being -30°C. Oroat discomfort
and fatigue Yiore felt by all members of the crevi, some

collapsing temporarily. The starboard engine caught fire

throiigh the loss of a stub-exhaust pipe, and had to bo

s\vitched off. . Immediately the aircraft lost height, sinking
into the cloud. .. The vacuum instruments stalled, the A.S.I.

froae up, and ice formed on the mndscreon and leading edges.
The vriLrelesE operator was ordered to get a bearing, and

finding his transmitter froaen, sv/itched on the valves to

heat it. The aircraft v/ent into a dive, probably due to the

six inches of ice on the- wings. Hecovery was made at

7,000 feet, the i\ill strength of both pilots being necessstry
to operate the controls. The rudder and elevators were
shortly found to be immov-able. The Tdreless operator tried

to get a fix, but had no xieans of knowing if he was trans

mitting as the instrument glasses were thick Td.th ice. The

aircraft was losing hei^t on an oven keel at 2,000 feet per
minute. The port engine had now stopped and four inches of

ice were seen protruding from the engine cowling. The order

was given to abandon aircraft, but as two members of the crew

wore unconscious, it was immediately cancelled. The aircraft

■assumed a shallov/ high-speed dive, and emerged from the clouds
in heavy rain at about 200 feet from the ground,
the crew could see was a black forest with a grey object in
the middle, for which the aircraft was heading. It brushed
through tho tops of trees and dropped flatly into  a field,
travelled through a w/ire fence, skidded broadside, and came
to rest .agaixist the trees on the further side of the dealing.
The crevr climbed out, and after some difficulty put out the
f'ire in the starboard engine. They then returned to the
fuselage and went to sleep. T’ortionately - they had landed in
Prance. On the following morning there.w/as still half an
inch of ice on all surfaces of the aircraft.

All that

No. 2 aircraft -was ordered to’drop nickels on Munich.
It experienced icing conditions at 1,000 feet, and ten-tenths
cloud with sleet at 2,000 feet,
over the turrets, leading edges and cabin wlndo^ws,
10,000 feet the t^perature was,-22°C, the front turret was
frozen and the trimming tabs jammed by ice. Tlie "dustbin"
turret would only go one third of the waj down, where it
jammed, and could not be used,
the aircraft's ceiling and it -was forced to remain in the
cloud.

Crystalline ice formed
At

1.6 ,500 feet was found to be

After 24- hours in the air the oxygen ran out, as
The nickels were droppedsome bottles had not been charged,

down the launching tube \lth considerable difficulty, owing
The navigator and mreless operator had

The cociepit heating
to the temperature,
to lie down and rest every few minutes,
system was useless, and everyone w/as frozen with no means of

Some members of the crew/alleviating their distress,
butted their heads on the floor and navigation table in an
endeavour* to feel some other form of pain as a relief from
the awtful feeling of frost-bite and lack of oxygen'.
Continuous movement of the controls w^as necessary to prevent

The aircraft homed successfully on
The crew reported that they felt

them freezing up.
Villeneuve at 0040 hours,
incapable of cohesion of thought or action, and the rear

could not ha.ve I’osisted fighter attack. In any casegunner
his vision was totally obscured by ice on the turret.

No,3 aircraft, ordered to drop nickels over Stuttgart
climbed to 17,000 feet in an endeavour to remain above cloud.

/The
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The nickels were dropped on D.R. position hy flying across wind
on a 15 mile course. There was no, opposition, though a fighter
was reported on the return journey, during v/hich the aircraft
Y/as unable to remain above cloud. Ice rapidly formed on all the
control surfaces, building up to about 6 inches thickness; the
A.S.I. YYas frozen. The temperaturo VYas -30°C and the crew
suffered from the intense cold, especially in their hands and
feet. operator, although suffering from sickness
in addition, obtained a series of Q.D.M’s Y/hicli brought the air-

Tho front gmmer in his turret

The YTiroless

craft safely back bo Villencuvc.

T/as completely covered in snow and icc.

■No.4 aircraft was also ordered to drop nickels on Munich.
It tried to rcanain above the cloud, but on reaching its ceiling
of 15,000 feet \7as forced to remain in it. The air speed
indicator had frozen up, and the temperature v/as no\7 -30°C. Snow
made a layer on the floor of the front turret and ice covered the
cabin windows.' The effort of releasing nickels T/ithout oxygen
exhausted the navigator.and wireless operator. The centre
turret then froze in the dovmv/ard position, and remained
immovable. Soon after leaving Munich engine trouble began.
Eventually a cylinder blevY off and the starboard engine failed.
Height could, not be maintained and at 2,500 feet Y/ith ice covering
the instruments the port engine began to drop revolution
KnoYYing the height of the hills to be 1,500' feet the captain gave
the order to jump. After calling the tail gunner and receiving
no ansvror the captain trimmed the aircraft to a gentl e gliding
angle and follov/ed the rest. The tail gunner, Yvhose inter
communication Y/as unserviceable, Y7as unaYTare that the rest of the
crev; had left and remained in the aircraft ruatil it hit the

ground. He escaped through the tail door as the aircraft blazed
up v/ith only a fev/ cuts and slight burns. He was convinced his
companions were in the fire, 'and after looking for them in the
debris, YYalked to a village v/here he found three of them in a
cafe 5

O «

Hinter Policy - The need to avoid any possibility of
infringing Ddtch neutrality Y/as again emphasised on October 28th.
It was believed that Germany Y/as looking out for the slightest
pretext to invade Hollanid on the, grounds tluit 'She had compromised
her neutrality,
should be routed north-about ‘.v/ithoYit previous reference to Air
Ministryi

7.

therefoi’e, ordered that no nickel raidsIt Y/as

X.588 of
28/10

In early November the policy for the .YTinter was discussed in
By this time the Air Staff hpul secured represen-Air Ministry,

tation on the Propaganda Planning Committee, YYhich moeint that
they liad a hand in the selection of matter for the nickels.
Previously several had had to be pulped oYvLng to Air Ministry
objections to them.

S.46650/95A

/A.H.3./
1, H/30

On November 13th Bomber Command were notified of the leaflet
The aim Y'/as to drop each Y/eek:-S.2589 dropping policy for the Yvinter.

(a) 500,000 copies of a two-leaf miniature newspaper.
Tile'most suitable areas for each edition Yvould be
indicated at the time of issue.

(b) Up to 1-,000,000 special leaflets drafted for
particular areas.

This T/ould entail a maximum of about eight airci’aft sorties
per Yvoek YTith loads of 250,000 lea.flots or 125,000 nev/s leaflets
each. The northern route might be used, subject to special

/care
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care being taken to select weather conditions which would

obviate the risk of violation of neutral territory by the
aircraft, or.by the leaflets falling in neutral territory,
Ihe Ruhr area could also be visited subject to similar
conditions. This policy continued to apply ixntil March 1940.

8. Operations, November 10th 1939 to January 19th 1940.
No nickel raids were undertaken between October 27th and
November 10th, although an ineffective
carried'out by -Uvo ■'Whitleys on the night, of October 31st.
This pause was principally due to bad weather. On
November lOth, five aircraft loft Driffield to refuel in
Prance. Their objectives were Munich, Frankfurt, Stuttgart,
Nuremberg and Mannheim. One crashed south of Nancy on its
return, killing the crew, three comjheting their task
successfully.

reconnaissance was

The next operation was ordered on November 20th, and two
Ti'fiiitleys v/ent to Villeneuve to refuel for their task over
Frankfurt and Stuttgart.
Dishforth over Hamburg and Bremen, dropping the two-page

lh.e t^Yo aircraft at

Two more operated direct from

newspaper nickel for the first tme.
Villeneuve had their operation cancelled that night ov/ing to
bad weathei’, but completed it the followdng night.
November 24th/25th, nickels w:ere used as a cover for roconriai-
ssance of German naval bases, and this w'as repeated on the
night of November.27th, nothing being seen on this occasion
owing to cloud.

On

On December 3rd, five Yfliitleys went to Prance in
preparation for a nickel,raid over Prague and Frankfurt.
Continuous bad Y/eather prevented this operation from being
carried out, and the aircra.ft returned to England on
December 9th.
visiting Hamburg and Bremen again on December 6th.
were first priority a.reas at the tinie.

T\yo Friitleys from Dishforth had succeeded in
These

After this the energies of No.4 Group vrere diverted
mainly from nickels to anti-rainelaying patrols (see Section 4).
Visits to Hamburg and Bremen were continued intermittently
combined with these security'- jiatrols.
■llliitloys were despatched to Villeneu\’'e for another attempt
on the frague operation and on Vienna,
bad weather again, havmver, and returned, to England, three on
January 2nd, and the others, later. The operation over
Vienna and Prague y/as finally accomplished on January 12th/l3th,
and repeated on February 22nd and 23rd respectively, this
being the furthest penetration yet made by British aircraft.

On December 27th five

They were held up by

On January 6th, No.4 Group v/as relieved of the commitment
of nickel operations involving the northern route, and was
only to undertake those which involved a south-about route
through Prance,
northern ones.

Hampden dropped leaflets 011 Hamburg and Bremen, this being
the first occasion that a Hampden had been so employed. L
the same night t\YO Y/liitleys combined nickel dropping over
Dusseldorf arid Frankfurt with a special reconnaissance over
Hamm, Soest, Schwerte, and Osnabruck to observe the heights
at which marshalling yards could be identified, and the best
height at ’which to bomb them,
bombing up to 10 or 12 thousaird feet being considered
possible.

Nos.3 and 5 Groups vrere to undertake the
On January 11th one Wellington and one

On

Full reports w/ere obtained.

/Y/ellingtons
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Wellingtons and Hampdens. continued to visit the Bremen,
After this fog.Hamburg and Hanover areas until January 20th.

snovr, drizzle and Ioy/ cloud prevented further operations until

Pehruary 17th.

Leaflets incidental to reconnaissance ■■ During January it v/as

decided~Th^t~aircFaft~of the Air Component could very well drop
.leaflets, when on reconnaissance over German territory, incidental
to their normal tasks,

did not interfere with the work in hand,

dropped anyv/here in Germany, the actual place being left to the

crew of the aircraft, but the more thickly populated areas v/ere

advised,.

Component until Match,

9.

This Y/as only to be uindertalcen when it
Leaflets might be

No operations Y/ere actually carried out by the Air

S. 476 95.

A.H.B.

ii/h/30

Tlie A.A.S.P. had also been authorised to drop leaflets, but

did not undertake the task v/ith its oYm aircraft until March 17th.

It was then used as camouflage for reconnaissance of German

The A.A.S.P. had already been controlling theinland v/aterY/ays.

hhitleys T/hich operated from Villeneuve, and despatching leaflets

by means of Balloons, as is described later.

As far as the bombers operating fretn the British Isles Y/ere

their role of nickel-dropping had become more and more
It T/as used as a cover for

concerned,
subsidiary to other objectives,

and location of future targets in Germany, and forreconnaissance

the patrol of enemy aerodromes and sea-plane base
information was obtained concerning the visibility of rivers and

canals, and the extent to v/hich they could be identified on moon

light and non-moonlight nights, and mention has already been .made

of "the study of railYiay targets and'the results obtained.

Much4> •

With the growing expectation of the commencement of active

bombing in Pebruary and March 1940',, a greater number of crev/s
In the majorityvrere despatched to gain experience over Germany,

of these operations reconnaissa.nce v/as as important a factor as

dropping nickels,
preparations :
WA16 (minelaying in inland waters), special reconnaissance areas
Y/ere allotted to Nos.3, 4 and 5 Groups and to the A.A.S.P.
These Y/ero as follov/s:-

Qn March 10th, in connection v/ith the
for Plans WA15 (minelaying in estuaries, etc.) andA.H.B./

ii/h/30, .

Doruiii (53°43'N, 08°34'E) - Bergstedt (53%1'N,
10°08'e) - Wusterhausen (52°54'N, 12°28'B) -
Wolfenbuttel (52°10'N, 10032'E) “ Lemgo (52°02'N,'
08°55'E) ~ Doruiii.

Dorm - Aurich (53°28'N, 07°28'E) -
(52°17'I4 07°25'E) Geldern (51 31'N, 06"^09'E) -
Bonn, (50\3'N, 07°05'E) - Detmold (51 55'N, 08 52'E)
- Dorum.

Rheine

No,3 Group:

No.4 Group:

No.5 Group: . Dorm. - North of Sylt (55°05»N, 08°25'E) - Kappeln
(54°40'N, 09°55'E) - Ribnitz (54°15'N, 12026»E) -
Cammin (55'°58‘N 14°47’E) - Rebel (53°23'N, 12°36'E)
- Buxtehude (53 °29'N, 09°43'E) - Dorum.

The'A.A.S.P. was allotted the inland v/aters of the Rhine and its

tributaries opposite to their section of the line, and divided
this up amongst their v^/ings so that each gained  a thorough loiow-
ledge of its o\m section.

In vieY/ of the importance of the extended night rcconnai—
ssance Y/ork now undertaken, Bomber Command proposed not to drop

/nickels

BC/S22552/Air
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nickels outside these areas except at the direct request of

Air Ministry,

populated districts Y/ithin these reconnaissance areas.
YYas necessary that the attention of the enemy should not he
directed to the sudden British interest in inland Tj-aterY/ays,

although the execution of this plan was eventually defci'red
in favour of more urgent operations.

,  10. Operations, February 17th to jipril 6th.
planned'"on February 11th over H.amburg and firemen had boon
cancelled, but on the night of PebiT-iary 17th it was success

fully carried out by tY/o Yfcllingtons of Wo. 37 Squadron, ̂Ydth
no opposition. In excellent visibility and full moonlight

February 22nd/23rd the second trip to Vienna VYas made by
two Fhitleys from Villeneuve. Vienna was brightly lit and

good rcpoi't was rendered on lighting and railvYay sidings
at Munich and on the track of the reconnaissance. On the

follomng night the second trip to Prague v/as carried out by
another tY/o bliitleys, one of vdiich dropped its load short
and the other beyond Prague. It v/as hoped that the first ^
would drift on to the city. There v/as fifLl lighting througn-

out Prague and the rest of Czechoslovakia.

They were to be dropped anyY/here over
It

- An operation

on

a

Wellingtons and Hampdens continued their operation in

North Germany at intervals, whilst the I/hitleys covered the
Most of these sorties were alsosouthern towns and Berlin,

reconnaissance task, to observe the extent of the
the location of searchlights, aerodromes and

int emit tent heavy cloud

given a

blackout, and
industrial targets,

and rain over Germany, nothing of importance^was observed
except searchlights YYhiciimere turned on _
YYere dropped, '

As there v/aso •

-  , at Berlin v/hen flares

On March 3rd another attempt to reach Vienna
failed, both Ytoitleys turning back with engine trouble. One
realeased its load over Austrian territory, hov/ever.

On March 7th/8th two Whitleys, operating north-about
from Driffield dropped nickeD.s on. Kreuz, Gzarkow, and Posen

in Poland, land:vig at Villeneuve after being ten hours 
in

Every street in Posen was lit up, and Eastern
The same ni^it three
of inland Y/aterYYays,

the Dusseldorf-

tho air.

Gemany VYas not well blacked-out.
Whitleys carried out a reconnaissance
coking plants,and other projected targets in

and Idieine-Osnabruck-Sidefeld areas, dropping
s intense searchlight and anti-

Cologne
tvi ^ p'n I’ou.'bGa ThoPG Wci .

activity tlirouEho,at tho Huhr, tut cbaorvation ma

the coiirao of a roconnaissaMO near
toother Blenheim of the Component dropped laokei.

and■Duren on March 11th.

over

Bschweiler

prom March 15th onenrds each
"tforftytrofec"

A°fcreh 19th as applying for the, j,*5tI^6to°fourairemft employed were rpereased. C th little '
wellingtons tod^.six fctlo.^c°-^^^^ v«s ooncoriod. hut tho

as far a. the roc^^ Whitleys operated ficm Prance
blackout in

success

nickels Yvere released,
here Yvas nothe sajno night over Warsaw.

Poland and visibility was good.
T

On the return journey oneb.c.o.r.b.
App.D.283
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of them-landed in'Germany, 'being short of petrol, tMhking he Vicas
in Prance. On learning his mistake from some peasants, the

Two Y/hitleyspilot took off again and, laaided safely in Prance,
for Villeneuve visited Czechoslovakia the following night.

On March 21st and 22nd icing was severe, and on the latter

night a Hampden sustained some damage from the attack of an
ME.no.

shadowing British machines v/ithout attack, and it was suggested
that the pilots of these-aircraft were transmitting height, course,
etc. to Plak gunners on the ground.

Several instances had occurred of enemy aircraft

Tv/enty Wellingtons took part on March 23rd/2kth, in a
One crashed on take off, and

One of the rest did
■ rcormaissarico of the Group area.
EUiother near St, Omer, both crews escaping,
not- return and was claimed as shot dov/n by the Germans and of the

other seventeen only one made any observations
released their nickels, but were doubtful of their exact positions
owing to the very bad weather conditions. Lai’ger scale opera-,
tions were pl<?amed each night from this time to emble more crews

On March 24th/25th four Hearipdens

The rest

to get operational experience,
were sent off, v/ithout any success as far as
concerned. The Wellingtons were cancelled,

reconnaissance was

The next night

five Whitleys and three Hampdens actually took
Most of

seven Wellingtons,
off before the operation was cancelled ov/ing to fog.
them received the recall, but 'one Hampden was missing
twenty-eight aircraft standing by only four dropped nickels,
following night none got off owing to an adverse weather forecast,
but on March 27th/29th twelve Wellingtons and six hliitleys set off,
thi'co Wellingtons turning back early, and two ’’.'/hitleys being shot

by Geiman flak, the other by Dutch figliters as it
Very severe

Of

The

dowi - one

crossed Dutch territory'- just before daybreak
electrical, snow 'and rain storms were experienced making recom-
aissance impossible inmost cases,the socondairy task of dropping
nickels alone being carried out. Por the next tlii'ee nights
operations were cancelled. On.the last night of the month, ^
however, eight Wellingtons operated, Altliough large quantities
of nickels had been dx-oppod, these efforts had yielded negligible
results from the point of view of recoimaisss,nce.

The only nickel raids carried out by Bomber Command in April
April 1st and 6th. 0^ the foimer, six Hampdens carried

out theix’ reconnaassance of the Group area, vdiile on April 6th
eight Wellingtons, six ’//hitleys and twelve Hampdens covered
north-west Gemany, releasing leaflets and .observing intense

activity on autobaiins near Lubeck and in certain jjorts.
this, leaflet dropping was suspended for a time, as the bomber
force v/as fully engaged in the reconnaissance and attack of

shipping and aerodromes, follomng the Geiman invasion of Norvxay.

were on

After

11. A.A.S.P. Operations - Prom October 1st loa.flets had been

despatch^by means"of~froo balloons by No.l "¥i" Balloon Unit,
operating unrier the orders of A.A.S.P. This method_depended 

on
the ^■ri.nd being in the right direction, and its activities were
therefore very spasmodic. Over a. million and a half riickeis
were despatched, however, in November, which were estmated to
achieve a penetration of up to- /-TO miles in some cases. And

to April 18th 1940, which was the last Operation of this
unit in Prance, a total of 4,436,000 leaflets was despatched by
this method (see App.G4). The unit v/as located ai Tout, and
comprised four releasing sections, able to release three
balloons each per hour. ' Each balloon carried :>,000 leaflets,
T/hich were dropped periodically in packages as tne result o

up

/the
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the burning of, a fuEse,
so as to float in the air over Germany at night time,
v/ere estimated to reach as far as Berlin, Magdeburg,
Munster, Nurnberg and Pilsen. ;

They T/ere released from dusk onwards
Ihese

Dresden,

On March l6th, 1940 the first nickel operation by aircraft
of the A.A.S.P. v/as ordered, but not carried out owing to

W/T failure. On.March 17th/l8th the first. oi^eration r/as
successfully carried out by ti,7o Battles over Mannheim and

Mainz. After this, operations vrero carried out regularly
Y/hen the weather vra.s suitable (see App.G5)« The object
was to familiarise the crews YTith the stretches of the Ehine

and its tributaries which they were allotted for the sovd.ng
of (Mark A) "V/" Minos under Plan VhU6. At first little
success was achieved in this reconnaissance, as the Battle

pilots were very inexperienced in night flying, and had great
difficulty in identifying anything at night. But on
April 20th twenty-nine sorties Y/ere carried out under perfect
conditions of visibility, and thereafter the pilots became

well aquainted v/ith their areas. On this occasion they
encountered negligible opposition, but one Battle failed to

return, The follov/ing night, when 20 Battles operated,
resistance increased in the form of "flak" and searchlights,

but the next night again (April 22nd/23rd) it decreased,
pilots reporting tliat searchlights Y-rerc active before midnight,
but closed down later in the night; After this, the vreather

precluded further operations in April, and up to the German

attack w/hich finally put a stop to them.

12. Assessment cf Results - The question of v/hether "special"
leaflet dropping "should be continued, or w/hether "incidental"
droijping alone v/ould suffice, v/as discussed in March and April.
The Chiefs of Staff considered on March 26th that "there are

grounds for the belief that our propaganda in Germany 
■

should be continued and
some

is tiaving useful results and this

s.46650
Enel. 106A

c.o.s.40/270

intensified", xLpa.rt from the effect of the leaflets them
selves the effect on German morale was of considerable
importsinceo Goering had boasted of the invulnerability of
German skies, and yet British aircraft were constantly over

all parts of the country, night after night, mth comparative
immunity. The losses on "special" raids were less than 3
per cent from enemy action. .Losses on "incidental" dropping

heavier due to the primar;/ task.YYere

17P(40)120

It was ImoYwi that leaflets were being picked up ana
passed round in spite of the security measures and penaltxe

The reaction of the German counter-propaganda
shoYYed their dislike of them, and conseiquently

A reference to a

"Flutterschmitt" brought forth

imposed,
orgahisation
proved that they must have
Messerschmitt 109 as a "r” _ , . v, ..
tv/enty-five German broadcasts to their owm people on the

efficiency of Messerschmitt aircraft in one Y/eek. And a

diagram sho'ving the proportions of British and German ships
sunk brought an instant contradiction from Goebbels hniioelf.
This action YYOuld not have been taken if leaflets were
valueless.

some value.

The value of these operations from the training point
of view had akvays been realised. The long night flighty
over enemy territory undoubtedly contributed greatly to the

^:SrtmcLncy o/the Command. In view of f
ations the continuance of ’’special "dropping was ad^^ated. ^
Events, hoY/ever, prevented it. OYYing to the more urgent

/claims
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cla,iins made by the Norwegian campaign, follov/ed by the opening
of the Y/estem offensive, no more nickel operations were under

taken during the period. The task was continued later merely as
;.j the bombing operations over Geimany and other
And crews from operational training units were sent

final exercise in their
dealt with in later

a subsidiary to

countries,
out on nickel sorties over Prance as

Tliese operations are

a

training progivunme.
sections of this narrative.

.1. 1
}. ,
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SECTION III

gPIEAT IONS, AGAniST.. MYAL

.PigBose.and Plan of attack In view of the probability of
Germany's attempting once more to blockade the British Isles
from the commencement of war, it, was of the utmost importance
to contain the German navy, and to reduce its striking power
by every means avaiDable, from the outset. This task was
regarded primarily as one for the Royal Navy, with the
assistance of Coastal Command. In view of the limited

ntuaber of capital ships and the heavy commitments of the
Navy throughout the v/orld, both in the protection of
merchant shipping and of British possessions, the risk of
maintaining a standing patrol powerful enough to deal ivith
any break-out of the German navy was not warranted. If such

a patrol had been maintained close enough to enemy ports to
seal them off, it would have been subject to attack by U-boats
and aircraft, as vrell as danger from nine-fields.

The aircraft vri.th which Coastal Command was equipped
were not adequate in range or load to undertake either
torpedo or bombing attacks against German naval units in or
near enemy ports.

Bomber Command units on this duty,
indicated by the considerations of policy already discussed,
whereby the targets permitted to Bomber Command in the early
phase were limited to those involving no risk to civilian
life or property.

The Admiralty and Air Ministry had drawn up a joint plan,
known as Plan "K." or "¥.A.7(a)", by August 1959, for an
attack on the German fleet at Wilhelmshaven. This was to be

carried out at the outbreak of war, before the German
defensive measures could be pex'fected, either as  a combined
operation or by the R.A.E. alone. Another pLan, "V/.A. 12",
had also been prepared to deal with units of the German fleet
which should be located at sea. For this purpose it was
planned to maintain frequent patrols by one or two aircraft
for the location of enemy shipping, whose reports would bring
into action a bombing force which would be held ready.

Three bomber squadrons were to be held available as
coastal duty squadrons, upon which Coastal Command could call
if a suitable target presented itself. This was later
modified to 24 aircraft from vtirious squiadrons, and then,
finding that this system caused delay, to two squadrons from
a single Group, In December, ovring to the delays and lack
of co-ordination experienced in these operations. Air Ivlarshal
Sir Pljilip Joubert de La, Pert6 was appointed to the Air Staff
for special duties. (Adviser on Combined Operations to
C.A.S. ). His task was to study the sea/air situation and to
recommend courses of action. The new organisation controlled
by him was to co-ordinate action by the Admiralty and Coastal
and Bomber Coi'imands in the' area round the British Isles, in
collaboration with Admiral Holla.nd at the Admiralty. Owing
to the employment of Bomber Squadrons priiiarily on coastal
functions during this period, the question of their control
T/as continually in dispute. On the one side the inefficiency
of the system of dual control employed was emphasized.

^  Whilst the other.- side looked further, to the true function
of Bomber Comimnd, and vra.s unwilling to detach any part of
the small force available, which might be required at any

/time

It was, therefore, necessary to employv
This course was also

AHB Il/Al/11

AHB/IIK/36/5
End. 36

End, 31B, 33
S.2848
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time for its primary function, the offensive against German
resources in Germany herself.

2. . Flan W. A. 7(b) cari'ied _out In accordance v/ith the plan
made one Blenheim aircraft stood by from September 1st 1939
with a na-val observer, to carry out a photographic reconnais
sance of the naval ports of North-vrest Gennany. And six
Hampden squadrons stood by at one hour’s notice on September 2nd.
At 1915 hours Bomber Command were told that, if the Yfer Telegram
should go out about midnight, the plfinned attack on German ships
at Wilhelmshaven was to be carried out at first light.

War was declared at 1115 hours on September 3rd and at
1203 hours the Blenheim aircraft of No. 139 Squadron took off
from ¥/yton to carry out its reconnaissance of German ports.
The naval observer carried out the reconnaissance at 24,000
feet, and saw three capital ships and four cruisers, vdth
seven attendant destroyers, off the West coa.st of Denmark in
the^Schillig Roads.. The report transmitted by Syko was
mutilated, and it v/as not therefore received until the
aircraft landed. Eighteen Harapdens and nine Wellingtons
which had been standing by all day were despatched at I815
hours. The Hampdens were from Nos. 49 and 83 Squadrons at
Scampton and Nos.14 and 50 Squa.drons at Wa.ddington; the
YYellingtons from N0.I49 Squadron at Mildenhall and No.37
Sqmdron, Peltv/ell. The Wellingtons returned to base by
2240 hours, and the Ilampdens by 0002 hours, all having
railed to locate the enemy fleet, due to severe thunderstorjns
and darkness.

Meanivhile tY/enty-seven Blenheims from Nos.107, 110, and
139 Squadrons had been inst.ructed to stand by at one hour's
notice from 0800 hours on September 4th to attack the enemy
fleet. • Eight G.R. observers from Coastal Command were to
accompany them. At 0835 hours on September 4th one Blenheim
of No.139 Squadron took off on a r.conuaissance of Wilhelm
shaven and the Western approached lo the Kiel canal area.
Plying at 200/300 feet in heavy rain lis aircraft reported

IIK/36/5
Ends, 2 & 3

two battleships at anchor at Brunsbuttel, one battleship in
the vicinity and four destroyers in the Schillig Roads, and
one destroyer entering 'ffilhelmshaveru Photographs later
showed that the one battleship v/as in fact the cr-ui
Leipzig,

ser

Fifteen of the stand-by Blenheims were ordered to attack
the cruiser in or outside Wilhelnisha-von, v/ith the destroyers
as an alternative target. Fourteen 7/ellingtons of Nos,149
and 9 Squadrons were also despatched betv.feen I44O and I6IO
hours to attack the two battleships off Drunsbuttel, All
were ordered to take the greatest care not to bomb civilian
population or merchant shipping. Three of the five Blenheims
of No.110 Squadron located and attacked the Admiral Von
Scheer in the Schillig Roads.
500 feet, and four bombs hit the ^heer v/ithout exploding.
Plying Officer Doran was awarded the"first D.P.C.
for this attack.

The attack v/as" made from below

of the war

The other aircraft did not locate a target
owing to bad weather. Five in all failed to return. One of

these crashed on the "Braden's" focsle, Idlling 9 Germans and
Naval War Strff vraunding several.
Report

N.I.D. 24

Of the fourteen Wellingtons the majority
turned back or failed to locate their objective due to bad
weather. Ope foniiation of three which reached their
objective at 5,000 feet did not attack owing to the intensity
of the A.A. fire. A second section was attacked by fighters.

/The
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The leader bombed a warship at Brunsbuttel but the other
two were not seen .again. One aircraft was suspected of
bombing Esbjergin Holland in mistake for Brunsbuttel.t. ’

On September 5ih and 6th reconnaissancES were carried
The: first was unsuccessful owing

to low cloud, the second located two battleships, three
and three destroyers five miles from Heligoland

I  The;Yi/'/T message was not quite clear
ard by the time the aircraft returned it was calculated
that the ships could not be attacked before they reached
Wilhehmsha.ven, Since Plan IV. A. 7(a) had already been
carried out,^ it was not proposed to repeat it, and
aircraft were despatched.

The tactical lessons .learnt in these first operations
vfere the necessity for close formation for effective fire

control and avoiding action when attacked by fighters, and
the need for improved intercoinnunication in the aircraft.
The best form of attack on ships Vi/as considered to be by
pairs of aircraft at two or three seconds interval, and
along the fore-and-aft line of the ship, in order to avoid
bombs bouncing overboard, and to give a better length of
target, A Gernnin report remarks that the independent attacks
adopted imde easy targets of the aircraft for the A.A,
gunners.

out by single Blenheims.

cruisers

steaming south.

no

B, C. Form 540
App. A7

•^PP* D5, D7

App. D28

3. The Problem of the Time Factor '^he experience of
these first operations brought out a problem which was to
exercise the minds of all concerned throughout the period
of this campaign against the German fleet. This was the
time lag involved in getting a striking force to the scene of
operations after a report had been received. This time
lag was at present made up of the time taken.

AHB 11K/36/5
Ends. iO, 15,
15, 19

(a) for the report to be transmitted from the aircraft

to Bomber Command. The W/t message being
frequ.ently distorted, this often meant waiting
for the aircraft to land. This could be cut

doTO by better W/T training and facilities,

■for the message to be passed to Coastal Command,
Air i.-iinistry and the Admiralty, to check on our
own and neutral shipping. And for the executive
order to attack'to be confirmed by all these.

(c) for the aircraft., on stand-by to take off. They
were usually held at one hour’s readiness. This
could be improved upon if an occasion was foreseen
to warrant it.

(d) for the striking force to reach the target.

On September 19th the Director of Operations at Air
l&nistry pointed out that the majority of reconnaissances
carried out had reported German .warships at sea. It could
be inferred, therefore, that they were at sea daily. To
•avoid the time lag between slighting and attack he suggested
that reconnaissance in force should be carried out, by a
squadron which should attack any suitable target encountered
at sea. This was tried on September 26th Y/hen twelve

V Hamrfens carried out a reconnaissance -with orders to attack
enemy warships. Only three submarines were sighted near
Heligoland. These were not attacked as subu'Hrines had been
expresbly excluded from the general permission to attack
enemy warships in this area.

197929/IL/6.48 /On
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On September 28th these orders were revised, and
attack on subnmrines permitted. In addition, as a result
of the heavy sinkings inflicted on our merchant shipping by
submarines, orders were given to Bomber Command to despatch
sections of three aircraft at discretion, to attack sub
marines in the.area laid down, Anti-submrine bombs
to be used. Another reconnaissance in force wa.s carried
out by twelve Hampdens on September 29th. One section of
three aircraft attacked two destroyers near Heligoland
without result. A second section did not attack because
the destroyers had turned broadside on. One aircraft had
turned back early, and the remaining five did not return.
They vrere claimed as shot down by the Germans by fighter
attack near the North BYisian Islands at the cost of 2 IvbE.
109|s.^ It was thought that bad tijning,'as a result of
splitting the formation into two, had given early vvarning
of the approach, of the second formation.

were

4. Zl£bt„_..Moyement s Following a report
of units of the German fleet off south-west Norway twelve
■ffellingtons took off between 1530 and 1600 hours
October 8th.

on

They found four to eight-tenths cloud
the sea, and only two small ships.of doubtful type ■
^ighted.before dusk caused the formation to turn for home.
Further small ships were glimpsed through cloud on the
return journey,
carried out a

.  over

were
s

On October 30th eighteen Wellingtons
search in co-operation with the 7th Destroyer

flotilla, who vrere to sv;eep towards Terschelling and the
Dogger Bank. Visibility;was very poor, so the aircraft
returned to base having observed nothing.

On November 8th the Admiralty had intelligence reports
of the closure of the Kiel Canal for three da
warship movements, and of the presence of the uneisenau,
g.£hgJ-Nh.orst Nuremberg and Emden at Heligoland7 and 'other
important units at WilheLiisteven. They requested photo
graphic confirmation of this, but three Blenheims w^hich
attempted the task on November 11th ran unexpectedly into
N^d visibility and cloud, and two v/ere lost, no results
being obtained. On November 10th and 15th sweeps were
carried out by formations of Wellingtons without locating
any targets. On November 17th a reconnaissance by four
Blenheims confirraed the presence of 1 battleship and 4
cruisers in the Schillig Roads, and took some good photo
graphs of Wilhelmshaven.

ays, indicating

There was no time before dusk to
carry out an attack, and in any case the ships were within
heavily defended areas, which put them outside the scope of
Plan W.A. 12, which aimed at conserving bomber forces by
attacking ships at sea only. ' The C.-in-C. Coastal Cornmand
had authority to take action v>rithout A.M,
against targets outside defended areas.

sanction only

The Pocket Battleship ^euts£hlaQd , which was
believed to have sunk the Rawalpindi on October 30th,
was reported on November 23rd, 60 mil^ south-east of
Iceland. As a result, all mobiliaable squadrons of
Bomber Command were ordered to stand by. Twenty four
Whitleys were sent to Kinloss, and twenty four Hampdens to
Wick on the 24th, and placed under the orders of Coastal
Corains.nd, On the same day a formation of '(/hitlcys . carried
out a reconnaissance of Heligoland-Bight^ Brunsbuttel,
Cuxhaven, Wilhelmshaven and the Jade and Schillig Roads i„
case other units of the German fleet should be proceeding
to the support of the Deutschland,
only one warship was seen near Brunsbuttel.

in

In five-tenths cloud
So four

/BlenheimsG.197929/IL/6.48
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Blenheims were sent on the 25th on individual reconnaissances,
which ‘locsited only sjnall warships, probably destroyers, at
any of these ports. Several sweeps were carried out during
•the month without result.

5. Attempts to improve results On November 19th a

conference was held at Bomber Command, including the
C,-in-C, of Coastal Command and the Director-General of

Operations from Air iiinistry, to consider ho\7 German
warships could be attacked near their bases. The following
decisions were taken

(a) No ships to be attacked in positions where
civilian population might be bombed (this was a
re-affirmation of the restricted bombing policy).

Ships could be attacked at sea or in roads and
anchorages where there was no such risk.

(•b)

(c) The fact that; merchant ships were in naval
'anchorages should not deter attack, but extreme
care should be taken not to hit them.

(a) 500 lb. S.A.P. bombs v/ere to be used from high
altitude by formations of six Wellington aircraft
by means of stick-bombing.

(e) A.0.G. No.3 Group to despatch a reconnaissance in
force at his discretion, after receiving weather
reports and infommtion from Coastal Command.

(f) Yfhen Hampdens v/ere modified as to armament, and
equipped with 2,000 -lb. bombs, they might be used
as well as Wellingtons.

On November 22nd the Chief of the Air Staff informed

the Gomrnanders-in-Ghief at an Air Ministry conference that

the ‘Yar Cabinet required a more energetic policy against
the enemy fleet. It was decided that this should now be

considered a mjor operation. Not less than twenty-four
aircraft should be employed, but only in weather suitable
for a high-level attack. No preliminary day reconnaissance
Tfas to be carried out, as this had previously given the enemy
warning, but night reconnaissance'could be tried, with
nickel-dropping as camouflage. Night attack by moonlight
should follcrvy the day attack.

S.222^
29A.and 30B

Before the opportunity for the carrying-out of these
proposals occurred another fiasco emphasised the need for

improvement. A formation of Wellingtons on a sweep on

December 1st, sighted seven vessels of destroyer or mine

sweeper class. As they were displaying the British deck

marking of the day they were not attacked although no

British ships were supposed to be in the locality.
G.-in-C. Coastal Gomiand proposed to make it clear to pilots
that any warships found in the free bombing area might be

attacked. This v/as agreed to subject to adequate measures
being taken by him to safeguard neutral shipping from
attack.

The

Ibid

Enel. 3IA

liajor Attacks on December 3rd and I8th
for the major attack decided upon occurred on December 3rd.
A formation of twenty-four Wellingtons flew at 18,000 feet

in clear weather to Heligoland, preferring this to the

alternative of Wilhelmshaven for the sake of surprise. They

/dropped

The opportunit6. y
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dropped sixty-tliree 500 Ib.S.A.P, bombs on It/o cruisers

aind eight merchant ships, claiming approximately one direct
hit on each type and three near misses. The rest of the

bombs were not dropped ov/ing to cloud gathering, ̂ vhich
obscured the target and created a risk of hitting the
land. A number of single and twin-engined fighters

. attacked but soon broke off -without causing serious damage.
The Germn report on this raid states that it ivas cleverly
carried out from the sun and was accurate "in avoiding
the residential area of the ishuid." One minesweeper wasA. H. B. 6 •

sunk by a bomb whichv/ent right through it -without explod
ing, leaving a large hole. One gun of an A.A. battery was
damaged by three bombs, which also caused damage to an
anraunition store. One G-erman fighter was shot down.

Further sweeps were carried out on a number of
occasions up to December 13th without result, but on that
day a subraarine reported sighting two battle crmiisers, two
pocket-battleships, and two cruisers in the middle of the
North Sea. Fifty-two Wellingtons bombed up with S.A.P, and
"B" bombs and stood by for a night attack, whilst all
available Hampdens stood by for next day. The position of
the German warships v/as not determined, so no aircraft were
sent off that night. At first light on December 14th,
tv/enty-three Hampdens carried out a line search, but saw
nothing in bad visibility and low cloud. At 1050 hours
tiTelve Wellingtons carried out a further reconnaissance,
sighting first a subirnrine -iirhich dived and was not attacked,
and then- one battleship and.one cruiser steering south
towaixls the mouth of the Elbe. The formation v/as flying
too low beloT/ a cloud base of about 800 feet to carry out
an attack. They were fired on by three destroyers and
attacked six’or seven times by 109's and M.E. 110's, of
which one was shot down and six damaged, incliading one
H.E.110. Five of the Wellingtons did not return and one
collapsed on landing. On December 15th No. 2 Group was
included v/ith Nos.3 and 5 in sta.nd-by duties for fleeting
targets, and five Blenheims carried -out a sv/eep, sighting
four ships thought to be rainesv/eepers. They were not
attacked in case they should, be trawlers.

A second m.jor attack -was organised for December l8th.
Twenty-four Wellingtons v/ere despatched to patrol the
Schillig and Jade Roads, and if nothing was found, there to
try Wilhelmshaven. The target area was clear, with good
visibility, but nothing vms seen until they reached
Wilhelmshaven. Three large warships - the Tirpitz or a

Scharnhorst class, a xDocket-ba,ttleship and a cruiser - and

four destroyers were observed here. They were not attacked,
however, as they were all in dock or lying alongside. The
formation v/as attacked for forty minutes by about twenty- >
five single and tmn engined fighters, from the time they
reached Heligoland to a point 70-80 miles from the coast on
their return. The attack was broken off at Wilhelmshaven

to jiiake way for very heavy A.A. fire. At least twelve
enemy fighters were claimed as .shot do-wn for the loss of
tv/elve Wellingtons, The crew of one of the latter was

picked up by a trawler. The Geripan report of this action

gives their losses as four destroyed and nine damaged,
v/hilst claiming to have shot down thirty-six Wellingtons,

The enemy had early warning of this raid through their
"y" intelligence service. Radio detection apparatus picked
up the routine signals given by Wellingtons from their W/T

A. H. B. 6

A.H.B. 6

J. G. I. Report

GO'
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"GO" onTrards.

defences had been v/arned to stand-by, as it was reported to
be a large-scale raid of about fifty aircraft. The
i'ellington sections flew in line astern, and closed
formation T/hen attacked. • The German fighters had altered
their tactics since December 14th, having learnt the
effectiveness of the rear turret.

pally from abeam, and reported that the under turrets
succeeded in opposing them,
and formation v/as of great assistance to the attackers.
One section of ViTellingtons was successful in weaving to
avoid attack. Lieutenant Lent, later a well-known German
fighter ace, received special mention for his part in this
action. '

All units of the German North41est coast

They attacked princi-
never

The rigid retention of course

As a result of this operation Air iviinistry ordered the
cessation of attacks on naval bases and reconnaissance in

force until the petrol tanks should be armoured, pending the
fitting of self-sealing tanks. Many aircraft had been
observed to have petrol pouring out, and most of the losses
during the month were attributed to the patrol tanks catching
fire. This is confirmed by Gem'ian reports, which note the
extreme vulnerability of Vvellingtons to fire in the wings.

?:h?,._Genmn_Early-Yfe System The German Aircraft
Reporting Service was included within Luftgau Signals
Regiments under the Gerriian Air Force. Lines of observer

posts had been established throughout Germany 10 km or less
apart, 50-70'Km between the lines,
these lines whilst mobile units vrere organized to advance
into newly-occupied territory.

7.

Reserve units manned

U.S. Post

Hostilities

Investigation of
German Air

Defences. Vol. II.

By October, 1939, eight radar stations had been
established on the east and north Frisian Islands, using
"FEtEYA", the first standard early-warning set employed by
the German Air Force. They thus guarded the Heligoland Bight
and the approach to the North Sea ports. The range of these

A.D.I. (k)
390/1945.
Paras 2, 5, 6.

early ’’Freyas" was about 80 Km and their accuracy to within
a few degrees, but they had no height finding facilities.
They were manned by special units of the mobile reporting
companies. The radar chain set up along the vrestern
frontier of Germany was rapidly moved forward, and operated
on the channel coast by June, 1940.

U. S. Investigation
as above.

A standing patrol of watch-boats, kn.own to the R.A.F.
as Flak-ships, v/as nB.intained by the German navy off the
north-eastern coast of Germany, and later in the English
Channel. These ships, which vrere often converted trawlers
or small merchant-vessels, in addition to giving early-
Y/arning of approaching aircraft, vrere often heavily armed
with A.A. guns vrith which to attack them.

Germn records show that they were hankered by a shortage
of anti-aircraft guns at the start. To avoid unnecessary
dispersal, certain strong-points were established. These
could put up an effective barrage, both of flak and aircraft,
against incoming hostile formations.

A.H.B. 6 VH/lO

In addition to 'this observer system the Germn Signals
Service developed a very complete reporting system. The
Radio Listening Service monitored Allied radio activities,
and YTas often able to predict that a raid vras about to
take place. The early vra.ming of the Wilhelmshaven raid
on December l8th, 1939, was due to this Service, The

A.D.I. (K).
4 /1945

/aircraft
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aircraft signals were picked up/ as mentioned above, and,
contrary to orders, reported direct to the fighter authori
ties concerned. The success of this method led to pressure
for the re-organization of the channels of communication.
This resulted, eventually, in the integration of all
sources of intelligence into one’ reporting service, which
took place in 1944. The further development of the G-erraan
reporting service will he found in the Air Historical
Branch Signals Monograph.

8. second.search... foe.Jh "Deutschland” On December
20th -there v/as another report of the Deutschland , which
caused almost as great alarm as that of late November.
She-was reported as steaming north, and was thought to be
breaking out along the Norwegian coast on another raiding
trip. Twenty-four ilampdens stood by for first light,
eighteen »fellingtons and twenty-four Whitleys at one hour's
notice. The Hampdens proceeded to a point near Lip, on
the S.W. coast of Norway, where the Deutschland had’been
expected to arrive about IO3O hours. ’“Prom there they
searched a line along the Norwegian coast, about ten miles
out, to a latitude of 60'3O' North. On the return to
Scotland a navigational error brought the formation to
the Firth of Forth area, where they were attacked by
Spitfires, two being brought down.

with

The eighteen 7/ellingtons carried out a sweep on the
same day without success, and two Y/hitleys on the night
the 23rd had the same result. On the’24th two Blenheims
went to Wilhelmshaven t-o try to establish the locations
of the DeutsohLand, and the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau.
but saw nothing owing to lo?/'cloud. On the same~day~’
seventeen Y/ellingtons carried out another sweep in sections
of three and two. One section only was successful in
sighting Iour ships in two pairs about three miles apart.
They circled one pair three times.

of

On the first circuit

the ships challenged with a 2-star whit® and red, and the
aircraft ’^idth the British recognition signal,
second and third circuits both ships opened fire v/ith
pom-poms. As a result the section'leader thought
attack justified, and eight 500 lb. S.A.F. bombs
dropped, two of the aircraft also using their guns. Drift
ing clouds prevented results being observed, but German
records show no hits were obtained, ‘
red lights after the attack,
the section leader was placed under arrest.

On the

an

vrevG

One ship fired tiivo
As a result of this attack

9. The Rules of Attack Revised In consequence of this
incident on December 24th there was an investigation by
Bomber Command resulting in the release of the section
leader, followed by a joint conference bet-,veen represent
atives of the T'oreign Office, Admiralty and Air Ministry
on December 30th to consider amending the instructions in-
force regarding attacks upon shipping. The existing
instructions were drawn up before the outbreak of
August 27th 1939. They laid doT,?n that:-

war, on

A.H.B./
IIK/36/5
Sncl, 30

A.M. Signal
X'i7 6/27/8/3 9

(a) Enemy warships, troopships and auxiliaries in direct
attendance on the enemy fleet might be attacked
without v/aming provided they had been identified
beyond doubt.’

/(b)
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(b) (i) Any ship which there were definite grounds for
believing to be an enemy raider (see (b)(iii)
below) should be ordered to steer course to a

.  port where she could be examined, or to
nearest of H.M. ships, capable of dealing with
her» Alternatively, she should be ordered to
stop and a?/ait arrival of H.M. ship capable of
performing visit and search.

If vessel failed to obey signals after it v/as
clear she had understood them, bombs should be
dropped or m£i.chine guns fired ahead of her as
warning. If this v/as disregarded bridge should
be machine gunned. If this failed, ship should
be attacked in some non-vital part such
superstructure. Only small bombs should be
used such as v/ould be unlikely to sink ship
if she were hit in a vital spot,

(ii) If aircraft even temporarily lost control of a
ship, the process described must be repeated to
regain it.

(iii) For the time being it is of great importance that
neutral sympathies should not be alienated by
use of force against innocent merchant shipping,
which may not have understood signals from
aircraft. Orring to probable existence of many
genuine merchant ships with defensive armament
and to difficulty of penetrating disguise from
the air, there must be some reason for thinking
that vessel is an armed raider before action at
(b)(i) is taken,

(c) On sighting any ship not covered by (a)
should confine action to reporting vessel's position,
course and if possible her nationality and identity,
to H.M. Ship, or shore base, in the meantime keeping
in touch v/ith her as far as practicable,
raerctent ship should open fire with defensive armament
aircraft should ref'rain from any form of retaliation
and merely take avoiding action, whilst reporting
facts.

as

(b) aircraftor

Even if

10. It is self-evident that the above instructions

drawn up not by Air Force, but by Naval authorities, thinking
in terms of aircraft and armament which were now long
obsolete. For a modern bomber to be told to be careful to
hit only the superstructure of a ship with
was manifestly absurd,
issued a new set of rules

were

small bombs"

So the conference on 30th December

Vessels which may be attacked without_challenge

(a) Enera^- warships ma^’ always be attacked at sight,

(b) Vessels other than enemy warships may be attacked at
sight if they

(i) form part of an enemy fleet or are in direct
attendance on enemy war vessels or submarines;

are minesweepers, petrol vessels or similar
vessels engaged on military operations;

(ii)

/(iii)
G.197929/IL/6.A8
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(iii) seen to TDe interfering with British, Allied
or neutral, shipping,

(c) Any vessel in a. ¥ar Zone which opens fire on  a British
or Allied aircraft may be attacked by any means at the
disposal of .,,the, aircraft. Yfer Zones will be defined
from time to time."

are

Although Para.9 Sub-paras.(b) and (c) lay down a
complicated set of instructions for dealing with vessels
not covered by the. above, v^hich were only a slight
improvement on the. original rules, the important point

paragraph 10(c)., In future any vessel in a defined
zone,which opened fire could be attacked. This covered
attacks upon tlie P. L.A.K, ships vhnich had been advocated
for some tune by the C.-in-C. Bomber Command. It was not
until February 10th, however, that the decision vms taken
at an air Ministry .conference to attack them Uee 13 below).

was
in

^  ̂gAlSg-SGale Reconnaissance,,in the Hew Year 1 24Q_
-anuary and early February no attacks-were undertaken
Oermn naval bases or home waters. Reconnaissance over the
Worth Sea were continued on the increased scale adopted
since the decision of December 18th not to attack close
inshore until the petrol tanks were armoured. Most
aircraft were fitted by the end of February and equipped
with self-sealing tanks by the end of ivlarch.

11.
In

on

BG/S20849/Eng.

On January 1st nine Blenheims carried out a sweep with
,no, result. On the 2nd, seventeen Wellingtons in five
sections with a sixth taking off later carried out another
sweep. The five observed nothing, but the sixth, which
was on an extended sweep, was attacked by Me.110's.
Two aircraft y/ere shot, down, whilst the third returned at

engine, pursued for a time by five
fighters. German records.confirm the claim that
these were shot down, one Me.109 and one Me.110.

two of
On the

A.H.B. 6,
6th Abteilung
Records

wellingtons took off on a sweep, but
pbserved nothing, and on the 10th four Y/hitle^rs had
better success. On the same- day two foruiations of
Blenheims were sent out, twelve in the first
in the second, 45 minutes later. The first Animation
had a running fight with five Me. HO's at sea level
losing one of their number for one enemy aircraft, which
forced landed in Denmark and was destroyed. Neither
fo'ruation sighted any target, . ■

no

and tine

Eighteen Haupdens on January 12th, twenty-four
Blenheims on thq 13th, seventeen W.ellingtons on the 20th
and px on the 23rd observed no suitable targets. Eighteen
Blenheims on the 25th had to return early on account of
weather conditions without sighting anything, and nineTYellingtons on the 26th had- no better success. The recoil
of unsuccessful sweeps continues in February, v/ith six
Wellingtons on the 1 st-, eighteen on the 11th, and fifteen
Blenheims on the 14th..,

X,,. February 14th it was reportedthat the German armed tanker Altmark had been sighted in
Norwegian waters. She had aboard 299 British prisJners

f  Admiral Graf Spee . At noon on the
15th she was seen off .Bergen, and on the 1?th seventy-two

^ Wellingtons and thirty-six Hampdens -stood by to cover the yyithdrawal of the naval forces

12.

-

/supporting
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supporting H.M. S. Cossack, which had removed the British
prisoners after the Altmark had been intercepted,
was no call for their assistance, however.

There

A.H.B. IIH/59 ■ Attack on Flak-ships13... The decision to attack the

Plak-ships which had long been a menace to our aircraft
was at last taken at an Air Ministry conference
Pebruary iOth,

on

The Plak-ships v/ere disposed as far asS. 2932 Enel, 6A

could be ascertained in two lines - an outer ring 7/ith a
radius of 65 miles centred on Heligoland, and an inner ring
vfithin 25 miles of the K, W, German coast stretching between
the: Schiernionnikoog Light (53°50'H, 06°10'E) and the
Nodditrand Light (51°22'N, 08°40'S). In addition, isolated
flak ships had been reported along the west coast of
Deruiark and near the Dutch coast,

the outer ships only could be attacked without giving
sufficient warning to fighters and other defences for losses
to be incurred out of proportion to the results achieved.
The factors for and against such an attack were considered.
Among those in favour v/ere that it would be a measure of
retaliation for the German attack on British North Sea trade,
and that it would provide training for the bomber force
vdth onl^'- a limited risk,

slight chances of hitting such a snail target, the
difficulty of identifying the ships, and their easy
replacement. It was recommended that operations should be
undertaken only under suitable cloud cover, and as a
preliminary to, or in association with, a major plan.

it was considered that

The adverse factors were the

A.M. Signal
X. 91 6

Orders to attack the Plak-ships were issued on
February 11th under Para.2(d) of the revised Rules of
ttack which had been issued on the 4th, This stated that

"Aircraft may attack'at sight and without challenge
vessel in a Sx^ecial Zone which opens fire on a British or
Allied aircraft. The attack should not be made if it
involves risk to innocent ships in the vicinity?-," After
a number of reconnaissances by Blenheims, and other reports
which confirmed that there were now no Flak-ships more than
about 15 miles out to sea,
were shelved for the time being in favour of attacking units
of the Gennan fleet which had been reported as stuck in the
ice near Heligoland. This operation is dealt with below.

any

the plans for this operation

On February 24th the Bight v/as found to be clear of
ice and so attention turned once more to the Flak-ships.
No, 2 Group were ordered to carry out offensive recennaissances
with a iTiinimum of two Blenheims whenever conditions
suitable to use cloud

?/ere

cover. The primary object was to
determine the exact position of Flak-ships.
atteK5)ted by two Blenheims on February 26th but they had t
turn back owing to cloudless conditions. On the 27th one
of the Blenheims sent out failed to return, the other saw
no shipping, flying in cloud most of the time. Over Juist
at 500 feet 5 te. 109's were, seen, -which caused the Blenheim
to take refuge in cloud once more. Two Blenheims attempted
to carry out a similar reconnaissance on Heligoland Bight

.  on the 28th, but encountered ten-tenths cloud from sea level
On iiarch 4th tv/o Blenheims were sent on the

This T/as

o

to 2,500 feet,

same task. They, sighted'an enemy submarine and dropped
stick of four 250 lb S,A,P*bcra'bs, reporting a direct hit
betiveen the conning-tower and the stern, which was believed
to have sunk the submarine,

this claim, the U-boat co.ncerned, "U-34", being undamaged.

a

German, records do not confirm

/Two
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Tv;o further Blenheims sent out on the 6th attacked two
enemy fighters sighted. They then retired into cloud and
abandoned the rest of their task owing to lack of further
cloud cover. There were further reconnaissances by two'
Blenheims on Zlarch 7th, 9th, 11th, 12th and 13th. These
all had special tasks in addition, including an attempt
to discover whether salvage operations were in progress oh
British submarines 30 miles- west and 40 miles north
Heligoland. On the first two days they had no success-
one of- those on the 11th bombed and sank a submarine in
the-. Schillig Roads (U-boat No.31, which was salvaged-and
re-sunk by lijlvl. S. Antelope- in November (A.M. G. 0. 12/l 946)).
The second Blenheim that day saw two groups of 6 vessels
the indicated' positions.

of

ne

One of the aircraft on the 12th

A.ivI.C.0.12/46

ar

confirmed this', seeing three small vessels in a triangle
in position 40 miles north of Heligoland; but the sorties
on the 13th were fruitless owing to cloud down to the
surface. Three Blenheims, six Ilampdens and six Wellingtons
were despatched on the 15th to look for
and patrol vessel"

intercepted.

"mine-layer
message had been

Flying in sleet and snow, ¥vith eight-tenths
cloud at 2,500 feet, none of them sighted anything.

Eibout whose position

j  At last on March l6th 1940 an attack on enemy flak-
ships was organised. Itjelve Blenheims were ordered to
search for and bomb them in six areas in the Heligoland
Bight, two aircraft to each area. 'Warships, if seen,
v/ere to be attacked in preference to flak-ships, and they
were ordered to abandon the operation if cloud cover was
inadequate. All the aircraft except one sighted enemy
ships, but three of them did not attack - one because he
was not fired at, two because the vessels sighted were
not in their areas. In all, four cargo vessels, fourteen
naval vessels, five fla-k-ships and two small ships vere
attacked v/ith twenty 250 lb. 3.A.P. Bombs. Sixteen of these
nassed their target, and the. results of the other four were
not observed, but the German report shows one near miss on
a merchant vessel. Heavy A.a. fire -was encountered'over
Heligoland and Borkiun; one Blenheiin e-vaded an Me, 110 by
entering cloud, -whilst another, attacked by three Me. 109's
was hit, but escaped into cloud.
-iVas severely dama.ged.

One of the Me. 109's

'N.I.D. 24
Nava.l Records

A, H. B. 6

6th Abtoiliuig
Records

On liarch 19th this operation was repeated by six
Blenheims, one to each area. Only one attac ;ed any
vessels, scoring no hits. Owing to fog, the others saw
little, but escaped the attacks of four Me.109's and one
Me. 11-0 by the use of the fog which stretched from sea level
to 600 feet. Sirai'Aar operations were continued whenever
possible up to April 9th, when the Norwegian campaign
opened. Ships v/ere almost invariably sighted, but on very
few occasions was aiy success achieved. On i.'iarch 2?th for
example, seven Blenheims were despatched with the
additional tasks of reporting on the salvage operations
previously mentioned. Ten destroyers, three cruisers,
SIX patrol-ships, three merchant-vessels, and two smll
vessels - probably flak-ships - were seen. Fourteen 250 lb.
and three 40 lb. bombs were dropped without result. German
reports sho% one-near miss'on a patrol boat. Nine Me.109's
were encountered, and one Blenheim failed to return.

Acting upon ¥/T signals from these Blenheims which had
reported the position of enemy warships, fourteen Blenheims
were ordered to attack them on the same day. One failed to

/get
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get away, and the other thirteen located nothing in spite
of good visibility. Nine Blenheims v/hich had been sent to
attack enemy patrol vessels off the Danish coast on liarch
28th, saw a large, amount of shipping, but mde no attacks 

'

owing to bad weather and doubt as to their positions.
Nine oh the 30th were given the task of attacking Germ an
patrol ships waiting to ititercept Danish shipping which
might be forced out of its territorial v^aters at Horn's Reef.
Eleven small vessels v/hich did not open fire were sighted.
They were therefore not attacked, but four bombs were
dropped on a patrol boat which had opened fire. No hits
T/ere scored. On April 4th a Blenheim on patrol for
submarines saw tvro enemy capital ships, believed to be the
Scharnhorst and Gneisenau in Wilhelrnshaven Road,
Blenheims were ordered to attack, but only two
made any attack, dropping bombs in
the water which did not explode, and caused the Germans to
suspect minelaying,
force was reported,
but no hits Yvere recorded.

Scharnhoist and Gneisenau with a destroyer

4ltapk__pn ships caught in Ice The offensive against
flak-ships was postponed for a time, as mentioned above, in
favour of attacking a number of German -vYarships v/hich were
reported on February 14th to be prevented by ice from
reaching protected anchorages. They were thought at first
to be only merchant ships, but vAen Blenheims on reconnais
sance failed to return on the l6th and 17th, the suggestion
that the Genmn fleet T/as in the neighbourhood was confirmed.
The vreather had made night reconnaissance impossible, but
on the 17th an improvement permitted the despatch of two
V/hitleys.

carried out its reconnaissance at 200 feet under Iovy cloud.
It reported four enemy warships north-west of Heligoland
and nine or ten south-west sui-rounded by ice. Although the
weather was bad the next day it Y/as expected to clear

Seventy-tTYo aircraft of Nos. 3 and
5 Groups were ordered to prepare for attack, and the A.0.G.
in C. of Bomber Command flew to Grantham to confer with the
three Group Gourianders on the timing of the attack,
and low cloud were now expected throughout England from
dusk onwards, so it v/as proposed to send only eighteen
Hampdens on a dusk attack, as more could not land at Leuchars
in Scotland, which was expected to be serviceable. No,4
Group and No.3 Group v/ere to operate in turn ten aircraft
per hour during_the night, landing at Leuchars if necessary.
The risks of this schema Yrere recognised but the target Y/as
considered important enough to warrant them, HoY/ever, the
ii.O.C. of No. 5 Group cancelled the Hampden operations owing
to snow, and the night operation was cancelled by the Chief
of the Air Staff.

Six

On April 7th a strong enemy naval
Attacks Yfere niade by twelve Blenheiius,

j  The force consisted of

screen.

14.

One returned with engine trouble but the other

over

Heligoland after dark

SnovY

n.i.d. 24
Naval Records.

B. G. 540.
D212.

- App.

After another cancellation on the night of February 19tli,
during which the report was confirmed by another Whitley
reconnaissance, the attack Was eventually launched on the
20th. Tvirenty-one 7/ellingtons v/ere despatched, but were
recalled soon after, owing to fog developing. A few reached
the target area, and one of these bombed a large warship
YYith uncertain result. nothor attempted an attack on three
destroyers, but its bombs humg up. It Y/as attacked by
three enemy fighters, one of y/hich was believed to have
been forced dew/n. German records do not confirm this

claim. One aircraft v/as missing, another abandoned by

/parachut e
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parachute, and another r.iade a
to the naval observer only,

landed at aerodromes outside the'Group, as the area v/as
covered by fog. Further attempts were prevented by bad
weather on the succeeding nights, and on the 24th recon
naissance showed the area to be clear of ice.

15. Northern Bases

forced landing vdth injur

A diversion, which had temporarily

ies
All the rest except one

dispersed the effort of Bomber Comioand at intervals through
out this period, was the detachment of squadrons to North
Scottish bases under the operational control of Coastal
Gorxiand. This viras done for a number of special purposes

The first ?/as the report of the Deutschland ,
which has been described, on i'iovenber 23rd Ydien twenty-four
Yfhitleys were
Wick,

T/hich arose.

setit to Kinloss and twenty-four Hanpdens to
Twelve of the Whitleys v;ere replaced by twelve

Wellingtons at 'Lossiemouth on the 28th, which returned
December 4th.

on

On the same day the Hojapdens returned to
their bases, Yvhilst the tvrelve remaining Whitl-eys returned
on the 6th.

On -January 26th twenty-four riaapdens were once more
and twelve to

These were precautionary measures for the
It was not

so they returned to their bases on

On the 21 st tvro Squadrons were sent
North again, to Lossiemouth and Wick respectively, for
possible attacks ux3on enemy surface vessels,
to replace the.twenty-four coastal duty aircraft which had
been held available each day by Nos. 3, 4, or 5 Groups, as
a routine task. On april 2nd tvro Wellington Squadrons
took over this dxxty at Kinloss and Lossievraouth, to allow
the Hampden Squadrons toak over this duty at Kinloss and
Lossiemouth, to allov/ the Haiapden Squadrons to train for
the laying of "M» mines later'in th

despatched to Scotland, twelve to Kinlosp;
LossieraOut!:ie

protection of a large Norwegian convoy,
attacked, however,
February 15th, 1 940.

These were

aonth.

16. Coticlusion The results achieved by this campaign at
sea were not irapressive judged by later standards. Up to
the tirae v/hen efforts of Bomber Oorswuid had to be diverted

the land campaign, 61 tons of bombs had been dropped
naval targets, in the-course of 86I sorties, including
recces and sweeps, but only seven direct hits had been

claimed. (See appendix Hi). One U-Boat and one minesweeper
had been sunk, and the Scheer and Emden slightly
dama.ged. Many lessons had been learned' during the campaign,
however. The Cor.iiaand had entered the ¥/ar Y/ith'no knoYiledge
of its potentialities. Sufficient

to
on

experience \Yas gained
during this campaign to build up a body of doctrine on

.  planning, control and tactics which enabled the air staff
to plan realistically for the later campaigns

The most iii5)ortant lesson learnt v/as that the heavy
bombers of the time could not economically be used by day.
The fire-poYrer of their turrets did not compensate for their
sloY/ speed, and they had numerous blind' spots,
losses in this carapaign were v/h'ilst Wellington
and Hanqoden losses came to 6g^. The attempt to operate both
these and the new heavy bombers -by day v;as made on several
later occasions, but the results alwrays justified the
conclusion draYm from this first camisaign. The fact that
this lesson wa.s driven home before the land canipaign
opened probably had a decisive

Blenheim

effect on the build-up of

Sec Part 'VI and

Vol III Pt.II,9.

/the
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the British bomber force,

used by day in the campaigns over the Low Countries and
Germany their numbers would have been so reduced as
severely to retard the conclusion of the air war.
fortunately, however, the lesson was learnt by March 1940,
in time to develop plans for the night attack of
targets and of Germany.

If these aircraft had been

army

3.46368/1
End. 49c.

The rre.ny difficulties and delays experienced in this
camijaign owing to the division of control between the
Air i'.iinistry and Bomber and Coastal Commands also taught
a useful lesson. It emphasized once more the need for
unified control by one responsible commander, regard]ess
of the role v/hich a bomber force might be called upon
to undertake. This lesson also v/as not learnt all at
but it eventually resulted in the strongly organised
Comiiiand v/hich operated under Air Marshal Harris in the
later years of the v/ar.

once

It led to the inaximum economy

,

of effort, owing to the flexibility which allowed its
efforts to be directed imjuediately to any objective which
the situation of the moment might deiijand.

G.I97929/IL/6.48
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SECTION IV

ANTI-IgNELAYING AND l'HNEL/i,YING

A. Ox^RATIONS AGAINST SEA-iMli: BilSSS

Object and Methods..  Towards the end of October 1939, the Genoans
began to lay magnetic mines from aircraft, operating by night off
the coasts of the British Isles. This was supposed to be the
secret weapon' of which Hitler had spoken on September 19th, and

It caused the loss of a serious quantity of merchant shippini^.
Counter-measures had to be taken, the first of which was the'""
maintenance of_air patrols as described below. These dealt only
with a proportion of the sea-planes employed. Land planes and
submarines were believed also to be used, but not to be so well-
suited to the work. Other counter-measures were eventually
employed - the de-gaussing, or de-magnetising belt fitted to
shippinf;, and retaliation in kind. It took approximately five and
a hail mont?is to produce a British magnetic nine, and to start to
lay It by means of Hampden aircraft (April 13th, 1940), as des
cribed later. This was the more effective reply to the German
operations, but ncanv/hile the best palliative available had to be
applied.

A.M. Signal
X 639
12.12.39.

On December 12th the Air Ministry ordered a standing patrol
one aircraft over the islands of Borkua, Norderney and Sylt,

One aircraft could cover the tvro former, and one the latter,
including the three seaplane bases at List, Rantum and Hornum.
ihe houi's from dusk until midnight were to be covered. The task
was allotted to No.4 Group, as the lYhitley was still regarded as
the most suitable aircraft for night work. The object vms to
prevent German minelaying seaplanes from operating, by enforcing
blackout conditions at their bases, and to attack with bombs and
guns any aircreift taking off or alighting on the water;
the task which was called "Intruder" operations later in the war.
aie principal seaplane bases were on those islands, well clear of
any civilian property. Others on the mainland could not be dealt
T7ith owing to the danger to civil population.

of

in fact.

These operations could often be combined with other missions
such as reconnaissance for the German fleet, so that no clearly- ’
defined l^it can^bo set to them. Patrols frequently attacked
shippiing targets in the course of their period of duty. No, 5
Group_took over the task on February 26th 1940, in order to gain
experience of the areas for their own minelaying campaign, which
replaced these patrols after April 11th. Both groups took part,
however, in the large-scale operation of March 19th, Day
reconnaissances were occasionally carried out also by Blenheims of
No.2 Group,

,ge£ii.rj.4y,.£ati1Q^.^ece:nibe£_.^^^ The first operation took
place on December 12th, v/-hen eight 'Whitleys in pairs patrolled the
islancs of uylt, Borkum and Norderney. Ten:bombs were dropped,
mainly on lights seen on the water. The next day this was repeated
by SIX nfhitleys, only one of which observed any lights, /mother
bombed a submarine, which was later ascertained to be British.
Tfithout success. On the 14th Wo Blenheims ’

2.

-  carried out a day
reconnaissance, making use,of cloud, to find out whether balloons
v/ere flovm over the islands,
continued the patrol that night.

None were observed. Pour liVhitleys

•  V G'^oup were told that security patrols
Sig./XW63 might be combined with other tasks. They v/ere advised to avoid

/monotony,
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monotony, spasraodic visits being advocated to cover the hours

during which the enemy must take off in order to lay his vaines in
darkness. Patrols were therefore continued on all suitable nights
until February ̂ .th 1940, when the Air Ministry asked for their
suspension for two nights, in order to estimate their effectiveness
in reducing G-enaan ninelaying.

After this, ninelaying by seaplanes was impracticable for
some time on account of ice on the sea, but patrols were resumed
on February 24th. On the 26th No, 5 Group took over the duty from
No.4 Group, being ordered to maintain a standing patrol of one
aircraft at lov/ altitude. The first aircraft was to arrive at its
objective.at’ dusk and operations were to continue until four hours
before sunrise.' No objectives on land were to be attacked, and
every effort made to avoid infringing neutra.1 territory or 'waters.

The Hampdens continued the nightly patrol until March 3nd when
one night's interval was ordered to see whether minelaying would be
carried out.

.off the Norfolk coast that night, and so patrols were resumed on
March 4th, until the 19th when the major attack described beloT/
took place. The next day they were carried on again, until
April 11th, v/hen the Air Ministry ordered tHeir suspension on
account of the call for air assistance for the Norwegian campaign.
The original date chosen had been March 3rd, but the enemy
activity mentioned above had caused their continuance. After this
date the Hanpdens were employed in laying the British magnetic
mine, although'they were called upon on April 20th to combine
security patrols v/ith this duty, owing to a resumption of eneiay
activity.

Reports indicated that Gemian aircraft were active

BC 340

App.B298 '

AIIB Il/H/58
Enel. 2,

■  There was a notable reduction in enemy mine-laying activities
during the x^eriod these patrols were maintained.' On only one
night since December had enemy aircrfift been detected off the
east coast in. any numbers, and on that night (February 22nd) there
had been no security patrol,
X>atrols, at a tine v/hen no effective rexoly to the magnetic raine
existed, was of great importance in allowing tine for the develop
ment of the de-gaussing of ships. Its sequel later was "Intruder"
operations over bomber aerodromes.

Ma j.or ,..ra,id ..on.. Sylt.,... March.. 1.9.th. 1940. As a result of the
•bombing of Scapa Flow, by fifteen German bombers on March 15th, a
large-scale reprisal raid was ordered. The most suitable objective
of a similar nature was the seaplane base at Hornura on the island
of Sylt, which was remote from any civilian i:5roperty. A night
bombing attack was ordered at the first opportunity, particular
care to be taken to confine attacks to military objectives. The
employment of thirty Y/hitleys and tv/enty Hanpdens made this
attack, carried out on March 19th, the largest yet undertaken by
either side.

The success of these offensive

5.

D.B.Ops.
Directifs

Folder

End. 7A.

BC 540

App.Gl3,1A

The Yi/hitleys of No.4 Group were allotted the first four hours
from 1945 on the 19th, and the Hampdens of No.5 Group the fifth and
sixth hours. The attack was to be sustained during the x^criod
allotted to each Group. The primary target was the aircraft
hangars. Forty aircraft located the target and attacked it. Of
the remainder, one y/as shot down, two danaged but got back to
base, and seven were unsuccessful owing to error or technical

There was heavy anti-aircraft fire, but negligible air
opposition, and good results were claimed.

trouble.

A total of fifty-nine
500 lb. and one hundred and thirty-tv/o 250 lb, G.P, bembs and
one thousand three hundred and sixty 4 lb. incendiaries
dropped, and many aircraft reported hangars and other structures

was

/ on
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on fire. Photographic reconnaissances despatched to oonfim

the results were unsuccessful until the 27th, v/hen the

survivor of two Blenheiins Isrought back photographs revealing
very little dainage, Geman records report no serious damage
except for a direct hit on a sick-bay, vrounding 3j and a few
aircraft damaged.

Having accoeplished this raid in direct retaliation for
that on Scapa Plow, the future policy regarding such replies
was discussed. The Directorate of Plans pointed out on
March 20th that the British bomber force was still vastly
inferior numerically to the German, and that spasmodic
retaliatory attacks would show a great disparity if persisted
in. No material decrease in Geman war potential would

' result,' and the British ship-building yards and factories were
as vulnerable as those of Gemany. Each spasmodic attack would
bring nearer the unrestricted bombing of all land targets.
The result would be that the oil and Ehur p)lahis would have to
be corxienced before adequate reserves, or defences against
retaliation, had been built up. Therefore the Air Striking
Force ought not to be used as a mere p''olitical pawn, but
conserved for use at the right tine against the enemy’s vital
centres.

Gemo.an Naval

War Staff

(Division ’l)
Monthly report.

D.B.O]
"Employment of
Air Striking
Force" Enol.Vf.

Polderps •

B. MINELilllNG BY AIIiCIGiFT.

Object and Methods. Since the Germans had begiui laying mag
netic mines, in October, 1939, it had becoiTie of increased
ir.iportance for the E.A. P, to do the same. The damage to

British shipping required equalizing, and the increasing
immunity enjoyed by enemy shipping necessitated new methods
of attack, •

s 1636/1
Encl.32B

Magnetic mines, known as "M" nines, had been under
develo]Dmcnt since some time before the war, but they were not
ready for use until April 1940. They were dropped attached
to a parachute and lay on the sea-floor until actuated by a
disturbance in their magnetic field. The effect upon them of
a ship's hull depended upon its size, but 30 feet was con
sidered the best depth for them to lie, in order to be fired
by anything from a cruiser to a submarine. Tljey vrere of
1500 lbs. weight, containing 750 lbs. of exi^losive, and had
to be dropped at a speed not in excess of 200 n.p.h, from not
more than 1 ,000 feet; preferably from about 500 feet.

The Hajiipden was chosen as the most suitable aircraft to

carry out this work. Coastal Coirmand Y-ras orgginally intended
to undertake it, but the only suitable aircraft in that
Corimand - the Beaufort - was not ready for operations until
later in April. It then supplemented the Hampden Effort,
Fleet Air Arm Swordfish aircraft v/ere also modified to

mines, and started to lay then on April 23rd. The Hampden
had not, until recently, been regarded as a night bomber, but
prior to the coriimenoement of these operations all squadrons
of No. 5 Group had carried out reconnaissance and training
flights in the areas to be mined, many of these being com
bined V7ith anti-sea]plane patrols, as mentioned above. In
order to disguise the task that was being carried out,
leaflets and flares were droijped over neighbouring populous
areas. For the same reason nine-laying was given the code-
name. "gardening", whilst the mine was called a "vegetable,"
The areas to be "ijlanted" were given the names of vegetables
and flowers alphabetically, as shown in Appendix J3.

carry
Ibid,

Encl.98B

/ 2.
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Operations. April 13th to May 14th. 1940. After three nights
devoted to’~re’connaissanoe, the’'first mine-laying operation took

' place on April 13th, the beginning of the moonlight period. ̂
Fifteen Hampdens took part, thirteen of ?;hich completed their task.
One was missing and one turned back owing to engine trouble. On
the 14th twenty-eight Hanpdens took part in the second nights
activities, ivith three casualties. This scale of effort v^as con
tinued on all suitable nights, sometimes being combined T/ith other
missions,

added , and on the 20th security patrols, owing to a recrudescence
of enemy minelaying.

The first areas mined were the Great and Little Belts blocking

the channels up the east coast of Denmark. The Elbe estuary was
planted on April 20th, the southern channels of the Sound on the
22nd. The German■invasion of Denmark and Norway on the 9th of this
rmonth had caused last minute additions to the planting areas, and
had increased the urgency of the operations. A summary of opera
tions can be found in Appendix J2, whilst the areas of planting are
detailed in Appendix J3»

Owing to the long distancesinvolved and the accuracy of laying
required in those operations, the vreather was. a most important
factor. On April 23rd only three out of twenty-eight aircraft des
patched were able to complete their mission, and three failed to
return. The accuracy of laying required accoxmnted for the fact
that approximately 4C^o of the sorties during this period were made
without any lay taking place. The nines v/ere brought back for
subsequent use.

On May 1 st five out of eleven aircraft completed their task in
the Sound and the Elbe estuary, whilst one of the unsuccessful
a.ircraft shot dov/n ,an enemy seaplane. On the 2nd sixteen out of
twenty-six were successful, principally in Oslo Fjord and Kiel Bay,
Five aircraft each on the 3rd and 4th planted the same neighbour
hood. On the 6th only three out of twelve wore successful, but on
the 9th hventy-three carried out their task, covering Kiel Bay,
Lubeck Bay, the area off Warnemunde and the Sound, whilst one of
their number planted the Elbe estuary. After another lonsuocessful
night on May 13th, when only one carried out its task, there was a
larger effort again on the 14th, when twelve v/ero successful,

Gonclusion, After May 14th minelaying v/as suspended until
June 5th owing to the situation on the Western Front. All
available bomber aircraft were required to support the arr.iy in
opposing the main German offensive which had begun on iiay 10th.
Minelaying was resumed, however, by one squadron from June 5th
at the urgent request of the Admiralty, Three squadrons were
allocated, but there were sufficient mines for only one at
approxii'.iately six sorties per night, as Coastal Command v/ere now
using the balance. The subsequent history of the minelaying
CEUopaign which continued throughout the war is dealt v/ith in
later sections of this narrative.

2.

On the 17th a reconnaissance of Aalborg aerodrome was

3.
S. 1636/1
Encl.117A

s. 1636/1
98B/App.d.

The value of these minelaying operations had been immediately
proved by the nuimerous reports, received from various sources, of
enemy ships sunk in the mined areas. During April the Danish
press' rexsorted two train ferries blov/n up and two other ships
sunk in the Great Belt, whilst the Sv/edish press reported five
ships mined in three days in the Sound, Numerous other reports
wei^J received v/hich gave a most satisfactory picture of the
effects of the minelaying campaign. It was carried on, in these
cjarly days, largely in areas v/here no other type of offensive
action could be taken against shipping. Since mines were also
being laid by Coastal Command aircraft and naval vessels, including
submarines, the damage done by one of these arms cannot be
separately assessed. The list of ships sunk at Appendix X shows the
results so far known from Geman sources. The Coastal Command
narrative on minelaying contains further information on this
'subject.
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PART III

OPERATIONS IN SUPPORT OP THE AEI\0:

.  SECTION I

TIIS NORlIE&m GAIvPAIGN. APRIL 9TtI TO JUIiE 8TH. 1940

General Description.

to undertake a land campaign in Norway and the course of it are fully
discussed in the Narrative on that campaign,

part played by Bomber Command in assisting it the following sketch
should suffice,

ore to Germany from the Swedish mines had been examined for some
time,

parts of Nonvay around Narvik, the port through v/hich the ore was
With this in

The reasons which induced the Allies

In dealing with the

The possibility of interrupting the flov/ of iron

The only possible means appeared to be the occupation of

shipped, with a covering force to the south of this,
viev/ an expeditionary force had been collected and was on the point

Their reasons areof setting out vdien the Germans invaded Nor.vay.
given in the minutes of a meeting bet^reen Hitler and the Naval

G.-in“C. on December 8th, 193 It T/as important for them to re-

N.I.D.24/T85/ direct the large volume of shipping outv/ard bound from the Norvre-
gian coast to Germany, Also to obtain the ore from North Sweden

and to prevent the British from blockading the Northern exit from .
the. North Sea. This could not be accomplished from Germany. They
overran all the principal ports and aerodromes in the south between

the night of April 8/9 and 10th. ' They also occupied Narvik and
Trondiijem. It was decided to try to recover these two latter areas,
as the Norwegian authorities considered the German hold precarious.
0vn.ng to the nature of the country it was difficult to find sites

for aerodromes, so no air units could be sent until suitable sites
had been found. It was only intended, in any case, to send fighter
squadrons as the bomber force was too small to allow any diversion
to an outlying theatre of war, in vie?/ of the imminent threat of an
attack in the Low Countries. The long-range bomber units were

therefore the only immediate support v/hich could be given in Norwray,
and they had to operate at extreme range, and subject to an immedi
ate diversion if a major offensive in the west should,take place.

y •

45

During the night of2. . Military Summary - Trondhjem Operations.

April 8/9 German v/arships entered and attacked the ports of Oslo,
Bergen and Trondhjem, and in the early morning Narvik, Kristiansand

From first light theand Egersund ?roro occuxjied by German troops,
Luftv/affe attacked Ea:»ieback, Feste, Akershus, Horton and Hameln in

Denmark was overruh by the Gennans the saine day.
During April 9th and l0th the Germans extended and strengthened their
hold on Norvay, ?/hilst the Norwegian anay mobilised in the interior.

As nearly all their stores and equipment had been captured by the
Germans on the first day, ho?/ever, there was little they could do.
They rejected two ultimatums, and received immediate promises of
assistance from the British and French Governments, whom they^urged
to concentrate on the recapture of Trondhjem, to enable the King and
Government to.establish themselves in the centre of the country.

Oslo Fjord.

The British and French force already embarked was therefore
despatched to Namsos and Aandalsnaes, on either side of Trondhjem
Fjord in order to operate from there against Trondhjera, and a small
force to Harstad for the recapture of Narvik, with the aid of the

No air forces ?/ere sent with the an-.iy. so
local Nor.TOgian forces. _
that they were defenceless against the heavy German bombing attacks
to which they were immediately subjected. ■ The landing at Namsos

the.April 14th and at Aandalsnaes on the 17th, by which?/as made on

/time
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tiiue the Germns had 3 squadrons of JU.87s, three of HE.111s, throe
of ME.11 Os and one of HE.115s at Vaernes aerodrome, near Trondhjen,
throe squadrons of fighters at Kristiansand and a number of other
units within range,
attacking the Noivegian army,
continued to do so v/ithout opposition; culminating in all-day
attacks on the 20th, v/hich demolished the greater part of the to-vm,
including the railway statipn and rolling stock,
heavio'st attacks \/ere on Stenkjaer, v/hich was now the Allied centre
of operations and on this and the next day the road and rail
bridges over Beitstad Ejord v/ere demolished by the German bombers.

.  After this the Allied forces in this area could do no more than act

on the defensive until they were finally v/ithdra-vm.

Up to April 1 5th the Gerrjan air forces v/ere

On that day they bombed Nansos, and

The next day the

>S

Meanv/hile Aandalsnaes had also been bombed and naval units

sunk in the Fjord.

, had been made through the Gudbransdal and like them, after junc
tions v/ith the Norw-egian forces, engagements had been fought in
T/hich they were driven back and forced on to the defensive.
April 23rd and 24th, No.263 fighter squadron with its maintenance
personnel arrived, the aircraft being flown off from H.M.S.

Glorious to land at La.ke Lesjeskogen, where a run\Tay had been
cleared on the ice.

As Tidth the more northerly forces, an advanc

On

The full story of their operations can be

e

It is.suffici-found in the narra.tive of the Norv'/egian Caiupaign.
ent to say here that on April 25th, forty operational flights were .
made, v/hilst the lake y;as’bombed continuously by the Germans,
thirteen of the Gladiators being destroyed or damaged,
remaining five were flown to Setnesmoen near Aandalsnaes and opera
ted from there next day.
able.

The

By nightfall all but one were unservice-
Meanv/hile the 1 5th Brigade had been holding their positions

at Kvam against continuous attack.

On April 2yth permission was given to evacuate the Trondhjem
area, and the v/ithdi'aT/al was carried out on the nights of April
30th and Hay 1st at Aandalsnaos and of May 2nd at Namsos.

Bomber Operations - General,

of the Gladiator squadron in Norway, the long-range bombers and
fighters of Bomber and Coastal Commands virero the only means of
assistance which the E.A.F. could give to the campaign for Trond-

hjera.
German air forces v/hich \vere attacking the Allied land forces, and
the German shipping on the supply route to Norway,
the bomber and coastal squadrons v/ore ordered to bomb aerodromes

occupied by the Luftwaffe at once, and. German communications -where

opportunity offered, by raiding convoys to Nonyay and raining the
entrances to Geman bases.

3. Apart from the brief appearanc

The bombers wore given two principal objectives - the

On April 9th

e

The Nor'/egian campaign began for Bomber Command v/hen twelve

Wellingtons and tv/elve Hainpdons attacked the., German fleet at Bergen
on April 9th shortly before dusk,
operated against shipping betv/een Kiel and Oslo.
Command concentrated principally upon Stavanger, the main German
air base.

On April 11th forty-tv/o aircraft
After this the

It was bombed by night and day tv/cnty-one times during

oeb/bg

the campaign, as well as being shelled by H.M.S. Suffolk on

April 17th and repeatedly attacked by Coastal Conmand and Fleet
Air Arm aircraft. Several more projected bomber attacks upon it

Operation
''Luck"

had to be abandoned owing to weather.

■ This problem of the weather was one of three major difficul
ties v/hich were experienced in the Norwegian bomber operations.
Owing to the German occupation, fevy weather reports were received

from Scandinavia, and the Meteorological forecasts available were
therefore often far from accurate. Secondly the distance of the

/targets
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targets allcwed the aircraft little margin of endurance to spend in
searching for them,
these operations had been almost non-existent, so that no detailed

maps were available, and targets had frequently to be located with

the aid of a town plan from Baedeker's guide,
aircraft had frequently to find their way through zones of snow,
sleet and fog, with variable temperatures and wind directions before

making landfall and finding their target by the aid of inadequate
charts,

non-existent.

And thirdly the intelligence preparations for

The result was that

Radio and other aids to navigation were of course almost

Daylight sorties were ordered to return if cloud
cover was inadequate for protection from enemy fighters, but the

weather actually over Norway was frequently fine and clear, vdiilst
when there wras cloud, it was usually too low and accompanied by

So that it is not surprising that a large numbericing conditions,
of sorties were abortive.

4* Bomber Operations - The First Phase. Prom April 9th to 12th

Bomber Gcmraand concentrated upon attacks on Gorman shipping in
Norwegian waters in an effort to slow down the German attack. The

greater paxt of the German fleet was first reported in those waters

on April 7th. On April 8th the ared was covered by a belt cf low

cloud, ¥/hich held up reconnaissance or attacks. On April 9th twolve
Y/ellingtons and tvrelve Hai'-ipdens attacked two German cruisers lj'’ing a.t
Bergen v;ith little resultl'l). The Wellingtons wore operating from
Lossiemouth and Kinloss -under the operational control of Coastal

Oomnahd. After the abandoniuent of an attempt on the Gneisenau at

Kristiansand by six Y/ellingtons on the 10th and by six Hampdons on
W.I.D.24 the 11th, twenty-three Whitleys attacked shipping near Oslo that

Naval Staff night, obtaining one direct hit, damaging the ship "Nordlcap".
Report

On April 12th, follovang reports from Coastal Command that

their reconnaissance aircraft had sighted and shadov/ed an enemy
force of two battle cruisers and one light cruiser, a force cf twenty-

three Blenheims, thirty-six Y/ellingtons and twenty-four H&jnpdens, in
addition to Coastal Comiriand aircraft, was despatched to attack them.

Three Wellingtons and six Hajapdens were lost, but one formation of

twelve Hampdens alone sighted a target, bombing two warships off
Kristiansand without success,

weather.

The remainder were defeated by bad

The operations in this first phase were designed to maintain
contact with the’ Genuan battle fleet, and prevent it from returning
to German ports until the British Home pieet could come up to engage
it.

back in port, and after this date Bomber Coiemand turned to the
attack of aerodromes.

By April 12th German records shov/ tha.t all major units were

The first attack on Stavanger

aerodrome was on April 11th by six Wellingtons from Lossiemouth,

The same squadron (No.115) again attacked it on April I4th and
after that Blenheims and YiThitleys and the Wellingtons from East

Anglia (the two squadrons from Scotland returned on that day)
carried on with the task on an increased scale,

landing at Namsos on the night of April I4th eleven Blenheims

attacked Stavemger on April I5th followed by twelve Whitleys the
same night and six Blenheims the next day. ■' On April 15th the
German air force turned its attention from the Norv^egian forces to
the Allied landing at Namsos, which was continually attacked until
April 20th.

The Attack on Aerodromes.5.

Following the

So on the night of April 16th, in addition to twelve

/wellingtons

There wore a few casualties
A direct hit on the Koenigs-

(l) The Cruisers Koln and Koenigsberg.
on the former.by machine-gun fire,
berg was claimed, but is not corroborated by the ship's log.
She was sunk by Fleet Air Arm aircraft the next day (see Coastal
Narrative).
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Wellingtons on Stavanger, five Whitloys were detailed to attack
Vaernes aerodrome, near Trondhjem, and three to attack Kjcller and
Fornobu aerodromes, near Oslo. All these tasks were abandoned
owing to bad weather. The nexy day, hovrever, successful attacks
were made by twelve Blenheims by day and twelve Wellingtons by
night on Stavanger, whilst sorties against Vaernes and Fomebu by
six. and two Whitleys respectively were unsuccessful. Inu nxe: .
group (No.2) had been ordered to maintain harassing attacks ag ‘

The Blenheim

ux'uwx-ea "UQ maim;ain narassing attacks against
Stavanger ae

O.E.B/BC
App, A

rodrome and seaplane base, and despatched six aircraft
on April 19th, three on April 20th and •fcv/olve on April 21st, without
success Owing to lack of cloud cover.

The Germans carried out their heaviest attacks.  on Namsos
tnrougnout April 20th and the night follov/ing Bomber Command once

. more attempted to reduce the scale of their attack by the despatch
of six Yfollingtons to lOristiansand aerodrome and seaplane base,
three I’/ellingtons and three Hampdens to Aalborg (in Denmark), twelve
Wellingtons to Stavanger, and three lYhitleys to Oslo aerodromes a_nd
seaplane base. After this a number of attacks were made on Aalborg,
which took second place to Stavanger in importance,, v/ith Oslo
(Fornebu) in third place. The Blenheims were ordered to attack by
day in cloud cover only, whilst the heavy bombers only operated by
night in order to minimise casualties. On April 23rd six Whitleys
¥/ore ordered to attack Lake Jansvaimet, near Trondhjera, which was
being used^as an enemy landing ground, but could not locate it,

.. the same night Westerland aerodrome in Sylt was successfully
attacked. When the evacuation of the Namsos and Aandalsnaes forces'
was decided upon on April 27tli, Bomber Command was directed to
make light attacks on Stavanger, Aalborg and Fomebu until one day
before the evacuation began, and then to attack them 7/ith full
strength for the two nights following,
instructions heavy attacks took place on the night of April 3O/31,
sixteen Wellingtons, twenty-four ?/hitleys and ten Hampdons taking
parto On May 1st twelve Blenheims attacked Stavanger, and the
attack on all three targets and on Rye aerodrome in Denmark was
maintained that night and the following day and night, until the
Allied forces v/ere clear on May 33rdo During the evacuation very
little air interference T/as experienced by the Allied land forces.

and

In accordance -with these

6. Attack on Shipping. April l8th to 29th. After the first phase,'
attacks on shipping gave way to those on aerodromes as has been seen,
ittinelaying operations were carried out on April I3th, 15th and 1?th
in the Great and Little Belts to cut the supply route from Kiel to
Oslo. On the night of April l8th nine Yfhitleys and on April 20th
twelve Whitleys took off to attack shipping in Trondhjem and Oslo
Fjords, but all abandoned their task owing to.bad vreather. On the
latter occasion three of them bombed their alternative target,
Stavanger aerodrome. On the night ,,of April 23rd and 25th^shipping
at Oslo was attacked by Whitleys, and during the latter day six
Blenheims attacked transports in Hardanger and Gransvins Fjords.
On April 22nd mines were laid successfully, by twenty-five out of
force of thirty-six Haxnpdens despatched, in the southern area of
the Sound, to blook the route from the German Baltic ports to Norway.
And on April 24th twenty out of twenty six successfully laid on the*
sane route, including the Little Belt, Kieler Fohrde, Warnemurde
area and Eckenforde. On the night of April 25th/26th, only tl'iree
aircraft successfully laid mines in.the Kiel area out of twenty
eight despatched, owing to bad weather. After this no more ship
ping attacks or minelaying were carried out in support of the
Nonvegian campaign. (See Appendix "K.1" for list of Operations),

7* The Narvik Operations. During the course of the more south
erly campaign the British forces landed at Harstad on April 15th
had been preparing for the attack on Narvik. They were .

strengthened by three battalions of French troops on April 27th,

/which

a
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which nade Ballangen their base of operations. Aerodrcnes were
prepared for the air conponent at Bardufoss, Lakselv, Skaanland
and Bodo. The Gomans Based the bulk of their air forces for

the Northern theatre at Vaernes, near Trondhjen. This is 46O
nilos from the Shetlands, and over 750 from the bomber bases in
Yorkshire, so it was impossible to attack it on the same scale as

Stavanger, especially as it vras a difficult place to locate.- On
this account and ovriiig to the opening of the German attack on the
■Western Front, no bomber support could be given to this campaign
apart from two further attacks on Stavanger aerodrome on the
nights of May 7th and 9th, tho latter of v/hich was abandoned.
Thereafter tho v/hole effort of Bomber Command had to be devoted to
the support of the land battle in the Low Countries and Franco.
Narvik was captured on May 28th, the same day that the Belgism
army surrendered to the Germans. It was destroyed at once, and
the Allied forces then withdrew, completing the evacuation of
Norvvay on June 8th.
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SECTION II

I301iDING- POLIOI, ¥iAJ lOgl. TO JUl'jE EOTPI^ i9i|-0

Qeng.I'al.. Reyiew. During the six weeks of the Gernan Cainpaign
in the T/est there was little opportunity for the formulation of
policy, and still less for putting it into effect. Y/hilst doing
its best to begin following the plans which had long been drawn up,
the bcnber force was continually diverted to the innediate support
of the Drench and British ground forces. Emergency calls v/ere its

. principal comitnent. This section on policy is therefore inserted
■  mainly for continuity, and to fill up the small gap betvreen the
policy laid dovm before the Genoan campaign, v/hich has been dealt
with, and that which it v/as attempted to carry out when that camp
aign was over. This is dealt with in the next Part of the narrative.

The' divergence of view between the French and British staffs
The

position reached immediately prior to the opening of the caripaign
was this: the French had reluctantly agreed on April 23rd that in
the event of the Gormans invading the Low Countries, the heavy
bombers should attack marshalling yards and oil refineries in the
Ruhr.

on the function of a bomber force has been commented on.

This was subject to two squadrons of Whitleys, as previous

S.W.C.

8th Meeting

ly agreed, assisting the medium bombers in their direct support
role, further behind the enemy force The Wixr Cabinet, however,
reserved to itself the authority for initiating the attack on

On May ,8th it decided that "the Royal Air Force should

O 0

Germany,

have authority to attack Gorman marshalling yards without further
reference to bhc Wai' Cabinet" o This did not cover oil or other

targets in the Ruhr, and did not therefore empower the Air Staff to
put into force tho plan for a full-scaD.e attack before the German

defences should bo fully organisodo

The British General Staff had uqo to now endorsed this plan.
At this last moment, however, they demanded that the bomber force

should be used against advancing columns and road and rail bottle
necks west of the Rhine, They.even went so far as to suggest
that they relied upon tho Air Force to be the principal means of
stopping the German advaneco

G.O.S.(ifO) A paper prepared by the Chief of the Air Staff for the Chiefs

of Staff meeting on May 9th, after pointing out this reversal of

attitude, made clear' once more the Air Staff view,
been suggested that bombers, under tho conditions envisaged, could

do more than impose a certain delay upon the invading armies,

viev^ of tho great importance of the Allied Armies reaching the
Antwerp-Namur line, the Air Staff accepted the probable loss of the

greater part of the medium bomber force in support of this manoeuvre.

The operations of mediuis bombers, without fighter cover, at a time
and place chosen by the enemy, was bound to be costly.
Commander-in-Chief of the B.E.P. had insisted that the bulk of the

fighters available should be retained for close protection of the

army.

It had never

In

The

333

The Commander-in-chief of Bomber Command had on May 8th made

a strong protest .upon the proposed einployisent of his medium bomber
forces,

his reasons for anticipating a 5C^ wastage in their proposed opera
tions, and his serious doubts as to whether the results would

Justify such losses,
conserve the force until it could bo used with the initiative on

its side, and whore the enemy could not accurately foretell its
arrival.

In a letter to the Chief of the Air Staff he pointed out

He claimed that the only sound policy v/as t

BC/S21939/
C-in-c/oO

o

/The
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The' C.A.S., in his paper to the Chiefs of Staff, pointed out
that it T/as now proposed by the General Staff to throv/ away the
heavy bcnbers in the sane way.
"totally unsound and grossly unecononical".
bonher force could be used in operations which v/ould "hit Gemany

in a vital spot then it night v/ell be worth while to sacrifice it".
If.the Allied arnies found thensolves in a situation of really
critical danger, then again the sacrifice would have to be accept-

It would be quite definitely

The Air Staff considered this

If the limited

ed in an attempt to save them,

C.O.S.(40)
333

wrong to do so in order to impose a short delay on the initial
advance of the German armies invading the Lov/ Countries".

over, if a largo proportion of the trained and experienced first-
line crews wera throvm away in this manner, the planned future

expansion of the force would be mortgaged
tion that the heavy bomber force should be employed against
Germany's most vital spot, the Ruhr, was reaffirmed.

More-

The Air Staff convic-

It had always been maintained that an attack on tho Ruhr at
the outset would be the best contribution which the. heavy bombers

It should cause dislocation tocould make to the land battle,

the Gemian array's rear communications, and draviT German fighters
away from the theatre of operations, thus giving  a better chance

to the day bombers. To those arguments the C.-in-G. of' Fighter
Command added another on May I4th, that of inducing retaliatory-
attacks by German'bombers on the British Isles, where they could
most effectively be met by British fighters.

HCTD/S315
in RECP/40

Thus the bombing of the Ruhr would serve these tactical aims,
and at the same tine begin the long-term strategical role of

destroying Geniieur resources. The bembing of oil plants in the

way should cut do¥m supp^lies to the forces and to industry.same

Throughout this period this dual role of bombing operations is
seen.

Yfhen the expected GormanOpening of the Offensive,
offensive in the West’began"on May l0th, the British plan to seize
the initiative in the air by imediate attack on Germany's most
vital centres in the Ruhr had not received Cabinet sanction, as

Un:;il May 1.'5th, therefore, both heavy and light

2.

has been seen,

borabers -were employed by night and day respectively against road
Gcmnunications, bridges and aerodromes in the battle area, at the
request of the ground forces.

The War Cabinet discussed the initiation of the major plan
for attack on the Ruhr on May 10th and postponed decision until

reports of German a.ir action should have been considered,
decision was aga.in deferred later on May 10th, and on the 12th,
13th ai-id I4th, Finally on May 15th, authority was given and
ninety-six aircroft were despatched that night, to inaugurate the
strategic attack upon German oil and railv/ay targets east of the
Riiine. By that time Holland had capitulated, and the Germans had
made sufficient progress into Belgium to -provide themselves with a

warning and defersive system for the Ruhr.

The

m'l(40)
11 '7th-1 20th
Concise

Throughout -:his caiopaigp., as has been intimated, the *major
employment of the bomber force v/as tactical support. The tacti
cal employment of bomber aircraft in support of .an army had been

"Tho true functiondescribed in a -.lomcrandum in November 1939»
of bomber airce-aft in support of an amy is to isolate the battle
field from reiiforcement and supply; to block or delay the move-

and generally to create disorganisation andment of rescr'-es;

32791/
Enc.5B

confusion behend the enemy front by bombing his oomr.iunications,

headquarters, and supply servicesc
bombers set cut to accomplish.

This was the task v/hich the

/The
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The Battle aircraft of the Advanced Air Striking Force had
been intended for this role. They had been trained to carry out
low bombing attacks from about 50 feet with delay-action bombs on
army targets. They did some very useful work of this type in the
first few days, but,' as anticipated, suffered heavy casualties.
As a result they had to turn to night bombing, for which they had
only just begun to train, to avoid complete annihilation. The tv/o
Blenheim squadrons of the A.A.S.F. were used in the same way, but
were slightly less vulnerable owing to the greater speed and fire
power they possessed, and usually operated from a greater height.

The Blenlaeim aircraft of Bo, 2 Group were used, as had been
envisaged, on close support t^u-gets, for the most part in the more
northerly troea, chosen by the army commanders conoernedo The two
V'hitley squadrons allocated for a close support role by night, v/ere
employed, und&r the operational direction of B.A.P.P. in the same
v/ay as the Blojiheims of No. 2 Group against German communications
,v/est of the Ehine.

The diversion of the hoavy bombers from their proper role to
that-of direct support at the beginning of the campaign was such
as to dra'w another protest from the A. O.C.-in-C. of Bomber Command.

.. On May 17th ho set out once more,'in a memorandum the disadvantages
of their use for such a purpose, and the tactical arguiuents in favour
of the Ruhr plan,

at my command that our bomber force should be employed immediately
•  and almost wholly in the heaviest possible scale of attack against
vital military objectives in Germany, and that only the absolute

ninimun should be employed in direct support of the land forces".

Owing to the recurring crises in the land campaign, hov/ever, the
heavy as v/cll as the medium bombers continued to bo called upon at
short notice throughout this caumpaign, to make good the failure of

,a retiring army column to destroy bridges behind it, or in an

attempt to hold up the advance of enemy amour, or for some similar
unsuitable task.

Ho concluded I therefore urge with all the force

JffiCP/7

The Moonlight Period. May 19th.

May I9th aai attom.pt was made to return the heavy bombers to their

£).ttack on oil targets and marshalling yards in the Ruhr,

attack of tlie marshalling ya.rds is the best contribution they could
make towards harassing tho German communications,
critical v/eek, and it coincides with the period of most favourable

moonlight.

In a new directive onPo

"The

This is the

Bomber Gerxiand should, therefore, operate at maximum

S46 3.68/1
Encl.59A

intensity v/hile tho moonlight lasts."

The heavy losses sustained by the medium bombers in the first
week of the battle caused a recommendation for their use by night
only,
for support of the anuy by day*
"Mediur.) squadrons should bo used for collaboration by night, during
the present favourable noon conditions."

It is useless to use wealc elements of the medium squadrons
The wastage rates are prohibitive.

In spite of this directive the emphasis continued to be upon
targets v/ith an imiuediate effect upon the land battle during the ■

moonlight period. At a conference held by the Chief of the Air

Staff on May 28th it was pointed out that "owing to the urgency
,of the land battle, a great proportion of the effort of the heavy
bombers has been devoted to attacking at night, targets such as

bridges, columns and'road junctions, in the area of the battle."

The Moonless Period, May 28th. At the conference of May 28th
mentioned above consideration was given to the moonless phase. As
targets must be ''self-illuminating" they would bo limited to

"marshalling yai-ds, coko ovens, blast furnaces, and, on clear nights

4.

S4768
•  Enc.4A

S4768
Enc.4A

/railways
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railv/ays and tari^cts against 'vvater»
cipation in tho land battle v/ere to be net by attacks on narshall-

ing yards and railTj-ays v/here possible,
of the effort should be directed against these, the rest being
reserved for industrial objectives,
be used also for training and building up the bonber force for inten
sive operations during the next moon period,
re-examine the value of oil objectives in the light of the altered

situation, the German occupation of Scandinavia and the Lovj-
Countries,

policy was required for the next moon x^hase
aii’cro.ft factories.

Tho requirements for parti-

Wot more than one third

The moonless period v/as to

It \ms necessary to

D.C.AoS. inclined to the view that a shorter-term

such as the attack ofs
X\ ,1

346368 ;
EnCn 66a

'  ' A new directive vms issued on June 4th.

from the French for the greatest po
priority Ts;as to be given to operations in support of the French

land forces once the next phase of the land battle began,
to this primary commitment oil resoui’ces were to bo attacked, but
on a shorter-ten:.i basis than before,

be stocks of oil in place of plants,
plants vrere the alternative objectives,
consei’ved as much as possible, during tho non-noon periods, in order

‘  that its contribution might be greater in the more favourable moon

light phase.

In view of an appeal
ible degree of air support,d ci

oo

Subject

The objectives v/ere now to
Bomber and Fighter assembly

The Coicmand was to be

Ibid ,
App. A

New Bombanbnent Ins tract io.ns were laid down at this time.

Bombardment was to be confined to military objectives and subject
to four principles:-

(a) Intentional bombardment of civilia.ns was illegal.

(b) It must be possible to identify the: objective.

(<^) Eeasonable care must be taken to avoid loss of civil

lif

(a.) The provisions of Red Cross conventions must be observed.

Military objectives were to include armed forces of all types
with their establisliments and depots - this included civil as well

as military aerodromes; shipyards and factories manufacturing
military mate.rial; fuel and oil producing plants and stores;
lines of coiraaunication; and other objectives of  a military charac
ter subject to the principles set out above.

On June 7th the critical stage of the- battle caused the

Cabinet to issue orders for maximum possible support,
squadrons were to be at the disposal of the French, through
B.A.F.F.

All

On 'bhe 9th General Weygand requested that all the

mediumAcM,3:'

X.97^

f?;

efforts of Bomber Command should be directed against Meuse bridges,
and communications in the area of the new German thrust around

This was approved by the Chiefs of Staff and operations
The Prime Minister vront out to France

Eethel.

were adjusted accordingly,

A.M.Signal
Xc255

on June 11th, and sav/ the situation for himself at General
Weygand's headquarters,
to the General and M. Reynaud he promised that
make a further increased effort to render assistance to your

valiant hard-pressed forces June l3th and onvy-ards".
Ministry notified Air Marshal Barratt on June 12th "In view of
critical situation in Freance Prime Minister, has promised fullest

possible air support during the next few da>’

As a result, in a message of June 1'3th
the R.A.F. v/ill

The Air

Targets

selected for the day bombers should be those best calculated to

have tho immediate effect of delaj/ing forward elements of enemy

troops.

'S.

Bomber Command was told to put out its maximum effort.

/and
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and did so for two nights,
precluded operations euid after that the bomber effort was once more

directed against German industry.

The next two nights weather conditions

5» Attack on Italy. In early June it became clear that Ite.ly
was about to come into the vrar. Plans for attack upon Italian
industry, T/hich had previously been considered, were nov/ brought
up to date. It was thought that Italian morale was more brittle

than German, and an immediate attank might have a considerable
effect upon it. A conference on June 6th presided over by D.C.A.3.
discussed the operation of Wellington squadrons from the South of

Prance, a scheme known as the "Haddock Plan"^, Servicing flights
and an advance headquarters were to be established, the aerodromes
selected being Salon and Vallon near Marseilles. Bombs and fuel

should be available by Juno lOth.

D.B.Ops.
Folder

"Directives

When Italy declared war on June I0th, a warning signal -was

sent to prepare for operations on the 11 th.
six Yifhitleys v/ere detailed to operate direct from England, flying
over the Alps. Eleven of these completed their task.
"Haddock Plan" was also put into force, but the Wellingtons
despatched to the Provencal aerodromes v/ere unable to operate.^"/
The local French, being o.fraid of reprisal attacks, drove lorries

across the aerodrome and effectively prevented any aircraft taking
off.

ties, and tvrelve further Wellingtons v/ere sent to Salon June '15th..
They operated that night and the following one on Genoa and Milan,
and flew back on June 17th with a full lead of ground crevr, and

the news of Prance's request for terms to hasten their departure.

On that date thirty-

The

This matter 'vvas adjusted by reference to the French authori

A.M.Signo.1
X.411

'A. M. Signal
X.23

14.6.40.

After this No. 4 Group continued to operate, -when ¥/eather

conditions allov/ed, direct from England, attacking targets at
Milan, Turin and Genoa in North Italy,
attacked targets in Southern Italy.

Aircraft from Malta

(1) See A.H.B. Narrative "The Cfunpaign in Prance and the Low
Countries.

G.197929/EPE/6/48
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SECTION III

CLOSE SUPPORT OFEIlfiTIONS, mil 10th to JUNE 4th.

Opening of the Offensive. The evacuation of the Trondh,jem area of
Norway hy May 3rd had reletised the bomber units supporting that
operation, in read.iness for the major attack. B.A.P.P. Command had
been given operatioiuel control of the Blenheim squadrons of No. 2
Group and tv/o Yfhitloy squadrons for night support, in addition to
its own units of the A. A. S.P. emd Air Component in Prance,
loth B.A.F.P. had. been authorised to older atta.cks by these forces
on targets in the battle area, and on communications and troop
concentrations behind the enemy lines, at the request 'of the army
comraanders.

German army should aiove.

By May

plans had 'been raad.e for reconnaissance as soon as the

In the early morning hours of May 10th the German Army advanced
Airborne troops landed ininto Holland, Belgium and Luxembourg,

force in’ the Hague~H,otterdam area, and to secure bridges on the
Belgian frontier,

on all the principal allied aerodromes,
and British armies to their planned line of defence in Belgium,
betv/een Antwerp .and Namur along the line of the Dyle river, v/as
ordered by 0700 hours.

At the same tijne air attacks were carried o

The advance of the Fr

ut

ench

Reconnaissance and intelligence reports showed that the most

critical points of the Geiman attack vjere the Hague-Rotterdam area

of HollEnd, and the Duchy of Luxembourg,
had landed and caused confusion in the former with the aid of Dutch

collaborators, whilst the whole of the latter w^as overrun during
the first da^’' of the offensive.

Numerous airborne troops

Bombing attacks were ordered upon the aerodromes of Waalhaven

and Ypenburg and the beaches north of the Hague - these were the

principal landing-points of airborne troops - aiid upon troop
concentrations in the Luxembourg-Dippach area.
Holland were carried out by Blenheims from England, and followed,
after further requests from the Dutch, by night attacks by }6
Y’'ellingtons.

aircraft of the A.A.3.P. from Prance, thirteen Battles out of

thirty-kwo being lost,
in either are

The attacks in

The operations in Luxembourg were carried out by

Little delay was caused to the Germans

A full account of this campaign is contained in the Air Historical
Branch Narrative "The Campaign in prance and the Low Countries",

Only that part of it with a direct bearing upon the Bomber offensive
will therefore be dealt with here.

2. The Advance of Both Armies, May 10th to 15th. ''vVhilst the

Germans were overrunning Holland and following up their breaches in.
the frontier defences of Belgium, the French and British armies were

ad.vancing through Belgium to meet them. The most serious threat on

May 11th appe.ared to be the Gerraan break-in on the Belgian frontier,
across the Meuse and tbs Albert Canal, near Maastricht. At the

request of the Belgians, French and British bomber forces, as well
as Belgian, were put on to the attack of bridges over the Albert

Cai:al and troop concentrations near Tongres. Two squadrons of

BlenheLiis took part, losing tv/o aircraft, with many others damaged
by ground fire. Eight Battles were also despatched against enemy
forces reported advancing from Prum to Echternach, to support the
drive tlirough Luxenbotirg. Only one of these returned, chased home

by a ME. 109. The Huiricane cover for this operation did not make

contact with the Battles. These losses, following on those of

/theG.197929/EP/6A8
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the previous day, raised doubts as to the future of daylight operations
by Battle lircraft.

On the nights of May 11th and 12th attacks were put in against
the lines of supply of the Geraan forces advancing on the Belgian-
Dutch border. Road and rail junctions in the Munchen-Gladbach area

were attacked by Yfhitleys and Ha^ipdens on the 11th and by ¥hitleys
and Wellingtons on the 12th.
Yfesel was the only substantial result claimed by these attacks.

The road bridge over the Rhine at

On May 12th Blenheims of the A.A.S.P. made further daylight
attacks on columns On the Maastricht-Tongres road,. This threat was

still considered the most serious. Only tv/o out of nine Blenheims
returned. The Belgians had repeatedly been requesting an attack

on two bridges over the Albert Canal, one on the Maastricht-Tongres

road nean Vroonhaven, the other on the Maastricht-Hasselt road near

YYeldweselt. This was known to be a heavily defended area, so
volunteers were calded for fra:i No, 12 Battle squadi’on, Five aircraft

v/ere despatched, and only one returned. Both bridges were reported
to be hit, and the pilot and navigator of the leading aircraft (f/O
Garland and Sgt'Gray) were awarded posthumous V.Cs, The area was
x-eported to be ST/arraing with Messersclimitts. Twenty four Blenheims

had been despatched to the Maastricht area as a diversion, and lost

ten of their manber, with little result from their bombing. They
bi-ought back photographs, hen,'/ever, which shov/ed that the two road

fridges and the radlv/ay bridge were broken. A further eighteen
Blenlieims attacked this area at dusk. Thirteen reported success,
one was lost, and four brought their banbs back, being unable to

locade the target.

klr MarshfxL Barratt signalled Bomber Coimand on May 13th,
II M/4/Ic "Received speci.al message from General Georges, Commander-in-Chief of
App. A. 73 the North East Front, congratulating crev/s of British bomber forces

who successfully held up Gsnaan advance yestei-day from Maastricht,
which definitely relieved situation".

A.H.B. ■

On the afternoon of May 12th Battles had also attacked a bridge
and roads near Bouillon and Bertrj.x.

out of ninec

area that a furthex’ attack was ci-dered.

Two wei’e lost on this operation

The survivors i'’epoi''ted such large enemy forces in the

Six' Battles were despatched
with fighter cover, but only two returned. ' ii.s most of the losses

appeax-ed. to be from rifle, machine-’gun and pom-pom fire from the ground,
it had been suggested to the A.A. S.F. that the Battles should attack

from a greater height,
effective up to the greatest height from which bombing could be

carried out accxi,rately.
loo and 1000 feet, an ideal height for the ground machine-gunner.

A section whd-ch had attacked the bridge near Bouillon from 20 feet

had suffered no loss, but the lesson of this operation was apparently
unheeded at t?ie tame.

They believed, however, that light flak was

The Battles continued to bomb from between

The French shew/ed an equal appreciation of these attacks as of
those near Maastricht,

evening urged upon Air Marshal Barratt economy in the use of the
medium bombers

incurred by the mediurar-bombers; I must impress upon you that we
cannot continue indefinitely at this rate of intensity,
operations on May 12th were li/nited to those mentioned above in the
Munchen-Gladbach area,

to Borabsi’ Command ordering minimum effort in the hope of a full-
scale effort against the Ruhr being authorised the following night.

The Chief of the Air Staff, however, that

at the heavy losses'I am concerned" he said,

Fight

This v/as due to a signal from Air Ministry

Ov/ing to these prohibitive losses, the only daylight operation
on Hay 13th was in Hollcjid. At the urgent request of the French

seventh army, v/hich was retreating frem its advanced positions,

/seven
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seven Battles searched for a German t;mk force reported to be
advancing,south from Breda towards Antwerp. They located no
German troops, but blocked the road junction at Boeimeer by
bringing dovm a factory across it. For this they v/ere thanked

North B.A.P.F. by the French, and congratulated by the C-in-C, B.A.P.F. and
O.R.B. the C.A. S,

Attacks on the night of May' 13th were also liiaited. Six

Harapdens were despatched, two attacking Aachen and one Eindhoven,
’And out of six Ydiitleys, despatched to interfere with bridge
repcdrs at Maastricht and disorganise movement at Maesyck,
only two found a target. One cltdined a direct hit on a

railway bridge over the Hollandschdiep at Moerdyck, north of
Breda.

On Hay lAth six Blenheims of No. 2 Group attacked the road

and railway outside Breda, and brought back information of the

eneray coltuans which the Battles had failed to locate the

Tv/elve Haiapdens were despatched that night toprevious day.
carry an attack in this area.

The major German break-through in the Sedan area had been

recognised as the real threat to the whole Allied position by
the evening of May 13th. In consequence, daylight bombin
operations vi/ere organised for the lifth' on the biggest scale

of any day throughout the campaign. The first attack was by
six Battles on pontoon bridges near Sedan, a hit on one bridge
being claimed, a mile north of Villers. No Battles were lost,
but one made a forced landing, A further attack on these

bridges Y<ias carried out by four more Battles, also Without loss,

lifter several further projected raids had been cancelled during

the morning, a sei’ies of attacks was organised for the

afternoon, A message to the G.A.S, at 1405 hours indicated
a grave deterioration in the situation in the Sedan area.

The snerry bridgehead across the Meuse had been considerably
enlairged. General Gaioelin had. requested maximum air assistance,
and attacks v/ere plained by ivaves of French and British bombers

at tln-ee hourly intervals. Seventy-seven bombers of the

A.A. S.P. were ordered, against bridges and columns near Sedan,
of wliich some seventy-one took off.

This was the second wave, the French having carried out the

first. Some forty aircr.aft were lost in tlids operation, a

casualty rate of 36%, ,(The, figure of losses given in various
records varies slightly). Hits were claiiaed on three bridges
at least, but further results cannot be .ascertained. These

operations, like those of the morning, were provided v/ith some

fighter cover.

rr
o

Repetition of these attacks by French and British bombers
could not be carried out as had been planned,
been too high,

planned for’ the evening, was carried out at about 1800 hours.
Tvrcnty eight Blenheims, with fighter cover, attacked troops
on the Bouillon-Sedan road, and ivoods and river crossings.
Five aircraft v/ere .missing, and two forced landed in France.

During the day, therefore, forty-five aircraft at leasb had
been lost out of one hundred and nine despatched by the H.A.F.

The Geimian advance appears to

The losses had

But an attai-ck by Blenheims of Bomber Command,

against the Sedan advance,
have been delayed, to some extent, but the ground forces failed

to exploit their opportunity with sufficient force.

On the night of May 14tli, in addition to the operation
in the -Breda or;.a mentioned above, attacks were carried out

on communications in the Maastricht area, Aachen and Munchen-

/Gladbach,
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Gladbach. ’ The aim was to relieve the pressure iA the north and

centre of the front, Wellingtons carried out the Maastricht and

Aachen sorties, and Whitleys'those to Munchen-Gladbach, all with

out loss. Hits were claimed on many of the targets detailed, but
results cannot be accurately assessed, ovi/ing to the lack of
German records for this period.

During May 14th the Germans had heavily bombed Rotterdam,
causing many thousands of civiliari casualties in the defenceless

city,

the Commander-in-Ghief could no longer delay the inevitable
surrender, which came into effect on May 15th,
country had been overrun except the province of Zeeland, where

resistance continued for some days in South Beveland and the

island of Walcheren,

The Dutch government having joined the Queen in England,

The whole

Dvvo important decisions were made on May 15th from the bomber

The first v/as not to employ Battles by daj'- exceptpoint of view,
in dire emergency, ov/ing to the.losses they suffered in such
actions. The losses of the previous day had made this imperative.
The second decision was that of the War Cabinet to authorise the

bembing of Ge.rman Oil and other targets east of the Rhine, so that
the long-prepared Eulu’ plan could be put into effect,
of these decisions will be seen below.

The result

3» Splitting of the Allied Forces, May 15th jto 21st.
May iBth the Germavns began to exploit their break-through in the
Sedan area. Tlieir mobile armoured forces began to race for the

coast to cut the Allied armies in two, and progressed forty miles
in places. As a i-esult the Allied forces remaining unbroken

had to retire from their positions in order to avoid being out
flanked,. plans had been in preparation since May 15th for the

retirement of the A.A.S.F. towards the South, and the enemy
advance of May 15th resulted in the order being given to the
more northerly wings to move. They began their retirement in

the eaxly hours of .May l6th. .

During

These movements of units, together with the decisions
cJready noted, to restrict A.A.S.P, squadrons to night operations,
and to begin the attack on the Ruhr, restricted air activity
in support of the army to veiy, small proportions
Blenheims of No. 2 Group v;ere now available for day operations.
Twelve aircraft attacked communications in Dinant on the morning
of May 15th, Useful information was obtained regarding enemy
movements in the area, for the loss,of tv;o Blenheims and a third

which forced landed in Belgium,
v/as attacked by No. 2 Group Blenheims, followed by four Blenheims
of the A.A.S.F

Only the

Later in the day Montherme

One of the latter was lost, and the rest dajnaged
ov/ing probably to their low bombing tactics,
these operations was to hold up the German forces crossing the
Meuse.

The intention of

In the daylight operations on this day more adequate
fighter cover was provided for the small nuiaber of bombers

engaged, and aircraft missing v/ere reduced to 14%, as compared
with 41% on the previous day.

On the night of May 15th almost the whole of tlie hea-^/y bomber

effort was directed against the Ruhr, as is reported later. Only
fourteen aircraft were detailed for close support, on communications

at Breda, Turnhout, Aachen amd Dinant. Twenty Battles of the

A.A.S.P. wore also despatched on their first night bombing

operations. Their objectives v/ere troops and petrol dumps on roads
and in woods in the Sedan area. These were difficult to

identify, amd results claimed, as with the heavies, were negligible.
Hcwev.er, all aircraft returned safely, and the night training
accomplished by the Baittles in their nickel sorties now stood

than in good stead.
/At
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At first light on May l6th four Blenheims of A.A. S.P, attempted
Maastricht,another attack on Montherme, which was covered in,haae,

Aachen and Munchen-Gladbach were, again the chosen targets for the
nine Ydiitleys spared for collaboration tasks that night.

On May 17th tv^elve Blenheims of No, 2 Group were despatched
to rendezvous with fighters and attempt to block the German advance

On the way, hov?ever, they were attacked by
It is

tlirough Gembloux,

numbers of Messerschmitt 109’s, and only one survived,
possible that the Germans had received early warning of this

operation by means of a tapped telephone line. The E.A.P, component
reconnaissance squ.'Jdrons had been standing by for a bombing raid
since the previous evening,
attack columns on the Le Cateau-Cambrai and St, Quentin-Peronne

The

They were eventually despatched to

roads, one of v/hich at least, turned out to be French,
situation v/as very confused and the R,A.P. Component received

varying and contradictory reports from the French.

W.M, (40)
125th Concls.

The Prime Minister visited France on May l6th, and agreed that
the heavy bombers should be used against.the Meuse crossings.
This Gould not be put into effect that night, but on May l?th
and 18th approximately half the effort of the heavy squadrons was
on these targets, the rest continuing the Ruhr attacks. Fifty-
three aircraft were despatched on the night of the 17th, During
the day of the l8th, the R.A.F, Component and No.  2 Group
Blenheims, after various conflicting information, attempted to

attack enemy columns. The E.A.F. Component squadrons and one

squadron of No. 2 Group made an attack near Landrecies and

La Gateau, but the rest of the squadrons of No. 2 Group were sent

home ag.ain, as the aerodrome at Poix was being evacuated by the
time they a.crived at it. A smaller number, twenty four

Wellingtons and Whitleys, operated against the Meuse crossings on
the night of the 18th. They attacked bridges and communications
at Namur, Dimarit, Ivoir-Anhee and Givet, as well as Gembloux
further north. These targets were the same as those for the

previous night. Damage to several of the bridges detailed was

claimed on the two nights-.

During the period May l^)th-19th the A.A.S.F, and R.A.F.
component liad been retiring in considerable disorder. On may
17th it was decided to consolidate the reEinants of the eight
Battle squauirons into six, based in the South ChaEipagne area, and
to send the personnel of the t?/o Blenheim squadrons of the A.A.S.F.

hone to Engl^and to refit, after handing over their remaining
aircraft to the R.A.P. component. This was accomplished on

May 18th and 19th. The E.A.F. component, v/hich Was retiring
towards the coast of Boulogne was taken under Air Ministry control

on May 19th, owing to the break-dcwn of communications with

3.A.F.F. During the morning the Blenheims and three Lysander
squadrons vvere ordered to reti.an to England,

The A.O.C.-in-C. of Bomber Command had protested on May 17th,
as has been mentioned in the "Policy" section, against the use of his

heavy bombers for direct support. Although they had been thus

used for two nights on the Priiae Minister's ruling, the effort
devoted to the task v;as reduced, with the approval of the Air

Staff, Starting with 50^4 on May 17th, it became 1+CP/o on the 18th
and about ,35% on May 19th,

The actual number which attacked collaboration targets on

May 19th differs according to various repqrts, but appeans to be
Twelve were; detailed to drop incendiariestwenty-eight .aircraft,

on forests near Fumoy and Bouillon in addition to bombing bridges
the Brussels-Charleroi canal. These were the targets forover

Only onethe rest, together with railways, roads and troops.
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-  ■ operation had been carried out during the day by the reformed Battle
•squadrons, v/hich lost five out of thirty-three aircraft, in spite
of fighter cover by twenty-six Hurricanes.

- more decided not to use medium bombers by day.
As a result it was once

■  - ‘I

The serious threat of encirclement to the B.E.P. on May 20th
again suspended this ruling, however. Two Blenheim squairons
operated twice during the day against concentrations of enemy troops

.  approaching Arras. In each case, the first squadron found a good
target' of closely-packed enemy vehicles, and the second could find no
l-arge concentrations.

Owing to the critical situation, the oil plan was suspended, and
■‘ the heavy bomber effort was devoted that night to attack

communications close behind the enemy forces. Twenty Y/hitleys and
eighteen Hampdens- v;/ere despatched against bridges over the Oise and
Sambre, and tlriirty-two Wellingtons against troop movements in the
Cambrai-St. Quentin area.

on

In addition fifteen out of eighteen
Blenheims despatched succeeded- in attacking road and rail targets
in front of the B.E.P. positions.
A.A.S.E. attacked the Meuse crossings late in the night,
of 130 sorties was achieved with a loss of only five aircraft.

Thirty-eight Battles of the
A total

On^May 21st the Germans reached the Channel coast, and completed
the splitting of the Allied forces. The Blenheims of No, 2 Group
were used in four attacks during the day against enemy troops
approaching Abbeville and Boulogne,
were flown, all finding crowded roads, on which it was difficult to
distinguish enemy targets from refugees. Owing to the adequate
fighter-cover provided, only two Blenheims were lost. One was
unfortunately shot down by a Spitfire patrolo

Fifty^eight sorties in all

Night operations were confined to army support targets for the
second successive night. The Meuse crossings wvere again attacked,
by both Battles and Wellingtons, several hits being claimed.
Wellingtons, Whitleys and Hampdens, about 96 aircraft, carried out
a large scale attack upon the German railway system in the area of
Aachen, Duren, Munchen-Gladbach, Julich and Rheydt,
number of these sorties claimed to have
including hits on five trains,
missing from all operaitions, I37 sorties in all, during the night.

A large
caused daimage to railv/ays.

Six bomber Corai'!i.and aircraft were

4. Encirclment in the North. May 22nd tp_ 26^ Now that the Germans
had cut the Allied forces in two, they proceeded on May 22nd to
press northwards in order to finish off the forces encircled on the
Franco-Belgiah frontier. For a day or so more some Allied quarters

,  thought that a counter-attack might still enable a Junction to be made
between the two forces. ' General Y/eygand had a plan for this, the
immediate execution of which was urged by the Prime Minister on

The rapidity with which the Germans brought up
reinforcements and opened new attacks on weak sectors of the Allied
lines rendered this impossible, ho’wever.

May 23rd.

The bomber force, which attempted to assist the Allied forces
by day in these straits, vi/as much hampered by lack of information,
or delay in receiving it. About twelve Battles were despatched
early on May 22nd to search for and attack tanlvs in the Amiens-
Abbevilla-Arras area. One tank was claimed as hit, whilst three

In the afternoon and
evening, in addition to some Lysander sorties. No. 2 Group carried
out four operations. Fifty-eight Blenheims in all were engaged,
losing three of their'number. They were directed against various
enemy mechanised forces reported between the two Allied fronts.
In addition to a manber of attacks, these sorties supplied much
information regarding enemy movements.

aircraft forced landed and one was missing.

This resulted in attempts

/to
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to alter the instructions to the second and third Blenheim formations

despatched, after they were in the air.
to alter their ar-ea of attack, and others did not.
difference, hcv/ever, as it was largely a matter of luck ?/hether

they caree upon a worth while concentration of enemy vehicles or not.

Some received the orders

It made little

By night, the efforts of both the A.vi. S.F. and Bomber Conimand

were again devoted to an attack on the Meuse crossings and their
The weather restricted the effort considerably.lines of approach,

but some hits 'Were claimed.

ffort of May 23rd v/as once more of value from the
point of view, and targets were detailed accordingly.

The day
reconnaissan

Forces were seen approaching the Cailais-Boulogne area, and attempts
The finaJ. attempt by three Blenheims in themade to bomb them,

evening was frustrated by the fire of British destroyers off the
c oas t.

against the Meuse crossings and against the enemy lines of
communication on both sides of the Meuse.

Duriiig the night a large scale of attack was carried ou

Battles went as far

t

as

Forty-nine Wellingtons attacked the main
communication centres v^est of the Upper Meuse, such as Philipp)eville

Twenty-four Whitleys attacked similar communications.and Charleroi,

'  Libramont and Bingen,

£ind fifty-one Hiimpdens were despatched against railv/ays along the
'Four aircraft out of about l6l YiereRhine and in Sastern Holland,

lost.

Nine Blenheims on offensive reconnaissance early on May 24th
found some airmoured forces near St. Inglevert.

more attacks, by twelve Blenheiiiis each time, were put in against
this ai'ca during the morning and afternoon. The first found a

large concentration^ the second none, and the third a v/ell
In the afternoon enemy columns were

As a result, tlnre

dispersed force of A.F.V's.

e

found to have by-passed Calais, and tlrree Lysanders, followed later
by tv;enty‘-four Blenheims of No, 2 Group, 'were despatched to attack
then. Tv/o Blenheims v/erc lost during the day.

The night programme, arranged, like that of the previous night,
Vvas directed once more atin response to French requests,

communications, Forty-one Battles of the A.A.S.F., as wall as Bomber
Command aircraft, attacked Meuse crossings arid centres of
coijimunication to east and vi/est of them. No aircraft were lost from

the A.A.S.F. or the fifty-nine Bomber Command sorties.

On May 25th further efforts were made to delay the enemy
forces approaching the Dunlrirk area. Two bridges were attacked by
Blenheims, and other pontoon bridges later in response to a Belgian
request, in the Menin-Courtrai areas. By night the operations were
designed on similar lines to the two previous nights, on

including railways near the Rhine,
wfell as an attempt to

communications over a v/ide area.
Bad weather restricted these operations, as

the attack of oil targets in the Ruhr.recorfimence

As no large enemy concentrations could be located on May 26th,
day bombing was confined to an operation to assist the Belgian forces
near Courtrai, and an attack on aerodromes in the St. Pol area.
As there was no activity on these, the aircraft attacked vehicles

Eighteen Blenheims were employed on each of
On that night the attack on enemy

and troops instead,
these operations without loss,
coinmunications continued, as well as ten sorties against aerodromes

reported to be in use by the enemy.

Calais was cut5. Evacuation XP??!, Duxlkirk, Ma;/ 27th to June 4th.
off, and Dunkirk was the only way of escape open to the encircled
Allied forces by May 26th. . "Operation D;;mamo", the evacuation from

that port, begaii during the night of May 26th/2?th. During the

/27thG. 197929Af/6/43
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27th the Belgian line collapsed under continuous Liir and ground
attack,

requested an amistice as from midnight,
supplies v/ere dropped early on the 27th to the besieged garrison
of Calais, before it %vas learned that they had been compelled to
surrender the previous evening.

It was learned late in the day that King Leopold had
Water and ammunition

The day bombing on May 27th v;as directed to slov/ing down the

German advance from the North-east, where the -Belgian line had

been, and from the South-T^/est, towards the encircled Allied
positions,

four operations ?/are carried out in the St. Omar area, by thirty-
six Blenheims in all, under cloud cover,
found, A.F.V's, batteries and a troop train,
lost.

Twelve Blenheims attacked, roads nesir Courtrai, and

plenty of targets were
Two Blenheims were

Operations by night ware again carried out in concert with the

Thirty-six Battles attacked aerodromes, dumps and
communications in the Ardennes, supported by ten Hampdens,
three of these, however, claimed to have located an objective.
Twenty-six Ifellingtons attacked roads leading to the Courtrai

sector, and nine those to the St. Omer sector,
not be seen, however, so the effect is doubtful,
from the Rhine to the battle area were attacked by thirteen

. Hampdens, v/hilst Nhitleys were sent to the Ruhr marshalling yards.
Oil targets were also chosen once more for this night.

French,

Only

Movements could

Railvi/ays leading

The two areas of daylight attack during 28th were again
The latter was.now considered the moreCourtrai end St. Omer.

important, and four formations of Blenheims were despatched
during the day, thirty-nine aircraft in all, to attack A.F.V's and

ooluiuns i'll this area, ■ Useful ;Lnfornation of enemy progress was
Movement was seen in the Gourtrai area early, but whenobtained,

nine Blenheims "were despatched, they could find no tax-gets, so
bombed roads instead..

and Belgian radlway
yards on the German reinforcement route ’were the objectives of

thirteen Battles and fourteen Yfhitleys.
wez’e detailed to the immediate support of the Dunkirk area by
interfering'with enemy movements at 3t. Omer, Aire, Roulers and Menin.
Bad weather conditions interfered ?/ith all these- operations, but no
-aircraft were lost.

On the night of May 28th Meuse crossingsL)

Thirty-f our' Wellingtons

as well as many of the surviving French units.The B.E.F

were within the Dunkirk defensive perimeter by May 29th, and the
pace of the evacuation was considerably speeded up,
did useful i-econnaissance work on both flanks, and offensive

reconnaissances v/ere carried out at first light by two formations

of nine Blenheir.is each. One covered the eastern approaches, but

low cloud interfered mth observation. The other attacked

• f

Lysunders

railv/ays and roads to the south-west of - the Dunkirk positions,
Tliree mor-e operations by nine Blenheims were carried out against
the easterly area, and one over the south-westerly area by six
Blenheims, The former .till found good targets, amd vehicles
were seen by the third formation still biasing from a previous

Those in the other area were less successful. xNoattack.

Blenheims were lost from any of -these operations.

The weather, as well as the moon, was unfavourable for bombing
on the night of the 29th,
at Charleville, and fifteen Yfellingtons the same area as the previous
night, St. Omar ajid other places close to the Dunkirk perimeter.
Three but of fifteen Vi'ellingtons v/ere missing, mid one crashed on

landing.

About eight Battles attacked comi-unications

/OnG, 197929/IF/6/48
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On May 30th weather conditions continued to preclude
bombing until the evening,
made during the morning to hold up the German advance
from the east, which Vi/as thought to threaten the beanhes.
Forty-eight Blenheims were despatched to this area in the

late afternoon, and many of them found mechanised targets
to bomb oast of Nieuport.
despatched to attack a movement to the north reported near*
Soez, but very little w

An unsuccessful attempt ¥i/as

Nine Blenheims were later

f ound.■£IS

Weather again impeded A.A.S.F. operations, which had
been projected on similar targets to the previous night,
and seriously interfered with the operations of twenty-
eight Wellingtons against road objectives in the enemy's
forward area,
refineries at Hamburg.

The Hampdens were employed against oil

During May 31st, a critical day when the Gemians had
brought guns to bear on the bearhes from which the evacuation
was being effected, and were heavily attacking the perimeter,
very successful sorties v/ere carried out by the Blenheims,
a.ssisted by Albacores and Skuas of the Fleet Air Arm.
operations were carried out during the day by sixty-five
Blenheims, ten Albacores and nine Skuas,
piofitable targets on the eastern or southern perimeters of
tlie Dunkirk defences.

Eight

All of these found

For once there is a report of their
effect from an Army Commander as they were now operating very

This states that after theclose to the British troops,Report by O.C.
12th Infantry
Brigade
31.5.40

third heavy enemy attacl: within twelve hours had with
difficulty been held, and heavy" enemy reinforcements could

The effectbe seen coming up, some H.A.F. bombers appeared,
of their bombing "was instantaneous and decisive
movement of enemy I'eserves stopper].; many of the forward
Germari troops turned and flod, suffering severely from the
fire of our machine-guns."

all

On the night of May 31st only" thirty-three Battles and
thirty Wellingtons operated, and weather hampered even the
effort of these. • The Battles were directed against
communications on the' Rhine and Meuse and in the Ardennes.
The Yfellingtons attacked objecti'ves around Soex and Nieuport,
the points of ,greatest enemy pressure upon the Dunkirk
positions from South and East respectively.

The evacuation continued fast on June 1st, in the face
These fa-ctorsof artillery fire and heavy" air attack,

resulted in a decision to evacuate by night only from
henceforth. The Blbnheins effort was again devoted
entirely to haj-apering Germen attacks upon Dunkirk,
M. T. on the roads leading to Bergues arid Fumes were
attacked at 0600, 0700, 0800 and in the afternoon by a
total of thirty-six aircraft,
a rep)ort of an ener^iy concentration preptixing to attack
from there, the village of ilondschoote was bombed by
eighteen Blenheims.

En

And in the evening, fo

emy

llowing

The Blenheims of No.2 Group had been operating for some
time at an intensity which could not be indefinitely maintained.
On May 30th Air Ministry ordered a restriction in their
effort;(l) and a return by the heavy bombers to their
strategic role. This instruiction resulted in a small effort

s. 46368

/in

(1) See A.H.B. Narrative on "Campaign in France and the
Low Countries."
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in support of the Dunkirk operation on the night of June 1st,
most of the bomber force being employed against oil targets
and marshalling yards in Germany. Sixteen Wellingtons only
continued their harassing attacks upon enemjT- positions around
Dunkirk, at Rexpoede, Soex and Fumes.

In consequence of the decision to evacuate only by night,
there '.vas little activity on June 2nd,
perimeter defences successfully resisted enemy pressure. Twenty-
four Blenheims were employed to keep the batteries - y/hich now
covered the seaward approaches - occupied during the dawn hours
of activity,' At-2330 hours the S.N.O. Dunkirk v/as able to signal
Vice Admiral, Dover, "B.E.F. evacuated".

The reduced Dunkirk

Sixteen V/ellingtons were again employed in attacking the
guns and roads around Dunkirk that night, being ordered to stay
in the area and bomb the gun flashes, whilst seventeen Battles
attacked aerodromes in use by the enemy,
effort was

The rest of the bomber

again used against targets in Germany.

The evacuation of the remaining French troops continued
during the nights of June 2nd and 3rd. Eighteen Blenheims
again kept the German batteries occupied during the early
morning of June 3rd, whilst twelve Wellingtons attacked the
batteries and enemy positions during the following night.
The rest of the effort v/as directed against Germany,

On June 4th "Operation Dynaino v/as officially ended,
as only a few Prcnc?i troops remained, without ammunition or
possibility of further resistance. During the whole operation
from May 27th to June 4th 316,663 xillied troops had b
transported to England. 186,58? were British and 123,095
French, apai-t froin the 6,891 wounded.

een

The contribution of Bomber Command cannot bo assessed
accurately in this period. Various army and navEil commanders
severely criticised the E.A.F. for the apparent smallness of its
contribution, especially on the fighter side. These officers
cannot ̂be blamed, owing to the disparity botv/een the R.A.F. and
tile Luf tv/ofIe at that tine, for'considering the effort small,

see or understand the wider sphere in which the
R.A.F. v/as operating, behind the enemy lines and on all sides
of the evacua-tion area. There are several reports, hov/ever,
of the value of the bomber support supplied, which have a very
different tenor. One of the chief critics, the Vice Admiral
in charge oD the operation, testifies to the value of the
^■t^^a-cks on enemy batteries. In spite of much disorganisation

V.A., Dover and wasted effort resulting from incomplete intelligence
information, the bomber co-operation in this pericd'^achieved
seme results which v/ere of vital use in themselves, and taught
many lessons useful to the future Tactical Air Force,

They did not

Report on
operation
Dynamo

The Southera Sector, Jaj 2^^^^ 4th. Whilst the
Germans were occupied in attempting to r“educe’the Allied forces
encircled in the Dunkirk anea, they left the southern sector alone.
The Allies, after hoping for a time to counter-attack and reunite
with the forces cut off, eventually found this
merely endeavoured to construct
Aisne rivers.

impossible and
a defensive line along the Somrne-

■i few weak. German penetrations were driven back,
but the Germans broug?it up infantry reinforcements and held
bridgeheads south of the rivers tliroughout the period of the
Dunkirk operations.

The maximum efforts of the bomber forces during this period
v/ere devoted to relieving the pressure upon the forces encircled,

/andG. 197929/EF/6/48
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and none could be spared for tlie southern front,
units v/hich v/ere non with the Southe.rn forces south of the Marne
did their best to assist both sectors by attacks upon the enemy-
supply lines across the Meuse aiid in the Ardennes,
drive v/as towjords the north, these operations nere calculated
to assist the northern forces rather than the southeni and have
been already dcfilt vi/ith.
opei-axions against the same aj-id more distant taergsts on the
German supply routes.

The A.A. S.F.

As the enem

The seme is true of Bomber Commands'

y

As far as the bomber forces a3;c concerned, therefore, the
Allied forces defending the Scsme-Aisne line from May 22nd to
June 4th -were given no d’irect and negligible indirect assistance.
It is only after the completion of the Dunlrirk evacuation that
attention s-wun'g to the south, with the resumption of German
attacks in that direction.

G, 137923/15^6/h£
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SECTION IV.

CLOSE SUEPORT OPERATIONS, JUNE 3th to 18th
V  .

to the Southa June 3th to 12th. The new German
offensive against the Pranco-British forces "on the Sorame-Aisne line
began on June 5th. On the first day the Allied line was pierced
at a number of points by heavy armoured forces, which penetrated
to a depth of ten to fifteen miles in some sectors.

Eleven Battles of the A..A.S.P. were, the first to operate
against this new drive at about 1930 hours that evening. They
bombed^ the Peronne-Roye and Amiens-Montdidier roads. Twenty-four
Blenheims from England operated soon after against enemy transport
in the area behind Peronne., from which a force of four hundred
pimzers were said to be operating. A further eleven Battles
operated that night against roads and an aerodrome at Givet, Hirson
and Guise, Twenty-six Wellingtons attacked communications at
Cambrai and Le Cateau and twenty-two \niitleys at Bapaume and

^ ̂ attempt to delay German reinforcements to the Somme
and Aisno. Further heavy bombers operated against communications
and oil m Gemany.

The British .bombing effort to relieve pressure on the Allied
Nine Battles in

the Peronne sector,' and twelve Blenheims in the morning, followed
by twenty-four in the evening, in the area of Abbeville and

The' latter were attempting to assist the
Division, v/hich was forced back to the line

of the Bresle river during the day. Five Blenheims were lost on
■  Seventeen Battles., twenty-four Wellingtons
and four Whitleys were engaged that night in attacking convoys,
railways and aerodromes immediately behind the eneny lines.

-D^ Geimans made deep penetrations towards Rouen
4:. R.A.F, bombing operations of the day, by

twenty two Battles, were devoted to
,  . att^kmg the GermaA forces engaged on this drive. Large numbers

of Geiman tanks, as well as quantities of M.T. and troop
cmcentratrcns were found and attacked in the area of the Geiman
^vance between Amiens and Abbeville, as far south as Blangy,

German drive was now threatening to cut'
otf the 51st division, which was isolated between it and the sea.

Wenty^f our Wellingtons and twelve Battles attacked the
crossings fr™ St. Valery to Amiens that night, claiming
eSt^te* a++»^w ̂  Battles and six Wellingtons were engaged furthereast in attacking Lacn, and woods in which German armoured forces
were reported to be sheltering,
woods.

Somm

The aim was to set fire to the

e

severalO

Geimans continued to deepen their penetratiais.
The 51st Division was now in serious danger of being cut off.
it was retiring in the direction of Le Havre peninsula. it was
estimated that Le Havre could not be reached before June 13th,
•  German armoured forces were threatening the open

division was in danger of being pinned
'^^9^ evacuation was not practicable.

The rest of the rem^ing British forces, like the French, crossedthe Seme by June 9.th, and tried to hold ^

as

a line along it.

•

Tan restriction imposed on May 30th on the full use of the
Blenheims wasnov/ cancelled. All the day bomber operations on June

G.I97929/EF/6A8 /8th
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8th and 9th were directed against the Geiroan break-through between
Abbeville and iUniens. Fifty-nine Blenheims and twenty^three Battles
were despatched on the 8th, all finding large numbers of enemy tanks,
M. T. and troops to attack .in the area assigned. Five Blenheims and
four Battles were lost during the day. As a result no Battles
operated the next day, but forty-eight Blenheims, for the loss of
three, carried on the attack in the same area. Enemy troops were
now-less numerous, as they had moved fiarther to the south-west.

i)uring the night of June 8th the bomber effort was devoted to
close support. Attacks upon the same German penetration, designed
principally to block the Somme crossings, were made by some fifty
Battles,'Wellingtons and Hampdens, hits on several bridges* being
claimed. ̂ The rest of the effort was directed against the German •
penetration across the Aisne in the ,Spissons area. Nineteen
i^attles, "Whitleys and Wellingtons attacked ccanmunioations . and
concentrations, mainly by setting fire to woods in the Laon’, Hirson
^d Ctoay areas. And about fifty aircraft a-fetacked railway targets

. in this area and back into Ge^miany as far as Aachen, Duren and
Euskirchen.

The same three types of targets were attacked on the ni^t of
June 9th. Ten Battles and about twenty-one Whitleys again attacked
the Somme crossings, claiming hits on bridges at St, Valery,
Abbeville and Piequigny. Nine Battles, thirty Wellingtons and
twenty-one IThitleys operated against ccaianunications and woods
behind the German thrust at Soissons, causing many explosions and
fires. .And-thirty-six Hampdens were directed against Geman
railways just west‘of . the Rhine,
in this area.

The weather impeded operations

On June . 10th the Gemans cut' in behind the 51st. Division, which,
with the French IXth Corps, were now between Dieppe and St. Valery—en-
Caux, and; secured, the bridges on the river Durdent, on their ro^
to Le Havre.. Preparations were made to evacuate them from St, Valery,
since Dieppe was blocked. It was an unpromising piece of coast line,
but a few wounded were taken off there, the following night. Further
south German forces crossed the Seine, although the bridges were
supposed all to be destroyed. The French government left Paris and
retreated to Tours, as the German advances continued east of the city
at many points as well.
Allies,

The same day Italy declared war on the

All the daylight bombing operations of the A.A.S.F. and Bomber
Command were again directed against the Geiman thrust near Rouen,
Targets had now,moved nearer to the Seine, and in the afternoon to
the Seine itself. Twelve Blenheims and twelve Battles in, the
morning, and thirty-three Blenheims and twelve Battles in the

; afternoon found numerous suitable objectives to bomb in this area,
■  Columns, concentrations, and surviving bridges were attacked for
the loss of two Battles, ̂ d .another seriously d^aged by
Hurricane.

a

At ni^t, fifteen Battles attacked communications on the
Seine, and eighteen Ydiitleya attempted the same  a little further '
back, but many were hindered by bad visibility,
interfered with an operation by eight.een Wellingtons against
similar targets in the Lacn-Soissons area, and by twenty-three

; Hampdens and seven- Battles on the Meuse, in the Ardennes and
further back in Germany,

Haze also

By June 11th the Germans were pressing hard upon the
peraJmeter of St, Valery*en-Caux, The order was given at 2CCC
hours for the 51st Division to destroy their large equipment
and fall back into the town, to be evacuated from there during
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the night. Fog prevented the ships lying, outside from entering,
however, and so at 1039 hours the following morning General Fortune
surrendered,' and the hulk of the 51st (Highland) Division (some
12,000 .men) went into captivity for the rest of the
had reached Le Havre and still fewer were taken off from beaches
near St. Valery under murderous fire.

war. A few

Meanwhile on the Seine below Paris the Germans merely enlarged
their bridgeheads. To the east of Paris, however, two thrusts
towards Paris T/ere pushing the French forces back, one between the
ri-yers Oise aiid Ourcq and the other across the Marne from Chate
Thierry to Dormans, Further East again a strong German armoured
attaok was driving towards Chalons-sur-Mame, after overunning
Rheims. The remaining British forces, including the R.A.F. units,
were retiring in the direction of Le Mans, where the 52nd Division
v/as beginning to concentrate.

au

Bombing sorties on June 11th were again directed at the German
forces in the lovt^er Seine area. The first operation, by twelve
Battles, was hampered by Haze. Six Battles and thirty-three
Blenheims were despatched in the afternoon, followed by sixteen
further. Battles. Woods and troop movements were .attacked, and three
Blenheims failed to- return. In the evening nine Blenheims attacked
a wood near Les iuidelys, but ran into enemy fighters and lost three
of their number, with four more damaged. Six Battles and later nine
Blenheims patrolled roads leading to Le Havre, but found little
activity there. The German forces were still concentrating upon
the St. Valery ai-ea.

An attempt to maintain the attack on the Seine area by night
v/as seriously curtailed by bad weather,
in bombing, ‘
the Seine and Somme.

Only four Battles succeeded
Ten Whitleys attacked communications further back between

Eighteen Tfellingtons and twenty-eight Hampdens
were despatched to impede and harass the German thrust tcrwards the
Marne..

2.
j June 12th to 18th, June 12th saw the Germans

20 miles only from Paris to the northward', and threatening it with
encirclement by tirrusts towards the south, fifty miles to east and
west of the city. Across the Seine they had penetrated as far as
Evreux, and across the Mame to the south of Chateau Theirry. The
allied troops in.Le Havre were evacuated to Cherbourg during the dav
and the night following.

Most of the bombing by day was again in the Lower Seine area.
Roads and woods were attacked in the morning by nine Battles and
eighteen Blenheims, of which one was lost; bridges and a convoy,
as well as woods, in the afternoon by -tw/enty-four Battles and fifteen
Blenheims. borne of the Battles were frustrated by. poor visibility.
In response to a French request, an attack was made in the morning
by twelve Battles upon tliree bridges over the Oise, which was
reported as completely successful. One Battle was missing, and
another forced landed. In the afternoon, the surrender of the 51st
Division at 1030 not being yet known, twelve Blenheims were despatched
to bomb a German battery which covered the beaches of St.
Caux. Two aircraft were missing from this operation.

Valery-en-

The^Seine ^ea.was again the target at night for'fifteen Battles,■whilst eigh-t VHiitleys were directed against communications leading
to it. Thirty Hampdens were ordered to attack communications around
the Ardennes.

165th
Concls,

YAM, (40) North by the
During June 13th the Germans closed in upon Paris from the Yfest,North and East. They were little more than ten miles away to the

The Prime Minister, who had flown to Prance

/during .

evening.
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during the day to confer with the French premier, told the Cabinet
that M. Reynaud had asked for Prance to be released from her
obligation not to treat for peace separately,
was in favour of an immediate cessation of hostilities.

General Weygand

Air Marshal Barratt, C-in-C of the B.A.F.P. was dnstructed
during the evening to prepare to retire in the direction of
Nantes or Bordeaux in the event of a decisive break-through.
The French decision during the day to withdraw to the south of
Paris, and to fold back the left wing from Rouen to Argentan to
protect the coast-line, left the R.A.P. units in  a dangerous
position. They were therefore authorised on June 14th, like the
B.E.P. , to withdraw upon the ports of Cherbourg, Brest,' St.
Nazaire and St. Malo.

In an attempt to boost French morale the Prime Minister
The assistancepromised maximum effort in the air cn June 13th.

of 60 Blenheims and 6 Battle squadrons during the day and 182
heavy bombers at night was mentioned,
operated at full intensity, and produced sorties very little short
of those promised,
by day, and I64 heavy bomber sorties by night, all directed at
targets close -to the Battle front, and of immediate assistance
to the ground forces.

In fact all squadrons

There were 4S Blenheim and 54 Battle sorties

Operations in the inoming were in the area between Evreux
and Louviers and the river Seine, Sixteen Battles and fifteen

Blenheims were sent to attack German movements reported there,
four Battles being lost. In another attack by eighteen
Blenheims upon this area in the afternoon, one Blenheim was shot

down by an Me.109, and poor visibility prevented others from
bombing.

In the afternoon and evening the principal operations were

concentrated upon the Foret de Gault, near Montmirail to the east
of Paris,

in it, and twelve Battles found it in fact crowded with M.T.
Numerous enemy aircraft were seen, and one Battle was lost,
available Battles, numbering twenty-six, and fifteen Blenheims

were then sent to this target, most of ?/hich found good objectives.
Six Battles and four Blenheims were missing from this attack, and
one further Blenheim had to forced land in Prance.

Reports said that 500 to 1,000 tanks were sheltering

All

The major effort put out that night by the heavy bonibers to
assist the land forces was in the Seine and Marne areas of

German penetration, and on communications north of Paris and as
Thirty-four Vfellingtons and tenfar east as the Ardennes.

Hampdens v/ere directed against the lov/er Seine battle area and

its communications from Vernon to Goumay and Forges-les-Eaux.
A wide area to the north and east of Paris was covered by the rest
of the sorties. These included eight ‘'y^Tiitleys and ei^t
Hampdens against Rheims, six Ti/hitleys and eight Hampdens against
Laon, and others against such targets as Beauvais, Soissons,
Chateau-Thierry and Dormans, and a number of forests west of the
Ardennes,

By the morning of June 14th General Weygand told General
Sir'Alan Brooke, the British C-in-G,, that organised
resistance by the French had come to an end. During the day the
Germans occupied Paris and opened a frontal assault upon the

This was for the moment repulsed as was the
The B.E.F. and

Maginot line.
Italian pressure in the south-east of Prance,
B.A.P.P. were authorised to retire on the ports, as stated above,
and to act independently of the French,
decided to evacuate the bomber squadrons to England immediately,

Air Marshal Barratt
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so that they could operate from there, and relieve the congestion
on the remaining aerodromes,
flew to England on June 15th.

As a result the Battle squadrons

Before their departure the Battles carried out four operations
on June 14th and one on the morning of the 15th, all against the
Evreux area, in an effort to delay the German drive in the direction
of the British forces. Bad weather interfered with the first

operation 'by ten Battles, .as v^ell as one by eighteen Blenheims soon
after. In the afternoon two Battles found German fighters on an
aerodrome near Evreux, and attacked them. Later nine Battles and
eighteen Blenheims were over the area again. Several were lost,
and though some targets Vi/ere found, bad weather seriously hampered
the operation, Tv/elve Battles, of v/hich two were lost, attacked
the area again in the evening, and twenty-four Blenheims made a
successful attack against Merville aerodrome, which had been reported
by fighters an covered mth enemy aircraft.

On the night of June 14th bad weather restricted operations in
the battle area. Only five Whitleys made attacks on the Seine and
Marne communications, the majority of those detailed being cancelled
or recalled. Five more attacked French railway yards on the Oise,

In view of the Geimanthree at Pargniers and two at Hirson.
concentrations in the Black Forest area facing the Maginot Line,
a special operation was carried out in order to set fire to the

forest. Twenty-four Tfellingtons took part and caused fires and
explosions, whose I’esult cannot be assessed.

The single operation carried out by the Battles on June 15th
before their departure for England, was again in the Evreux area, .

Twelve Battles attacked M.T. and trains, losing two of their number,
in the face of heavy A.A. fire,
during the morning and afternoon to the same area, with orders to use
cloud cover for protection. As cloud was insufficient they turned
back,

except those against Italy from the south of prance.

During Juiie 15th to 18th the evacuation of the remaining
British forces proceeded from Cherbourg, St, Malo, Brest, St, Nazaire
and Nantes, M. Reynaud resigned on the evening of June l6th to make
v/ay for Marshal Petain, who had for some time urged an ajrmistice.
On June 17th the Harsh^ asked the Gennans for terms, and the Cabinet
ordered complete evacuation of all rem.aining British forces in Prance.

Twelve Blenheims were despatched

Bad weather caused all night operations to be cancelled.

No bombing was carried out on June l6th by day or night except
that by the "Haddock" force against Italy,
left Prance, and bad weather precluded operations from England,
same .applies to day bombing operations on June 17th,
bombers on June 17th reverted to the attack upon oil targets and
communications in Germany.

The Battles had already
Th

The night

e

June 18th saw the last British troops leave Prance, from

St. Nazaire, Nantes and Cherbourg. They were unmolested by the
enemy at the two former places, although there were many alarms
and much confusion. The Germans penetrated the Cherbourg peninsula,
however, by the morning of June 18th, Consequently bomber
assistance was called for to hold them up. Six Blenheims were

despatched in the afternoon, five of which attacked light German
transport approaching Cherbourg, and caused some damage and confusion.

The evacuation was completed v/ithout serious hindrance by 1600 hours.
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SECTION V

STEiVJEGICilL BOmim, mj I5th to JUIE 18th, 1940

General. During the course of the swift German advance through
the Netherlands and Prance the strategical bombing effort was
completely oyei^shadowed by the urgent requirements of the land
caiapaign. Whenever an attempt was made to'use the bombing force
for the former purpose, the necessities of the land fore
recalled it to a tactical role.

es

The decision to start the

strategical bombing campaign was taken on May 15th by the
Cabinet. After five days, however, it was suspended, apart from
small har-assing operations, until June 1st. The campaign was then
carried on for a week, and again suspended until the end of the
struggle on land, on June 17th/l8th. '

See Sec. ■

11/(2)

The plans adopted for strategical bombing, which have been
dealt with in the "Policy"_  ̂ section, provided for the attack of oil
plants, and marshalling yards, principally in the Ruhr,
this areay’/as immediately behind the land battle, and contained
the most important lines of communication to it, this was
considered to be the most effective and economical use for the
night bomber force. It would contribute to the dislocation of the
German war potential at the same time as hindering the advance of
the German forces.

Since

In addition to Plan VAA. 4(c), (attack of Marshalling Yards)
and Plan T4A. ̂6^ (attack upon Oil Plants), the attack upon Italian
industry was initiated during this period.
therefore divided into these tliree sub-sections, and
cover the attacks made upon other types of target, specified
alternatives to the main objectives.

The small scope of operations of this type is shown by the
folloTi/ing figures of the numbers engaged on those nights when the
largest effort was expended upon them;-

This section is
.  a. fourth to

as

Kay 15th
17th
19th

J une 1st

96 Sorties
78
48

53
3rd 130
4th 57
5 th 34

11th 36 Sorties against Italy
17th 119

The only means of Judging the results of the strategic bombing
at this period from German records consist of an assessment by
Luftgaus XII/XIII of the bombing in their area, WIESBADEN-
NUPd]I\fflURG, which comprised most of south-west Geimany. For May
this shows a total of 276 H.E. bombs and 454 incendiaries reported.
One person v^as killed and seven wounded. 60^’ of these bombs
dropped in open country, 25/ on communication objectives, 5/ each
on military oojectives and residential areas, 3/ on aerodromes and
2/ on industrial objectives. Penetrations of this area by 78
aircraft in daylight and by 57 at night v/ere reported during the
month.

The figures for June were 6 day penetrations and 221 by
night. 1284 H.E. and 1199 incendiaries were notified, 26 people
being killed and 48 wounded. Of these 70/ were in open country.
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16% in residential areas, 3.5^ on industrial objectives, 3^ on
coinmunications, 2% on harbours and waterways, 1% on aerodromes,
and .5^ on military objectives (see Appendix W).

2. Qp§ration3_agai^ Targets. The first strategical bombing
operation of the war against German objectives on May 15th/16th
included seventy-eight sorties directed against oil objectives.
Of these, five claimed to have hit Duisburg and five Gelsenkirchen,

■  four each Kamen, Vfanne-Eickel and Dortmund, and fifteen other oil
objectives. Most of the others which found a target bombed
railway objectives. Results reported against the oil targets
were quite satisfactory. The Fischer-Tropsch plant at Horaberg
was said to have blown up violently, the plants at Y/arme-Eickel,
Dortmund and Castrop-Eauxel to hsive caught fire or explo'ded. It
is unfortunately impossible, however, to confirm or otherwise the
claims made, as German records for this period are for the most
part unobtainable. ¥hei-e they exist, they usually lack the
necessary precision and detail to compare with British reports.

On May l6th/l7th a mere harassing scale of attack was
despatched against oil targets. Six Wellingtons were detailed
for the plants at Bottrop and Gelsenkirchen, and six Hampdens

■  for those at Wanne-Eichel and Castrop Rauxel. Only three of each
claimed to have found their objectives, and one Hampden crashed
in France,

The next night, May lyth, v/as more successful as far as oil
targets were concerned. Forty-eight Hajnpdens and twenty-four
Vfhitleys were sent to attack refineries at Hamburg and Bremen
respectively. All but four or five in each case claimed to
have located their targets and a number of cil tank explosions
and fires were reported. According to a report from intelligence
sources oil refineries were fired, two barracks, one of them full
of^engineers, and two merchant ships, were destroyed, and a ship
building firm connected with Blohm and Voss was damaged,
report stated that the bombing of Hamburg terrified the population,
who had been told that the British could not reach the town. It
also mentioned, considerable damage to the harbour and nearby houses.
Six YiTellingtons which were directed to hai’ass the marshalling yards
at Koln, Wedau and Vohwinkel could not find their primary targets.
Five of them claimed to have attacked their secondary oil targets
in the Ruhr.

The

B.C. 540

App. D.725

On May 18th/19th, twenty-four Whitleys were sent to attack
the oil refinery at Hanover-Misburg.
again reported, but two aircraft were missing,
shot down by an Me, 110 over the sea on the outward journey, and
the Me.110 was claimed as destroyed in its turn.

Fires and explosions were
One of these was

In viev/ of the good moonlight conditions (full moon was on
the 21st), a bigger effort was put on to oil targets on the night
of May 19th.
plant at Gelsenkirchen,

claimed to hc^ve hit the plant at Duisburg., which was a secondary
objective. Thirty-six Hampdens were detailed for the refinery
at Salzbergen, Twenty-seven of these claimed successful
attacks. The difference between the success of these two

operations was due to the industrial haze of the Ruhr obscuring
Gelsenkirchen whilst Salzbergen wan clear of it,
usually made Ruhr targets- more difficult to identify than those
outside it.

Tv/elve Whitleys were sent to the synthetic oil
Pew found it, however, although one

This haze

The heavy defences in tlie Ruhr v/ere also an
adverse factor, being continuous over a wide area,

illustrated on this night by the loss of two V/hitleys, whilst
all the Hampdens returned safely.

This wan

/OperationsG. I97929/EP/6/48
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Operations, against German oil plants were suspended from Hay
20th to 25th in favour of targets of more immediate value to the
armies. On May 22nd, hov;ever, the C-in-C detailed thirty-six
Hampdens to attack the synthetic oil plant at Leuna, apparently
without Air Ministry authority. The operation Was cancelled due
to the. weather report, hut one aircraft had. talcen off, and claimed to
have.hit the power station at the plant, and destroyed a chimney.

On May 25th/26th eleven Whitleys were sent to attack the
The weather was veryrefineries at Emmerich, Monheim and Reisholz.

had and only five claimed to have found their primary objectives,
although some spent a long time searching with the aid of flares.

The next attack on German oil objectives was on the night of
May 27th, twenty-four Hampdens were despatched to attack refineries

at Hamburg and Bremen, six of which claimed success, including
direct hits and fires,

was detailed, but only six out of the eighteen Hampdens despatched
could locate their target once again, owing to cloud,
bombed on E.T.A. and the concentration of searchlights, which gave
the position of the city.

On May 30th another refinery at Hamburg

These six

On June 1st the major effort of the night bombers was intended

to be against oil and communication targets in Germany, including
plants and refineries at Homberg, Frankfurt, Hamburg and Ostermoor.
Owing to adverse Vi/eather conditions, hoYi/ever, the majority of those
despatched returned with their bombs. Ostermoor was the only oil
target actually attacked by one Hampden, twenty-five of which, in
addition to fourteen Whitleys, took off against these objectives.

The attack upon oil w/as continued on June 2nd/3rd, twelve
Yfhitleys being directed against the synthetic plant at Horaberg.
Seven claiiaed success against their primary target.

On June 3rd/4th the biggest effort yet to be detailed was
directed against oil, with considerable success. One hundred and
thirty sorties were despatched against refineries and synthetic
plants in the Rulir, and oil stocks at Frankfurt. Many direct hits

were claimed, resulting in fires and explosions. Tv/o-thirds of

the aircraft claimed to have found their primary objectives whilst

others bombed alternative railv/ay targets. A report received

Signal T,38 through the air attache Belgrade said that atDusseldorf one oil,
■of 26/6/40 one chemical and two margarine factories had been burnt out, as well

as the oil factory at Emmericli,

The heavy-scale attack on oil was continued on the night of
There were again many claimsJune 4th. by fifty-seven aircraft,

to have secu]red hits, eleven on Monheim, ten on Frankfurt, and
others on Gelsenkirchen, Homberg and Reisholz.
night thirty-four aircraft were directed against the oil refineries
at Schulau and Ostermoor.

On the following

Twenty-six claimed to have attacked the
fo.rmer, £ind two the latter.

Only eighteen Hampdens carried on the oil campaign on June 6th/ ^
7th against targets at Hamburg and Ostermoor.
observation, and results claimed were not.impressive,
report, hov/ever, mentions refineries burnt out at Rheydt.
YJas true, it must have been accomplished by one of the aircraft
directed .agains.t the marshalling yard at that place,
of the attack on oil was still reduced the follov;ing night, June 7th,
fourteen out of twenty-four aircraft reporting attacks on their
primary target, the refinery at Hanover-Misburg,

From June 8th until the l7th the oil campaign was once more

/suspended

Haze prevented clear
The above

If this

The'scale
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suspended in favour of short term operations. With the end of the
French campaign on that day it could he resumed, and a large scale
of effort was detailed for the night of June 17th. Out of one
hundred and two aircraft despatched against these targets, twenty-
three claimed hits Sit Gslsenhirchen, seventeen at Homherg, fourteen
each at Wanne Eickel and Dollhergen. and eight at Hamburg,
explosions and fires were reported.

Numerous

One of the Gelsenkirchen plants
was left ahlase, whilst the fires at Homberg were reported as
uniting into one which biased fiercely for twenty minutes, then
turned to a thick column of smoke 2,000 feet high.

Reports such as these, which even nov; cannot be checked,
led to a belief that more serious damage was being done to
German Oil production than later proved to be the case. Until
daylight photogx'aphic reconnaissance was provided sn accurate
assessment of damage could not be made.

To sum up the progress of the oil campaign in.this period,
from May 15th to June 18th, the following table shows the number
of attacks reported upon oil targets;-

Synthetic plants at;-

Gelsenkirchen

Homberg
¥/anne-Eickal

Kamen

Duisburg
Dortmund

Castrop Rauxel
Sterkrade Holten

Bottrop
Leuna

Dusseldorf

43

43

17
12

7
4
4

3
2

1

1

Refineries at;-

Hamburg

Dusseldorf (& Reishols)
Hanover

Salzbergen
Schulau
Monheim

Bremen

Dollbergen
Emmerich

Ostermoor

70
33 .

30

27
26

24
22

14

13
6

Storage Tanks at;-

Prankfurt

Mannheim
23

‘5

Total Attacks .430

Total Tonnage (h.E. ) 535

Operations against German Railv;/ays.
Germany a.ttacked during this peric^ vi/ere
reasons, rather than strategical, in order to interrupt the flow
of supplies to the Geman forces. Those targets in the Ruhr
and east-of the Rhine generally, however, were in line with the
strategical plans made under W.A. 4(c),
German industry.

3. The railv/ay targets in
chosen for tactical

for the disruption of
They are therefore detailed .here, whilst
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a bare mention is made of those targets to the west of the Rhine,
in order to coraplete the picture,
above under "Close Support Operations".

These latter are dealt with

On the night of May 15th railv/ay targets in Germany were
aLllotted to nine sorties only, but all aircraft v/ere given marshall
ing yards as a last resort target,
reported attacks upon such targe-ts.

• As a result thirty-four
The marshalling' yards at

Koln-Eifeltor, Wedau and Vohwinkel were chosen by the army
commanders as being the most important in the existing military
situation. The next night no railway targets east of the Rhine
were given first .priority,, but three aircraft attacked them
alternatives. ' Nine aircraft were despatched against German railways
v/est of: the Rhine,

as

On May 17th/l8th the same three marshalling yai^s were allotted
to six aircraft. None of these found their targets. During the
attack upon oil targets at Bremen, however, hits Were claimed upon
railway sidings there. Eleven' out of twelve Wellingtons on the

„ night of May 18th claimed success against the three marshalling yards.
The following night railvi/ays were subsidiary targets once more, but
were attacked by a number of aircraft. Hits v^^ere claimed at

.  . Salzbergen, TiTanne-Eickel and Sterkrade.

Prom May 20th onwards the attack of railway targets east of the
Rhine was suspended, apart from an occasional harassing attack by two
or three aircraft. It was not resuraed until May 27th. During
this period a large proportion.of the bomber effort-was devoted to
railway targets of a purely tactical nature in Prance, Belgium, and
Germany, On May 20th/21st ninety-six aircr-aft were detailed to
attack railways v/est of the Rhine,, and to' derail trains, the majority
of which claimed some, success. On the 25rd/2ifth  a number of hits
were reported from Emmerich in the north to the Saar in the south,
and the two nights following aircraft again ranged-over a wide area

to attack communications. On these two nights two Whitleys vjere
sent to each of ttiree Marshalling yjxrds east of the Rhine; Duisburg,
Essen and Dortmund on the 24.th, Cologne, Wedau and Vohwinkel on the
25th. Only one found its target on the latter night. The only
objectives in Germany detailed on the night of May 26th were railways
west of the Rhine. - Pour out of twelve Hampdens found a target.

The night of May 27th saw a return to large-scale operations
In addition to sixteen Hampdens on the usual areas westin Germany,

of the Rhine, eight of which found targets, thirty-eight Whitleys
were directed against marshalling yards beyond the -river.
Dusseldorf, Cologne,- Duisburg, Essen and Dortmund were detailed,
and all except Duisburg were reported as hit,
clairaed on Homberg and Kref'eld marshalling yards, any such targets

A number of Hampdens despatched

Neuss,

Hits were also

in the Ruhr being alternatives
ORB/B.C.
App. B.615
cS: D.685 against oil targets also attacked railv/ays.

June 1st was the next night on v/hich German railways were
attacked. The majority of the sorties were abortive due to bad
T/eather. Hamm and Osnabruck v/ere reported as attacked by one
Whitley each, out of fourteen despatched. And two Hampdens
claimed to have attacked Coblenz, one Duren and one Euskirchen,
out of twelve aircraft detailed.

On J-une 2nd/3rd twelve Whitleys ?/ere directed against Hamm,
Soest and OsnAbrucfc, five claiiming to. have bombed their targets,
while others found alternative rail objectives,
were sent , to the. yards Y\/est of the Rhine,
were given German railways east of the river, as primary objectives
for some days. ' The attack on oil had priority,
were made on railv/ays, however, by aircraft v/hich could not

/find

Six Hampdens
After this no sorties

Many attacks
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find their primary objective, and on most nights  a few were
detailed to harass the railv/ays y/est of the Hhine.

From June 8th the oil plan was again suspended for a time,
owing to the i-enewed German offensive, and the heavy bombers were
used in more immediate support of the land forces,
number of them was usually sent against rail targets on both
sides of the Rhine,

the night of June 14th.

A small

he largest nimber was fifteen sorties on
m

By the evening of June 17th the campaign in France was
virtually over, aiid Bomber Command was free to turn its attention

Twenty-five aircraft wereto strategic bombing once mors,

despatched against railway targets on this night, the major effort
being against oil. Nineteen claiiTied to have hit their primary
target, and a number of other sorties, detailed for both tasks,
bombed railway targets.

The principal railway targets chosen for attack in this period
were the marshalling yards at Hamm, Soest, OsnabrUck, Cologne,
Yfedau, Vchwinkel, Essen, Neuss, Rheydt, Dusseldorf and Aachen,
addition sorties were detailed' to derail trains and block lines in
the area west of the Rhine and numerous alternative and last resort
attacks y/ere made upon a var-iety of rail targets.

In

The total tonnage
dropped during'the period of the campaign.upon this type of target
was 351.5 tons.

4. Operations against 11aly, ■When Italy declared war on June 10th,
1940, the operations planned a.gainst her v^ere immediately initiated.
Thirty-six Whitleys operated from England on the night of June 11th,
refuelling in the Channel Islands,
at Turin.

Their target was the Fiat works
Seven claimed to have hit the target, tv/o others reported

hits on marshalling yards at Turin, and one each on the Ansaldo works
and docks at Genoa. The rest were unable to reach Italy due to severe
storms and icing conditions over the Alps, or to locate a suitable
objective.

In addition twelve Yfellingtons were despatched to Salon-en-
Provence on June 11th,
French authorities operations could not taice place that night.
After innumerable orders and cotinter-orders over the telephone, the
French went so far as to drive ntimbers of military lorries on to
the aerodrome to prevent the British aircraft taking off,
result the Vfellingtons returned to England,

Owing to disputes betr/een the British and

As a

After much recrinination the French agreed to allow the
"Haddock" force in the south of France to operate against Italy,
A further twelve aircraft flew out to Salon on Jione 15th, and
eight operated that night against Genoa,
bad, and only one aircraft located and attacked the Ansaldo works.
A further operation was carriel out the follov/ing night by nine
of the Wellingtons, three of v/hich reported attacks on Sesto San
Giovanni at Milan, one claimed to haive hit the Caproni works, and
one to have bombed the aerodrome at Sestrifuente near Genoa,
Low cloud and darkness prevented the other four from'locating a
target.

The weather v^as very

After this the fall of France prevented any further operations
against Italy by Yfellingtons. The twelve aircreift at Salon returned
to England on June 17th.
attack upon Italy from English bases in Mid-August,

The YYhitley Group, No. 4 continued the

5. In addition to the operations against oil
and railway targets, and Italian industry, a few strategical
operations of other t3^es were undertaken during this period,

/The

Other Operations.
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The most important were the minelaying operations which
v;erG resumed by No. 5 Group on June 5th,
with in a later part of the narrative.

These are dealt

No other strategical targets were detailed as primaries

during this period except a chemical factory at Leverkusen,
Cologne on Hay 24th. This was attacked by three out of six
sorties detailed,

secondary and last resort objectives, however,
usual, in addition to railways, were those later referred to
as "Siraor and Adieu", self-illuminating military objectives
in the Ruhr and aerodromes in enemy use,
made on targets of both types.

A number of targets were used as
The most

Many attacks were
Simor" consisted principally

of blast furnaces and coke ovens, -which received their
greatest weight of attack on May 27th/28th, June 3rd/4th and
9th/10th. "Adieu" consisted of aeroclromes both in Germany
such as those attacked at Cologne and Dusseldorf on May
27th/28th, and in occupied territory. Of the latter.
Flushing received the most frequent attacks, being in a
convenient position on the route, whilst the seaplane bases
on the Frisian islands provided an alternative suitable for
the northern route,

alternative targets, together with the v/eight of bombs
dropped, is shown in Appendix U.

The sorties directed against these
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PiffiT IV

AUTI-INVi\SION. PHASE

SECTION I

POLICY AND PLANS. JUNE 19th to OCTOBER 30th.

(i) Review of Policy - The strategic 'bombing of Germany, in
accordance with the long-tem plans drawn up, was begun on May
15th/l6th,
however, only a portion of the bomber effort could be devoted to

There were frequent urgent calls for more direct and
immediate assistance to the land battle. The Battle of Prance

was over, in effect, when France asked for terms on June 17th,
After this the British Air Staff had not for some years to concexn
itself with commitments to Prance or the Army.

A new and greater threat now appeared: that of a German
attack upon the British Isles themselves. The English Channel,
as in the time of Napoleon, barred the way to the continental
armies. Now, however, the threat from the air was even greater.
Bomber Command was still not free to devote itself to the role

for which it had been designed. During the period of the threat
of invasion its major efforts were still diverted from the long
term strategic objectives. As will be seen, however, the policy
laid down paid due regard to these. And, whenever possible, the
efforts of the Command were directed against Germany herself.
The prime objectives of wearing down both her material resources
and the morale of her people vrere constantly borne in mind.

For the implementation of the successive directives issued,
the following sections on the various types of operation rAust be
consulted. It will be found that there was seldom  a cleair-cut
division between the periods. The difference lies in the weight
of attack directed against the primary targets. Throughout this
period the means of finding a target were inadequate, and res
ulted in a very different effect being obtained from that decided
upon by the Air Staff

Throughout the period of the campaign in France,

it.

(ii) RMustlon-Q.f.ilir Attack on Great Britain, June 19th. - On
June 19th an Air Staff Conference was held, at which it was made

Enc,5 to 6a, clear that the primary aim of Bomber Command \vould now be, to
reduce the scale of air attack on Great Britain,  A new directive

to this effect was issued on June 20th, in which the objectives in
order of priority T/ere:-

S.A768

3,46368/1
End, 69A
BC/S23746
End, 4/1 (a) Aircraft._ Induairv - aliminium plants and airframe

assembly factories, as set out in Appendix N,
Supplementary attacks on equipment depots.

Communications, - railway marshalling yards, especially
Hamm; and the canal system. The destruction of the
Dortmund-Ems canal aqueducts and the shaft lock and
aqueduct at Minden should sufficiently dislocate the
system. Failing this, "W" nines might have to be
employed.

Minelaving - one squadron of Hampdens was to continue to
lay mines off the enemy coasts.

(6)

(o)

/ (d)
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(d) Oil Targets - oil plants and stocks in accordance with
Plan V/,A, 6. The priority is shovm in /roiaendix M,
Oil stocks in occupied countries f/ere to he included.

(e) Crops and Forests - the harvest prospects were
helow norraal, and as a result of the devestation in
the recent battle areas, the shortage of food night
be serious. The new pellet incendianies were almost
ready, for use against crops and also against con
iferous forests containing military stores and
objectives.

The medium bombers were to be employed in co-ordination with

these heavy bomber o’perations. In addition, as opportunity
offered, they were to attack enemy occupied aerodromes in north
west France and the Lev/ Countries. These should be continuously
reconnoitred and harassed, in order both to destroy enemy aircraft,
and to force then to withdraw to aerodromes further in their rear,
which would reduce their effect against Great Britain,

A.M. Signal
26a of 9/6/40

At the same tine, the Command had to be prepared to divert

all its strength, at short notice, to the attack of an enemy
invading force, at its points of departure, at sea, and at its

landing-points.

BC/S22573/Air On June 25th the C.-in-C, stated that he had taken steps to
imijlenent this policy. He had not ordered reconnaissance prior
to the attack of air store parks as had been recommended,
however. Three of them were situated 19O miles inside the Dutch

frontier, which seriously p>rejudioed the chance of a Blenheim

making so successful a reconnaissance as to justify the risk

involved. On July 2nd information received indicated that German

bombei- uuiits were refitting at Eschwegc, and tliat M.E, 109’s
were using Paderbom, so the air staff agreed to attack without

prior reconnaissance.

s.46568
Encl.77A

46368
Enel, 76A
o. On June 29th, as a result of discussions between the G,-in-C.

and the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff, the "priority of medium
bomber tasks was defined as;-

(a) Attack of enemy oocupiod aerodromes.

Photographic reconnaissance to disclose coastal works
and preparations for invasion in the areas Calais-
Boulogne and Abbeville-St,Valery.

Attack of concentrations of barges reported on June
21st between Massluie and Rotterdam,

Attack of shipping and aerodromes in Norv7ay,

Operations, co-ordinated with the heavy bombers, against
German industry,

(ii-i) Anti-Invasion Targets. July 4th. - In viev/ of the increas
ing threat of invasion, enemy ports and shixjplng became the
primary concern of Bomber Conxiand on July 4th.
directive issued on that date gave the first priority to attacks
on Kiel, especially the Schaxnborst and Deutschland which

there. Other ports included the Socks at Hamburg, Bremen,
Rotterdaio, Wilhelmshaven and Brunsbuttel. The effort of three
squadrons was now to be employed on minelaying, whilst the
offensive against the aircraft industry and aerodromes was to
be continued.

(b)

(c)

(a)

(e)

The new

were

S. 46368
Eno.78A

/ Subject
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Subject to these primary tasks, the attack on oil could be
carried on. Operations against railways, canal communications and
forests were to be discontinued. Arrangeraents for the attack of
crops with the new incendiary "pellets" were, however, to go
forward.

The first priority of the medium bombers was to be the attack
of barges and small craft^on the canals and in the ports of Holland
and Belgiuia. Attacks on concentrations of shipping reported in
Norwegian harbours were to be made as opportunity offerred. The
mediums were also to continue their co-ordination with heavy bomber
operations on the G-emoan aircraft-industry ?md oil plants, and their
attacks on aerodromes in north-vrest Prance and Belgium. Photographic

BC/S. 23746. reconnaissance was to be discontinued, as Coastal Command were now
Enel.22k. undertalcing this duty.

il.M. Signal
X962.

ilfter discussion between the Ai, 0. C.-in-G, and the D, C.A.S. on

July 5th, it was agreed that a limited effort should continue to be
directed against communication objectives in Germany, The use of
"rassle", the incendiary i^ellets dropped on German crops, was
deferred by the Cabinet on July 12th, until August 12th,

On July 7th the Directorate of Plans pointed out that economy
was the most important consideration in the employment of the
bomber force, A target selected should therefore be examined in the
light of the following stip>ulations:-

(a) Was it vulnerable by its size and construction?

(b) Did it fomi a bottleneck in the enemy v/ar machine?

(c) lYas it near other objectives, so that bombs T/hich missed
it would not be wasted?

An attempt to concentrate bombing, July 15th - The Air Staff

came to the conclusion on July 13th, that operations up to this time
had been too dispersed. It was decided to concentrate during the
approaching moonlight period upon a limited number of targets, in
an effort to achieve total destruction. The new directive issued

included only fifteen primary targets, ten of which had the first
priority. The aim wa.s to reduce the scale of air attack on the
British Isles.

S5367
Enel.28A

S4941

Encls.2U,
27A.

SA6368
Enel,81A

The first priority targets were five airfran^e assembly
factories And five aircraft equipment depots designated in
Appendix M. It was estimated that I40 bombs of 500 lb calibre should
be aimed at each to complete its destruction. Five oil plants
completed the list of fifteen primary objectives. They were con
sidered more economical than the equally important aluminium targets
owing to their self-destructive qualities. Communications were
added as last resort targets, apart from the one aqueduct near
Munster not yet damaged. The importance of this warranted a'special
effort. Minelaying wa.s to be continued by throe squadrons.

The mediuEi bombers were to continue to regard anti-invasion
operations as their priraary function. They were to attack any
large concentration of barges or shi'pping, and any advanced ,
aerodrome where enemy aircraft night be concentrated. Any effort
left over might be employed on the three oil stores in Prance (see
Appendix MA), and in co-ordination with the heavy bomber operations.

The dispersion of effort deplored by the Air Staff had been due
for the most part, not to the orders issued, but to operational
factors such as weather distribution and difficulties of navigation.

/ YThen
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ViHien the A,O.C,-in-C, of Bonher Conxiand received this directive,
therefore, he pointed out the difficulties of api^lying it in a de-

BC/S22573/2 tailed criticism. An outline of this, with the remarks of the Air
C.-in-C.

346368/1
Encl.SZtA.

Staff, is given helows-

(a) Of the ten first priority targets only three could he found
with any certainty in moonlight hy the average crew.
Ifost of the targets were so far east as to allov; little

tine for finding then and returning hy day-break, or for

searching for an alternative target. Consequently there
would he a high percentage of wasted effort. The Air
Staff replied that they were under the impression, from
Romhgr Comrnand reports, that any large objective could
easily he picked out in bright moonlight.

Almost all these targets were isolated, so that all bombs
which missed the actual target would do no damage and
cause the minir.ium disturbance. The reply to this was
that the whole aim v/as to achieve material damage, con
tributing directly to the aim in view. Incidental
effect had been disregarded.

The extra bombs necessary to destroy a factory v^hich had
ceased to vrark might ̂ vith oiore advantage be used to stop
other plants from working.

The Air Staff replied that the object was not to stop work
for a matter of hours or days, but for months; to destroy
the factories to such an extent that they would have to
be rebuilt. This could only be accomplished in moonlight,
whilst effort was bound to be vore dispersed at other
periods.

Some dispersal of effort vrould be unavoidable for tactical
reasons such as the distribution of bad weather and the
limited period of darkness.

The reply was that the maximum concentration should be
attempted during the short period of moonlight.

Communications were considered most unsuitable as  a last
resort target. Such a target should be easy to find and
on the bomber's route hone. It would be liseless to
detail Hamn, Soest or Osnabruch marshalling yards
last resort targets for aircraft operating against the
fifteen primary targets laid down. The C.-in-C, added
his opinion that vital railway objectives warranted
higher priority. Their disorganisation must affect all
aspects of military and industrial activity, and
likely to have a. cimiulative effect.

The Air Staff replied that the C,-in-C. was at liberty to
choose any oomunication target, which might be
tactically suitable, not only the three specified.

The elimination of all targets south of latitude 51°N,
prevented the allocation of suitable geographical alter
natives. When the weather was bad in the north, the
bomber force would have to remain on the ground.

The Air Staff admitted that this aspect had not been
considered.

as

a

was

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

/ (g)
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(g) The oil targets in France allocated to the medium
bombers would be more suitable to the heavies. They
involved a penetration of over I5O miles into an area
where.fighter opposition was to be expected. The
O.-in-C. considered that the allocation of the bomber

force to specific tasks should be left to the Coinmand,
The reply v/as that 15O miles penetration did not seen
too great under cloud conditions, in viev/ of recent
sorties by Blenheims as far as Hanover,

CFAP/DO/3 In a personal letter to the D.C.A.S, on July 1?th the C,-in-
C, v/ent further in the denunciation of this directive. Ho claimed

that "in the Bomber CommEmd we have the one directly offensive
weapon in the whole of our ancoury, the one means by which we can

undermine the morale of a large part of the enemy people, shaie

their faith in the Nazi regime, and at the same time and with the

very same bombs, dislocate the major part of their heavy industry,
much of their chemical industry and a good part of their oil

production," His conclusion w«s that it was entirely wrong to use
the Bomber Command for the purpose of bolstering up the Fighter
Command, the A,A. defence and the A,R.P, before these have been

really tried and found wanting",

(v) A more realistic policy, July 24th. - This strong attack by
Air Marshal Portal on the defensive bombing policy did not bear
fruit until the Battle of Britain was over in October,

however, to a conference at Air Ministry on July 22nd, resulting
in a new directive on July 2Ath. This made little difference in

the priority of targets, ?/hich still aiioed at the reduction of air
attack on the British Isles. It widened the scope of operations,
however, going back approximately to the directive of June 20th,
First priority remained with the aircraft targets, to Which the
aluminium factories were again added (see App.Nl), The second
priority was now oil plants and stocks in Gerraany and occupied
territory, priority of attack remaining as in Plan 7f,A. 6. (see
Appendix L2). A long list of stocks of oil knovm to exist in
occupied territories v/as now added (see Appendix N, 2). These were
to be attacked as opportunity offered, A moderate scale of
effort T^as to continue against comraunications, and throe squadrons
should remain on minelaying. Attack on forest areas v/as to be
resumed when weather conditions should be suitable, and the

possibility was being considered of utilising the stocks of in

cendiary pellets (razzles) on bombing operations for their
nuisance value.

It led.
SA6368/II
Enel. 2A,

^ On July 30th a further list of alternative objectives was
forwarded by Air Ministry, These consisted of pov/er targets, and
large targets west of the line Hamburg - Stuttgart, including
armament, explosive and chemical plants (see App,0), On the same
day memoranda v/pre supplied on rail and v/ater communications
between Germany and the western occupied countries* Operations
against barge concentrations in these canals were to be continued.

S46368/II
End, 8A,

S46368/II
Encl.7A,B,Cl

On August ifth the resumption of operations against Italy was
authorised as soon as the lengthening hours of darkness should

permit. The list of targets formulated on June 7th still
remained the best from the material and psychological stand-point
(see Appendix p). In viev/ of proposed naval operations in the
Central Mediterranean on or about August 24th, it was requested
that attacks on North Italy should begin by August 10th, in order
to divert Italian defences from the south.

SI 636 The reduction of the-minelaying effort to one squadron was

also authorised on August 4th, so long as the stocks of mines

/ should
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should he insufficient to allow a full effort hy additional
squadrons, Authoilty for the use of "razzle" in conjunction with
normal honhing operations was at last ,qiven on August 6th.

The increasing scale of Gorraan air attack on the British
Isles caused a request, on August 17th, for a high rate of
Blenheira attack upon Gsjrnan aerodromes in occupied territories.
On the 31st this was modified to a light scale of attack at the
discretion of Bomher Command. The medium homhers were to he

enrployed at night against the closer Gcman ohjoctivcs in order to
maintain or increase the weight of attack upon Germany. By the
sane signal orders were given for a '»7liitley squadron (No, 102) to
he temporarily attached to Coastal Comi'oand for extended sea
reconnaissance, convoy escort and anti-submarine duties.

A.M. Signal.
X 904 6/8/40.

A.M.Signal.
X 383 17/0/40.

X 256
31/8/40.

A*H,Signal,
X 39. 6/9/40.

On Soptenher 6th the C,-in-C. was once more instructed to

aid in the reduction of the scale of attack on Great Britain,
medium hornhers should continue operations against enemy aero
dromes, v/hilst the heavies were to he directed against communica
tions maintaining the Gemrian Air Force in Prance and the Low
Countries.

The

During the period of'this directive the O.T, U, groups began
the task of leaflet dropping in Prance,
a final operational exercise in the training course, and was
valuable both for this purpose, and as a means of distributing
propaganda T/ithout diverting any of the bomber effort to the task.
The operations were carried out at as great a height as p)ossible,
and resulted in negligible casualties. They were continued by
the O.T.lb as a normal exercise in their training from this time
onwards.

This was carried out as

(vi) Political kWik-0. 352
3/9/40.

On the anniversary of
the outbreak of v/ar the Prime Minister, Mr. 7/inston Churchill,
submitted a memo to the v/ar Cabinet on the munitions situation as
he saw it. The following extracts illustrate his viov;- of the use
and potentialities of the bomber force:-

C2 T.-.*

The Navy can lose us the war, but only the Air Force
win it.

can

Therefore our supreme effort must be to gain
overv/helning mastery in the Air, The Fighters are our
salvation, but the Bombers alone provide the means of
victory. V/e must therefr.re develop the power to carry an

increasing volume of ejq^losives to Gormany, so as to
pulverise the entire industry and scientific structure
v/hich the war effort and economic life of the enemy
depends, viiile holding him at -arm's length in our Island,
In no other way at present visible can we hoqoe to over
come^ the imense military power of Germany, and to
nullify the further German victories -which nay be
apprehended as the weight of their force is brought to
bear upon African or Oriental theatres,

and. its action on the largest scale must therefore,
subject to what is said later, cla.-im the first place
over the Navy or the Amy",

ever

on

The Air Force

D,B.Ops,Polder
"Bombing

The x^ruae Minister suggested to the C.-in-G. Bomber Coximand
^  ̂ beginning of September, that the bonfjing offensive should

X  ,,lioy Enol.24be spread as widely as possible over the cities and small tovms
in_Germany within reach. The Vice Chief of the Air Staff
pointed out that such a plan had been conceived for use in the
winter months when adverse conditions might prevent the attack of
more precise targets. Ho claimed that British bombing
effective than German precisely because it

on

BC/S 23746
Encl.&IB.

was more

was aimed at speoific.

/ objectives
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objectives - the German aircraft industry, oil resources and
communications. Sporadic attack was Vield to be ineffective
both materially and morally.

Political pressure in favour of indiscriminate bombing in
retaliation for the German raids on London and other towns

tinned. On September 19th the V/ar Cabinet agreed that mines
should be dropped on Berlin, The Air Staff resisted this
demand also. The Directorate of Plans, in a "Note on the
lessons to be learned from German mistfdces in the conduct of

their bombing operations against the United Kingdom", pointed
out the futility of indiscriminate attack. Prom the beginning
of the T/ar until September 12th, 1940, the Germans had dropped
11,000 tons of bombs on Gt, Britain. The Prime Minister had
stated in the House of Commons on September 17th that "the
injury to our war-making capacity" as a result of these
attacks Tvas "surprisingly small". This was because the German
intention had been to terrorise the civil population. Pour
direct hits had put Pulham Povror Station out of action for two
or three months. If the other four main power stations had
been hit the demoralisation of London, deprived of electric
railways, light and heat would have been serious. The leaders
of the German Air Porce did not appear to realise the
importance of concentrating their attacks on objectives of
vital importance in the same category. The coming attacks on
Berlin, therefore, should be concentrated on power stations
aiid gas works. Near misses on these targets would sufficiently
injure the civil population. The land nine, being  a completely
inaccurate weapon, would be uneconomical for this task.

This argument against complying with the popular demand
for retaliation to Gerraan indiscriminate bombing was reinforced
by defensive considerations. To reach Berlin British aircraft
had five times as far to travel as Gerrcan aircraft had to

roach London. It was urovlse, therefore, to start competitive
bombing until the Royal Air Force should be much stronger,
The Germans at present had a striking force four times as
large as that of Bomber Conmand. It was recommended that
German industrial centres should not be bombed until Britain
could afford to release the bombers from their anti-invasion
role. In deference to the demand for a reply to the bombing
of London, however, an attack on Berlin on the largest scale
possible was ordered, and carried out by one hundred and
nineteen aircraft on September 23rd/24th.

(vii) Increased anti-invasion operations. September 21st. -
In the light of the future strategical situation, and of the
latest information available regarding the effect of the air
offensive against Germany, bombing policy v/as reviewed and a
new directive issued on September 21st. V/hilst the imminent
threat of invasion remained, the greater part of the bomber
effort must continue to be employed on anti-invasion tasks.
The specific targets would be given daily by telephone or
signal as had been done recently (see (5j). The primary aim
would be to destroy the major concentrations of barges, small
craft and merchant vessels at enemy ports, and to dislocate

.  coiiraunications.

con-War Cabinet

254th conclu

sion 1-9.9.40.

S.4768
Enol.SA.

A.M. Signal
X 241

17/9/40.

S46368/II
Enel. 25A
BC/S23746
Encl.87A

It was anticipated that the imminent threat of invasion
would recede with the unfavourable weather which was being
perienced and the approach of winter, so a revised directive
for the attack of Germany v/as included on September 21st,
These targets were for the present to be attached only by the
^Vhitley group, until the situation justified the transfer of
additional squadrons to them.

ex-

/ The
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The targets now cnnsi<lerec] of riost value vrore the aluniniua

plants which had already been affected by the attacks on then. To

these were added key aircraft component factories (see App.p) the
destruction of v/hich would have a delayed but more lasting effect
on (rcrnan aircraft outjjut. Minelaying operations v/erc to be aban

doned for the tine being, and the effort of three Ilaopden squadrons
directed instead to the attack of enemy submarine building yards
(see App,P3). This was due to the increased seriousness of the
enemy submarine oaiupaign in the north t/gstern approaches. Later
the Admiralty requested that none mine-laying should be continued.

Evidence colli-cted indicated tha.t the sustained attack on rail

way and ctmal comunicatp^ns was having a useful effect in dislocat
ing suppli'.-s, both industrial and strategical,. It v/as considered
that this was one of the most useful contributions which bombing
could make to Germany's economic disruption. The list of marshall
ing yards had been revised (Axopendix P4) , and were to be attacked
not only as ccGa.sional primary targets, but as last resort targets
in preference to aerodromes.

A.M.Signal
X 950

29/9/401

The attack on oil was to continue, and operations against Berlin
and its environs were to be continued from true to tine. It was

considered that attacks on the sources of xoower were the quickest
and r.iost effective netins of achieving the desired aim. This was
the maxii'.iua disturbance to industrial activities and to the civil

l^opulation.

Authority was given on September 30th, in view of the reduced
likelihood of invasion o¥iring to continued adverse weather conditions,
to transfer an increased effort on to objectives in Germany, If
conditions should become suitable, invasion ports such as Havre,
AnWerp,Lorient and Rotterdam vrere still to be attacked by the
heavy bomber

Increased daylight operations into Germany were requested on
October 5th as it v/as considered there was now sufficient cloudy
weather to, provide cover. It was suggested on the 8th that
Wellingtons should bo eiiijiloyed by day in cloud-covcr, in order to
obtain deex^er penetration into Germany. The G.-in-C. , however,
pointed out that this -would decrease the night effort v/hilst adding
little to that in dajrlight. The Wellington was a mst unsuitable
aircraft for the purpose owing to its slov/ speed and poor
manoeuvrability. Winter, moreover, would not improve cloud con
ditions, There v/ould be more cloud, adird-ttedly, but conditions
below it T/ould be loss favourable for bombing, and icing would be
a graver threat.

'■J#

A.M. Signal
X 984
30/9/40.

S46368

S46368/II
End. 33A.

Encl.35A.

On October 6th, renewed attacks on Italy vmre ordered,
certain political objections wliich had arisen had novf been
overcome. On the 9th a long-projected attack on the Skoda v

as

A, II, Signal
X 828
6/10/40.

S6534

ra rks
Its object v/as political

rather than destructive, to boost the morale of the Czech people.
It was originally intended, in order to enhance its propoganda
value, that the attack should bo made by the Czech squadron,
this squadron was not expected to be o'peratic;nally fit for such a
long distance raid for some tine to come, this idea had been
dropped.

was ordered as a natter of urgency.

As

A.M. Signal
X 715
1 2/10/40

Owing to the serious potential throat offered by the Gerraan
heavy ships, Tirxaitz, Bismarck, Scharnhorst and Gne^iaenau. a
spiecial effort against then was ordered on October 12th.
full effort of the Wellington and Hampden groups was to be
eni/loyed on three nights during the noon phase.

The

/ During
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(viii) Banquet Plan* - During the x^eriod of this invasion threat a
"second-line" bomber force was organised under the "Banquet Plan",
This was designed to bring into action all available aircraft T/hich

could carry any tyqje of bomb in the event of a full-scale invasion

attempt. TVie aircraft on the strength of O.T.U's were equipped for ”
enploynent as follows:-

Whitley, Hajnpden, and Yfcllington - fit to fly by day and by night;
to fire their guns, aim and drop bombs, V//T and navigation
equipment essential.

Blenheim and Battle - fit to fly by day find by night; to fire their
guns and drop; bombs. Bomb sight not essential,

Agson - fit to fly by day and by night; to fire their guns, aim and
drop) their bombs. Signal and navigation equiiinent essential.

All aircraft v/ere manned by crev/s capable of carrying out the duties
sxjeoified - for the r.iosi: part ex-operational O.T.U. instructors*

The number of Banquet aircraft of Nos. 6 and 7 G-roups at
End, 11A November 20th was as folloT/s:-

SA768
End. 9A

SA768

61Whitleys
Wellingtons
Battles

Blenheims

97 Hamx3dens
136 Herefords
78 Ansons

Total106

19

liZ
66a

SA768 At this date the Prime Minister made a suggestion that a second-line
End.lOA bomber force should be utilized to discharge bombs from a consider

able and. safe height upon the nearest large built up areas of
Germany which contain military targets in abundance". The Banquet
aircraft vrerc the obvious choice for this "purpioso, but the C.-in-C,
Bomber Gorxiand v;as very averse to it. The interference yrith training
would be considerable, and losses could be ill-afforded, especially
of instructors who were "resting" from operations. It would be

pass the crows more quickly
This, however, would only result in

heavy casualties and was almost equally undesirable,
reasons the suggestion of operating a second-line force was not
ado’pted.

■preferable to shorten the course and
into o'porational squadrons.

For these

(i^) Conclusions. - The preoccupation with the threat of invasion
and T/7ith the defence of the British Isles against air attack dimi
nished during October, It had resulted in a period of bombing which
can be called defensive, as it was aimed at reducing the risk and
the scale of the German offensive preparations. The targets selected
had been too varied and numerous for the small force available, ilnd
there had frequently been diversions, due to urgent calls from
Coastal Oomand or Actairalty, or due to political apprehensions
propogeinda motives. No effective concentration of attack had been
•possible under these conditions, especially v/ith the lack of radio
and navigational aids at this time.

or

The effect produced by the bombing effort could not yet be
adequately assessed. The photographic reconnaissance unit was
princix^ally employed on behalf of Coastal Command, in recording
invasion prex'orations. Very few cameras were available for
night bomber raids. Even vz-hen they were carried, results were rare,

the develoxment of night photograi;hy was only just beginning.
Little means of judging results existed, therefore, and there was a
tendency to over-esthnate the effect obtained,
ambitious plans emanating from the Air Staff,
beginning to take a more pessimistic, but mnre realistic, view of the

use on

as

The result was over-
Bonber Command were

/ results
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results obtained. The acoession of A.C.H, Portal as Chief of the Air

Staff in October, coning directly fron the Connand of the bonber force,
brought a nore realistic outlook to the Air Staff, In the next phase it
Y/ill be seen that due allov/ance was nade for inaccuracy of bonbing, by
ensuring that targets selected v/ere not isolated, but if possible in
large centres of X'Opulation or industry. This was the reason for the
initiation of area bonbing, and the selection of "industrial centres"
instead of factories,

^A rough idea of the effect of the bonbing at this period can be
obtained from the statistics conpiled by the Geman south-western area,
L.G.K, XIl/XIII. These show the distribution of bonbs in the area by
type of objective, and can be found in Appendix T'.

/
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SECTION II

0EEM.TI0N5 AGAINST FRINGE TiffiCETS

Jutro.4ugtion« Following the fall of the Uetherlands and Pranoe,
Bomber Command was freed from its oomnitnents to Ibrance and to the
Aimy, The targets in Gemany covered by the major bombing plans,
however, were distant and difficult to locate with the existing
facilities. Daylight penetration of any depth had been proved to
be too costly for the heavy bombers. Even Blenheims could under
take it only with cloud cover. The twin threats of air attack
and of seaborne invasion were in the forefront of all strategical
considerations.

Under the circumstances targets on the fringe of enemy
occupied territory received much attention. The day bombers could
attack such targets as enemy occupied aerodromes used against the
British Isles, and ports in which invasion craft assembled, v/ithout
too deep penetration, Whilst these targets were also given to the
night bombers as secondary aj:id last resort objectives, being on
their route to Germany. With the lack of facilities for night
navigation, and the frequent bad weather conditions encountered
this meant that a considerable weight of bombs was diverted from
German targets to these short-range ones. This can be seen by
comparing the targets detailed with those attacked in the Diary
of Operations at Appendix U.

At the beginning of this period the fringe targets chosen were
principally aerodromes in Prance and the Netherlsinds, This was an
attempt to drive the attacking German bombers to more distant
bases, thus reducing the weight of their attack on Great Britain.
Later, with the grov/ing fear of invasion, ports and canal mouths
where shipping and barges were being concentrated took the priiuary
place. In September the heavy air attacks on this country
increased the importance of intruder operations against occupied
aerodromes by night. For this purpose Blenheims were ordered
remain in the vicinity of their target in order to interfere with
aircraft attempting to land or talce off, and in order to destroy
then by bombs or by machine-gun fire".

to
BC/S23746
Part I

8U.

4s5PAl?:one§j. During the early part of the Anti-Invasion Phase,
fear^of air assault was the primary consideration. It caused
bombing to be concentrated on the Gennan Air Force, Various objqc-
tives in Gerraany were chosen with this aim, as will be seen later.
The most iLvaediate means of reducing air attack on Groat Britain,
hov/ever, was to attack the aerodromes in use by the enemy in western
occupied countries. Immediately on the fall of Prance, on June I8th,
regular attacks began on these aerodromes. The major effort of the
Blenheim squadrons y/as devoted to this task by day, wiiilst the
heavy bombers vrare given it as an alternative or last resort at
night, when they failed to reach their priinary objectives. The
results achieved by night were too problematical to justify their
allocation as primaries except on rare occasions. In spite of this,
attacks upon such targets were frequent, owing to the difficulties
of locating the primary objectives chosen.

Before the end of Jui:ie Schipol was attacked on five days and five
nights, Waalhaven on tliree days and four nights, Merville on tvTo days
and one night, <and Mullieim and Nordemey on three nights. Many other
aeroaromes, such as Handorf, Sylt, Rouen-Boop
Dclmenhoret and Evreux had also been attacked,'

2.

Munster, Osthein,
Throughout July

frequent attacks on aerodromes as alternative night targets con-,
tinued, Schipol and V/aalhaven receiving the most frequent attention
as they were conveniently close to the return route from the Ruhr,
By day, Blenheims continued their attacks against aerodromes in

>

/ Norway
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NorvTay, Holland, Belgian and Prance. A hangar a.t Evere(Brussels)
was reported hit on July 3rd, on the 6th Ypenhurg, linocke and
Bvreux were attacked, and on the 6th twelve out of thirty—six
Blenheins despatched attacked Lodeghen, Soissons, Roye-Aai and
Douai. ^Daily sorties continued for the next fortnight, but
over 90^0 of those detailed abandoned their tasks ov/ing to
insufficient cloud cover or bad weather. Those v/hich persisted
suffered heavy casualties, seven aircraft out of tvTelve being
lost on July 9th in an attack on Stavanger aerodrone.

As a result, night attacks began to supersede those by day
as the Blenhein crews became qualified to undertake then. The
first was on July 17th, and on July 21st Battle aircraft of
No.1 Group joined Wo.2 Group in these short range attacks.
They operated only by night, and on-the 22nd Wo.2 Group also
Gonmencod regular night operations, including aerodromes in
Gemany in their range of targets. Day attacks continued
smaller scale than before.

on a

346368
Encl.17A

In August operations against aerodromes continued on an
increasing scale. The Blenheims reverted to day operations
until the next noon period, and then concentrated upon night
attacks from August 12th om^ards. The vasdon of this decision
Y/as emphasized by the loss of eleven out of twelve aircraft
operating against Aalborg by day on the 13th.

It is impossible to assess the results of this offensive
against the German air striking force, ov/ing to the paucity of
photographic or other reliable reports. A report on Schipol
from a Dutch source on August 7th stated that the aerodrome was
nuch damaged, and work on the vrooden run\Tays and sheltered
hangars had been stopped. Some inconvenience and reduction of
the German air attacks on Great Britain, had undoubtedly been
caused, but probably on no scale comparable to the effort
dissixJated by the small Bomber Command striking force. It had
alvYays been maintained by the planning staff that aerodromes

not economical targets for air attack. Only the threat to
Great Britain had compelled attacks upon them, in order to t?ive
some iixiediate relief.

were

B.Ops, Polder
"Fringe Targets
Enel.1,

It

A.r.I, Signal
X383 A signal on August 17th again stressed the urgency of this

cai-ipaign - "It is important that during the present x^hase in
the air battle strong harassing attacks should be carried out
at night against the Gemoan aerodromes in occupied territory
from which the attack on England is being launched". In accor^
dance ̂VYith this signal the attack continued in strength. On
the night of the l8th, for example, thirt]/-six Blenheins were
detailed and twenty-nine attacked aerodromes at Vfaalhaven,
Lille, St. Inglevcrt, Caen, Lisieux, Hingone, Le Bourp,
Beauvais, Flushing, De Kooy, Brest, Schipol, Abbeville, Dinard
^^ers, Tours, iiniens, Orleans, Bourges, Rouen-Boos and
Vannes. Attacks on this scale continued until the end of
the month.

S46368
Enel,17A.

An Air Staff note on August 28th once.  ̂ , - more pointed out the
uneconoinical nature of these attacks upon aerodromes: "In
view of the vast number of aerodromes (some 4OO) in Northern
trance, Holland and Belgium from vihich attacks are being
launched, the extraordinarily efficient German dispersal and
X^rotectivo schemes, and the fact that
which of the aerodromes
effective offensive with the
ground and their facilities would

we never Icnow in tine

actually in operation,
aim of destroying aircraft on the

,  , „ ^ - ■ require the whole effort of
a bomber force at least comparable in strength to that of

are
an

/ Germany,
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Germany, with adequate cover for day attacks. Our own experience
of the effect of German attacks on our aerodromes bears this out. "
Bomber Command were instructed on August 31st to employ the
Blenheims at night against closer objectives in Germany, maintaining
only a light scale of attack against aerodromes in the Low
Countries and France.

A.M.Signal
X256

Ovdng to the increased invasion threat in the second week of
September the Blenheims were employed principally in attacks on
invasion preparations along the enemy-occupied coast. The heavy
bombers continued to attack aerodromes as subsidiary targets,
they had been doing throughout this period. Later in the month,
hoY/ever, even these attacks became rare', as the heavy bombers also
were used against harbours and shipping on the enemy coasts. The
seriousness of the invasion threat caused their transfer from
strategic bombing in Germany to this task. During October attacks
upon aerodromes were rare, as the primary targets were strategic
objectives in Genoany and invasion ports. These latter served as
alternatives to the former, v/hen they could not be located.

as

The weight of attack devoted to aerodromes

shown by the following figures for the period:-

OPERATIONS AGAINST AERODROMES IN OCCUPIED EUROPE

can be conveniently

SORTIES.
DESPATCEiED

TONNAGE OP H.E.
I30I/IBS DROPPED

PERIOD CASUALTIES

Juno 18-30
July
August
September
October

102 72.5 4
383 27(26 day)

34(20 day)
155 1

714 312.9

146.9
145.6

314 8
129

TOT7IL 1642 830.9 73u.

3. Shippii2g..M^Barge Concentration;

invasion \ms continually in view during this phase of bombing
operations. The attack upon enemy preparations for invasion was
begun by the nediun bombers in July, and in September the threat
grew to such proportions that the major effort of the heavy bombers
was also devoted to the task. After that the danger diminished
until the next spring, and a reduced attack was maintained by the
Blenheim and Battle squadrons only.

The threat of seaborne

M  principal objectives vrere barges and small shipping in the
North Sea .-and Channel ports, v/hilst long-range guns at Cap Gris-Nez
and supply routes also came into the category of anti-invasion
targets. The participation of the heavy bombers until September

„  principally against ports in Germany, and is dealt v/ith n
bec,IlH4j later section.

in a

/-V

On July 3rd twelve Blenheims v/ere ordered to attack barges in
the river Lek. One did so, ;md tv/o Whitleys out of eight despatched
that night attacked barges at Rottcrdaji. For the following six nights
German ports were attacked by the heavy bombers, about thirty sorties
a night being despatched. Meanwhile the Blenheims of No. 2 Group were
directed against barges in the closer ports in Holland and Belgium
and ships at Aalborg in Deru'jark. Only one or two sorties per day
found such targets up to July 8th, when thirty-seven aircraft were
directed against them, seventeen repoi'ting success.

/ A
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N.I.D. 21+

T/85A5
A supplement to the minutes of a meeting betvreen Hitler and

Admiral Eaeder on July 6th, 19A0, gives an interesting stuxiary
the shipping available for the invasion of England at that date
Shipping of less than 1500 tons in Holland, Belgium and Prance
far as Boulogne could transport AO,000 men. About 1200 vessels could
bo^taken from German civil shipping, and 600 frora the German navy,
which could load a total of 200,000 meru Rhine passenger ships and
barges could load another 120,000 men. Since lighters and barges
alone could run close inshore to unload vehicles, it v/as planned to
use these types for the first wave of invading forces. Their
importance is therefore obvious.

!fi)
as

The attack was rescuned on July 13th when three Blenheims foiind
targets on the Bruges-Ostend canal. For the rest of July and August
No. 2 Group interspersed rare attacks upon barges with its offensive
against aerodromes, whilst the heavy bombers occasionally attacked
dockyards in Germany. The majority of the Blenheim day sorties were
abortive due to lack of cloud In order to avoid heavy
losses, they had strict orders to return if there v/as not more than
about 7/10th cloud. The only operations of any size were on July
18th, v/hen eighteen Blenhe'ims bombed shipping and docks at Boulogne-
and August 30th and 31st, when thirty aircraft 7/ere sent during the^
tv/o nights to attack Ernden, and six to bomb the guns at Cap Gris Nez,

cover.

Night attacks were continued on these two latter targets on
September 1st and. 2nd respectively, and from September 5th the iviajor
effort of ̂the Blenheims T/as turned against invasion targets. On the
night^of September 7th tv/enty-six Hampdens and eleven Battles joined
then in their attack upon barges and shipping at Ostend and Calais,
and as the month progressed most of the effort of the heavy bombers
was_devoted to such operations. Sixty per cent of the bomber effort
during the month -was directed against anti-invasion targets,
Y/hich more than one thousand tons of bombs

on

were expended.

September 13th/lAth was the first night on v/hich the whole
bomber force,-consisting of ninety-one aircraft, v/as directed against
barges and shipping in Prance and Belgiuiu. 80 barges -v/ere destroyed
during this day s attacks. The serious nature of the threat of
invasion is shovm by a report from the German Admiral, Prance,
the state of preparedness on September 13th, 1940:-

on

Report on
"Operation
Sealion",

N.I.D.2k/
T85/45.

Y-g-Ssels,. UB.der_way - Barges 590, Tugs 233, Flotilla Loaders 34,
Motor-boats 56, Pishing Trawlers 457,
Auxiliary Sailing Coasters 95, Troop
Transport 32,

Already arrived - Boulogne: 70 Barges, 22 Tugs, 100 Motor-
boats 119 Pishing Trawlers.

181 Barges, 20 Tugs, 88 Motor-boats.
Ostend: 69 Barges, 13 Troop Transports,
Dunkirk: 129 Barges,
Le Havre: 59 Barges,'

Transports,
Nieuport: 25 Barges,
Gravelines: 40 Barges, 4 Tugs.

Calais:

14 Motor-boats,
20 Tugs, 19 Troop

On the night following the heavy bombers continued to be
like the mediums, on anti-invasion

objectives. Iheir operations were extended to the ..attack of gun

/ emplacements

(1) See also Adn. Assman's report on "Operation Sealion
(.Supplt, to M,I.R, for March, 1947).
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eniplacenents on the channel coast aiid Geman corxiuni cat ions to

the channel jjorts, as well as shipping at the ports of north-west
Gcrnany. In nearly all the attacks upon channel ports the
results reported included nunerous exjplosions in the target areas.
These, being on the sea, vrere easy to locate. But definite
results could seldon be ascertained. Photographic and visual
rccorinaissances showed numbers of shipping present, and damage to
docks, but were seldom able to ascertain the results of attacks
upon the smaller craft.

The scale of attack on September 14th was aircraft
detailed for the above mentioned types of anti-invasion target,
including the headquarters of the German Air Force reported near
Brussels. This was difficult to locate, and could not be
definitely identified. The number of sorties detailed rose to
192 on September 1?th and. I8O on the I8th, After another large
effort on September 20th, when 1?1 were detailed, the scale of
attack was reduced as attention v/as once more p>aid to Gerraan
industrial targets. On September 23rd, for exanp)le, 64 aircraft
were detailed for anti-invasion targets whilst II9 were sent to
Berlin, Attacks upon the former ¥/ere continued at approximately
this scale of effort until the beginning of October, After this
growing proportion of the force v/as detailed for operations

against tlie heavy Genaan warships, Sch^rmhorst, Gneisenau,
and Tj,rpitz. instead of the“neare?’l!nvaslon ports. The

above figures include sorties devoted to ninelaying. This task
v/as an important contribution to the anti-invasion carapaign, but
being of a special nature, is dealt with separately under that
heading,\ 1)

a

e. g. B. C, 1,
No.958
19.9.40.

N.I.D. 24
March 1947.

The account written by the Germ;in historian. Admiral Assman,
of the preparations and plans for "Operation Sealion 

'

much light on this invasion project. On July l6th, 1940 the
Puhrer decided, "To prepare and carry out a landing in England in
the form of a siirprise crossing on a broad front, approximately
from Ramsgate to a point west of the Isle of Wight,
mastery of the air was the first pre-requisite. The final
decision would be reached after the Luftwaffe had made

now throws

Complete

an

intensified eight-day attack on Southern England, This was to
begin on August 13th, but the weather precluded full-scale operations
until August 24th,

Meanv/hile the naval preparations were proceeding, but lagged
behind schedule owing to bad weather and the effect of British
air activity. The 10-day blocking of the Dortmund-Ems canal by
bombing in mid-August resulted in an additional serious hold
the assembly of motor-boats coning from the Rhineland,
result, D-Day had to be postponed from September 15th to 21st,

-up in
As a

carried out upon barges
and shipping in occupied western countries is shown in the
follov/ing table :-

(1) The weight of attack contemplated and

~

SORTIES DESPATCHED I BOMBS .DROPPED CASUALTIESPERIOD

July
August
September
October

81 23.3 2
68 42.9

1090,i

283,4

Nil(
1619 18
489 8?

TOTAL 2257 1439.7 28I

(Note:- Tonnage excludes boiibs under 250 lbs.)
U.197929/DI,ffil/6/48.
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On Septeuber 1st extensive inovenents of shipping began from the’
Geman northern porta to enbarkation ports. The Geman air defence
could not prevent increased British attacks on the Channel Ports and
considerable losses were susti5.ined. The naval measures, nine sweeping
and assembly of the trcinsport fleets were repeatedly interrupted by
the R.A.P. As a result D-Day was postponed first to September 2Ath,
then to September 27th.

On the night of September 15th British bomber attacks on the
coast^ from Boulogne to .Antwerp caused oonsideraW.e casualties to
shipping, v/hilst the German bomber force suffered heavy casualties in
attacking London, Southampton and Portland. The following night
attacks on the whole area between Lc Havre and iintworp ag:ain caused
shipping losses. In these circumstances the Puhrer decided
September 1?th to x->ostpone Sealion indefinitely. 

^

be dispersed inconspicuously to deceive the British.

on

The shipping was to

Of the total number of vessels assembled' for the oijeration, the
following had been either lost or damaged through enemy action bv
September 21st:-

21 out of 168 transjjorts -
21A out of 1697 barges
5 out of 360 tugs

12.5 per cent
1 2. 6 .per cent^
1. A per cent,

G. 197929/DMI/6/A8.
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SECTION III

OFERilTIOWS AGAINST GEIa^^J^ TARGETS

In the bombing directives in force from
the fm~^~I^ance^ m September 2Ist, 19A0, the German aircraft

industry figured as the first jjriority target for heavy bombers.
Thb objectives chosen wex’e aluminium plants, aircraft assembly
depots and airframe factories, vyhilst an occasional operation
against a chemical or armament plant connected with the industry
Y/as undertalcen, A number of attacks were made on these targets,

but many of them were found to be very difficult to locate at

night. As a result alternative targets had very often to be
attached, and the successful'sorties against the aircraft industry
were by no means proportionate to the priority given to it.
alternatives attacked Yvere frequently aerodromes in Germany or

occupied territories, in support of the some campaign against
the German Air Force.

1. Aircraft Industry.

The

Owing to the lack of accurate statistics at this time it is

impossible to give actual figures of the attacks cairried out on
specific targets. The effort expended on this type of objective
(including aerodromes in Germany) and the tonnage of bomb dropped
can be seen from the table below.(^) The targets chosen for
attack are given in appendices L, M and N.

/

It will be observed that'a fair scale of attack was maintained

during June, July and August
being frequently employed,
tar-gets were on July I8th/I9th, when in addition to forty-four
sorties against aircraft plants at Paderborn, Eschwege, Diepholz
and Rotenburg, fourteen aircraft were despatched^against Krupps
works at Essen; and on the 19th and 21st, on which nights
fifty-seven and sixty-five sorties respectively were directed
against tliese targets. The objectives on July 19th included the
Pocke-Y/olf works at Bremen, the Domisr factory at Wismar, the
Pieseler works at Kassel, and the Hamburg airframe works at
Wenzendorf besides the Paderborn a.ir store park. On July 21st
the store depots at Rotenburg and Gottingen v/ere chosen, in
addition to the same factories at vYismar and Kassel.

, a force of thirty to forty aircraft
The heaviest concentrations on these

The largest concentrations in August on these targets were
Forty-eight aircraft werethe nights of the 13th and 16th.

employed on August 13th against the Junker airframe works at Dessau
on

/and

CASUALTIESTONNAGE OF H.E.

BOMBS DROPPED
SORTIES DESPATCHEDPERIOD(1)

2200.3

320.7
319June 18 - 30

July
August

September
October

■10

52A9435
4259.3

187.8
104

13241

341217.11580TOTAL

b.l979^/IF/b/48
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and Bexaburg, base metal works at Frankfurt, and Aluminium y;orks

at Lunen; and sixty-two on the l6th against the sjune plants at
Bernburg and Frankfurt, as well as a factory at Augsburg, a

store depot at Kolleda and the Zeiss works at Jena.

Al’ter the end of August other objectives occupied the

majority of the bomber effort, anti-invasion targets in

September and oil and nav.al targets in October,
against the German aircraft industry was continued, but on a
much smaller scale.

The campai

Only frc>.gmentary information can be

gn

discovered from German records as to the effect of these

attacks during the period under review, and there was little

photographic information available at the time. Numerous
unreliable reports y/ere received, one of ?/hich, on August 3^d,
reported that the aircraft fa-ctory at Kassel was hit and

No aircrtrft had found thisceased production for ten days
target on July 19th, but on the 21st fifteen had claimed

Thesesuccess, including large explosions and fires,
contemporary reports, however, Vi/ere too unreliable to be worth

quoting here.

Fev/ German records can now be found showing the effect of

this campaign. The following examples of police reports can be

given, however. On July lst/2nd the ¥eser aircraft v/orks at
Deichshausen were severely damaged, some unfinished adrcraft

rendered useless and the production programme put back by one
week. The ten Wellingtons v/hich attacked this target reported
one stick straddling the factory area another across buildings
at the northern end of the target area. Two large flashes were

observed, and incendiaries caused fires. The same target was

attacked by one Blenheim on the afternoon of July 5th, y?ho

reported that results were obscured by smoke and debris. The

German record shows five bombs on the factory at 1720 hours.

On September I8th/l9th two bombs, one delayed action, fell

on the factory on the Lang Motorenfabrik firm at Mannheim and

heavily dama.ged the foundry. This was reported by the aircraft

concerned as a direct hit on the railway marshalling yard. On
September 25th/26th another attack on a marshalling yard, at
Osnabruck, y/here a chimney was seen to fall across the yard,
caused incidental damage. The German record reports one

unexploded bomb in the Klockner armament works. As a result

two important sections had to close down temporarily. Also

considerable damage was caused by incendiaries to the Karmann

motor-car factory. On October 20/21, the department of Krupps
■works at Essen manufacturing small gear wheels wan burned out.
This was the result of a secondary attack, by an aircraft
whose primary target was Gelsenkirchen oil refineries.

A.H.B.6.
Translation

Reports to
Minister of

Propaganda.

O.R. S.Report
S.235.

2* Oil. German oil resources lost their position as the
primary strategical bombing objective on the fall of France.
The stocks of oil secured by Germany in the territories
overrun meant that attacks on these resources could have no
immediate effect, such as was required by the threat of German
air attack and invasion. Oil continued to figure prominently
in the bombing directives, however, until September 21st, 1940,
taking second or third place for the heavy bombers. On
September 21st it dropped to fifth in priority, regaining its
position as primary objective in the yfinter directive of
October 30th, 1940.

In spite of this varying priority the campaign against
oil continued on a fairly steady scale througlaout this period.
The targets were well distributed, and therefore, suitable for
weather alternatives, and the importance of oil had for long
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"been impressed upon all concerned. The table below_^ shows the

steady offensive maintained against oil objectives,C-'-) lists of
which are given in Appendices L and M. The reduction in these

attacks in September was due to the big effort against anti

invasion targets, whilst the increase in October resulted from

the passing of the threat of invasion with the approach of winter
we ather.

On the close of the French campaign, as has been seen in an

earlier section, the heavy bomber effort was turned once more

against strategic targets on June 17th/18th. This was followed
up by the despatch of'^thirty-five aircraft against oil objectives-

the night of June l8th. A number of small operations were
carried out after this in June and July, the only one of which

the result is recorded by German records being on July 4th,
near Hamburg.

Company's plant was heavily damaged, and a tank at the Rhenania-
Ossag refinery adjoining it dajmged. The Wellington concerned,
whose primary target was the Hcanburg aircraf't works at

Wenzendorf, reported a hit on gas or oil containers, with a
terrific explosion lighting up the cotantryside for fifteen
miles around, followed by fires which were seen forty miles away.

The largest-scale operations against oil during July were at the
end of the month. On the night of the 25th fifty-seven aircraft

v/ere despatched, on the 28th and 29th forty-seven and fifty-four
respectively. On the first occasion, on which the targets were

synthetic plants at Dortmund, Bottrop, Sterkrade, Wanne-Eickel
and Castrop-Rauxel, fires were reported at all objectives. Those
at Castrop-Rauxel were the most spectacular, one aircraft reporting
that a gutted building could be-seen by their light, which was

visible twenty miles away.

In August the heaviest attacks upon these, targets took place
on the nights of the 1st - 39 sorties, 2nd - 46, 11th - 55t
15th - 41, 16th- 82 and 29th - 55. Fires were reported on all
the targets on these occasions. On August 1st a refinery at

Reisholz, and synthetic plants at K-amen and Gelsenkirchen were

the targets. Kaimen was left a "mass of flames". On the ■

following night the best results were at a refinery at Hamburg.
The other targets were- also refineries at Salzbergen and Hanover,

On August 11th four synthetic plants were attacked, at Gastrop-
Rauxel, Wonne-Eichcl, Dortmund and Gelsenkirchen. One crew

reported hearing on explosion at Dortmund at ten thousand feet
above the noise of the engines. This was probably an anti

aircraft shell bursting nc-ar, hoYi?ever. On the 15th two synthetic
plants at Gelsenkirchen and a refinery at Reisholz were attacked,

/The

on

One shed of the German-American Petroleum

(1)

TOMTAGE OF H.E. CASUALTIES
BOmS DROPPED

SORTIES DESPATCHEDPERIOD

90.6 3156June 18-30

July
August
September
October

5290.8
267.1

468
17662
10231
13297.4720

481034.82237TOTAL
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The attack of August l6th was by far the biggest yet attempted
against one plant. Sixty-three Hampdens v/ere directed against
the Leuna synthetic oil plant, near Merseburg, the largest of
its kind in Germany,

fires, some
left. One saw a large chimney fall.
V/hitleys were despatched against the synthetic plant at Bohlen

Rotha, but only one was able to attack it.

The majority of the crews reported large
saying the whole plant was ablaze by the time they

At the same time nineteen

On August 29th an oil plant at St. Nazaire was attacked by
tv/elve V^ellingtons, all of which reported accurate hits, as well

Those consisted of synthetic plantsas oil targets in Germany,

at Cologne, Bottrop and Gelsenkirchen, and oil stocks at

Ludwigshaven.
reported on this occasion.

No definite or spectacular results were

In September the scale of attack Yi/as much reduced owing to
The only operations of any size againstthe invasion tiu'eat,

fuel targets were on September Ath/5th, and during the big attack
on Berlin on the night of the 23rd. On the former occasion thirty
aircraft were despatched agadnst Stettin and Magdeburg. T^/enty
attacked Stettin and reported direct hits on buildings, resulting
in the collapse of tvro out of six chimneys. The German recordA.H.B.6

Translation shows that the hydrogenation plant was hit and production
On Sept. 23rd/2Ath out of the one hundred andinterrupted,

nineteen aircraft detailed to attack Berlin, thirty v/ere given

fuel targets - two of the city's gas works,
shows that a gasometer fire was caused in one of them. Another
attack on the Leuna synthetic oil plant was made on the night
of September 30th by six out of tv/alve Wellingtons detailed.

The German record

In October the reduced risk of invasion enabled a larger
effort to be directed against oil targets again. Forty-sight
aircraft v;ere detailed against three synthetic plants on

October lst/2nd, at Gelsenkirchen, Cologne and Sterkrade Holten.
On the 2nd two synthetic plants, at Bottrop and Stettin, and a

refinery at Hamburg were detailed to forty-two‘sorties. Attacks
against single oil targets Vi/ere put in on October 5th, 8th and
9th, and another large-scale attack on the 10th. On this

occasion sixty-seven sorties were despatched against rsfinereies

and synthetic plants at Hamburg, Honover-Misburg and Reisholz, and
Gelsenkirchen, Cologne and Leuna respectively.

After smaller attacks on October 11th and 13th, forty-tvvo
sorties were despatched on the li+th against synthetic plants at
Stettin, Bohlen and Magdeburg,

hydrogenation plant at Stettin was heavily damaged
by H.E's and incendiaries, production being stopped for some
weeks. No results are available from Geman records of another

large raid on the night following, when fift;rsix aircraft were

employed. The primary targets were synthetic plants at Leuna,
Gelsenkirchen and Magdeburg, and an oil store at the latter, but
more than half the sorties attacked subsiditury targets, including

Prom German records it is now

found that a

a refinery at Salzbergen.

Leuna was attacked again on October l6th, Gelsenkirchen on

the 20th, Magdeburg and Hanover on the 23rd. On October 24th
operations were mainly in the Hamburg-Hanover area. Twenty-two
sorties were detailed for the refinery at Hanover-Misburg, of

v;hich nine attacked. The following night a few sorties were

again despatched to Hamhurgj others to Magdeburg synthetic plant,
October 26th thirty-five aircraft were detailed for oil targets.

At Stettin German records show
On

at Stettin, Leuna and Cologne.
A.H.B.6 the hydrogenation plant to have been damaged, as, well as three
Translation gasometers, whilst production was interrupted at the Saxony

/worksG.197929AF/6A8
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works at Bohlen, near Leuna.

Further attacks on oil targets were carried out on October

27th, 28th and 29th on a smaJ-ler scale,
these, as of most of the operations in this period, no records
can be found.

Of the results of

Thus no real assessment can be attempted.

3. Corxiu^cations. Transportation tai’gets took second or third
place ^ternately. with oil in the bombing directives of this

period up to September 21st. After this they dropped to fourth

place. Throughout the period they received quits  a large share
of the attacks made upon objectives in Germany, as they were
frequently given as alternatives and they v/ere comparatively
popular targets. Marshalling yards being as a rule close to other

industrial targets and in populous areas, it was felt that any
bombs failing to hit such a taj:*get Yi/ould yet achieve some effect,
if it vi?as only against morale. Also mairshalling yards were large
objectives and numerous, whilst canal targets were more easily
located than most.

The table beloYV shows the scale of attack detailed and

carried out upon transportation targets in Germany.
The reduction in effort for August was due partly to a reduction

in the total night bombing effort and i^artly to the choice of
aerodromes rather than communications as targets in Germany during
this month.

The campaign against corimunications v;as persistent, rather
There_.T/ere few occasions when a major effortthan sj:ectacular.

was put out ag£iinst such targets. There were, however, certain

special operations such as those against the aqueducts of the
Dortmund“Ems canal near* Munster

period was the number of attacks directed against the marshalling
yard at Harxm, considered to.be the most important link in the

German railT^sq^ network for the Ruhr and West Germany.

And the feature of this

Although some sorties were detailed almost every night in

June after the end of the French campaign, the number employed
exceeded twenty on only tliree occasions,
twenty-eight aircraft v/ere despatched against communications;
on the 27th/28th thirty^five; aiid on the 28th/29th twenty-six.
On this night attacks on the Dortmund-Ems canal were included.

This target had already been allocated to tYventy sorties on

June 19th/20th and to nineteen on June 24th/25th, and a
photographic reconnaissance on July 2nd showed that the new

aqueduct had been breached and v/as empty of water, Y/ith several
craters in it.

On June 20th/21st

An

(1)
SORTIES DESPATCHED j TOMiAGE OF H.E. ! CASUAI/TIES

BOMBS DROPPED j
PERIOD

456 9453June

July
August
September
October

16210.5
116.2

310
2187
9267 225
3143.7235

391151.41452TOTAL
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In July small-scale attacks on these targets Y/ere continued

There vi/ere three lar'ger-scale operationsmainly by No. 3 Group,
during the month, by tv/enty-eight aircraft on July lst/2nd, by
tY/enty-two the follov/ing night, and by thirty on the 25th/26th.
German records report fifty H.S. and incendiary bombs on July
2nd between the railv^/ay goods yard and harbour of Munster,

total dajnage was high. One bomb on the railway at the goods
. station destroyed several lines. The operation on the nigjit
' of July 25th included another attack upon the Dortmund-Ems

canal by eighteen aircraft.
July 29th hov/ever, showed that the old aqueduct T/as still in

use, with many barges passing south.

The

photographic reconnaissance on
I

A.H.B.6
Translation

As a result of this information a special operation was

under-taken on August 12th against this aqueduct. Its breach

would completely block the canal and increase the burden borne

by rail transport. So five aircraft carryii'ig one "M" bomb

eanh made Ioyv level 'attacks, aiming to drop their bomb in the

water to undermine the bank of the aqueduct. Two aircraft
were shot down, but Plight Lieutenant Laaroyd succeeded in

dropping his bomb just to the north-east of the aqueduct in

the face of very heavy anti-aircraft fire concentrated at this

spot. For this he was awarded the Victoria Cross., Six other

Hampdens carried out a high-level -diversionar-y raid during this
operation. The canal was completely blocked for ten days..

No. 3 Group continued a harassing scale of attack upon the

principal marshalling yards. The only other operation of any
importance during the month against cormiunications took place
on the night of August 21st. An attempt was made by twenty-
four Hampdens to destroy two lifting locks on the Mittelland
canal, at Rothensee and Hohenv^arthe. One "M" and twenty 500
lb bombs were dropped, and hits reported, but the effect
could not be verified.

N.I.D. 24

Adm; Assraan's

Report on
"Se alien ”■

In September atta.cks upon communications become more
This Y/as aimed atfrequent and on a slightly Itirger scale,

delaying the German prepfxrations for invasion in the west.
On September llth/l2th tYventy-njjie sorties were directed
against these targets
yards a.t Hainm, Ehrang
Tfhitleys attacked those at Bremen and Berlin,
records of the Bremen raid report thirty H. E. and a hundred
and tYventy incendicaries causing fires in the main and Lloyd
railway stations, as yvoII as numerous store-sheds and small
factories destroyed or damaged.

Nellixigtons atta.cked the marshalling
nnhaira, Coblenz and Cologne, whilst

The German

A.H.B.6.
Translation

On the nights of September 14th and 20th twenty-four
On the.aircraft v/ere employed against these objectives,

latter occasion the Dortmund-Ems aqueducts were again
The rail targets attacked on both occasionsattacked,

included Hamm, Ehrang, Krefeld, Osnabruck and Maainheian.
The rest of the month from six to twelve sorties were
employed against these objectives on most nights.

In October the scale of operations against communications
fell once more, as a more direct contribution to German
industrial disruption was sought by concentrating upon oil
and aircraft objectives,
were carried out by more than twenty aircraft during the

German records, however, report daiuage to railYvay
both October 8th/9th and lOth/llth,

The attack upon the important ntirshalling yard at Harra
maintained, as mentioned earlier, througliout the period,

/As

No'attacks upon communications

month,
lines at Duisburg on

was

iL. II. B. 6.
Translation

0.19.7929AP/6/48
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As an example of the continuous attack upon these targets, hits

were claimed at Hamm on ten nights and one day in June, on

sixteen nights and ty/o days in July, on twelve nights in

August, eleven in September and six in October,
police records for the Hamm au?ea contain profuse mention of

bomb incidents, including mmierous casualties in dealing with

delayed-action bombs,
given, however.

The German

Very fey/ details of precise damage are
The following examples are the most interesting.

Vfar Diary
of the Police

Director

of Hamm.

On the night of June 24th three or four aircraft dropped
four H.S. bombs in the harbour area,

the harbour railway Yi/ere damaged and about 50 metres of it

destroyed.
H.E. bombs and incendiaries on the town.

Two railway lines of

On June 13th/l4th two or tliree a.ircraft dropped
7 H.E's hit railway

Oy/ing totracks, two heavy engines v/ere badly damaged,
an unexploded bomb having dropped on the railway line, all

traffic was stopped for over an hour,
which attacked Haxnm on this night reported explosions and a

There are no reports of specific damage to

Two YiTellington aircraf

large green fire,

t

the railway in August,

In September damage was caused on a nimiber of nights. On

the 1st one aircraft dropped eight H.E.s and sixty incendiaries,
with slight damage to a railway line. On September 7th one
aircraft circled the town dropping incendiary leaves, which did

no harm. The next night eight H.E's and twenty-five
incendiaries were reported. Heavy damage ?/as caused to the
Liebfrauenkirche and seventeen incendiaries fell on the parade
hall of the Anti-Tank Defence Barracks. On September 15th six

H.E. bombs, two of them delay-action, were dropped on the railway
line, dislocating traffic betvi/een Hamm and Soest. The following
night army billets were damaged, about 150 people having to be

evacuated. This very incomplete picture of the effect of the

raids upon Hamm gives some idea of the small and scattered
effect of bombing at this time.

The coimaunication targets chosen for attack during the

period are shown in Appendix Q4.

4. Anti-invasion operations directed
against targets in Germany consisted mainly of attacks upon
naval and other shipping and shipyards at the north-west German

ports,
on the Scharnhorst

Shipping and Docks.

These operations began on July lst/2nd with an attack
at Kiel by five ?/hitleys and eleven Hampdens.A. H, B, 6, ^

Translation The German report describes this as a heavy raid and mentions

large fires in the naval dockyard.
headquEirters was destroyed, the dockyard and aimunition depot
suffered several hits "and are still burning",
Bromberg y/as hit.

The N.S.D.A.P. regional

The tanker

The attack was resumed on the night of July 4th with an

attack on Wilhelmshaven, Hamburg, Kiel and other ports by twelve
Whitleys and sixteen Hampdens, supported by a few Wellingtons
which had been allotted these targets as alternatives.
German report of this night's raids mentions fifteen incendiaries

and four H.E. bombs on the naval dockyard at Wilhelmshaven,
Attacks from all sides

The

causing slight daraage and small fires,
lasting two hours are mentioned at Hamburg - some of these were

aimed at oil and other objectives,

y/as a hit on a Blohm and Voss shipyard, a naval ammunition depot
and one steamship damaged,
twenty incendiaries are reported in the harbour area.

The damage to shipping targ

Approximately thirt3/^four H.E, and

I

ets

After this, attacks upon the German ports v/ere continued
on most nights by between twenty-five and forty aircraft until

/JulyG. 197929/H/6/48
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July 10 th. German records mention two air raid warnings at
Kiel on the 6th, v/ith one H bomb on the "Deutsche-Werke",
Kiel-Friedrichsort, where the drill jig -for torpedo production
was damaged. Also several raids on Wilhelmshaven on the 7th,
causing small fires. On the 6th a bomb hit the floodgates of
a^dock at Kiel, and another the deck of the Lutzov/ ,  causing
slight damctge. 500 lb. S.A.P. Vv'ere being useT’where possibleslight damctge.

for these attacks, the load being completed with 250 lb S.A.P.
and an occasional "if bomb for special tasks, to be dropped in
the Water.

After a pause due to bad v/eather and attention to other

targets the attack upon German ports was resumed intermittently
from the night of July 13th for the rest of July and August.
The principal attacks in July were against 'Jilhelmshaven by
eight Hampdens on the 19th and seventeen on the 20th.
latter occasion four special
of 30 to 100 feet.

On the

"M" bombs were dropped from a height
In August attacks were made upon the

Gneisenau at Kiel on the 3rd and 5th, and on 'the latter date
also upon the Bismarck at Hamburg and the Tirpitz at
Vfilhelnshaven. Kiel was attacked again on the'7th’,’Hamburg and
V/ilheLmshaven on the 8th and 10th. After this attention was
turned principally to operations against the Germaii air forces for
the rest of /.ugust.

were sent to attack the dockyards at Kiel and 1/Yilhelnshaven, and
on the 27th twelve to the sajTiC targets.

But on the 19th twenty-four Wellingtons

On September 8th Invasion alert Ho. 1 was brought into force,
and from the night following most of t?ie bomber force was employed
in attacking shipping and ports. The Germ,ans record fifty-two

and thirty-six incendiary bombs tliat night at Hamburg. A
steam-ferry was sunk and a motor-boat damaged. One or two
workshops, and the gas, electricity and telephone lines were

Porty-nine Hampdens were employed on this operation,
of Yi/hich forty-three claimed to have dropped one hundred and
forty-six 500 lb bombs on Haitburg, besides 250 lb and incendiaries.

damaged.

A.H.B.6

Translation H.E.

On the night of September 11th tv^^enty-eight Hampdens and
thirteen KTiitlays were detailed against the north Genaan docks.
Three of the fonaer claimed to hc.ve boobed shipping at
Bremenhaven, where a direct hit on the liner Europa is shown
in the Geioan records. All thirteen Whitleys claimed to have
hit their target at Bremen and reported large fires. The
German report malces an interestjaig comparison with these claims.
It records a heavy raid by 10-17 aircracft, thirty H.E. and 120
incendiary bombs. Fires were caused in the main and Lloyd
railway stations. An egg and butter storehouse, a packing
case factory and a v/ood depot were‘destroyed. Fires were caused
in a distillery, a slaughter house and a fislimeal factory, and a
printing works daraaged. This was the result of on attack,
reported as successful, against the Deutsche Schiffe "Deschiraag"
works.

After this the heavy bombers joined the Blenheims and
Battles in their operations against shipping and barges in the
ports of the Netherlands and France. Only a harassing scale
of attack was maintained against Germany. Five Whitleys on
September 17th/l8th claimed to have hit the Bloba and Voss
yard at Hamburg,

carried out on the night of the 23rd, when the major effort
of the Command was upon Berlin. And on the 26th/27th tv;elve
Hampdens were detailed to attack the Scharnhorst at Kiel.

Another attack on these targets was

/The
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The risk of invasion diminished at the end of September, and

the heavy bombers returned to their strategic bombing role over

Germany. Occasional attacks were maintained against shipyards
and naval vessels in October, however. Fourteen Wellingtons
and nineteen Hampdens viere detailed on October 8th to attack

a shipyard at Bremen and the Tlxpitz at Wilhelmshaven
respectively. The Germans reported an attack by thirty five

aircraft on Bremen, with a total of thirty H.E. and a hundred

and ten incendiary bombs. Four people vjere killed and thirty-
four wounded. Ten Harapdens which attacked Kiel on October 10th/
11th could not see their results due to intense A.A. and

searchLights. The Gerriions adirat four bombs on the harbour and

others on searchlight batteries, ei.s well as incendiaries on an
oil reservoir.

Attacks were carried out on most nights for the remainder of

the month, a small number of sorties being allotted shipping
targets in the general scheme of^widespread operations over

Germany. On October 15 forty-one W'ellingtons vi?ere ordered to

attack the 'Sciu^horst and Gneisenau ed Kiel. The German
report saj's that numerous bombs fell in the harbour, eind one hit

an oil store. In another heavy attack on the following night,
when thirty-eight Yfellingtons v/ere detailed, the naval dockyard
was damaged and a tanker hit. Ihventy-seven aircraft claimed to

have attacked Kiel on this night, whilst others attacked the

alternative, shipyards at Hamburg, vi/herc a cable factory vms
damaged. On October 2Ath four Wellingtons and four Whitleys
attacked the Hamburg shipyards, whilst other targets in the town

v;ere being attacked. On this night the German records show

nine harbour depots hit, one shed destrojred and  a gasworks hit,
and a Norwegian steamship damaged.

The scale of attack detailed and carried out upon naval
targets in Germany over this period can be seen from the table
below.(1/

(1)

CASUALTIESSORTIES DESPATCHED TONNAGE OF H.E.

BOtffiS DROPPED

PERIOD

158245 2July
August
September
October

I6l 72.9 3

5219 177.2

275.2 7417

683.3 171042!  TOTAL
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SECTION IV

INCENDIANIS^I AND PROPAGANDA

Incetidiarism A number of special incendiary weapons were
devised for the attack of forests and crops during the
favourable vreather to be expected in the sxmmer of 1940.
The first of these to be used vj-ereihe improvised light case
250 lb bojiib filled with bundles of rag and petrol, and the
25 lb incendiary bomb with a parachute attached. These
were dropped on forest areas on the nights of June 29th and
30th: the Karlsruiie - Stuttgart - Prieburg area and Darmstadt
- Hanau - Aschaffenburg area respectively. They vrere not
particularly successful owing to unsuitable weather conditions,
and so the attempt was abandoned for the time being.

It was considered that coniferous forests should be

vulnerable targets to incendiary attack, however. And many
important military objectives were situated in such forests,
Por example, in the Luneburg Heath area were the Pirgest
oil fields in Germany, the aerodromes of Hamburg, Lubeck,
Schwerin, Luneburg etc. ard military dumps of all descriptions.
When the "razzle" incendiary leaves came to be used, there-
fore, another attempt was made to set fire to various forest
areas.

s. 46344
Enel. 33A

These leaves, given the code name "razzle",
incendiary weapons invented in ./unerica.

were new

They consisted of
two strips of celluloid about three inches in length with a
small piece of phosphorous wrapped in wet -wadding between them.
They were carried iiimersed in liquid in small tins, about
450 to a tin. When they v/ere scattered from an aircraft by
means of a special chute, they la.y for some hours until dried
out by wind or sun. The phosphorous then 'ignited, setting
fire to the celluloid, which burned with a flame some eight
inches high for about thirty seconds.

S.494I Pile

The Prime Iviinister was anxious to try out this weapon
against German crops during July and August, the most
favourable period. Production vfs.s lirged on during June, in
order to start dropping in large numbers on July l8th.
After successful trials with a ¥/ellington, a V/hitley, a
Hampden and a BlenheLi^ Bomber Command were ready to carry out
the operation, when the Cabinet decided to cancel it
July 1-lth.

on

5367 Enel. 33AO.

S.46344 Enel. 35A On August 6th authority -was at last given to Bomber
Coraniand to proceed with the operation, but the weather -was
not suitable for some time. On the night of August 11th,
however, 39 Wellingtons, Whitleys and HEinpdens were
despatched -with 50 tins of razzles each to distribute over
an area of crops and forest south-east of the Ruhr. This
area 'm.s chosen because the bombs also carried were intended

for the Ruhr. It was not the most suitable, as it contained
many deciduous trees which would not bum so well ns coniferous.

The operation TWis repeated the following night, but suspended
after this as the razzle had ignited inside aircraft in a
number of case G*

Ibid End. 37A

S.5667 Enel. 36A

It vjas impossible to learn the effect obtained by these
operations. So trials were carried out on crops in England
on August 15th, The result v/ere very disappointing, as only
those crops actually affected b^'- a razzle caught fire.

S,46344 Enel. 38A

/There
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S.4941

i']ncl.3Qi\ '  no tendency to spread, and it was concluded that
climatic conditions in northern latitudes were unsuitable for
starting tires in growing grain.

S.463H
Ehcl.39; As the result of further experiment

given the code name of "decker"
Trials with th

new large razzle,
was produced in September.

^ pine forest shw/ed that, whereas
ra^.zles dicl not affect the pine needle carpet, the prolonged
heat given by deckers" caused a smouldering fire which
spread underground and broke out sporadically. Further attacks

y  "-S °f September S, 25S Sand 25 lb incendiary boxnbs'and the remaining stock of luzzles
Deckers were not aviilable until October, during which thev
occasionally carried incidental to bombing missions.

s a

wer
s. 46650/11
Sncl. 17A e '

little more ir. now knovm of the effect of incendiary
-Lt was not. generally considered that their

produced much result, beyond some slight surprise. Reports
V  are of interest butthrew no light on bhe subject. A "reliable source" reported

that incendiaij leaves are a' terrible and efficient weapon
and have created considerable havoc in places yfhere they have
been dropped". The/deue Frankfurter Zeitung in an article
upon the danger of incendiary leaves stated that "it is

regretted that some people .have been burnt by
of their haying collected the leaves as souvenirs and put
them in their trouser pockets. Shortly after they have
unexpectedly ignited."

Si.

leaves.
use

reason

b.g.i.r.

No. 985

There are-numerous mentions of incendia.ry leaves in the
Gercifjn reports prepared for the Ministry of Propaganda. Very

Tnrwl'.tion however, mention their effect. The following. examplesirarml..tion from these reports give some indicat Ion:-

A. H. 13. 6

ie,ht September 4th/5th - Incendiary leaves in Oldenburg area
(,weser-Fms) and Osthannover (great quantities) - Celle ten
year old wood and fields burntj Osterburg, vrood burnt.*

! September 5th/6th - Incendiary leaves in Hassfurt (at
least 100), in the Tulba, Schondra and Sinn valleys (several
thousand) and also in the Ohringen, Limburg, Schluchern (
wood - fires) and Budingen

som

areas.

e

They are mentioned
9th and 10th,

again on the nights of September 6th.
Then as follows:- ’

Night September Utlj/lSth
large fires

Luneburg area, near Bardowiok
.  . . caused by incendiary leaves. Schleswig -

.iiolstein, burning bats and rye in the village of Treya.

Morning report, night of September 12th/l5th -
V/estphalia, eight incendiaries on
burnt.

North

.  a farm - entire harvest
ihis WQ.S .probably 4 Ih incendiary bomb

Night September 23rd/24th ecklenburg, incendiary leaves
^’^i°®'^'3iary leaves also reported

from Oldenburg, Wittenberge-Rothenow, Osthannover
(in eight "Gnuen").

and Berlin

After .several laore inconblusive reports:-

'  Night September 28tlj/29th - Celle, incendiary leaves - 400
acres^Oi field burnt. Soltau, 100 acres of field burnt.
Also in Uelzen and Luneburg areas. The next mention was on

October 7th/8th,

r\
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October ?th/8th, then on the night of October 8ih/9th
incendiary leaves burnt approximately 500 square metres
of field and forest at Euskirchen. On October I3th/l4th
a granary at Dortmund was destroyed. On October 14th/l5th
new type incendiary leaves were reported in many areas,
including Berlin and Luneberg, On October 15th/l6th a
granary at Ehrfurt was burnt down, and the next night a
radium bath at Erambach, but it is not clear whether this
was the result of incendiary bombs or leaves. On the
latter night, however, incendiary leaves burned out a bam
at Jena, causing damage assessed at 3000 R.Ivl. On
October 23rd a small forest fire at Gandersheim, twelve
acres of forest land destroyed at Niederbarnim, and two
granaries and a barn burnt at Eckartsberga were the work
of incendiary leaves.

Propaganda Leaflets The dropping of "nickels" had
been suspended when 6-ermany opened her western offensive,
in favour of bombing land targets. When all the T^restern
countries were overrun and the land campaigns were over the
subject of leaflets was discussed again. The Ministry of
Information which had now been formed enquired whether
leaflet dropping over Prance might be undertaken to counter
enemy propaganda, as the Genmans were Jamming radio broad
casts in French.

2.

s. 46650/1
Enel. II3A

End, I14/V Bomber Command virere prepared, to undertake the task
a final exercise for pupil crews at the Operational Training
Units, It was agreed also to carry a small number of leaflets
on bombing raids to Gerimny, where this did not interfere
with the primary task of bombing. On July l6th, 1940,
therefore, authority was given to recommence dropping, and
full instructions were sent on the 20th. The limits of the
area to be covered by the O.T.U's ims a line Lille-Ainiens-
Rouen-Brest,

as

Later it v/as hoped to extend it

End. II6A

s. 46650/11
End. 17A

, when some
experience had been gained, and on October 29th a new line
Lille-Paris~Brest was agreed to.

The first operation over France took place on the night
of July 18th, when three aircraft of No.6 Group dropped
leaflets in the area assigned, one of.them also, attacking
St, Inglevert aerodrome. It had been agreed that bombs
might be carried at the Group CoiTimander's discretion, and
used against any aerodrome seen to be in use. Aircraft
were ordered to fly at maximum height, in order to reduce
risk to a minL'iium, and a height of 20,000 feet was often
achieved, as lightly loaded aircraft were used, without
operational additions such as annour and extra turrets and
guns.

Operations over Prance after this were left to the

discretion of the A.O.G. of No.6 Group, and later of
No,7 Group, when this was added to the effort in mid-Jlugust.
These two Groups continued to distribute the leaflets with
T/hich they were supplied as soon after their provision as
possible. Up to October the number dropped was about two
million weekly. The effort ■'ms the increased at the request
of the propaganda department.

In the same way it ms left to the A. 0. Cs. of Nos,3,
4 and 5 Groups to add a few nickels to a bomber's load at
their discretion. In this way nickels were regularly
dropped over Germany by No.3 Group, and No.4 Group occasionally

/distributed
G.197929/IL/6.48
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46650/11
Enel,

distributed sorae. Up to October 15th No. 5 Group had
disposed of none of those with which they had been
supplied. At this date a conference was held in an
attempt to increase the scale of leaflet dropping.
It was agreed by Bomber Goinnand on October 29th
that No.5 Group should drop a Danish leaflet in con
junction with its minclaying activities. It was poi

Ibid

Pincl. 17A nted
out that the load carried had to be adjusted so as not
to prejudice the efficiency of the aircraft for its
primary function of bombing the objective specified.
Deckers were also being dropped, so that the carria.ge of
nickels could not materially be increased.

G.197929/IL/6.48
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PAET V

OFEENSIVE A&AII<IST O.TT, AWD MOP AT,g

SECTION I

“ Up to October, 1940, the pressure of events
kept Bomber Comand fully eraployed, mainly in a defensive role,
v/nen the political restrictions on bombing,were removed, the
c^npaign in France, follo\7ed by the threats of Ck)man air aiid sea
it, n J Britain, find the grave threat to supply routes caused
dy U-boats and surface raiders had diverted the bombing force from
their strategic role of attacking German productive capacity.

1.

G.0.S.,(40)
68 .. . summer of 1940 an appreciation was prepared by the

oint Planning Staff of the future strategy to be adopted to defeat
b-ermany, henaaning on the defensive until the spring of 1942,

should be built up, whilst reinforcing the
'  '^43st Africa, Meanv/hile the "wearing down

UcmEmy by ever-increasing force of economic pressure should be
the foundation of our strategy. Simultaneously, we must extend •
our air attacks on Geiiiany, aiid these attacks must be directed
mainly on targets that v/ill assist our economic pressure, such as
oil supplies, communications and industry".

3.

S.4768
Enel.20A This paper was studied by the Air Staff, and criticised d

Novej.iber by the V, C.A.S, and others mainly because it gave no
clear exposition of how the war -was to be vron. The Navy’s part
was^obvious - the blockade; the ilrny was to be built up to 55
ivisions and to wait until the blockade and the air offensive

should have scoured_conditions where numerically inferior forces
coulc oe onployod with a good chance of success. The Air Force
was merely given the role of assisting to bring economic pressure
,  building up to a target force of 1600 heavy and
400 medium bombers by 1942,

in

The Pruie Minister had said that only the Air Force o-^uld win
-therefore it was for the Air Force to say how it was

in Fn-1 n^‘ e:^^erience already gained of bombing both
^  (Ac.Jid and Germany showed that concentrated attacks wore the

afchS' Uis appointment ■■
as Chief of the Air Staff in,October, Air Marshal Portal, late
Po .on. 4- n"" Corxiand, had proposed that a primary target should • •
b  selected in a large populous industrial area, and that a heavy ■ •
concentration should be delivered upon it. This vrould probably
ensure the destruction of the target selected, e.g. a power station
or gas works, vath the destructive and moral effect resulting,
iherc^v/ould also be considerable secondary effects from bombs
cropping around the target damaging houses, water mains and other ■ -
facilities. A heavy attack should be delivered on  a target of
this sort in a selected to^, as often as possible during dark
periods, when precise.bombing of small military objectives'
difficult. The maximum use should be made of fire during
attacks,^ the early bombers using mainly incendiary bombs to start
fires,_vdach would guide those coning later, who would interfere with
firo-iighting. It vail be realised that this is the technique which
was eventually used -with devastating effect when the bomber force
had grown to full strength. The inaccuracy of bombing at this
tmme rendered it largely ineffective, as the fires started
often not on.the target,
to bomb the rnrong place.

G.-in-C. ,

was

such

were

and. led those aircraft which came later

S.4768
Enel, 1 2A

/ 2.
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The beginning of Area Boabing. October 30th, 1_92j-0. - Yfith
the decision to use the honber force for its proper offensive
purpose, Yidth the ninimua of diversion, a new directive was
issued on October 30th,

2.

Under the in'ininent threat of invasion

SZ^6368/II

BC/S23746/II
End. 1 6b

and

of the Goman Air Force, disposed along the whole seaboard opposite
our coasts, our attacks had inevitably been eiryloyed pri/aarily
against these two threats. The result had been a widespread
diversion of effort, so that snail progress, had. been nade either

■  with the nain oil plan or vrith the acnievenent of any effect on
morale. The tine had cone to nako a definite attempt to effect the

,  noralo of the Geman people, nov/ that they v/erc facing the prospect
of a long war.

The Oil Plan was still to be the prii'iary objective when
favourable conditions should obtain, particularly during noonlight
periods. If a suitable oil target could not be found, aluniniurn
plants and oonponent factories could be selected fron the lists
previously given. Secondly, "regdar concentrated attacks should
be nade on objectives in large tovms and centres of industry, v/ith
the prinary a,m of causing very heavy aaterial destruction v/hich
will deuonstrate to the eneriy the poT/er axul severity of air
bonb£irdinent. " The Wax Cabinet approved this type of attack
October pOth.

Berlin was to bo selected when possible, otherwise the towns
shoul(,( be selected having regard to their size, distribution and
the importance of the objectives they contained,
bombers as possible should be detailed for the attack,
prinary objectives should be sourcos of power or centres of
GOimimiCiation., or oil or aircraft industry targets where these night
be suitably placed in a populated centre.

on

As many heavy
The

VYar Cabinet

280th con

clusions.

Operations against Italy, were to be continued, v/here possible,
A snail effort could be continued against marshalling yards in
Ifestem Germany, whilst fringe targets could be used to enable new
crews to gain experience. It was hoped to get the Admiralty to
agree to a reduction in mining in order'to concentrate on the
offensive against Ger.ian centres, . " '
one squadron only being kept on this task.

and they eventually agreed to
On Decei'.ibcr 13 th the

BC/S23746/11
Encl.30A.

C.-in-C. ordered that only learner crews should be employed on
gardening operations.Enel. 5'27i..

This policy was pursued, so far as possible, until January,
.  1941. ' The moot serious diversion was a threat by the enemy

capital ships and submarines, • Concern had been expressed in a
signal in October — potential threat now offered by enemy heavy
ships -3isna,rck, Scharnhorst and Gneisenau considered so
serioeis as to warrant'"specip:! effort being made to damage them".
In early. November this threat vYas driven hone by the activities of
the Admiral Scheer in the North Atlantic. On November 6th it

B.C.5Z^0

App. C. 87.

SignalA

X 873

reported that she was attacking trade, and might return to
■ Brest, St. Nazaire, or Le 'Verdun.

was

Bonber Command v/as to makeA. H. Signal

arrangements to bomb her intensively should she be located,
the sane day the serious character of the submarine.  menace

On

caused a request to concentrate the effort available for the
attack of ports in occupied territory against Lorient until
further h-.tice. On December 2^th, owing to the continued menace
of Genoan suunarines in the'Tfestern Approaches, early attacks

,  yrore asiccd-ior against their bases at Bordeaux and Lorient
_ ; .. .w’aen .weather should preclude 'attacks on Gen any. Later in the

BG/S. 2374b/II ...mionth the Admiralty feared that the Scharnhorst ,and Gneisenau
Encl,5.5A, ..V

A.H.Signal
X 884.

Urgent requests fo.were .aliao.st ready to start corxicnce raiding.'
photographs of Kiel were made,

r
snd v/hen a P.R.U. j)hotograph

finally cenfirned, on December 22nd, that they wex'e both in
floating dock there once rnre, and Lutzow was alongside,
attack was requested.

an

/ The
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The policy o'f large-scale attack on tov/ns was reiterated
on Decenber 2nd, as a result of the heavy (lermn attacks on
Coventry, Southanpton and Bristol during November, It was
suggested that some crevra stould do two sorties to increase the

weight of attack. Gcrnari ci-’ews had done' this, but it was
impracticable for Bomber Gonmand owing to the longer distance
to be covered, to reach one of the nearer German towns,
attack had already been made duiung November on Berlin,
Munich, Hamburg aaid Cologne, but- it was not until December
16th that the 'blitz* reprisal attack could be carried out
against Mannheim by 134 aircraft, the largest number so far
despatched, 235 should have taken part, but weather cut the
number down. This was the first raid whose intention was to -

cause maximum destruction to a tovm, vd.th no specific targets
therein laid dovnr. One more area, that of Bremen, was
attacked, on January 1st, 2nd and 3rd 1941j before the new
directive of January 15th reduced the priority of such attacks.

Area

Essen,

KECP5.

DB Ops Polder 3.
Bombing Policy Staff reviewed the alternative targets available, and
Sncl.SA,

Special Effort against Oil, January 15th The C

recomnended to the 'far Cabinet on January 7th, 1941>

hiefs of

that the
primary aim of the bombing force for the next six months should

bo the destruction of the German synthetic oil plants. The'
lowering of enemy morale, particularly in industrial areas, was
to be the secondary aim. The renewed stress on oil targets was
a result of the Fifth Report of the Coi'xiitteo on the German Oil

Position, presided over by Mr. Geoffrey Lloyd, M,P, , which had
been submitted to the War Cabinet on December l6th, 1940. This
report suggested that the position of oil supplies to the Axis
Powers would be critical during the next six months, after
wiiich increased production and improved transport from fhe
Roimanian oilfields v/ould bring relief. The Lloyd Committee
assumed, on the evidence available, tb.at -air bombardment of
the Gcrrian syiathetic'plants up to October 4th had reduced their
output by 15^^, and that this would continue.

DB Ops Polder
Oil Policy
Enel.7.

s.46368
BC/S 23746
End. 69A,

The ne^? directive to Bomber Cormand v/as issued on January
.  15th 1941. After surxiarising the latest analysis of Germany's
oil position, it pointed out that the desti’uction of the
synthetic plaiits would be the best available method of reducing
German supplies to a critical point. It went on:- "in these
ciroui'-istances, it has been decided- that the sole primary aim
of youi" boKiber offensive", until further orders, should be the
destruction of the German synthetic,;, oil plfuats". These were

■seventeen in number, and the complete destruction of the nine
largest Y/ould reduce G-'rmany's internal pi’oductioh of oil by
about 8Cfib,

Vdien weather conditions should precly.de the attack of oil
objectives, the bomber offensive was to be directed towards
harassingdhe enemy' s main industrial towns and coramunioations,
incl.uding periodical heavy concentrations against the former.
Tov/ns and cemunioations were also to be used as alternative
targets. The only diversions envisaged were invasion ports,
if 0. threat should arise, and enemy naval forces, on specific
Gooasionso

BC/23746
Ericl.,7U. -

Minelaying operations were purposely omitted from this
directive, but on January 25th permission was given to under
take then (i) for the training of inexperienced crews; (ii) in
order to make use of the new Stirling and Manchester aircraft,
where they had not been modified to full operational require
ments; and (iii)’when conditions wnre unsuitable for other
dpei’ationSo

/ The
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Ibid.

Encla.75^ to
90A.

,  ; The min diversions which oociirred during the period of this
.  directivo resulted fron the activities of the Kipper, and of enemy

■  long-range aircraft, in attacking Atlantic convoys. This was a
■  critical period in the Battle of the Atlmtic, and requests were

received for the bombing of Brest when the Kipper was reported
there,. £<nd of the Kocke-Wolfe air bases at Bordeaux and Stavanger,
Those attacks were always to be subject to the primary oil
objectives. . At the end of February it became necessary for
Bomber Gorxifind ,to teJee over certain duties of Coastal Comraand, to
release aircraft of the latter for increased convoy protection.
And great pressui’e -was exerted by the Admiralty for a change in
the bombing ■directive in favour of naval targets. Finally the
Prime Minister ruled that for the next four months the efforts of
the Command should be devoted to defeating the enemy attempt at
blockade, and a new directive v/as issued on March 9th.

Encl.95A

... Bimitations due to V/eather and Crew Position. - Ample
experience had been gained by the second T/inter of the war of the
importance of the weather factor in planning bombing operations,
I'ith the alno.st complete lack of navigational aids this was an

The C,-in-C. explained this to the
the controlling factor at

4-.

overriding c-onsideration.
Prime iliriister on December 24th, 1940,
thi

r.e;g.p./
BO/5

s time of year is weather. I have the difficulty of not only
forecasting the weather in ’the target area - or so often now in
trying to find a lucrative target in the only area offered by the
Tv^eather - but also that at the base aerodrome for homing purposes".

BC/S23746
Encl.92iL

A good example of the effect of weather was given by the
C.-in-C. in a D.O. letter to the Chief of the Air Staff
February 28th, 1941.

on

Although the primary aim had been oil
targets, o?d.ng to weather limitations the operations actually
carried out from January 1st to the night of February 27th were:-

1', 3 nights exclusively on oil.
2) 19 nights on naval targets (13 exclusive, 6 part effort)
3) 6 nights on industrial towns (other than naval targets)

5 nights on channel ports only.

The selection of the two latter categories had been entirely
the result of the weather.

4

The Air Staff had by 'this time realised the limitations due
to weather to some .extent. A13_.owanoe v/as made for then in bombing
directives by i^roviding targets' in different areas of Gennany,
well as at various ranges, including fringe targets and nine-
laying for occasions when deep penetratp.^n was impossible,
were, frequent occasions, however, when the meteorological fore
cast did not give an accurate picture. This resulted in the
target selected being impossible to locate, and in heavy
losses due to unexpected changes of wind or cloud, or icing
conditions.

as

There

Another factor ?/hich severely curtailed the effort of the
This v/asCor-mand during this period was lack of aircrew,

partly due to the need to 'build up the O.T.U's for the sake of
future . expansion. But there-, were other major causes of reduc-
tion. 'Jcllingtons and Blenheims had to be flovm out for the

RECP/r)0/35 , reinforcement of the Middle East Command. In the case of' the
^/3/4l. ’’Jellingtons, thiS: .involved the supply of two. complete squadrons,

(Nos.37 and 38), and half of N0.II5, a,total, of 30 crews. In
a-JJition., odd reinforcing aircraft weru despatched to a total
of 66, malcing a grand total of 96, between August 31st, 1940
and March 1st, 194I - over a squadron per month fTOm No,3 Group,

/ Ov/ing
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,  Owing to the breakdown of the ferry pilot organisation at the
same period, all Groups of Bomber Gommamd had to ferry their omi
replacement aircraft. As the maintenance units were in many cases
situated in Scotland and Ireland, and winter vreather often added
delay, this meant that a ferrying crew vr&s often away from its
squadron for a fortnight. In the case of No,3 Group for example,
twenty aircraft awaited collection at the beginning of March,
1941, which 'was equivalent, at 10 sorties- as a squadron average,
to the loss of two squadrons from operational duty. In addition
to this, croT/s had to be granted leave and were occasionally sick.
The total result being that the Conn^Snd could often raise only a
small proTJortion of its paper strength. Even this paper-strength

very low during the winter of 1940/41 ,,as is shown by the
followdng table:-

a

was

REGP/DO/35
2/3/41

HECP/DO/7
8/3/41. .

Op Fit

Crows I ishment

1.3.41.
--4

Group ;
s  ~ Crews

Establ

ishment
Op. Pit i Establ-
Crews ! islimontf*'

t

Kb. 1 i 49 80 33 120 28 120
ti

/
No. 2

.. I No. 3
!  ̂
! No. 4

260222 180127 98 180It
f

138 i i60‘ 92 240 158 240

i  ̂59 60120 120 82 140

No. 5 I 112 I '140 160119 123 180

1
I  760 ■j  Total [ 580 431 820 860489 1

1 !

* Op. Fit ‘

r Crews expressed (
5 as percentage
i of establishment.-

■  ?

I
76fa . 53/^ 57fo

! 4
I

It can easily be seen_why the effort of the Comaand at this stage
of the war was so pitifully inadequate to the task with v/hich it
was charged.

It was only during this : period that the increasing photographic
evidence began to shsike previously held views of the efficacy of-
British bombing. The evidence that these views had been optinistio
opened the 7/ay to an increased drive for effective aids to naviga
tion^ and bombing, and for an increase in the size of bombs used
^ci in the size of the bomber force. Those aspects are dealt with
in the next parts of the narrative.

%Q.^a:|tl^_of_tho_At2,^^^^^ after great pressure had been
exerted by the Admiralty and others, the bombing directive
J^uary 1Jth concentrating on oil was abmidoned on March 9th.
attcmip-t to destroy oil plants had been unsuccessful, and it v/as
beginning to be realized that no decisive effect could be achieved
on auoh targets ?/ith the means available. The Prime Minister
ruled, therefore, that Bomber Command should be thrown in to the
Ba.ttle of the Atlantic. This had reached

5.

of

The

,  . , . . , a- critical.phase, mth
heavy sinkings inflicted by German U-boats, surface raiders such
as the Kipper and the Admiral Schcer, tmd long-range aircraft.

Woo?-,, r . of March 9th quoted the Prdiae
BC/S23746 must take the offensive
/II End.

Minister’s Yrords
against the, U-boat and the Fooke-Wolfe

whereever wo can and i,-7henevor v/e can. The U-boat at sea must be
tiuntod, the U-boat in the building yard or in dock must be bombed.

tt
WQ

95A.

/The
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The Fooke-Wolfo and other boaters enployed against our shipping,
must be attacked in the air and in their nests". It was explained
that this did not entirely exclude attacks on oil objectives, and
the G.A.S. suggested that sonething like a quarter of the effort
night be retained on these, A list of suggested targets conneoted
with subraarines and long-range aircraft acconpamied the directive.
Many of these lay in congested areas where an,effect on morale

■night be obtained in addition, and these were to be given priority.

S-pecial diversions fron this directive were requested soon
after; first, an attack on Berlin during the visit of the Japanese
envoy, Matsuoka, fron March 28th to April 1th; and secondly, when
Gemany was expected to attack Yugo-slavia at the beginning of
April. A heavy attack on a Geman city, Berlin if possible, Tvas
desired as reprisal for the anticipated Geman attack on Belgrade.

Encl.'iOOA,

Encl.lOlA.

• Tl^c North Sea patrols taken over fron Coastal Conraand wore
entrusted to No, 2 Group,
to these:-

On March 15th instructions were issuedBC/Por^
51.0/ Apip.
B130,5

 as
'Your prii.',ary objective is to be the eneray coastv/ise

shipping betvyecn Denraark and Ushtmt", V/lien for any reason it v/as
fourid inpracticable to attack shipping, No. 2 Group were given an
unrestricted choice fron the lists of fringe targets issued, and
they night attack at discretion any aorodrono or oneny troops in
eneray or occupied territory. First priority, however, was to be
given to eneny submarines in ports in occupied territory.

R.E.O.P./
DO/6

On April 15th the 0,-in-C, of Bonber Gonraand protested to the
letter regarding the y/asted efforts

Between
Chief of the Air Staff in a D.O,
of the Gonnond in attacking eneny heavy sViips at Brest.
January I'bh and April 15th 829 tons of high'explosive had been
throTO into Brest hfurbuir, 259 tons aiiaed at the.Hippor fron
January 4th to March 3rd, and 57O tons aimed at the Scharnhorst and
Gneisenau up to April 15th.
been nade.

Da3^1ight as v/ell as night sorties had
It was reported that Gnoisenau. had been da;.iagcd, and

that theso ships had been 'sewn in' by nines. He went on -
therefore to continue ad nausoai..! to cast hundreds of tons more on to
the quays imd into the waters of Brest Harbotir".

are we

This aqjpealA.M.Signal
X 143. ' resulted in permission being given on April 17th to trfmsfer the

urinary effort ’bo targets in Gemiany, This was still subject,
however, to three stipulations regarding the battlc-cruisefs.

Daily reconnaissanco by P.R.U.
Frequent atta.cks by snail forces y/hen v/oather should be

favourable.’

(3) , The battle-cruisers again to be given first priority
for attack when a,ny novenont v/as scon or suspected.

This y/as a. step once nore tov/eo/ds the proper strategic role
■."vf Bonber Coni'.iand, but the fears of the Admiralty continued to
fo,rcG a large diversion of the bonber effort to bo directed
towards ii'-T.iobilising these ships

Towsr-ds the end . of May the Air Staff once nore pressed for
II Dncl. 125B a return to the long tom strategic bombing policy,

pointed out that since March 10th, v/hen the Prme Minister had
ruled that the Battle of the Atlantic sfhould have priority, the
bomber effort had been directed mainly against Brest, Hamburg,
Kiel and Bremen, y/ith lesser attacks on Maimheim, Eoln and
Hanover, The total tonnage of bombs dropped vyas approximately
1000 tons on the first three and 500 on Bremen,
now ripe to revert to the offensive aim, the crushing of
Germany's-war. .effort. ,

1
2

for some tine to cone.

BC/S23746/
It vyas

The tine v/as

/ 6,
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„il.un,e,^l241... ~ During the first
eight months of the vmr clisoussion v/as centred upon the legiti
macy of different t5rpes of honbing policy. Owing to the over
whelming superiority of the G-crrum forces the initiative lay
entirely with then. Dear of reprisal prevented the imdertaking
of any operations where retaliation night be effective. Mean
while, however, the major bombing plans drawn up before the
Y/ere elaborated and revised in the light of the limited exper
ience gained. The principal lesson learnt v/as the necessity of
relying on night bombing if-losses vrore to-be restricted to an
economical rate.

war

The six v/eeks of the German car.ipaign in the West in May and
June, 1940 were a ijeriod of improvisation and onorgoncy. The
bomber force was used as long-range artillery, for v/hioh it v/as
neither designed nor trained. An effort was made, hov/ever, to
put into effect the plans made for the strategic use of Bomber
Coixisnd.. 'Jhenever any hoLibcr effort could he spared from its
£irny support role, attacks v/ere attempted on German oil supplies
and conatinications.

After the fall of France the bomber forces wore still
reqviired in a defensive role throughout the sunuer. An attempt
T/as raade to combine this v/ith long tern policy, by attacking the
a.ircraft industry at its
attacks on oil. The ci-itical period of September, hov/cver, v^hen
invasion was daily exrpeoted forced the corxnuid to concentrate
almost entirely on defensive btinbing, - invasion preparations,
aerodromes and Gersean corxiunications in the \fost.

sources, as well as hiaintaining some

With the ending of the invasion season in October another

attempt v/as made to use Bonher Gomraand in its proper offensive
role. Oil targets retained their priority throughout the winter,
but experience gained of the difficulties of ]preoision bombing at
night caused the initiation of a.rea bombing" in addition.
Precision targets in moonlight ixnd good vroather, otherwise
attacks on "industrial areas", v/as the order throughout the
winter.

Large diversions of effort had been forced upon the bomber
force by AcLiiralty fears of the heavy German naval units and
U-boats, and by the heavy losses these vrere causing in the
Atlantic. It v;as not until March 1941 > ho\/ever, that the attack
upon then was given first priority for Bomber Command by the
Prime ...dnister's ruling. The assault on oil resources had
failed 0',Ying to the v/eather and the v/ealeness of the force avail
able. At the beginning of the year it h_ad appeared that the
destruction of synthetic oil plants would have the i'-Tost. irmnediate
effect on Geiraany's wax strength. Intervening events, partic
ularly Gemmany's occupation of the Balkans and her threat to
Middle Eastern oil rssources, had altered this view,
three months had been devoted to the Battle of the Atlantic,
Bomber Comand could turn once more to the bombing of Germany,
an attack on transportation and morale was considered the best
policy to pursue.

So vYhen

and

,  . had been learned about the limitations of night bombing
BC/S23746/II in the course-of a year's exrscrionce of attacking Gcrraan Y/ar
Encl.125B, industry. A paper on bombing policy prepared at'^the end of

May, 1941 for the C,A,S. lays dovm the tactical requirements
the future use of the bomber force;-

"(a) The targets selected for attack must be mainly in
area VYbich v/e can roach VYithin the hours of darkness
all the yeai' round. "

lor

an

/ (b)
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(■fa) ' The task vre set ourselves must be connensurate v/ith the
At the aoiaent oursize of the bonbor force available,

bonber force, even under, the rxist favourable conditions,
is only cai^able of dropping 200 tons of bonbs on Geraany
on a given night." Consequently the nunber of targets
selected should be kept low so as to ensure a concentrated
effort upon each.

(a) Ovring to the proved difficulty of finding and hitting
precise targets on dark .nights, a large nunber of the
targets should be so situated that the nisses and
misses are of value,

(d) The targets should be in industrial a.roaq,, so that "shorts
and overs" will kill, and if the precise objective cannot
be seen there will be no difficulty in finding a target,
Y/hose attack will strike at the enemy's morale.

(0) The precise targets selected for attack
should be big enough to
be inflicted upon theia,

(f) The plaui should alloxY of alternative target areas, suitable
for .attack Y/hcn \Yeather conditions over the main targets
are unsuitable. "

It will be seen that many of the conditions essential to the
destruction of the Gerraan war potential had already been appruoiated.
ihe solution of them, by radar aids to navigation, by the growth of the
bomber force, and finally by the Pathfinder technique, will be seen in
uhe later parts of this narrative.

near’

on moonlight nights
ensure that adequate daj.iage can

G.19?929/nvH../6A8.
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SECTION II

TRANSITION FRQ:I SPEOrPTO _Tn AREA
BOIffil^, NOVEMBER - DECEifflER, 19iO

Introduction - Ihe bombing directive of October 30th, 19A0,
marked^a drastic change in the object and method of bombing
operations. Erom this time concentrated attack was aimed at.'
Instead of attacking a number of scattered targets of one or two

,  special categories, such as oil, on any one night, one town or
industrial area was now chosen as the principal target for the
night. The change was not effected all at once, however,
d.uring November arjd December several specific targets were
detailed for attack within the chosen area. It was not until
the- New Year of 1941, apart from one "Abigail" raid of December
16th, that an industrial centre was chosen without specific
objective within it.

^During November the campaigns against oil and communications
retained their priority, and centres were chosen with them in
mind. 537 sorties were despatched against the former, and 5ol
against the latter/ during the month. In December., aircraft and
armament factories,, and objectives connected with the Battle
of the Atlantic were added on a larger scale than before,
latter are dealt with separately in Pj-urt VI.

The

The first mass raid, without specific objective other than
an^industrial centre, took place on December l6th against Mannheim,
This type, of raid had been given the code name Abigail, and
Mannheim that of Rachel, so that the operaution v/as called "Abigail -
Rachel", The operation order specified that all available
^rcraft of Nos. 2, 3j 4 and 5 Groups should be employed,

,, including those which had operated the previous night. Three ' ‘
B.G.0.0. No. ̂ alternative towns had been chosen  ~ Bremen, code name Jezebel,
127 13.12.40,Dusseldorf, code name Delilali, or Mannheini. An aiming point

was specified in each by reference to one of the existing Targets
therein. That at Mannheim v/as 205*7055 (Motorenwerke Mannheim
A.G.) 1500 yards.

B.C.0.0. No.

126 4.12.40.

2. Berlin - The directive of October 30th gave Berlin priority
when selecting a tovm area as an objective, and on November 1st
it was the principal' objective. Only thirty-eight sorties viere
directed against it, however, as Magdeburg and Kiel were also
attacked,

was ordered against Berlin,

were dropped, and considerable fires and explosions were
claimed on the targets chosen*, the principal railv/ay termini.

The next attack on Berlin was not until the night of December-
15th, ’<vhen sixty aircraft were despatched against power stations,
an armament factory and railway station in the city, and the
Geman Air.Ministry building. A number of successful attacks

were claimed, the majority being on targets in the city other
than those specified. Smaller scale operations, involving thirty-
seven and twenty-four sorties.respectively, took place on
December 20th/21st and 21st/22nd,

Contemporary, reports of doubtful reliability stated that the
raids of December.15th and ,20th were very successful. In the

/first

On November 14th a bigger attack, by fifty aircraft, 
'

mines

 '

On this occasion a number of land

G.197929/IP/6/48
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B.C.I.R. No, first considerable damage v.'as reported at Spandau and to the
1173 22/12/40 railway line between Zehlendorf and Wannsee, with several

bombs on railway stations. On the night of December
20th four underground stations were reported severely
damaged, and the arsenal near the Friedrickplatz blovm up.

B.C.I.R. No.

1183 26/12/40

A total of two hundred and eighty-three sorties were
directed against Berlin during November and December, 1940.
No German records have been discovered giving accurate
accounts of the damage done during these two months, the
only definite results mentioned being damage to a Luftwaffe
barracks, a station and underground railway and a few buildings
in residential cneas on the night of December 15th.

3.Hamburg - The city and port of Hamburg contained many
important objectives which had already been attacked,
especially oil plants, railways and port facilities,
latter, including shipyards and shipping, were of especial
importance to the war at sea.

Three big attacks were made on Hamburg during November.
The first, by sixty-seven sorties on November 15th/l6th, was
directed against oil and power plants, shipping and railway
targets. It was part of the counter-attack to the German
"blitz" on Coventry on December 14th. This was followed up
the next night, November 16th, by the biggest attack of the
month, One hundred and thirty-one aircrai'’t took.part, being
directed against specific oil, power and rail targets in the
city. Very good results were reported on the first night on
all targets. On the l6th cloud interfered with observation,
and many aircraft failed to find the target. A large number
of hits in the Hamburg area were claimed., however.

Intelligence sources claimed to be reliable at the time,
reported that six factories were destroyed on these two nights,

1115 25.11,40 A kerosene depot was set on fire and an important railway
station damaged,

source on the Blohm and Voss ship-building yards.

The third attack of November, on the 24th, was smaller.
Forty three aircraft were despatched, but few results were
observed as the area was again covered by cloud,
against Hamburg were undertaken in December,

in November amounted to two hundred and seventy-nine.

Reliable reports now available from German records of the
results of the big attacks of November 15th and l6th do not
make a very impressive showing for the effort expended.
On the first night 120 H.E's and 7OO incendiaries were
reported,

was gutted, water mains damaged, and incendiaries fell on the
destroyer Erich Steinbrinck ,
of an oil compaiiy were damaged, as well as a number of 'houses
and other buildings,
telegraph wires were damaged, incendiaries fell on a new dry
dock in the Blolmi and Vo

steurboard of the Bremen vdthout damage to her.

A.H.B.6.
Translation

The

3, C, I, R, No,

Heavy damage v/as adso reported from this

No operations
The total sorties

A.H.B,6.
Translations

In the Blohm and Voss dockyard the old laboratory

Three tanks and pipelines

On the second night power cables and

yard, and bombs fell to port andss

Cologne - Cologne was one of the most important German
industrial centres, and was easily identifiable and
accessible, being on the Rhine,

weight vvere made on it in November and December, although
not comparable to those upon Berlin, Hamburg and Mannheim,
The total during the tvro months amounted to two hundred an(/
five aircraft, directed against oil, amiajiient and railway

/objectives

Several attacks of some

G,197929/IF/6/48
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objectives within the town.

After, small attacks on the nights of November 12th and
13th, Cologne became the principal target for the nights of
November 26th and 2?th, y/hen thirty-five and fifty-six aircraft
respectively were despatched against it. In December the only
operations against Cologne were on the nights of December 19th
and 20th, by thirty-seven and twenty-tv/o sorties respectively.

^Some, idea of the actual distribution of bombs can be
obtained from the German.assessment given in Appendix W.
Cologne and Mannheim were included in the area of Luftgau
Kommandos XIl/XIII, who were responsible for this assessment,
Othervvise no evidence as to the results of these attacks
has been obtained.

Both

5* Mannheiin ("Abigail-Rachel") - iunother of the most important
of the‘industrial centres on the Rhine yvas Mannheim-Ludwigshaven.
The town of Mannhein is'on the right bank, Ludwigshaven on the
•left. Both y/ere attacked on . a number of occasions in November
and December. In the latter month Mannheim Vi^as chosen as the
target for the t ir...t mass raid undertaken by Bomber CcEimand
without specific objective beyond an "industrial centre",
operation was given the code-name "Abigail-Rachel", and took
place on December l6th.

This

prior to this attacks had been detailed on power and rail
targets in Mannheim or Ludyyigshaven on November 6th by fifteen
Hampdens, on November lOth by eighteen,
by twenty-six Wellingtons and Hajiapdens,

and on November 28th

Tv;o operations in
December, on the 10th and 11th, against similar targets in
these towns, were carried out before the Abigail attack.
Thirty-six aircraft were employed on the first, and twenty on
the second.

The original operation order for the Abigail raid was
issued on December 4th, 1940. Its intention was "to cause the'
maximum possible destruction in a selected German town", and
was therefore a radical departure from the previous policy of
bombing' indiistrial objectives only,
two hundred aircraft should take part, but when the operation
took place bn December 16th the number was cut to one hundred

and' thirty-four, owing to the doubtful duration of good
We ather.

It was intended that over

B.C.0.0.

No. 126'

B.C.O.O.

No. 127
On December 13th a second operation order was issued by

Bomber Command, yath the intention of being "prepared to carry
out opera.tion Abigail at' short notice,
aiming point in each selected tovm,. and ordered. No, 3 Group to
detail fourteen aircraft ’with the maximum load of 4 lb
incendiaary bombs to make the initial fire-raising attack.
These aircraft were to be flown by the most experienced crews
available.

This specified one

This was the first instance of the use of a

"pathfinder" forcfe. _ It v/as intended to maintain a steady
scale of attack to as late an hour as yvould provide darkness for
the return Journey, if v/eather should'permit,
bombs were to be carried in preference to 250 lb bombs.
Group was to carry land nines if possible, and two "Imps” were
in fact dropped,
land mines, a^full description of v/hich can be found in the
A.H.B. Armament Monograph.

1,000 and 500 lb
No. 5

These y/ere magnetic mines fused for use as

Ops. 356
16.12.40

On. December l6th a signeuL from Bomber Command to Nos. 2, 3j
4 and 5 Groups at IO3O hours ordered operation Abigail-Delilah
for that night. This stood for Dusseldorf. Owing to further

/weatherG.197929/IF/6/48
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Ops. 359
16.12.40

weather reports this v;as amended at I315 hours to Ahigail-Rachel,
i, e. Mannheim.

The first aii-craft on the target bombed at 1945 hours and the
sixty-one Wellingtons despatched continued to attack until 0330
on December 17th. Only fourteen of them failed to bomb their
primary target. Tlie 'Whitleys of No. 4- Group wei'e second on the
target. Thirty-five were despatched, Lind attacked from 2042 to
2145, -with a second wave after the lianpdens from 0200 to
0255. “

tv/enty-nine of which were despatched, a..
0210,.twenty of them finding the target,
despatched three were able to attack Mannheim, one of which was
abandoned and one forced landed on return. Two of the others
crashed in England, and one was missing. Thus out of I34 sorties
despatched 103 bombed Mannheim, dropping 89 tons of H.E. bombs,
in addition to an unusually heavy load of incendiaries,
consisted of 42 special 250 lb incendiaries, 2 of 25 lb and 13,586
of 4 lb. Total casualties were ten aircraft, including those
which crashed on return.

Only two Whitleys failed to bomb Mannheim, The Hampdens,
attacked between 2255 and

Out of nine Blenheims

These

Results reported by all the successful aircraft were
Examples are as follows; bombs seen to fallsatisfactory,

across the centre and on north, north-west and south-east of the
aiming point. Straddled railway south-east of Rhine bridge.
Many explosions and fires visible 20 miles ti'any aircraft
reported up to twenty-five fires burning on their arrival at
target. Fires v/sre also reported to be visible 35 miles away,
and after 1-^ hours flying on the return joixmey. Bombs v;ere
reported as bursting both in Mannheim and Ludwigshaven station
yards. The weather over the target was reported as clear,
vdth good visibility and moonlight.

away.

A.H.B.6. The German record of this first "blitz" attack reports 100
Translation H.E's and 1000 incendiaries and reveals the follovdng daraage:-

Lanz machine works hit - 4 million R.M. damage,
and workshops destroyed, 25% loss of production.
Ship and machine construction Co, - direct hit on turners shop,
8 lathes destroyed, some loss of production.
Mannheim-Rheinevu power station - 20,000 volt H.T. wires damaged.
Main railway station - delayed action bomb exploded later, damaging
administrative building and signals. Goods and sheds at the main
goods station were damaged.
Water mains damaged, making fire-fighting difficult, and resulting
in the outbrealc of large fires.
German-American petroleum Co. - shed destroyed, tanks undamaged,
Ludwigshaven station - goods vi/agons damaged,
production at the Erbar sugar factoiy.
restored by O8OO hours on December iHh.

several sheds

Complete loss of
All rail traffic was

6, The Ruhr and other German Targe_ts.
the industrial area of the Ruhr were heavily -attacked during
November and December, 1940.
Dusseldorf, 159 at Gelsenkirchen, 86 at Duisbixrg and 72 at Essen.
All these attacks on Dusseldorf were made betwebn November 28th
and December 9th. Gelsenkirchen was attacked on November 10th,
12th and 17th, and December 19th and 20th, in addition to small
intervening raids,

oil plants,
and rail centre of Duisburg was by forty-tliree aircraft on
December 20th,

works at Essen by sixty-tliree aircraft on November 74h.

A number of tovms in

168 sorties v/ere directed at

The taa-gets here v/ere the two big systheil©
The only heavy attack on the important inland port

Similarly there was one major raid on Krupps

A few other towns in Germany received a certain amount of

57 sorties were directed against

/Bremen,

attention during, this period.
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Bremen, 54.against Kiel, 4-6 against Munich, and 32 against
Magdeburg. The important synthetic oil plant at Merseburg,
near Leura^ also hcid 54 sorties directed against it, all
7/hitleys of No, 4 Group. The 46 sorties mentioned above,
dii'ected against Munich, vjere all despatched on one night,
November 8th, On this night Munich iwas the principal
objective of the Command, in honour of the Nazi party rally
talcing place there. It had been suggested that bombing should
be timed to begin exactly at 2120 houi’s (German time) at which
tim.e the bomb had. exploded‘in the Burgerbraukeller there on
November 8th, 1939. The attack actually started at 2034
and went on until 2210 (British time).

No German records have been found of the results of these

operations, whose success can only be gauged by a comparison
between the sorties despatched and the bomb tonnage dropped in
Appendix U. No indication can be given as to the destination
of these bombs which were dropped. At Appendix W is shown
the distribution of bombs in south-v/est Germany at this period.
Some idea can be obtained from this of the proportion of bombs
dropped vi/hich reached a useful target. . 65'fo in November and
33'lfo in December v;ere reported by the Germans to be in open
country in this area, lOg^'o and 29^ in residential districts
and the remainder on military objectives of some description,
i. e, for November and 3’i9o in December. The figures for
December were much improved by the heavy blitz attack on
Mannheim, which is included in the area.

7. Geman Bomber Aerodrome - The aerodromes in use by the
German bomber forces attacking Great Britain remained the most

constant commitment of No. '2 Group.Blenheims during this period,
and occasional attacks upon such targets were put in by other
Groups also,

the night of the heavy German raid on Coventry November I4th/l5th,
and the following night.

The biggest scale attacks in November were on

An operation order had been issued by Bomber Command on
November 14th stating th;.it "reliable information has been

received that the enemy has planned a concentrated night
bombing attack on .one. cf four areas in South-east England",
The whole of the Gerraan long-range bombing force was expected
to be employed. The available resources of Bomber, Fighter
and Coastal Gomraainds were to be used for the dual purpose of:-

(a) countering the. German attack;

(b) making a concentrated attack on a German town during
the same night.

B.C.O. 0,

No. 125

The medium bombers were given the role of maintaining security
patrols over.the night bomber aerodromes being used by the
enemy, while the heavy bombers made the concentrated attack on

Germany,
Water",

effort of No. 2 Group on security patrols against night bomber

These would normally be Eindhoven, Schipol and .

The operation v/as to be known as "Operation Cold
Learner crov/s of other groups were to be added to th

aerodromes.

e

Soesterburg.

Operation "Cold \7ater" was not ordered until November 15th,
but on the 14.th orders;'were issued at short notice to switch

aircraft on to intruder duties. At 1620 hours No, 2 Group

B.C.O.R.B.

App. B1135.

were ordered to put their maximuio nuiaber on to patrols of enemy
No, 3 Group were then told to attack Schipol and

Thirty-five Blenheims
actually took off on this duty, as Yvell as fifteen ’ffellingtons

B, C, 0, R. 3,
Extract from aerodromes.

telephone log Soes'terburg, and No. 4 Group Eindhoven.

/and
G.197929/IE/6/48
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and four Yfhitleys..  , K'ovember 15th Operation Gold T/ater
was carried out by forty-seven Blenheims on the Geman bomber

sixty-seven heavy bombers were detailed to
attack HaTiburg. Tnis was followed the next riiP’ht by a still
heavier reprisal attack on Hamburg, as has beentescJitef in
the sub-sec cion above on that city.

hnrr,^ occasion When a heavy effort was directed a-r-ainst
'  aerodromes was on December 6th. This time the weather

aeciding factor. It gave little hope of being able to
c^ry out successful attacks against t.o<gets in Germany, Iti;
or heste^. Prance. it was favourable for enemy operations
against England, ana the object of the night’s operations was

enemy's night flying aerodromes and to
destroy as many enemy aircraft as possible."

Ops 294

B.C. 6/12/40
Note 1.

StT b/en^e^^r/nighTsS e
o  ̂ . experiment. They were to attempt to

ritSSd-un''nntrr? Over _ their tai-get by concentrating
?vi?Srr “^^®"'*heir"firs?Stemp^''0^2’BriSolfruf

After this the Blenheims

bc^.r acroa.one.;“SftSA«ie JSS/Tbf
over tw/aubj on

DeoSe/ llth'^ 4,1 Ministry requestf  11th. This was the stairt of "Intruder" Gneratq-r,r,=! i
suitably fast twin engine fighters. operations 1

on

laB. OjiS Palder

Employment of
Air Striking
Force.

End. 102.

8.
Ilalu^_T_^_gets - Operations against t,argets in Italv hd

SS “'"T, 1® Whitleye of Ko. 4 Croup li lugue^ 13?/
4. aircraft had been despatched that night

Tdiedo, Milan. After this the Group had merely carried out
an occasional attack on a very small scale. The totaJ sorties
in August were 67, including the above operation v/hil-^t tbp-r^
were only 14 in September and 12 in OctobS. ^

In November the scde was increased somewhat,
W sorties being despatched. A new directive was issued by

® November 11 th concerning Italian
t£u-gets in Northern Italy were to be

weathei/oonditSns^

a total of

b.g.o.r.b.

Ai-p. BII24.

/fith regard to the violation of Swiss air, the primary

ESt-? “ "
SSS-——* “S

).B. Ops
dlder

'Directifs"

In this connection
meeting of the War Cabinet

Secretary informed the Wor Cabinet that on the
the _ Swiss Minister had discussed the R.A.P.

If wfhd% neutrality with complete good humour.If we hd to pass over Switzerland, he hoped that as far
as possible we would use the Geneva route. Later on the
weather might make it impossible for us to fly over his

/country,

extract from the 265th Conclusions
on October 3rd is of interest.

an
ofa
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country, in which case he hoped that we could make a virtue
of necessity and draw attention to the correctness of
attitude. "

our

Four operations in all v/ere carried out in November,
on November 5th/6th was almost totally abortive.
Whitleys despatched against the Pirelli works at Milan, a Fiat
subsidiary at Turin, and a base metal plant at Aosta, only one
claimed to have reached its target, and observed no results.
Of the rest, one was missing, two came down in the sea, three
bombed French ports as alternatives, and the rest abandoned their
task. Three nights later a more successful operation was carried
out, in which ten out of eleven sorties claiined success.
The other operations against Italy during the month were on the
nights of November 23rd and 26th.

of the sorties on these nights claimed

The fi

60;o and 5C^ respectively,
.  success.

rst

Out of nineteen

--V

B.C.O.R.B. In December the 'Wellingtons of No, 3 Group took over the task
App. B1155. of attacking Italian targets, owing to shortage of ?/hitley

aircraft. In the operational order issued to the group it was
laid dovm that the number employed should not normally exceed
fifteen aircraft,

those to No. 4 Group previously,
cases

alternatives if wea.ther should preclude attack upon Italian
objectives.

Otherwise the instructions were the sajBe as

The group concerned was in both
given a fixed list of German Targets from which to choose

The first oj:>Gration undertaken against Italy by No, 3 Group
Fifteen

Nine

under this directive was on the night cf December 4th»
aircraft were directed against the Royal Arsenal at Turin,
reported success, whilst a further four reported attacks
other targets in Turin.

upon

One Wellington failed to return. Other

operations were carried out on December l8th and 21st, a total of
30 sorties beiiag detailed against Italy during the month.

The only other operations carried out against Italy in the
period up to May 31st, 1941 were on January 11th and 12th,
Royal Arsenal at Turin was again the target detailed to 11 aircraft
■on the former night and two on the latter.
Wellingtons were detailed on January 12th to attack the oil
refineries at Porto Marghera, Venice,
were reported by the crews, one large building appearing to
disintegrate.
Rex v;as machine-gunned by one of the aircraft from 300', ,whilst
another attacked Pf.\dua aerodrome from 20 feet, on its return
journey,
the results achieved by these few attacks,
were intended for moral rathei- than material effect.

The

In addition, seven

Direct hits on buildings

A liner believed to be the Conte di Savoia or the

No Italian records can at present be found to show
In any case, they

G.197929/1P/6/48
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SECTION III.

ilNSA EOI/IBINCt, the,first PHASE Jari. - May, 1941

Jan., - May. 1941 - The policy of con-
eonbinr operations, against one or two areas per night was

accepted oy January, 1941. The area was no?/ chosen first, the type
”  afterwards. Gradually the choice of specific targets
v/ithin .he area gave place to a central, aining point. It v/as during
January_tha. the fish code" cane into use. Each Geraan town of
industrial_or nilitary inportance was.allotted the name of a fish.
,  an ain^g point within each was included in the code (see
Appendix U). After January 15th practically all operations
Geman t^gets v/ere detailed in this v/ay,
designation of individual targets cane into use in March. In place
?Rnrv? fifiures, e.g. A7.0, for Gelsenhirchen
iBucrj synthetic oil plant, two letters and four figure
e.g. GQ1537, for the sane plant at Gelsenkirchen.

against
A new code for the

s were used.

.  ̂hree principal factors governed the choice of targets during
this period. The first, as described above, was the choice of

inportant area. The second, in force up to nid-March,
the choice of oil targets where possible. The third, which influ
enced target selection-throughout the period, and becane the prinary
consideration after nid-March was the Battle of the Atlantic. This
long struggle at sea was at a critical phase at this tine, and by
the^Prine Minister s order Bomber Connand had to do its utmost to
assist the navy. The method of doing this was to bomb the naval

U-boat harbours and Pocke-V^olf aerodromes,
whilst No.2 Group carried out frequent anti-shipping patrols along
the enemy coast line. These Battle of the Atlantic operations
dealt vath in Part VI.

a

was

are

operations in January were against Bremen on the
the oil ijlants at Gelsenkirchen on .the 9th,

and apinst v/ilhelmbhaven on the 15th and l6th. 128 aircraft were
despatched_on the first Breman raid, and 47 on the second, against
oil, shipping, transport and food targets. On the third raid 71

M  aiming point. This operation was
given the code-name "Bivan-Jane"; "Divan" being a new terei, altered
on J^uary /th to Goodwood, for the former code-name "Abigail" to
Bremen ^ raid. "Jane" was the terqporary code-vrord for

°5„^Ue Gelsenkirchen raid of January 9th 134 aircraft wereengaged. Vilhelmshaven ?vas attacked five times in January, by 32
^rties on the 8th,. 26 on the 11th, 96 on the 15th, 8l o/thel6th,
^^itz objective in each case was the battleship

oo. Un Pebruary the principal operations ?/ere against 'Hanover by
sorties against Cologne on the 26th^and 116 against the Tirpitz.at Hilhelmshaven on the 28th. In

attacks were carried out against Dusseldorf, Bremen,
The Sterkrade Holten and Gelsenkirchen.The French ports ?/e;re attacked- on' seven nights ih the month, the '
heaviest effort being directed against Brest.

7, o ^Uc target of 131 bombers, followed by
V Rft 3rd. On the 12th Ibmiburg, Bremen and Berlin were detailed
to 88, 87 72 aircraft respectively. This was followed by the
despatch of 140 aircraft to Haaiburg the following night. For the
rest of the month the effort was divided once more between two or

B.C.0.0.

No. 129.

X .

/ three
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three ohjeotives including 0-elsenkirchen, Dusseldorf, Lorient, Bremen,
hiel, Wilhelmshaven, Berlin find Hanover. Until on March 30th another
lull scale attack was put in against Brest. The Schamhorst and
toeisenau had reached Brest By March 28th after a period of conmerce
raiding in the Atlantic,

ooD heaviest operations were against Kiel, on the 7th hy
228 sorties c^d on the 8th hy 159. On April 16th 106 aircraft were
cirected against Bremen, and the following night 118 against Berlin.
Kiel_vfas the target on four other nights during the month for forces
ranging from 62 to 97 aircraft. Other Geri.ian toiwis attacked included
^usseldorf, Cologne, Hamburg and Mannheim. In addition, a force of
heavy bombers was detailed to attack Brest on eight nights and three
days during the month, /ipart from abortive attempts at the end of
March, this was the first tine for almost a year that heavy bombers had
been detailed to operate in daytime*

largest scale operation yet undertaken took place on
.  ''84 sorties were despatched to Haraburg and 133 to Bremen and

in addition 23 Blenheims to Brencrhaven and the Kiel canal,
of operations was at last

May 8 th,

The scale

■K ■t-'u 4- 1-T 1 T A S^^i^wing noticeably larger, as is illustrated
fi^roup. N0.I. , had by this time beenaddeo to the heavy bomber strength. CO. In addition to the increase in

numbers of aircraft despatched, both the proportion of new heavy bombers
was increasing, and the size of the bombs carried, 150O lb and 2000 lb
bombs had been in use for some months, and the first 4OOO lb bomb
used against Emden on March 31 st/April 1st.
carried on the large-scale

was

A number of these we ace
Manchosters, Stirlings andcarried on the large-scale raids in May. oox-s, oiiriings ana

Halifaxes carried two to three tines the weight of bombs that the old
heavy bombers could carry.

The following sub-sections are devoted to further details of the
area-bombing of German objectives. It is left to Part VI to deal with
the_operations connected with the Battle of the Atlantic during this
period,

2. This, the second largest city in Genoany, contained
mportant targets included in the oil plan. In addition, it was an
inportant shipping centre, both on account of its shipbuilding yards

Its imn^ense port facilities. It is not surprising, therefore, that911 sorties vrere uirccted against it during this period, the largest
number against any individual area in Genaany.

_  There was only one small attack in January, by 24 Blenheims
against ^ oil objective on January 4th and none in February. On
march 12th^d 13th large-scale operations were directed againstHamburg. 88 sorties were detailed in the first and 14O in the second,
being divioed in both cases between the central aininc point designated under the code-name "Dace", and the Blohm and ¥oss shipyard!

/ In
0)

L/\RGE-SCALE OPEIUTIOI^ IN MAY 19A1

Q.Ycr.^„£ac.tias
Tarjze.t. .. No. Dat»^

Mannheim
Brest
Hamburg
Cologne

do.
Ham-burg

.■O

100 12
97 4

Brest
Breme

95 2

95 17
93 16
92 11

do

Qy.ai;iJLQO-S,ortiaa ygr-BO Sorting

i'lAYHamburg 184 8
Mannheim 150 5

do. 135 9
Bremen 133 8
Hamburg 119 6

do. 119 10
Cologne 101 3

jHanover 10l 15

n
Kiel
Cologne

89 7
81 11

65 18
64 27
51 23.

G. 197929/DI,ai/6/48.
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In April there was one attack only,
on April 26th against "Dace".

50 aircraft were detailed

^  In May a succession of heavy area attacks was organised
.  against Hamburg. On May 2nd, 95 aircraft took part, on May 6th.
119, on i'iay 8th 184, with a further 133 directed against Bremen,
119 aircraft were despatched on May 10th, and 92 the follovdng
night. In all, 340 tons of explosive was dropped upon the city
during the month of May. The operation on May 8th, combined with

-  an attack on Bremen the same night, employed 317 aircraft, the
largest.force yet to operate on one night. This included 10 of
the new heavy bombers.

A few German reports of the damage caused
have been found. The first on these nights

^  . ooncerns the raid on March 12th, and
reco^s four bombs on the shovr-rooms and machine-shop of Blohra

incendiary bombs.. The admonistrative buildings
^d telephone exchange were destroyed, but there was no immediate
eiiect on production.

A.H.B.6.
Translations
of German
Official

Reports.

On the night of April 26th, 30 H.E. bombs and numerous
incendiaries recorded. An instrument makers roof was sat on
tire, a magazine damaged, there v/as a direct hit on the
Hamburg-Lubeck railway line, which stopped traffic, ̂
depot shed was dajuaged. This was the total result of
operacion in which 50 aircraft took part.

and a naval
an

•  1 a number of reports of damage,
■' incenaiary bomte ^re conftoa.10 sheds were gutted near Howuldtoerke, 5O.7O treo,i3 danaeed inSodireg depot. The Blonhenese railuay stati ,n was out of^ervioe

because of two delay bonbs. A Hhlne boat was hit by inceudlSies
da^gxng 200 tons Oaetric) of oil-oalte. a doolc-yari^ tteS SSr'

^  ̂ artificial fertiliser works
were d^aged by H.Es. or by fire. On May 6th 25 H.E. and 100
.incendiaries were recorded, a dock-yard goods station and
barracks being da:iaged.

On the

On the night of May 8th, the biggest raid so far,
184 aircrait were engaged, 350 H.Es. and 3000 incendiaries are
recorded. This is a much higher proportion than usual, and a

in which

3 H.b s on Howaldts dockyard - no loss of production.
2 H.E s and 20 incendiaries on North dockyard. Transport

building damaged by fire - no loss of production,
eutsche dockyard: fitters shop and. docks I, II & III. heavily

H.E s. Timber depot of Uhlnan & Wendt burnt
Blohm and Voss: ^"*elay bomb in power station ,, direct hit

pl^/Dod store, gasometer gutted., fires in main magazine,
cable store, east timber,store and foundry, 3 BV 158'q
damaged, 3 winches out of order. “
no loss of production expected.

Stulchen dockyard: warehouse gutted,-dredger Odin sunk,roo.f of conversion shed burnt.
German mineral oil vrorks at Wilhelmsburg: 2 H.E's and

numerous incendiaries.., pppe line broken, 1000 tons of
lubricating oil burnt, distribution centre
tion resumed in a few days in tankers.

Two machine factories, a motor factory, a radio equipmentdepot, and a machine oil depot ^vere damaged more or less
SG V G3T'GXy»

o

In spite of the damage

hit. Distribu

n

.

-

/ On
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On May 10th/l1th 350 H.E's and 5OOO incendiaries were recorded.
There were 25 large fires, 6 of which were still burning the next
morning; fires in_the dock area, sheds hit by H.E's, damage to main
lines near the main railway station. A hangar at Puhlsbuttel aerodrome
was hit, and the Hermann Goring barracks daraaged by fire. At Blohm
and Voss,_the yard and vrorkshops were hit, and considerable dauage
caused, with some loss of production. Delayed action bombs fell in
the A.R,P. workshops, near the gasvrorks, and two on the quays. At the
ruan iimerican Petrol Co. a shed was gutted, and  a workshop severely

damaged. The next night. May 11th, 15O H.E.'s and 3OOO incendiaries
were reoorded, Blohm and Voss again received the brunt, vdth H.E's on
the boiler house of the pov/er sta.tion, in a machine shop, a timber
store, and dock area.s, causing loss of production. Three boats were
destroyed and two police barracks and Altona main railway station
were hit.

3. The city of Cologne received the largest nunber of
attacks of any German area during this period. This was due to its
position, suitable as a v/eather alternative, as well as to its impor
tance. The number of sorties directed against it was 908, second onlv
to Hamburg ajiong German tovms.

There were no operations against Cologne in January or in
lebruary until the 26th, when 126 aircraft vrere
This was an area attack detailed by the code-name "Trout
five of the new heavy bombers, Manchesters of Wo.5 Group. ’
their first operation against a target in Germany.

despatched against it,
and included

This was

mu nights in March Cologne was amongst the targets detailed,
ihe first occasion was another large-scale attack on March 1st, 131
aircraft t^ing part. This was follovred by 71 sorties on the 3rd and

March 19th No,3 Group alone operated against Cologne,
despatching 36 aircraft, and on the 2?th the same group despatched 39,
whilst Nos.4 and 5 Groups wore operating against Dusseldorf.

operations during April, by 11 Blenheims
the 20th followed by a larger one on
Cologne^* ° Tatter night 6l aircraft v/ere despatched against

on

During May Cologne was the principal target on five nights, 50A
directed there (see sub-section (i) above). All

these were area attacks directed according to the code-name "Trout",
here is a certain amount of information in German records regarding

the eltot a^lojech *ich eee, bo oomparod with
A, II. B. 6,
Transla-

tionsp.

part, there was insignificant
Cologne and suburbs. The only industrial damage

pattern sheds at the Humboldt Deutf
of May 12th, on which Mannheim was the target,

23 H.E s and several hundred incendiaries fell on Cologne. 3C fires
were caused, including three large ones, and dmiage was done^to two
desnnt^bp depot. Cn Hay l6th, when 93 sorties were
despatched, little daiiage was reported, but the 95 sorties on the'

right, may 1?th capsed 33 fires, three of them being large,
repair shop, a rubber factory and a wagon vJrks.

o,r,H sorties on May 23rdj produced reports of 9 H.E,
and no loss of production.

Reports on the final operation of the month against Cologne, by 6l
aircraft on the 2?th, mention 26 aircraft dropping 20 H.E's and
several hundred incendiaries with equal lack of result.

/ 4.
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4.■  j£gISg-P. “ Like Hamburg, Bremfen contained numerous important
oil and industrial objectives, in addition to its port facilities,
lor^this reason a total of 812 sorties were directed, against it
during the five months under reviev/, January to May 1941.
attacks were carried out in a,ll„ apart from its use occasionally

an alternative target by aircraft directed against Hamburg,

Ten

as

■Phe first uhree operations took place on January 1st, 2nd
and 3rd. Bremen had been chosen as the second industrial
be attacked by a_ full-scale effort of Bomber Coimand.operation "Abigail - Rachel" against Mannheim on December l6th,
the code-xiame lor such aii operation had been changed to Divan*
The tovms chosen for attack vrere Bremen, Dusseldorf or Mannheim,
which vrere given the code-names "Jane", "Ryan" and "Belinda"
respectively. The aiming point given under "Jane" was 85° A363
I4 miles. A363 was the code number for the Bremen gas works,
whose gasometers should stand out well.

area to
Since the

B.C.O.R.
No. 128
20/1 2/40.

On January 1st all five groups were directed against Bremen,
'1^8 sorties were despatched. Each group, however, was given

A specific target in the area. The same procedure was used on
■January 2nd, when 41 sorties were despatched. Finally,
January 3rd the general order "Divan-Jane" was given, after "Divan-

•R r n u B given and cancelled v/ithin an hour. All five
bTcT; a again took part, but the total number of aircraft despatched

A  only amounted to ?1. The number was reducedApps # I k-1 o

on

owing to deterioratingweather.

The results reported wore good on all three nights. The
snow-covered country side caused the trwn and river to stand out
^d on each occasion fires were reported to be visible from
80-100 miles away on the retuin journey. The area clouded over
during prt of the attack on the first tvro nights, but on the
third visibility was perfect throughout. As a result 28 sorties
TO re abortive on the. first raid, 20 on the second, and only 7 onthe third. On the third night Bremen was described as ^like a
gigantic illuminated Christmas tree". The A,A. defences were
reported as talcing three forms; curtain or box type barrage:
heavy bursts concentrated at the apex of searchlights; and
individual firing at aircraft, accurate below 10,000 feet.

Bremen received no more than individual diversionary attacks
time ^ter this,. There v/as one large-scale operation inFebruary, by 79 sorties on Ibbruary 11th and tvro in March, by 72

thG^lat+r n Stirling took pLt inthe latter. N0.3 Group alone despatched 28 sorties there
March 31st. On April 16th another full-scale operation was

Lomber groups. By this time No. 1
(Sr ^ sorties. The total despatched was10b, i.Tost of which were directed against the "Desohimag" naval
shipbuilding yards, only 33 of them being allotted the usual
aiming point under the code-nEane "Salmon",

on

B.C.O.R.B.
App.A628

May two oombined operations took place, in which bothHaxaburg and Bremen were allotted. On May 8th a total of 317 heavybomber sorties was despatched, the largest number up to tLt timefOf these, 13j, were detailed to Bremen. On May 11th 173 aircraft were
employed aga^st the two cities. Nos. 1 and 3 Groups despatched 92to HaJiburg, Nos.A and 5 Groups 8l to Bremen. Three of the
heavy bombers took part. new

To judge the result of these attacks
report of the raid ■we have a full German

night of January 1st, and short
suj^ries of those of January 2nd and 3rd, Marchand 11th:- 12th and May 8th

/ January
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a.h.b.6.
Transla

tions.

January 1st/2nd - Attack by 60 aircraft reported; 50 H.E. and 1,000
incendiary bombs.
Completely destroyed: Cortes and Schlueter machine factory;
Auerback machine factory, sub contractors to Bremer Vulkan; Van
Grothe paint factory; Buessing saw mills; Meier box and con
tainer factory, material store and one warehouse; long distance
power station in the harbour of Homelingen (gas., v/ater and
electricity supplies in Hemelingen were affected),
Sluiter foundry was destroyed and its aluminium stores damaged.
Some loss of production,
burnt down. '

for the R,L,M,

woods was lost by fire.
The Borgwarldt automobile factory (formerly Hansa-Lloyd) lost 8
days production.

The Lloyd-Dynamo searchlight works vrere severely damaged, and
two searchlights destroyed, all by one H.E,
About 100 incendiaries, several H.E, bombs and a number of delays
dropped on the Pocke-Wulfe v/orks at Bremcn-Hemelinger. The old
building, three adjoining shops and the club-house were com
pletely destroyed and other work-shops damaged,
tools lost, fire and water damage in the warehouse on the "OBO
site. Loss of production about A v/eeks.
given by the German Ministry of Aircraft Production as follows:-

manufacture of wings ceased,
manufacture of fuselage and inner surfaces
ceased,

P.'W. 200; Minor damage to components.
M.E.110: Minor damage to fuselages.
P.W. 19O: Minor damage to v;ings and fuselages.
Mechanical training shop completely destroyed,

training workshop completely destroyed.

Timber stores of the Rolandvrerft v/ere

This dockyard was building 6 high-speed launches
Their store of light metal components and rare

80 neviT machine

The details were

M.E. 110:

P.W. 189:

Stores of

On January 2nd the Bremer Warehouse was partly gutted, all sheds
being burnt down, tv/o barges sunk, and the steaQier Kattegat
sot on fire. The Atlas-Marino works \7cre daiaaged by fire,
the following night 50 H.E's and 4OOO—4-5G0 incendiaries
reported. The Pocke-Wulfo v/orks vrere again hit, and two
aircr^t damaged. Two steamers, a number of sheds, the
technical college and the Moor Research Institute
fire.

On

were

were set on

On March 12th there was an alariTi at 11 p.m. which lasted until
6 a,m, on March 13th, 30-40 aircraft were reported, 4O-5O
H,E’s were dropped on the area of the Pocke-Wulfe works,
causing throe days loss of production on Condors, Pour
completed P.Ti/'.l89's v/ere damaged.
the magazine and foundry of the Atlas works.

There were two H.E.'s on

On May 8th 200 H.E's and 2000 incendiaries were reported.
Several firms and a P, O.YiT, camp damaged by fire. On May
11th 160 H.E's and numerous incendiaries were reported, A
storehouse at the Atlas works and three dockyard sheds v/ere
burnt doT/n. ^The Weser aircraft works were hit by 3 H.E's and
30 incendiaries; the Wescr dock was hit and a steamer sunk.
The Pocke-Wulfe drawing office was partly gutted, traffic
installations on the main and goods stations daivagod, and 16
packing rooms of a timber depot gutted.

^  ̂ .MaiffiM3^.y.»-/iggitayg.n - The industrial areas of Mannheim and
Ludwiphaven, on either side of the Rhine, had been chosen as target
or the first blitz attack of the war upon a German tovm area on

December l6th, 194O (see previous section). After this they were not
a heavy attack until May, 1941. The only operations

directed against the area before then were by 15 sorties on Pebruary
otn, and by 7I on April 29th, ^

5.

/ In
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In the-large-scale operations of May, 1941, as seen above,
Mannheim figures throe tildes. 15O sorties-on May 5th 135 on May
9th, and 100 on May 12th v/erc directed against this
short nights excluded the more distant targets such as Berlin at
that time of year, so Mannheim suffered accordingly.

The Gentian official reports show little damage on April 29th,
32 aircraft vtere reported, the I.G, Parben works at Oppau, the
Pioneer Corps barracks and the Bergin chemical works were hit.
May 5th a few bombs and insiftnificant damage was recorded.
May 9th a large number of H.E's and incendiaries were reported,
mainly in the tovm and dock area. Heavy damage was caused,
including a loss of production of three days at the Daimler Benz
works, and several fires in factories. Pilots reported fires as
visible for 80 miles on this occasion. These heavy May attacks
on Mannheim do not appear to affect the distribution of bombs in
south-west Gen^iany, shown in Appendix W, Approximately are
reported as falling in open country, the same aa for the two
-previous months.

Hanoyer, - Apart from the important oil refinery at Hanove_
Misburg, which had been attacked several times, Hanover was not
chosen as an industrial area for heavy attack until February 1941,
It contained numerous objectives, including submarine oonponent
plants. By February the U-boat menace was in the forefront of
tactical considerations, and every effort v/as being urged to
reduce the output.

On February 10th the heaviest "crash concentration" yet
despatched was directed against Hanover,
with "Eel", the code-narie indicating an aiming point in the centre,
as their target. The total sorties on all targets which took off
on this night were 263, -and of thesb 245 successfully attacked a
target, so it oan.be seen that the operation resulted in an
unusually heavy scale of attack,
clear and moonlight enabled a good proportion of the aircraft to
find their targets", in the words of the intelligence summary.
Later sorties reported the.„targot most effectively bombed, with many
fires burning, . : .

area. The

On

On

6. r-

221 sorties were detailed

The weather over Hanover was

A.H.'B. 6.
Transla

tion

E.'C.O.R.B,

App.A6?7 '

This operation was followed up- by
aircraft., the following night, when Bremen was the principal target,.
Apart from another operation on this small scale in March, Hanover
was loft alone until May 15th. On that night it took its place in
the heavy operations of May with an attack by a total of 101
sorties despatched, once more with. "Eel
the same ntUTiber of sorties as '

alone oh the-big February attack.

a "nuisance" raid of 26

This was

had been despatched by No,3 Group
as their target.

7. Besides being the capital and by far the largest
German city, Berlin contained numerous industrial objectives,
greht distance across enemy territory, hov/ever, restricted the
weight^of attack upon it. The old'type heavy bombers could only
reach it from late August to mid-April without being caught in day
light over enemy territory, ■

The Bomber Coiin^d report of June 1941, gives the following
summary of attacks, U/

__ ' / "Berlin
(1) Statistical data used in documents at this time (194O-41)
unreliable. The above figures do not agree with those used in
this narrative and its appendices, v/hich are taken from the
"Forn E" reports upon individual sorties,
accurate figures known.

Its

are

which are the most
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Berlin was first attacked in August,
Been attacked 51 times with a
and 64,000 incendiaries,
grov/ing weight of attack v/hich has Been directed against this
target: -

In the first raid, on the night 25th/26th August 1940, 22
aircraft dropped I8 tons of BomBs on Berlin,

On the night 17th/l8th April 1941, 8l aircraft dropped 68 tons.

During the short night period May-June 1941 when Berlin
out of darkness range except for the new-types of aircraft
of superior speed, 22 aircraft dropped 68 tons.

It will Be seen that three of the figures quoted aBove
identical and so they may Be linked up in a more interesting way
and expressed thus:

At the Beginning of the period 22 aircraft carried 18 tons of
BomBs to Berlin; at the end of the period the same number
of new-type aircraft 68 tons. About the middle of the
period this tonnage required a force of 8l .aircraft to
carry it,"

Since then it has

total of 647 tons of H.E. bombs
The follov/ing figures illustrate the

(a)

(b)

(o) was

are

There were no operations against Berlin in January or February,
The first in this period v/as By 72 sorties on March 1 2th. On this
night a total of 247 aircraft were despatched against Hamburg (88),
Bremen (87) and Berlin, On March 23rd Berlin was the target for Nos,1
3 and 4 Groups, 63 aircraft in all, whilst No,2 Group carried out a
diversionary operation against Hanover.

_In April there were four attacks upon Berlin. The first was By
80 aircraft on April 9th. The second was the large-scale operation
referred to in the above report, in vrtiioh 118 aircraft were detailed.
The third ^d fourth were by Stirlings alone, 3 on the 25th and 10 on
the last night of the moiith. The nights were By then too short for the
slower old-type Bombers to reach Berlin. For the same reason a force
of 14 of the new heavy Bombers - Stirlings and Manchesters - carried
out the only attack in May, on May 15th.

A.H.B.6.
Transla

tions.

German records report an attack By 34 aircraft in four waves on
the night of March 12th. The Deutsche Hannetallwerke lost two days
production, and fires or slight damage were caused at Siemensstadt,
Daimler Benz and a factory at Marienfelde. The April 9th attack
reported to Be By 60-7O aircraft. 40 H.E’s and about 3000
incendiaries are recorded. Fires were started in the State Opera
House, the State Library, the University, the Old Palace, the Reich
Ministry of Agriculture and in the Unter den Linden; also on the roof
and^2nd floor of Bellevue Castle, in the Rhein-Metall Borsig works in
Marienfelde, and the food office in Poulastrasse. The semimary of
damage in Berlin shows incidents reported in 120 places, including 5
industrial installations, 5 centres of communication, 10 public
Buildings, 2 military objectives, a hospital and some private
dwellings, A large number of persons had to Be evacuated.

was

On the night of April 25th- only
despatched reached and Bombed Berlin.

one of the three Stirlings
T, . - aircraft dropped five

1000 IB and seven 500 IB BomBs in the centre of the city without
observing its results. The German report shows danmge to Buildings
and a Broken gas main, rn It also reports that 4 incendiaries caused
considerable dajaage to the offices of the "Luftfahrtbedarf" (aero-
accessories) Co, with a 5C^^ drop in output for 3-4 weeks, and that
the underground line from Potsdarlbr station was closed Because of an

/ ■unexploded
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unexploded tine bonb. No, incendiaries or delay bombs were carried,
however.' The German report notes that this attack was carried out by
only one aircraft. There is no record of the operation by ten Stirlings
on April 30th, although two of the aircraft reported that they had

did all but two on
May 15th. On this occasion, again, there is no German confirmation.
8. The Ruhr ~  campaign against the Ruhr was continued on a much
smaller scale during this period. A total of 311 sorties was directed
against Dusseldorf during the five months from January to May, 1941,

,  ̂ smaller number against the oil plants
at terkrade Holten and Homburg. All these attacks except those against
Dusseldorf were directed against oil targets. At Dusseldorf an
aiming point was detailed under the code name "Perch",

area

heaviest attacks upon this area were on January 9th, when 134
aircraft of all five groups wore directed against the synthetic oil
pi^t at Gelsenkirchen-Nordstern, on February 15th, when I43 vrere
detailed, half of them against Homburg and half against Sterkrade Holten.
both synthetic oil targets, and finally on March 14th, when the two oil

f ̂flsenkirchen were detailed to 8? sorties, whilst 41 aircraft
of Nos.1 and 2 Groups were sent to Dussledorf, Dusseldorf was also the
objective for 80 aircraft on February 25th and 53 on April 10th in
addition to several small scale attacks.

G.197529/DM'i/7/48.
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SECTION IV

FNOPAGAM)A

The dropping of propaganda leaflets continued during the

vanter 194-0-ifl as a subsidiary task on bombing missions, and as
a tro.ining exercise for Operational Training Units,

3,46650/11 fiomber Command were urged by Air Ministry to increase their
Enel, 42A incidental deliveries of leaflets to G-emany, in view of an

As a result, No. 2

In Decemb

improvement in the standard of material.

er

Croup 'wes added to those taking p>art in the task on December 6th
and the ijorticipation of the new No, 1 Croup v/as promised as soon
as it should become operational.

Ibid A project was mooted by the Ministry of Economic Warfare
for the distribution of leaflets on Christmas Eve in i^lace of
bombs. The Air Staff viev/ was, hov/ever, that bombers should

Enel. 19c,

only go to Germany without bombs in most exceptional circun'istahces.

Enel. 58c. Later the Ministry of Information enquired whether bombs were
to be dropped on Christmas Eve, so that broadcast propaganda
could be pr-epfired accordingly,
announcement in the House of Conuuons that no truce would be agreed

to at Christmas, the Secretary of State replied "it is not for me
to declare a bombing truce of my own,
be unsuitable for bombing, however, full credit for refraining
should be claimed. It was suggested that the radio broadcasters

In point of fact no
On the former

251..

In view of the Prime Minister's

End. 58/; If Gltristmas Eve should

should be prepared for either eventuality,
operations took place on December 24th or 25th,
night doubtful weather conditions were the primary reason.

No, 3 Croup On Christmas night the truce was continued owing to the good
0, H. B. behaviour of the enemy on the x^i’evious night.

On Mea-'ch 28th 1941, another, reminder of the importance of

pror>aganda was sent to Bomber Command by the Director of Plans,
During the previous three months small quantitiesAir Mjjiistry.

s.46650/11
Enel. 88a

of leal’lets had been dropped by Nos. 1 and 5 Groups, very few by
As a result, manyNos. 2 £ind 4 Groups, and none by No, 5 Group,

of the leaflets distributed became out of date taid had to be

On April 19th the Command were informed
the prime Minister was especially interested in carrying

withdrawn for pulping,
that

as many leaflets as possible into Germany.

Ibid

Enel. 95A

In March .ajid April 1941, respectively, arrangements were made

by Boinbei- Command to drop tea and coffee over Holland and Belgium,
About 4000 lb of tea, a gift from the Dutch of Batavia, was dropped
over Holland in small cotton bags,
thirds of £in ounce and bore a label with the vrords "Holland will

rise aga.in,'
good hecu-t.
Eree _ _ __

arranged for No. 6 Group to drop ten cases made up in small

packets. The Dutch naval attache reported that the reaction of
his people to the gift of tea was to ask "vmy not bombs?"

Each bag weighed about two-

'Ireetings from the Free Netherlands Indies.
As a result of the success of this dropping the

It v/as

Keep a

Forces asked for coffee to be dropped over Prance,

End. S5A,
99A, lOOA.

Ibid

Enel. 99A

nickel" operations carriedThe number of leaflet dropping or
out by Nos. 6 & 7 Groups can be seen in the Monthly Summary of

.The precise number carried byOperations at Appendix U.
operational groups cannot be ascertained, as a few bundles were
merely added as a make-weight on an occasional bombing operation.
Copies of all the leaflets dropped with their translations can be
found in Appendix D to the Bomber Command Operations Record Book
for the period.
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PART VI

THE WAR AT SEA

SECTION I

GBl'iEEAL REVIEW

Introduction. - The attempt of each side to blockade the other

by attack upon her sea communications was naturally an integral
pea't of the strategic war between Great Britadn and Geraiany,
insular position of the f ormer, and the speedj^ land conquests of
the latter made this struggle far more vital to Great Britain than
to Germany.

The

The -war at sea began on September 3rd, 1939.
imtil June, 1940, hov/ever, that Germany V;/as able to concentrate her
energies upon it,

Europe in that month, .and ■ especially the Erench Atlantic seaboard,
she 'Was able to attack the British supply lines with every advantage
in her favcitr. During the reraainder of the period this attack
brought Great Britain very close to disaster. ' The losses suffered
through surface raiders, submarines, long-range aircra t, and mines
during the period under review Y/ere- as follows;-

It was not

With the occupation of the whole of Yfestem

BR. 1337

1.10.45.
BRITISH MERCHANT-VESSELS LOST BY ENEMY ACTION

1940

Jim JUL AUG SEP OCT' NOV D^ JilN FEB MAR APR MY

61 64 56 ' 62 63 73 61 41 75 83 73 92

1941

Month

Number

(approx)
Tonnage

(000 tons)

The scale of loss reached in March-May, 1941j was never exceeded
except at the cl^ax of the. U-Boat Y/ar in the Yvinter of 1942-43.
By then the aid of. Russia , and America had removed all doubt of the
ultimate outcome.

283 271 . 278 324 302 304 265 209 315 365 362 387

2. The Part of Bomber Command. From the outbreak of hostilities

Bomber Caramsnd had'played a. part ha the war at sea. Earlier parts
of this narrative have shown' the effort expended in attacking naval
baises and other ports, shipping at-sea and in harbour, the ship
building and naval armament industries, and the factories and
operating bases of the long-range aircraft used in commerce-raiding.
During the first period of "phoney" 'war tasks connected with the
v/ar at sea, were the only offensive operations carried out by
Bomber Command, and have been dealt with as such. For the

rema.inder of 1940 they vere so inextricably mingled T/ith the general
operations of the Command that they have been included therein,
he minelaying campaign alone, being entirely distinct, is dealt

Y/ith bslo'w.

T

In 1941 concentration of bombing became the rule. i'lnd in

March Bomber Command was instructed to give first priority to the
Battle of the Atlantic. For this period, therefore, the operations
directed to this end are studied .separately below,
clear line of distinction can be drawn,
tfirgets 'connected with the wai- at sea existed in most of the
industrial a.reas whose attack has been described in Part V,

Even so no

It must be remembered that

G. 197929/H’/6/48 /Especially
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Especially in the case of the great ports of Mamburg and Bremen.

The role of No. 2 Group during this period y/as principally
connected with the ¥i/ar at sea, and has therefore been included
under this heading,
it difficult to classify.

The variety of tasks carried out makes

The directive to No. 2 Group
App. B 1251 Januai'y 21st, 1941 laid down that it should participate in the

oil plan and in area attacks when these were laid on in full
This side of its work has been included above.

O.R.B.
on

strehgth.

In addition two squrUrons v/ere to specialise in daylight
operations, either with fighter cover or under cloud
according to weather,
were known as

cov

The operations yyith fighter cove
er

r
circus" operations and were intended to draw

German fighters into cornba.t with
favourable to us.

our Q\m in conditions tactically
Any shipping seen during daylight cloud cover'

raids was to take priority for attack. Occasional attacks on
marshalling yards and aerodromes were also included in the
directive.

O.H.B. On March 15th, shipping targets, including the channel
App. B 1305 ports, were given absolute priority for No. 2 Group. And on

April 9th, all its, squadrons were put on to daylight operations.
.BI364, success of the shipping sweeps carried out justified this.
1365 proposed in addition to form , a'daylight flight of
1337 Ivsllingtons and Hampdens in Nos,. 3 and 5 Groups respectively, to

join in these shipping and other attacks.

O.R,B.

App.

The proposal regarding
Wellingtons was dropped, but a Hampden flight of No. 6l Squadron

B.L-. Signal was attached to No. 2 Group for a period, and carried out several
Ops. 268 daylight oxjerations under cloud cover at the end of April. '
1.5.41. returned to night operations under No. 5 Group on May 1st.

They

3. The major Germ,an Naval Units. The most important imits of the
German fleet with which Bomber Command was required to deal during
this period are reviewed shortly below, with their positions and
movements.

A.H.B.

11/4/62
Schamhorst and Gneisenau. .

close company for most of this period.
26,000 tons and a speed of 29 knots.
11 inch, twelve 5.9 inch and fourteen 4.1 inch guns, and in addition
they had sixteen I.46 inch anti-aircrtuft

cruise off the Norivegian coast iix June, 1940, the two ships
remained at Kiel until about January 22nd, 1941.
they were attacked on eleven occ£-.sions, a fev/ hits being claiiued
but not confinried. Di.iring February and March, 1941, they were
in the Atlantic attacking comaerce. The first laiown attack was
upon the British shij:i Trelacwhep on February 22nd. During
six yveeks of the two months they' were at sea the two vessels sank
and destroyed 22 British ships. On March 28th, their presence
in Brest was established by lahotographic reconnaissance, and they
remained there for the rest of the period. Four major attacks
v/ere directed against the two ships in Bi-est between this date
and the end of May (see under "Brest", Section III(2)), in
addition to numerous small-scale o]perations.

The battleship Bismarck had been under construction

t Hamburg for a long time and was
During

Between September 11th and 23rd
she moved to Kiel, which she left on September 28th, moving out
of range :of ’ xbotographic reconnaissance. On May 19th/20th, 1941,
Bismarck and the cruiser pfinz' Eugen left the Baltic, and were
identified in-Norwegian waters on May 21st.
impossible during the next two days ccwing to the weather closing

/down.

These two battle-cruisers yvere in

'They had a displacement of
Their armament yvas nine

guns. After a short

ViThilst there

Bisnerck,

at the Blohxi and Voss yard
knoyyn to be nearing completion in the summer of 1940.
July, August and early September a nujnber of attacks yvere

Air attack ¥/as

.. carried out upon her there.

Cl.
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down.

May 23rd by two cruisers of the Royal Navy, and shadowed by
Coastal Command aircraft on May 24th. The shadowing aircraft
witnessed the action in which H.M,S. Hood was sunk and Bismarck

The latter was relocated'on May 26th and sunk by
torpedoes on May 27th, thus removing one of the major threaits to
British shipping.

Prinz Eugen.
Prinz Eugen made for Brest,

and 12 Stirlings canried out
locate her, as she was far to the south at the time,
arrived at Brest on June 1st.

The'enemy force was sighted in the Denmark straits on

damaged.

After accompanying Bismarck as described above.
On May 2?th a force of 52 Yfellingtons
daylight search but failed to

She

CL

I-Iipper. The Hipper, to whose class Prinz Eugen also belonged,
a 10,000 ton ci-uiser capable of a“‘spesd of 32 knots. During

IlA/36/5 December, I940 she left German vi/aters and was sighted and eneaged
Enel. 75. on December 25th by li.M.S. Berwick in position 43°22' N.

25°20' W. She reacTTed'Brest on December 27th, after photographic
reconnaissance earlier in the day had sho?m her absence. It was
reported on January 3rd and definitely established the next day
that the Hipper was in dry dock at Brest. Prom that night onwards
Bomber COTffiTicnd made repeated attacks (see under Brest, Section
III (2)). During January Bomber and Coastal Commtnd dropped
108 tons of bombs in the vicinity of the cruiser, apparently
without effect. On February 2nd, Hipper went to sea, returning
to Brest on February 14th. Bomber Command renewed the attack
in February and March, but Hippei'’ was able to return to Gennany.
She left Brest on March 15th/16th, a.nd was photographed at Kiel
on April 25th.

Tirpits, The battleship Tirpitz- was under construction at
vvilhelrashaven, being considerably less advanced than Bismarck.
Up till Merch l8th, 1941, when her absence was first reported by
Photographic reconnaissance, a considerable bombing effect was
expended in trying to delay her completion,
were intensified in January and February, as she v/as known to be
nearly ready to go to sea.
there during these tv/o months.

These attacks

A total of 442 sorties were despatched
,  (see Section III (4) below).

G.197929/CP/6/48
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SECTION II

MNELAYING

OutOine of Policy,

and the tectmical development of the "M" magnetic mine are
dealt with in the Coastal Command narrative for this period.
As Coastal Command were chiefly concerned with the war at

sea, and had a close liaison vath the Admiralty, the direction
of the minelaying campaign was entrusted to them.
Group merely made available the number of aircraft ordered

by the current bomber directive whenever possible,
of this subsidiary role, however, from the start of the
caiiipaign on April 13th, 1940, Bomber Command invariably laid
a greater number of mines than Coastal Command and the Fleet
Air Arm combined.

The policy regarding aerial minelaying

No, 5

In spite

Owing to its large bombing commitment, rainelaying was
£\lways a subsidiary operation for Bomber Command, and was
sometimes regarded as an unnecessary drain upon the meagre
resources of bomber aircraft,

both in London and at Bomber Command, however, realized the
great value of minelaying,
scale of the bombing offensive demanded by successive
directives, which prevented the satisfaction of the Admiralty's
constjint demand for a greater effort to be devoted to m.ining.

The majority of the Air Staffs

It was only the overwhelming

see Part II. The first period of this campaign has been dealt with
Section IV.B. in ptirt II of this narrative. Prom April 13th, to May 14th,

1940 286 mining sorties v^ere carried out by Bomber Command,
and 181 mines were successfully planted,
suspended until June 5th, in favour of support to the land
campaign in the Netherlands and Prance,

resumed after the Dunkirk evacuation only one squadron of
Hampdens was allocated to the task,

see Part III, aircraft operated on any suitable night.
Section I.

S. 1636/1
Enel. 988. Operations were th

When they were

Approximately six
The anti-invasion

directive of July 4th increased the scale of effort to twelve

en

aircraft per night by the allocation of three squadrons to the
task. The result can be seen in the summary of operations
at Appendix J2.

This scale of effort continued on suitable nights until,
by the directive of September 21st, 1940, these three
squadrons were switched on to the direct attack of the
submarine industry,
at the request of the Admiralty, minelaying continuing on

EC/S.23824/2 those nights unfavourable to precision bombing. On January 10th,
Enel. 121A

S.I636/E.
Enel. I7OA. enemy

On September 29th, this was modified

1941, No. 5 Group was instructed by Bomber Command to
undertake mining only for the training of inexperienced crews,
and, on permission from Cojanand, by up to 15 aircraft on
nights Y/hen the weather should preclude bombing,
confirmed on January 25th, following the directive which
ordered a special effort against oil targets on January 15th.
The new heavy bombers, Stirlings and Manchesters, could
also be used for mining until the necessary modifications
were carried out to make them operationally fit for full
bombing duties.

This was

see Part V,

Section I.

The neYJ bomblrg directive of March 9th, 1941, gave the
BC/S.23746/EI first priority to Battle of the Atlantic targets. It was left
End. 95A to the ,Gomi’nand's discretion whether to attack enemy

submarine bases by bombing or mining,
did not increase much, due partly to weather and shortage

Mining during March

/of
G. 19792 9/EP/6/48
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of crews, until the end of the month,

however, the scale was considerably increased,
occasions No. 5 Group put a full scale effort on to the task,
e. g. 42 sorties on March 20th, 38 on May 26th.

Pull details of the mines laid by Bomber Command can be
found in Appendix J2. Appendix J3 contains the code used, in
alphabetical order of areas mined and code-words used. The mine

laying campaign was Icnovm throughout as"gardening" , and most of
the code-words used were the names of vegetables.

This campaign played an important part in the battle for
supremacy in the Atlantic, which was carried on throughout the
war. The laying of mines off the enemy coast had both a
defensive and on offensive purpose. It interfered with the
free action of enemy naval forces, including submarines, causing
some damage to them. In addition it hindered the movement of

coastal and other merchant shipping, resulting in serious loss
of supplies -to the enemy, both by sinkings and by delay whilst
a passage was swept.

Operations, June to December, 1940
resumed after the Dunkirk evacuation

despatched on the night of June 5th, 1940, all of which
successfully laid in the Langelands Belt area. The effort of
one squadron continued to be devoted to this task on all suitable

nights in June, amounting to 21 out of the remaining 26 nights
of the month. During the month 122 sorties were despatched
for the loss of two aircraft, and 89 mines were laid. The
principal laying areas were the Elbe estuary and Kiel Bay.
No. 5 Group were given permission to carry bombs on external
bombracks in addition to the mine, in order to complete the
load,

bases or aerodromes on the route,
targets were made in the course of minelaying sorties.

During April-and May,
On several

2. Yfhen minelaying was
six Hampdens. Were

These bombs could be used against ships, seaplane
Frequent attacks on such

BC/S23746A
End. 18a,

On July 4th the effort devoted to mining was increased to
As a result the sorties increased to aboutthree squadrons,

twelve per night from July 5th. This number was reduced during
the moonlight phase between July l6th and 27th, as priority was
given to the bombing of aircraft and oil targets in Germany.
A special operation was also carried out on July 25th, eighteen
Hampdens attacking the Dortraund-Ems canal aqueduct over the river
Ems. Nine of the aircraft carried special "M" bombs for dropping
into the water, which were an adaptation of the standard magnetic

Most of the 150 mines laid during the month were in the

(see Appendix

none,

channels leading to Kiel and in the Elbe estuary,
J2).

In August the suggestion was made by Bomber Command that

rainelaying should be suspended dioring the moonlight period.
The Admiralty requested that a small effort should be

maintained, however, as a complete cessation would give the
enemy a valuable breathing space in which to overhaul their
sweeping craft and gear, and to rest their crews. It was
agreed to keep one squadron on the task. As a result only
ten sorties were despatched between August 13th and 22nd.

S1636A
End. 132A.

CC/7010/16
End. 149A.

On August 19th the Admiralty ’asked for the areas round
Lorient, Brest and St. Nazaire, to be included in the mining
programme, as part of the anti-invasion measures,

mines were laid off Lorient on August 22nd and on the two
following nights large-scale operations were organised
against the other French ports. La Rochelle being added.

So 11

/OnG. 197929/EF/6/48
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On the 23rd, 40 sorties were despatched and 31 mines laid in the
approaches to Brest harboiir.
mines outside St, Faisaire and 12 near La Rochelle, .  Eight more
were laid off Lorient on August 27th, In the course of these short-

range operations on the French coast numerous bombing attacks were

carried out against shipping, docks, aerodroiTies and A,A, batteries.
Each mining aircraft was able to carry two 250 lb, bombs in addition
to the mine.

On the 24th 29 sorties laid 13

S1636/E
End, 152B

A,H,B,

IlA/33

An accident occurred at Scompton aerodrome on August 28th

in which eighteen mines exploded,
cancelled after this until September 6th.
were sent to carry out new tests, in particular as to the safety
of the delay mechanism. This had been devised for  a proportion of
the mines laid, so that ‘immediate sweeping by the enemy would be
ineffective.

All mining operations were
Meanwhile naval rating

Two further modifications to the fusing of the "A"

s

Mine, Mark I, were introduced during September; the IMP which
detonated on impact, and the TIM which detonated immediately if it

End, 165A hit a solid surface but only after 6 secs if it landed in water. Three
IMPS were dropped on Berlin on November lij.th/15th,. whilst the TIM was
used against harbours and cands.

S1636/E

The scale of operations v/as recuced in the last four months of

The average number
They were

the year, owing to increased emphasis on bombing,
of sorties per month for these four months was only 63.
directed against the French ports and the Elbe estuary in September,
In October Keil Bay and Lorient were the principal areas, whilst in
November and December Brest began to receive the biggest share of
attention. The Admiralty proposed in November that mining should bSI636/Q

End. 2A

e

concentrated against the enemies' base ports,
communication should be left until these had been dealt with,

mining areas I'tere classified A,B,C and D in order of importance (see
Coastal Gca-nmand narrative).

The lines of

The

3. Operations. January to May. 1941. The effort devoted to mine

laying by Bomber Command continued to be small for the first three

months of 1941. There were three larger operations, however,
against the Brest area. The first, by 42 sorties on February 21 St,
was in an attempt to prevent the Hipper from getting to sea again,
as she had between February 2nd and 14-th, The other two were in

March, and v/ers directed against the Schamhorst and Gneisenau.

On March 20th 42 mining sorties were directed to Brest, "torient and
St. Nazaire in case the battlecruisers should attempt to enter.
And bn March 29th, Y/hen their arrival at Brest had been established,
25 sorties Yvere despatched to "sew them in" , followed by a further
10 the following night.

The attempt to prevent the break-out of the two battle
cruisers employed the majority of the mining effort of Bomber Command
in April, The effect devoted to the task was increased with this in

view, 156 sorties being despatched. Of these, approximately half
were sent to Brest. Apart from this, a new area had been opened to
aerial minelaying by the Admiralty, comprising a large stretch off
the Frisian Islands, There was a constant stream of important
enemy traffic passing along the coastal channels between the Elbe and

Terschelling. Fifty mines Y/ere laid in this area during April and
May,

SI636/EI
Enel. 21B

Apart from this steady campaign against the new area, the
principal operations in May were aimed at the Prinz Eugen. After
she parted company from, the Bismarck she appeared to te heading for
a French port. In viev/ of this, mining aircraft were despatched
to Brest and St. Nazaire on May 25th, 26 to Brest on the 26th, and
36 to the two ports once more on the 27th. Prinz Eugen did not
enter Brest, however, until June, 1st,

A.G.197929/CF/6A8
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4. Frequent reports were received during this
period of casualties due to minela5ring. The accuracy of these

could seldom be checked, and there was seldom sufficient data to

decide whether the mine had been laid by Bomber Command, Coastal

Command, the Fleet Air Arm or the Royal Navy. On August 18th,
1940, a handsome tribute was paid by the Admiralty to the work of
the R.A.F. in this field.

780 mines had been laid, some 520 by Bomber Command and 260 by
Coastal Command.

Results achieved.

Up to date, they stated, approximately

It had not been possible to obtain reliable

SI636/I
End. 134A

infonmation concerning the damage inflicted upon the enemy, except
from areas visible to neutral observers. From such areas the

A.H.B.

II/k/28
sinkings reported amounted to nearly 100,000 tons, including 22
German ships.

To illustrate contemporary assessment of results  a specimen
of the periodical "Summary of Losses" issued by the Naval
Intelligence Division is given in Appendix XI.
extracts are from the first edition cf S.D. 244, the Air Ministry
report on "Sea Mining Operations," issued in March 1941;-

The following
II/il/60

"One of the first successes known was the blowing up of one
train-ferry and the damaging of two others in the Great Belt. These

results Were attiubuted to internal explosions as  a result of

sabotage. Other early reports of sinkings gave the cause as

unknovm or were accompanied by vague references to submarines,
and it was sane little time before the true cause of the sinkings
was fully appreciated. Nor had the Germans any effective counter

to the magnetic mine."

The number of ships sunk or damaged in the areas mined by
Bomber Canmand up to the end of 1940, according to this report,
was 91.

A more reliable record of the German losses due to mining
is given in the post-wai’ list compiled from German sources,

is not yet complete, and the details available are often

insufficient to show whether the sinking v/as due to Bomber Command

or some other agency.
Icnown to have been mined during the period from April, 1940 to the
end of May, 1941 amounts to a total of 51,610 tons (see Appendix X2).

This

The tonnage of German merchant shipping

N.I.D. 24/
235/46.

G.197929AF/7/48
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SECTION III

THE BATTLE OF -THE ATLfJOTIC, DECEIvIBER, 1940j^aY, 1941

Critical Stage of the Tfar at Sea. As mentioned in the "policy'
section of Part V (sect; I (2)), the principal diversion from
stragetic bombing in this period was due to the threat to British
shipping by German capital ships, submarines and aircraft. This
led to a demand for air attack upon German ships in naval ports,
submarine bases and component factories, and aerodromes used by
the long-range Pocke-Wolf "Condor" employed in commerce raiding.
The oper’ations carried out against German ports up to the end of
1940 have been mentioned earlier, as they were part of the general
strategic bombing campaign against centres in Germany. Targets
attacked in connection with the war at sea were at Hamburg and
Bremen, Kiel, Wilhelmshaven, Ernden and Bremenhaven. The first two
have been included in Part Y ov/ing to the numerous strategic
targets they contained. The latter are dealt with below for
January to May, 1941.

This period of early 1941 was a critical stage in the battle
for commercial lifelines and naval supremacy in the Atlantic,
The battlecruisers Scharnhorst and Gneisenau with the cruiser

Prinz Eugen reached v/estern French ports by March 28th after a
spell of commerce-raiding. The U-Boat attacks had grown to such
proportions as to cause serious alarm. And the long-range aircraft

based on Merignac aerodrome, Bordeamc, were taking their toll of

shipping out of range of home-based fighter protection.

BC/S23746AI
End, 95A

The bomber directive of March 9th, 1941# quoted the Prime
Minister's ruling that "we should devote our energies to defeating
the attsKipt of the enemy to strangle our food supplies and our
connection with the United States. Soon after this the first

C.I.U.Report detailed report on German ship-building issued by the photographic
R.D. 39

21/3/41.
reconnaissance unit revealed a vast drive in submarine construction

which had begun in the latter half of 1940. 118 U-Boats under
construction had been identified. In April 144 were identified,

R.D. 57 including 24 which were fitting out.

The effect of these threats to British supply routes was the

diversion of an increasing number of bomber sorties to Battle of

the Atlantic targets,
which have been dealt with, (Sect. Il), the increase can be seen
in the following figures;-

Apart from those devoted to minelaying,

Sorties against Battle of Atlantic targets.

May, 1941Dec. 1940 J an. 1941 AprilFeb. Mar.

2376499 721 1170 1003377

During the three months that the directive of March 9th was in force
the bombing effort against Battle of the Atlantic targets amounted

to 4468 sorties, 5,822 tons of bombs and 154 sea mines. The war

ships in Brest alone accounted for II6I of these sorties and 1655
tons of bombs.

B.C, Report

As mentioned in Section I(3) aboveWarships at Brest,

several German warships arrived at Brest during this period,
cruiser Hipper was
battlecruisers Scharnhorst and Gneisenau on March 28th,

large bomber effort was immediately put out in an attempt

2.
T

identified there on January 4th, 1941, and th

case a

he

e
In each
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to iinmobilize them, so that they could not put to sea again to
recommence commerce-raiding.

For the attack on the Hipper 53 sorties ware despatched
to Brest on January 4th, 12 on January 10th and 27 on January
12th. Another attack was put in on February 2nd by %
aircraft, but Hippsr had already put to sea.
on February 14th, and a further attack was put in on February
22nd by 29 Wellingtons,

despatched, including nine of the now heavy bombers, Stirljjigs
and Manchesters. This was the third operation by the former
and the first by the latter. Neither v;ere used for long-range
work as yet. After another operation against her by 54 sorties,
including two Stirlings, on March 2nd, and by 2 Stirlings alone
the following night, Hopper left Brest on the night of March
15th and returned to Germany.

She returned

On February 24th 57 sorties were

When the Scharnborst and Gneisenau were found to be docked
at Brest on March 23th, an attempt was made by six Hampdens to
attack in daylight on March 29th. The cloud cover was insufficient,
however, so mines were laid that night on a large scale outside
Brest harbour. Another daylight attempt by twelve Hampdens the
next dajr was abandoned for the same reason, and an attack was put
in that night, March 30th/31st by all groups. 109 aircraft,
including 4 new heavies, took part, and many claimed bursts close
to the battlecruisers. In addition 10 aircraf‘t were despatched to
lay mines in Brest area, all except two accomplishing their task.

In early April several more attempts were made to attack the
On April 1st 11 Hampdens abandoned the task whenships by day.

near the French coast owing to lack of cloud. On April 3rd 23
Hampdens were despatched, and one carried out an attack with four
500 lb S • A* P. bombs. On April 5th one out of ten Hampdens
attacked and another was missing. Meanv/hile both minelaying (see
Section. Il) and bombing attacks were carried out on the nights of
April 3rd, 4th and 6th.
and May are shown below ^^Jhe night bombing attacks during April

Contemporary assessment of results showed two hits on

Gneisenau on the night of April 4th, one on each ship on the 6th,
three on the Gneisenau on the 10th and one on the 12th. In May
Scharnhorst was reported hit on the night of the 3rd and Gneisenau
on the 4th.

was sufficiently severe for the Germans to send a special
commission to investigate it. Their, report (No. D-ll5), dated
April 24th, 1941, from Rheinraetal Borsig at Breslau, says that

/Gneisenau

The dcffiiage resulting from,the early April attacks

II/k62

(1) 3rd 4th i 6th ! 10thApril 12th 14th 22nd 28 th23rd

6589 48 6654 26Sorties 6794 25

(approx)
Tonnage 80 6939 50 3641 152 78 22

May 3rd 4th 7 th

89Sorties 32 97

I  (approx)
Tonnagei 12649 131

G. 197929/EP/7/48
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SsLtion three hits in the bows near the armonredTranslation turret. Two of these hod penetrated the upper deck and detonated
inside the ship. The third detonated in the upper deck, with a

,  second explosion against the armoured deck below. This was
fV presumed to be the explosion of oxygen bottles stored there. A

i.OPAb. German list of merchant marine losses shows that the tanker J.T.
Es|^rger was sunk at Brest on April 4th, 1941. These are the
only results so far known for certain.

3. Kiel..  . Baltic naval port, Kiel, was the mort important
target in Germany connected with the-  - - war at sea. It was the

principal German naval.base, with dockyards, shipbuilding, engineer
ing and armaraent works, food and fuel stores. Its activities in
U-Boat construction were of outstanding importance; whilst the
Ge^itn major naval units located there during this period included
^4§™]l£rst ;and Gneisenau up till the end of January, 1941;
Bismarck in March; the cruisers Numberg. Holn, Bmden and later
H3j)per; and two old battleships of the Schlesien class.

xhe attacks carried out against Kiel up to the end of October,
1940, have been described amongst anti-invasion operations
(Part IV, Section III(4)). During October the scale of attack
increased as the Scdarnhoyst and Gneisenau appeared to be ready for
sea. On October 15th and l6th 41 and 38 aircraft respectively
were despatched against Kiel. The attack was maintained at
intervals through November and December, 1940, 54 sorties being
despatched during that time. In January and February, 1941,
however, no attacks were made upon Kiel owing to the greater
priority of other targets. These included Wilhelmshaven, the
other large German naval port.

Prom March, 1941, when Battle of the Atlantic targets
given first priority, Kiel became the most important objective in
Germany.

were

Between the date of the new directive, March 9th and
the end of May 900 sorties were directed against it, the largest
number against any town in Germany,

This attack began with 27 sorties on March 11th, followed by
99 on March 18th.
against Kiel,

In April a total of 695 sorties were directed
The heaviest attacks were by 226 sorties on April

7th, and by 159 the following night, directed against the DUETSCHE
I'TEIRIxE and Krupps shipbuilding yards. The vast majority of aircraft
claimed success on both nights, large fifes and explosions in the
target areas being reported,
in May.

There r/ere only two smaller attacks

There are fairly comprehensive German accounts of all the
principal attacks during this period. That of March 18th reports
four attacks by 40 to 50 aircraft, some 47 H.E.' and 900 - 1000
incendiaries being mentioned. Several public buildings were hit,
long-distiuice telephone lines, lighting circuits and power cables
broken. The damage mentioned in the tv/o shipyards includes;-
Krupps, Germaniawerft - sawmill and material testing station hit by
H.E.s, walls of the quay endangered by a
in the water at the' dock edge,
v/hile.

Deutsche-Jerke - M.T. vehicle shed and model shed gutted, apprentices
workshop 50% destroyed, ship-construction hall pantly burnt down.

dud", one H.E, dropped
Work was only held up for a short

AHB.6
Translations

German

reports.

On the night of April 7th.the tramway supply power station
The damage towas gutted and several small workshops damaged.

shipy.ards included the following;-
Deutsche Yfsrke - 60ft, loss of production for an unspecified time.
Machine shops, machine-tool shops, Jjrawing office and restroom
gutted. First floor of the ship-and machine building

G. 197929/EF/7/48 /administrative
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^ajiistrative block, several constructional shops and offices
whiS’ w smaller fires, including U-Boat and aimioured
vehicle workshops. in the harbour for small craft  , “

t loating crane was sunk. liriegsmarinewerft (fomerly'
caMe rf fell 25fo for a short tLe.
cable shed, artillery stores sheds,
houses were razed to the ground.
IiS25phe Y/as damaged by an H.E. bomb.
Schleswig Holstein and the Scheer .

Germaniawerft - Production at a standstill,
buildings,
electric

damaged.

a 5“ton

The

and other stores and boat-
The French A. A. cruiser

Incendiaries on the

,  , Administrative
carpentry shop, paint shop, gutted, foundry

power plant doonaged. A number of other buildings
and

On the night of April 8th the tramway cables
several points, and tracks destroyed.
to Kiel was hit at Elmschenhagen station,
stopped owing to damage to tracks and poY/er cables.

go.„aLi-
S a - Naval dookyaxd - Bomb penetrated deck and side
dLagl ^ ™ wharves, little
Germaniavrerf t

were broken at

An express train Berlin
Local trains were

.  “ Ds^aage in main administrative block, foundry
sho^ mechanical workshop, engine shops, coppersmiths
shop, electrical store, etc. The machine-shop of thfBo“
-  ins brokers soil destroyed, electricity and^
and railway stations'fojiiagS. ’ barracks burnt out,

w

maa

orks

water

April 15th bJb7“sStiel?Sng reported afSoS sfaik^ljf^

4th and 25th adso, little damage was caused to military On April

•' ^ available from irrefutable sources. it ̂
.erves as m example of the effect which was being attaojied^at
pJsit^on® “ifosro?tb^"‘^ -'f ^ identifiable

°f evidence regarding this early period of
attack has been covered by the vastly greater scale of
dev^tation achieved in the latter years of the war. As a
consequence, the results at this period have been dismissed bv
most authorities as negligible. Yet, although they cannot ^
compare with that obtained later, it can be seen thit Miefa
faid was concentrated, even at this date s
caused to the German war effort.

at Kiel,

ome hindrance was

4. Flddelmshaven and other German norts.
second great German naval base, Wilhelmshkven" was concentrated
principally against the Tirpitz , under constructions thf
Kriegsmarine Werft, and the submarine graving docks,
period of heaviest attack was January - Februarv 19A1 +
.^ feared thdt was naarl/rsiy f "
sorties were sentl;o vfilhelmshaven in January and I73 in
February. The heaviest attacks upon the port were bv 96
sorties on January 15th, 81 on January l6th, and 116
February 28th. The German account of the raid of

The attack on the

The

on

J anuary

/15thG.197929/IF/7/48
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ar Diary of 15th/l6th sajrs that
with tiie results of
was considerable.

Port

Authority

"the damage caused by this raid, compared
previous attacks on home naval bases,"
There v/as a 'V, ‘ V ■ n^ ■ great deal of damage to the

naval shipbuilding yards; m some cases this caused severe
limitation to the output capacity of the yards. "The main

U-boat construction yards, and the
locks at the 3rd entrance to the harbour - were not hit."
The attack' tailed off to 68 sorties during March, 6 in April
and none in May.

German ports attacked at this time in connection vdth
he Battle^of the A'tlantic included Hamburg and Bremen, which

have been aealt with in P.art V. The only others of importance
-Bremerhaven. Only some 56 sorties were directed

at the former and 64 at the latter during the period January -
May, 1941. One point of interest is that Emden was the only
target in Gerraany against which a daylight sortie was attempted by
heavy bombers. On April 2?th and 28th a Stirling was despatched
on a cloud cover attack. On the former day it turned back owing
to insufficient cloud cover, but on the latter the docks at
Eniden were bombed from 2000 feet, the rear gunner also opening
fire, whilst the 2drcraft was below cloud.

5. Forts and Aerodromes in occupied countries. Apart from
Brest, T/hich has been dealt with above, a number of French,
Belgian and Dutch ports v/ere attacked during this period. The
attacks upon submarine bases at Lorient and Bordeaux in December,
1940 have been mentioned. The docks at Boulogne were also .
attacked in December, and at intervals throughout the rest of
this period, as they were used to shelter S-boats,
in all were directed against them from January to May.
next target of this nature in order of importance was the oil
wharves at Rotterdam, Constant harsissing attacks were
maintained agadnst them throughout the period, amounting to 219
sorties. Lorient was again attacked during Mar-ch by 105
sorties in all, Calais, Dunkirk, St, Wazaare, Le Havre,
Flushing and Antv/erp were also detailed. These fringe targets
were usually allotted to inexperienced crews for their first
two or ti-iree operations.

262 sorties
The

The long-range aircraft base at Bordeaux-Merignac has also
been mentioned earlier,

operated, attacking Allied shipping far out in the Atlantic.
The modem French aircraft factory there was used for their

42 sorties were despatched against Merignac during the
period January to May, 1941.

From here the Focke-Walf Condors

repair.

G. I97929/EP/7/48
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SECTION IV

TUB ROLE OF NO. 2 GROUP. JANUAEY - iW, 192^^1.

The Tasks laid do7m. As has already been mentioned (Sect.l(2))
the tasks allotted to No. 2 Group were mainly oonoemed with the
war at sea. T/hen not othervri.se detailed, it was left to the
A.O.C.'s discretion to despatch aircraft either by day or night
to attack targets on or near the enemy-occupied coast. Most of
these were docks or aerodromes, or oil storage tanks for
supplying U-Boats and other shipping.

On January 8th a list of primary targets for daylight attack
was given which included French, Belgian and Dutch ports. On
January 10th No. 2 Group was releived of night operations so that
the effort by day, especially against coastal targets, might be
intensified. On the nights when a concentrated area attack was
put in by the Command No.2 Group was still expected to partici
pate, as has been seen in Part V of this narrative.

A general directive to Fq.2 Group was issued by the A.0.C,-
in-C, Bomber Command on January 21st, 1941. The decision to
concentrate the effort of Bomber Command upion attacking the
S3rnthetic oil plants made it necessary to review the part played
by No. 2 Group. Most of the oil targets were too far for the
Blenheim, and the same consideration ruled out many of the
industrial areas to be attacked, Yfhen possible, however,
Blonheimis would participate. In addition two squadrons were to
be allotted and trained for daylight operations in co-operation
v/ith Fighter Command. Boulogne, Calais, Dunkirk and Cherbourg
were allotted as suitable targets for this purpose.

These operations, given the code name "Circus", were
intended to force the enemy to give battle under conditions
tactically favourable to the British fighters. In order to com
pel him to do this, the bombers must cause sufficient damage to
make it impossible for him to ignore them. The targets selected
were shipping and barges or dock installations at the ports
mentioned. Any opportunity was also to be taken of attacking
convoys or shipping seen at sea. When the weather was unsuitable

for these operations the two squadrons were to be used for cloud-
cover raids on shipping and fringe targets.

e.g.

B.C,Signal
Ops,502
5.1.41.

B.C.Signal
Ops, 522,

Ops. 540
10.1.41.

B.C. O.R.B.

App. ,B. 1251.

B.C. O.R.B.

App, B.I279.
\

B.C. O.R.B.

App, B,1251.
When not employed against oil or area objectives the remain

ing squadrons of No,2 Group were to harass enemy marshalling yards
and aerodromes by night. The selection of targets was left to
the A,O.C in consultation with Fighter Command as to those
aerodromes in use by the enemy.

• j

A.M. Signal
X5OO
28.2.41.

At the end of February the situation in the north-western
approaches made it necessary to concentrate the resources of

Coastal Command on the protection of shipping in that area. Bomber
Conxaand was therefore requested to take over the duties performed
by Coastal Comand in the North Sea. This involved No, 2 Group
taking over the operations against submarine bases previously
carried out by Nos,53 and 59 Squadrons of Coastal Command, In
early March N0.II4 squadron, one of those allotted to daylight
duties, was loaned to Coastal Comimand,

On and after March 1 2th No. 2 Group was ordered to carry out
daylight sweeps with the object of locating and attacking enemy
shipping along the coast from Denmark to Ushant. The area was

divided by tho group into six "beats", lettered A to P, one or
more of which were allotted daily. ' Under wana front conditions

B.C, O.R.B.

App. B.I317
No. 2 Gp.
O.R.B.

12.3.41.

/ of
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of poor visibility sone four to six aircraft v/ero dispersed over
the heat area in order to reconnoitre it effectively. ’ In cold

front conditions v/hen visibility was good, the aircraft were to

fly in pairs, threes or more to ensure that when  a sighting was
made it could be effectively attacked.

2 Gp.0.0.No.20
11.3.M.

25.3.41.

In clear weather security v/as to depend on flying below the

height at v/bich the eneny T/ai’ning system was effective, i.e. at

about 56 feet. In cloudy weather, cloud cover was to be used.
The Iniportance of all aircraft being on their beats siraultaneously
was emphasized, so that enemy fighters vrould have insufficient

time to get airborne and reach the area. Standing patrols of

enemy fighters were to be avoided by careful timing after consul

tation with Fighter control. Attacks from 1,000 feet, either

level or shallow dive, were advocated. Wireless silence was to
be maintained until 30 miles from base on return. Nos. 21, 82 and
139 Squadrons vrere first detailed.

B,C, O.R,B,

App. B.1305.
When for any reason it should be impracticable to attack

shipping No, 2 Group wa.s given unrestricted choice from the lists

of fringe targets which had been issued. Enemy aerodromes or

troops could also be attacked. So far as possibl.e first priority
v/as to be given to enemy submarines in occupied ports. No, 2
Group issued an operational order explaining the use of warm front

and anticyclonic cloud to provide security for bomber attacks on
short range objectives betv/een Brest and the Skaw. This area was

divided into Beats numbered 1 to 12, to be allotted at discretion.
No,18 Squadron was added to those detailed above for this day
light work.

2 Gp. 0.0.
No. 24
4.4.41.

2 Gp, 0,0,
No. 22

28.3.41.

B.C. Signal
'Ops, 104.
9.4.41.

On April 9th the group was authorised to use all its squad
rons for daylight operations. Attacks were to be carried out on

coastal targets in Germany, and targets in the interioi' where

cloud cover permitted. Attacks on fringe targets in Germany could
also be carried out in clear vreather, using a very low approach for
security. In order to force the enemy to bring back fighters from
the Balkans, and to keep his defences guessing, attacks were to be
varied between shipping, occupied territory and Germany itself.
No, 2 Group operational order providing for these tasks gave the
following statistics of operations carried out since March 12th,
when they v/ere begun by the group:-

315 day bomber sorties flown under the enemy defence system
from Lorient to the Skaw, a distance of over 1200 miles,

355 ships sighted, 121 attacked, 6 sunk, 8 severely
damaged (including one destroyer), and 89 damaged to a
lesser degree.

The final assessment of German shipping losses is not yet complete,
but it is clear that these figures are excessive (see Appendix X2),
They were based upon the reports of crews. The Air Ministry War
Room assessment for the period was 3 ships (165O tons) sunk, 4
(6580 tons) seriously damaged and 10 (4460, tons) damaged to
lesser degree.

By this operational order dated April 12th the eneny
coastline was divided into Beats numbered from 1 to 19,
superseded the Beats A to P and 1 to 12. previously laid down,
the directive aimed at destroying shipping as well as coastal
objectives. The depth of penetration was defined for each beat.

No.2 Gp.Signal according to the risks entailed. On April 1?th, Nq, 2 Group asked
and obtained approval to base one flight of Blenheims at Manston,
to attack shipping reported as passing through the Channel. This
was the real start of the "Channel Stop", which later took heavy
toll of enemy coastwise shipping in these narrow-vyaters.

Ops.105.
9.4.41.

No.2 Gp. 0,0.
No. 27.
12.4.41.

A.M.W.R,

Shipping
Assessment a

No.2 Gp, 0,0,
No. 27 These

as

Ops.952
B.C, Signal
Ops.177.

/ On
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On April 22nd orders were given for the circus opera
tions described above to be intensified, with the same
object of keeping enemy f^-ghter forces occupied. In
aj'ldition "Blot" operations were introduced. These were

similar attaicks upon enemy coastal objectives in clear
v;eather with fighter cover, but were carried out at low

Circus" and "Blot"

In order to

draw enemy fighters to the former, it was to be at least
ten minutes before the latter. On April 30th Nos. 107
and 114 Squadrons were loaned to Coastal Command.

On May 5th amended instructions were issued regarding
attacks at sight upon eneraj’' shipping. These gave aircraft
the "maximum freedom to attack compatible with the safety of

shipping and naval forces" in the North Sea, Bay of
Biscay and English Channel. On May 30th an amended
operational order regarding day and night beats was issued,
superseding that of April 12th. Results of shipping attacks

reported to date were again given, 74 ships-totalling
195,000 tons now being claimed as destroyed, with  a further

18 ships (41,000 tons) hit and probably destroyed. These
figures con be compared with the Air Ministry Yfar Room
assessment of 33 ships (63,275 tons) sunk and 17 ships
(37,690 tons) severely damaged, or with the incomplete
German figures given in Appendix X 2, 5 ships of 11,887 tons
sunk, for the period.

(i.e. 50.feet) or medium height,
operations were also to be co-ordinated.

our own

No. 2 Gp. 0.0.
No. 28

22.4.41.

B.C. O.R.3.

App. B.1375

A.M.YY.R.

Shipping
Assessment

Fringe Operations - Prom January to mid March, 1941
No. 2 Group was engaged in strategic attacks co-ordinated
with the other groups, as described in Part V, and in

attacks upon "fringe" targets involving little penetration
of enemy territory by night and day. The targets
principally chosen were aerodromes in use by enemy bombers,
and docks and the shipping in them in Prance, Belgium and

The method and

2.

Oil stores were also attacked.Holland

2 Group 0.0.
No. 22

28.3.41.

,

scope _ -

the monthly effort devoted to them is shown in the table
belov; and in Appendix U.

of these attacks has been described above, whilst

Pring targets attacked in January 1941 included the
docks at Antwerp, Amstex’dam, Boulogne and Ostend, and oil
stores in Rotterdam docks. This latter objective was
detailed to some two or tliree sorties per week throughout
the period,
often attacked as secondary or last resort targets,
majority of daylight operations dixring January were abandoned
owing to lack of cloud cover or poor visibility. The
largest daylight effort of the month was on Jan 11th, when
19 aircraf t were despatched against a variety of targets.
Only one attacked its primary target at Rotterdam, four
attacked ships, barges or E boats, three docks and one
the aerodrome at Haamstede. pour 250 lb and four 40 lb

bombs were carried by most of these aircraft. One was
missing and the remainder abandoned their tasks.

Aerodromes were sometimes detailed, but more
The

more did not have
Many

In Pebruary daylight sorties once
much success in reaching their primary oojectives.
attacks were made on other objectives, however. The
large number of alternative fringe targets was now being
made use of by crews v/ho were frustrated by the weather from

attacking the targets allotted to them. Of eleven aircraft
despatched on Peb 9th, for example, two attacked their _
primary targets, Le Havre docks and an oil store in Flushing
harbour, and tliree others attacked alternatives at Antwerp,

/Boulogne
G. 197929AF/VAS
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The next dayBoulogne and Calais, the rest being ehortive.

Dunkirk and Calais docks Yiere successfully attacked by seven

aircraft, whilst a dusk patrol of five aircraft attacked
Emden, Haamstede and Soesterburg aerodromes, docks at Den

Helder and a railway wagon at Zuilen.
\ _!

Fringe targets attacked by night during the month were
again principally docks and aerodromes,
docks were detailed on Feb 4th/5th, thirteen out of fifteen

aircraft finding a target,
detailed against aerodromes that night all but one found a

target, whilst seven more, direc^ted against Quiberon
Peninsula all bombed objectives therein^ i.
nights against docks v/ere Feb 15th and 23rdo
nine aircraft vi/ere despatched to Boulogne, eight of which

claimed to have bombed it, the ninth attacking Le Havre,
the 23rd seventeen sorties were sent to Boulogne, three to

Quiberon tsnd one to Calais,
these targets.
Aerodrome objectives were detailed on the nights of Feb 4th,
21st and 25th.

Dunkirk and Ostend

Of a further fifteen aircraft

Other successful

On the former

O

Only six failed to attack one

Attacks were carried out at St Orner, Svreux

.

n

of
One was missing, and its result is not known.

,

Lille, Vitry on Artois, Enghien, Vannes Lanveoc, Rennes,
Atniens-G-lisy, Eindhoven, Barly, Cambrai and others,
attacks by one or two aircraft were carried out on other

nights on both types of target,
month will be found in Appendix U.

Further

The full effort for the

"Circus" and "Blot" operations with fighter escort were

occasionally carried out by day as described above,
"circus" took place on Feb 26th, when tv/elve Blenheims v/ere

despatched against Calais docks,
by six Blenheims against Boulogne on March 5th,
"blot" v/as on April 21st against Le Havre, which could not be

identified oY^ing to cloud.

Up to March 12th No. 2 Group continued to devote its
main effort to docks and aerodromes, apart from the attacks

upon targets in Germany co-ordinated with the other groups.
After that date the group was primjrily concerned with shipping,
as described below,

however, Yvhen no shipping could be found.
March "fringe" operations v/ere organised, like the shipping
patrols, into "beats".

After April 11th the whole' effort of No. 2 Group was
used for day operations, with the object of drawing back

enemy fighters from the Balkan theatre,
operations were resumed in addition in May,
patrols were the primary object of the group throughout
these two months. A flight of nine Hampdens was attached •  ;
to No. 2 Group from April 13th to May 1st to experiment in

daylight operations under cloud cover,
a total of"31 sorties for the loss of two aircraft, but
the majority turned back owing to lack of cloud cover.
Their use by night was considered to be of more value, and

they were recalled to No. 5 Group on May 1st.

It had been proposed to experiment in the same way
with a Wellington flight, but this was dropped.

The first

Anbther was carried out
The first

M.ony land targets were still attacked.
At the end of

Moonlight

•Anti-shipping

They carried out

See

Section TV (l)

No.2 Gp.
0.0. 22

28-3.41

No. 2 Gp.
O.R.B.

r  D

/The
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The scale of effort devoted to the attack of fringe
targets by No. 2 Group during this period is shown below,(l)

3- Anti-SIiipping patrols - No. 2 Group had for long been

playing its part in the Battle of the Atlantic by attacks upon
shipping in ports and at sea.
began regular daylight patrols to search for and attack enemy
shipping,

from Denmark to Ushant, which was divided into six "beats",
lettered A to P, comprising between them the most profitable
shipping lanes for air attack.

On March 12th, 1941, the group

It was made responsible for the enemy coastline2 Gp. 0,0,
No. 20

11,3.41.

On the first day of this patrol, March 12th, tv;o out
of five Blenheims found ships to attack, but were uncertain
of their result, observing near misses only,
or two beats, each on about this scale, were carried out on

most daj^s in March, the average results being .misses of

20 yards,
the 24th a fishing boat with a white swastika on its red sail

was reported sunk, two of the crew being seen in the water.
Results were beginning to be obtained as the crevis gained

A very

Patrols of one

On Match 20th two aircraft claimed hits, and on

experience of this type of lovif-level attack,
2 Gp. O.R.B. circumstantial aiccount vias given of an attack on tv7o cargo

vessels of approximately 3000 tons on March 31st, Two
explosions were seen on one which turned to steam and dirty
yellow smoke. On the other three hits were observed, the
exnlosions being followed by large jets of steam, turning to

Both ships were reported
This claim can not be confirmed, as nothing

the incomplete German record of losses

31.3.41.

clouds of steam .and black smoke,,

to be on fire,

appears for Maerch,
given at Appendix X2.

on

On April 9th the whole group was turned over to daylight
operations, including shipping and coastal targets, and new
beats numbered 1 to 19 were laid down by the group on April
12th. Y/hen patrolling these beats shipping was to be the

primary’- objective, targets on land being attacked as a last
resort. As a result the tonnage of bombs aimed at shipping
objectives rose from 17 tons in March to 65.4 in April.

Patrols Were carried but on every suitable day, ships
of the aircraft on mostbeing observed and attacked by some

days, whilst the remainder attacked the land targets
detailed, such as Borkum, Leiden or Ijmuiden. Hits were
claimed on a merchant ves.sel of I5OO tons on April 13th,
another of 4X0 tons the next day, and on 3 coastal vessels

and a freighter on April 13th. On April 17th a. cloud of
black si;ioke 30 seconds after the bombing of a 6OOO ton

ship v;as confirmed by two aircraft. On a dawn attack on
Temsusen the next morning a ship of about 8OO tons w/as

No. 2 Group
0. R. B,

/reported

FRINGE TARGETS(1) OEaR/lTIONS AGAIN.

Month {Type Sorties

qrrs

CasualtiesTonnage

10.1Night 30J anuary
4,8 280Day

231.7107NightFebruary
122.8119Day

10,7

27.2
89Night!  March

635Day

3Night I 47
185

7.3April
757.2Day

13.642Night .
Day. _:._.124

May 8ia.5-
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Later in the

and
reported as disintegrating after direct hits,
day a 5000 ton shij.) was reported as being left in flames,

Inconclusive claims of this nature werea flak-ship sunk,
made on most days of the month, but German records found so

far for this period are too incomplete to assess results.
The table below shows the effort devoted to this task.

In May patrols of the beats were carried out on moonlight
nights in addition to daylight, and results claimed continued
to improve. In a summary of operations from March 12th to
May 30th, 1941, No. 2 Group claimed 77 ships (220,000 tons)
destroyed, 18 ships (41,000 tons) probably destroyed, and
54 ships (52,000 tons) damaged,
confirmation of these figures can be obtained, as the
inevestigation of German records is not yet complete. Being
taken from the enthusiastic reports of the crews concerned,
the figures are imdoubtedly optLaistic (see Appendix X2).

Once more, however, no.

No. 2 Group
O.R.B,

The scale of effort devoted to anti-shipping patrols by .

No. 2 Group during the first months of 1941 is shown below.v )

' ANTI-SHIPPING OEERIdlONS

(1) CasualtiesSorties TonnageMonth

2.5DayJan.

Feb.

Mar,

April

1.1Day
217143Day

65.4
37.1
12.5

■ 13533Day
10257DayMay
129Night

G.197929/EP/7A8
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APPEM)IX A.1

U.S_._^ _PI®SIDE1'CT"S APPEJ^ ON
BOMBING™

"The ruthless bombing from the air of civilians in unfortified centres
of population during the course of the hostilities which have raged in
various quarters of the earth in the past few years, which have resulted
in the maiming and death of thousands of defenceless women and children,
has profoundly shocked the conscience of humanity.

If resort is had to this sort of inhuman barbarism during the period
of tragic conflagration vvith which the world is now confronted, hundreds of
thousands of innocent human beings, who have no responsibility for, and who
are not even remotely participating in the hostilities which have broken
out, now will lose their lives.

I am therefore addressing this urgent appeal to every government, which
may be engaged in hostilities, publicly to affirm its determination that its
armed forces shall in no event and under no circumstances undertake bombardment

from the air of civilian populations or unfortified cities, upon the
understanding that the same rules of warfare will be scrupulously observed by
all their opponents,

I request an immediate reply."

(This message was sent at 4 a.m. American time, 10.30 a.m, B.S.T.
on September 1st, 1939).

G.197929/DP/6/48.



APPENDIX A.2

BRITISH REPLY TO U.S. PRESIDED'S APPEAL ON BOMBING

(Published September 1st, 1939).

"His Majesty's Government welcome the weighty and moving appeal of
the President of the United States against bombing from the air;-

Deeply impressed by the humanitarian considerations to which the

President's message refers, it was already the settled policy of His Majesty's
Government, should they become involved in hostilities, to refrain from

such action, and confine bombardment to strictly military objectives, upon
the understanding that those same rules will be scrupulously observed by
all their opponents.

They had already concerted in detail vi/ith certain other Governments

the rules that in such an event they would impose upon themselves and make
publicly known."

G.I97929/DP/6A8.



APPENDIX A.3

ANGLO-FRENCH DECLARATION ON THE CONDUCT OF WARFARE

Septeaber 3rd, 1939T

"The Governaents of the United Kingdom and Prance solemnly and
publicly affiiti their intention, should a war be forced upon them, to
conduct hostilities v/ith a firm desire to spare the civilian population
and to preserve in every way possible, these monuments of human
achievement which are treasured in all civilised countries.

In this spirit, they have welcaned v/ith deep satisfaction
President Roosevelt's appeal on the subject of bombing from the air.
Fully sympathising with the humanitarian sentiments by which that
appeal was inspired, they have replied to it in similar tenas.

They had indeed some time ago sent explicit instructions to the
Goiumanders of their Armed Forces prohibiting the bombardment of any
except strictly military objectives in the narrowest sense of the word.

Bombardment by artillery on land will exclude objectives which
have no strictly defined military importance, in particular, large
urban areas situated outside the battle zone. They will furthermore
make every effort to avoid the destruction of localities
buildings which are of value to civilisation.

or

ii.s regards the use of naval forces, including submarines,
the two Governments will abide strictly by the rules laid down in
the Submarine Protocol of 1936, which have been accepted by nea.rly

civilised nations. Further, they will only employ their
aircraft against merchant shipping at sea in conformity with the
recognised rules applicable to the exercise of maritime belligerent
rights by warships.

Finally, the two allied Governments reaffirm their intention
to abide by the terms of the Geneva protocol of 1925 prohibiting
the use in war, of asphixiating or poisonous or other gases, and of
bacteriological methods of warfare. An enquiry will be addressed
to the German Governraent as to whether they are prepared to give
an assurance to the same effect.

It will of course be understood that in the event of the
enemy not observing any of the restrictions which the Governments

of the^United Kingdom and Prance have thus imposed on the operations
of their armed forces these Governments reserve the right to take all
such action as they may consider appropriate. '•

G.I97929/JI/6A8



KFPWDIJ. A.4

GERALD REPLY

"The Reich Government has taken note of the joint declaration of the

French and British Governments in iivhiGh the said Governments have maintained

that they wish to observe certain principles in the conduct of warfare, in
particular that of air warfare.

The Reich Government recall that after the failure of the Disarmament

Conference, they were the first to propose that the efforts of the Powers

should be concerted with the object of establishing, by means of agreements,
provisions relating to the conduct of warfare, extending the scope of these
provisions as far as possible. These proposals wore then in no way
seconded by the other Powers. Moreover, the Chancellor of the German Reich

stated publicly in his Reichstag speech of 1st September, at the beginning
of the action against Poland which Germany has been forced to take, that the
operations would be conducted on the German side in accordance with the

said German proposals, and would not be directed against y/omen and

children. At the same time, on this occasion, the Chancellor of the

German Reich gave the Reich Air Force instr-uctions to confine its attacks

to military objectives. In this same connection, the German Government

welcomed the appeal of President Roosevelt and gave him~an affirmative

reply. Moreover, in answer to the British Government which had made a

special point of submitting this question to the German Government, the
latter issued a communication stating that Germans would observe the

provisions of the Geneva protocol of 1925 relating to the employment of
asphyxiating and poisonous gases and all other gases of the same nature.

The German forces on land, on sea and in the air have observed these

German declarations in the strictest manner possible. The said

declarations, however, as was affirmud at the time of their formulation,
were naturally based on the a priori conditions that the enemies of

Germany would observe the same rules for the condoict of warfare,

connection, the Reich Government are obliged to point out that the enemies

of Germany have already, in repeated instances, and in the most flagrant
manner, failed to adhere to their assurances and to observe their solemn

undei'takings. The British Government, completely contrary to the solemn

assurance given in their declaration i-elating to the protection of the
civilian populations, have of their own accord freed themselves from all the

recognised rules relating to the conduct of naval v»'arfare by the provisions
which they have announced with regard to contraband: in this way, they have
inaugurated the widest possible blockade against women and children.

Moreover, the Polish Government, in the absence of any military expediency,
have employed numerous open towns as
operations, and have therefore transformed them into a field of battle.
They have, in addition, with the organs at their disposal, publicly
invited the civilian population to take p^^rt in unrestricted action by
francs-tireurs against the Geman Am^,
Polish civilian population has answered this api)eal and has been guilty of
the most fearful ‘atrocities against German soldiers,
troops, resorting to measures contrary to their undertakings 

-

authentically proved by events — have employed yellow cross gas.

The German forces will continue in the future to abide by the

principles which have been proclaimed by their Frihrer and in accordance
with which they will wage warfare in a chivalrous and humane manner.

The German Government, however, must resei’ve to themselves the right to
reply to any violation of the law on the part of their enemies in the
manner which they deem suitable, and as regards the war waged by Great
Britain with the weapon of blockade against women and children, which they
have at their disposal, and which will confront the enemy with the terrible

of the methods which they have thought fit to employ."

In this

focal points of their military

In numerous localities, the

Finally, Polisli
as has been

consequences

(Apparently undated, but transmitted througli the Swedish Minister
September l8th, 1939)on
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appendix B.1, ■“ organisation of bomber COM'jAKD HEADQUAT?TF.PR  ^ SEPTEAIBER, 1939
(Air Chief J/Iarshal Sir E.E,

A.O.C.-in-C,
Ludlow-Hewitt, K.G D.B., G.M.Q.,

I P.A.
.S.O., ;vI.G.)

S.A.S.O.
(Air Commodore W.H. Bottomley, O.

Staffs! of the
Services

A.O.A,

F.J.Linnell, O.B£,}
I.E., D.S.O. A,P.G.) (Acting Air Vice Marshal

I
Intelligence

(  1 Yi/G
( 4 S/L
( 9 P/L

Operations
1 g/c
3 h/G

10 s/L
6 P/L

Training
(  1 Y{/g
(  1 S/L

Organisation Administrative Plans
(  1 G/G
(  1 S/L

(  1 Yi/G
( 2 S/L
(  1

Personnel

(  1 Vc
(  1 S/LP/L

Advisory to above policy staff

Armament Meteorology Navigation Photography
2 V/C 4 P/L or P/O 1 h/c

,  ̂ S/L 2 S/L
(  2 P/L 2 P/L (1 p/L(or F/0 f \ /

3 S/L
or

Signals Accounts Chaplains
1 G/C ( 1 G/C 2 S/L
1 h/c ( 1 m/g

P/O ( 3 s/L ( 2 S/L
(  3 P/L
(or p/O

Engineers
(  1 G/C
(  3 h/c

2 S/L,  -

Equipment Medical
1 k/G
1 g/c

(  1 q/c
( 3 w/c
(

Codes and Cyphers
8 P/L or p/o

5 s/L
2 P/L or P/0( 1 P/o

APPENDIX B.2, 2LqgGiiNISATI0N OP A BOMBER GROUP HEADQUARTERS^
A.O.C. (A/V/M. or A/c)

Ai.O.C. and his policy Staff
■with Limited Executive Control

Advisors to

SEPTEAlHER, 1939

S.A.S.O. (1 G/g)
S.O.A. (1 b/c)

Intelligence
p S/L .
( 2 P/L

Operations ■& Training
1 Vc, 2 S/L, 3 P/L Organisation

1 s/L
Airmament

1 s/L
Personnel
(  1 S/L
(  1 P/L

Navigation
1 S/L

Meteorology Signals
2 p/L or p/o ( 1 s/L

(  1 P/L

Engineer
1 s/L

Medical

1 1/C

P/oor

G.197929^TC/6/48 ( 3 Cypher
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AEPE1€)IX 01

COMPOSITION OF BOMBER COM,IAMD, 31.8.39

EstablishmentGroup &

Sqdn, Station Strength Date of Equipraent
csdUC—

Eeb-Oct.1^38
Jione “Oct, 1938
June~Oct,1938
Dec.1937

July-Aug.1938
Aug~Nov.l937

Mar,"April 1938
August 1938
Jan.-Feb.1938
Oct.1937

Aircraft
I.E. I.R.

12 Bicester

Abingdon

824I Battle 34
15 32
40 !» fl

31
88 Boscombe Down

Benson

Harwell

Bicester

Benson

Boscombe Down

Harwell

tf

32
103 34
105 tt

30
142 32
150 M

32
218 32
226 If

32

II 18 16Upper Heyford Blenheim
35 Criinfield Battle

5 22 May 1938
31(+2 Anson) April-May I938

(Group Pool Sqdn
24 8

52 Upwood "
57 Upper Pisyford Blenheim
63 UpwDod Battle

(38(+10 Ansor) Nov. 1937 "
April-Oct.1938

(30(+10 Anson) May-Aug.1937
(Group Pool Sqdn.)
March 1938

24

(21(10 long-

II

16 5
24 8

82 Watton 16Blenheim

nosed)
5

88 Hucknall Battle 24 8 21 May-Juhe 1938
(Group Pool Sqdn

(21 (+10 Anson) May 1938 ( do.
(21(+10 Anson) June 1938( do.
22(+20 long July-Sept.1937
nosed)

i104 16Bassingbourn Blenheim 5
108 II If

)114 Wyton II

139 It II

20(+10 do July-Sept.1937
May-Oct.1938

(Group Pool Sqdn.)

207 Cranfield Battle 24 8 23(+2 Anson

III 9 Honington
37 Feltwell
38 Marham

75 Stradishall

Wellington 12 164 Jan.-Mar.1939
May-June 1939
Nov.1938-Jan.1939

8(+8 Anson) July 1939

16

17

If

II If

(Group Pool Sqdn.)
Oct,-Nov,1938

Mar.-May 1939
16(+9 Anson) Mar. 1939

19
16

99 Milderihall
Marhara

148 Stradishall
115 II

II

(Group Pool Sqdn.)
Jan,-Feb.1939
June 1939

(Reserve Sqdn,)
July 1939

149 Mildenhall
214 Feltwell

fl II If
20

17

215 Honington If

16II

IV 10 Dishforth Whitley
Linton-on-Ouse "

16 5 21 Mar,-June 1937

Feb.1938-Mar.1939
Oct.1937-Jan.1938
Nov.1938-Jan.1939
July-Sept.1937

(Training)
15(+8 Anson) Jan,-Mar,1939

(Group Pool Sqdn.)
Oct.-Nov.1938
June 1939

(Group Pool Sqdn.)

16(+8 Anson) April-May I939
(Group Pool Sqdn.)
Jan-Mar.1939

Oct.1938
Jan.1939

18
21

15
21

(
16

14

16(+1
21(+4
16(+4.

n»

51 If It

58 If

77 Driffield
78 Dishforth

II

97 Le confieId II II

102 Driffield

Leconfield

II ft

166 If

V  7 Finningley Hampden 12 4

Vfaddington
49 Scampton
50 Waddington

If

It
II

II II If

G.197929/J^7/6/48
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Establishment

Strength of Equipment

(~s. T656)Sqdn. Station Airoraft I»S. I.R.

V  61 Hems we 11

76 Finningley
16(+4 inson)
20 (+7

17(+1-
16(+4

i6(+3
-l5(+4

It

n

It

It

Feb.-Mar.-1939

)  Mar. i^pr. 1939
(Group Pool Sqdn.)
Nov,1938“Mar.193

May 1939 (Reserve
Sqdn,)

Mar,-Apr.1939

June 1939 (Reserve)

O

Hampden 12 4
\) M M

83 M
Scampton
Gottesmore

n

1106 Itn It

144 Hemsvv'ell
185 Cottesmore

It ItIt

ItIt It

Aug.1938
May-June 1937

16 5 24VI 21 Watton

90 West Raynham

Blenheim

21(long
nosed)

It It It

June-Oct.1938

Aug.1938
Dec.1937-Jan.1938

It 21 do.101 II It tt

do.Vfattisham It II 21107 II

20(18 do.II II
110 II II

TOTi'iL - 55 SQUiJjRONS 920 300 1313
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APPENDIX C3

ORDER OP BATTLE 14.11.40.

Station Squadrons RemarksGroup Type

X X
No. 1 Newton

Swinderby
Syerston
Binbrook

103 150

300^ 301
304^ 305
12^ 142

X

X

X

Wellington
tt

It

To Syerston 1st Dec.
to Snaith in March

!f

No. 2 Wattisham

Watton
107, 110
21 82

Blenheim

To re-equip, with Bostons

(DB7)

II

Horsham St,Faith

West Raynham
Swanton Morley

114 139
18 101

!!

105 t?

(37 & 38 Squadrons had
(flowii out as reinforce-
(ment to Middle East.

No. 3 Peltwell 75 Wellington

Marham

Mildenhall

Honington
Stradishall

Wyton
Oakington

115 n

99149

9 311

If

If

214

13^ 40^ 57^
218^

X
II

7^It

Stirling

No. 4 Deeming 10 Whitley
Halifax

Whitley
35XII

Commenced to forra 7.11.40

51 78Dishforth

Driffield Temporarily on a C. & M»
basis

Whitlejy58 102Lin t on-on-Ouse

Topcliffe 77 If

61 144
49 83

No. 5 Hemswell

Scampton
Waddington

Hampden
If

hU II

X
Cammenced to form 1,11,40207 Manchester

HampdenLindholme

Finningley
50

106' Non-operational. Reserve
Sqdn.

MiscellaneousNon-operational. Transport
Sqdn,

II

Doncaster 271

(Transport)

Squadrons marked x at half squadron strength - non-operational
during re-equipment.

NOTE:

G,197929/[F/6/48



iiPEENDIX C.4

PROPOSED EXFiJJSIOM - 27.3.41.

(Based on Aircrey< and Aircraft position Forecast.)

No. of Squadrons i

at Dec. 1941

Group and Aircraft jposition at.
27.3.41.

Notes

i Old Heavies
■  at 24 IEat 16 IE !

6I 6(a)Wellington IC 4(a) (a) 2 at half strength.
II

2n 2 1
II

in 4 3
Fortress (or
Liberator)
Stirling

3 3

(t) (b) (b) Possibly some
from III Groun.

Total 8 15 11

II Blenheim

Yfellington IG
9 5 5 at 24 IE

(c) at half strength4(c) 3(0)

6III Wellington IC
Wellington IV
Stirling

11 4
6 4

11(d) (d) Possibly soma to
I Group.

1 11

Total 12 23 19

IV Wellington II

Whitley
Halifax

Total

41 3
6 8 6
1 4 4

168 13

6 9(f) 6 (f)
(g)

V Hampde n
Manchester

Lancaster

Possibly 10
Possibly 34(g)3 4

2  . 2

;  15Total 9 12

Grand Total

.  24(1)
I  49 (m)
s

24(1)
34(n) [^1

384 aircraft.New Heavies

Old Heavies

Old Medium

5

32 II
744

(n) 7569 5 5

(including 5 half
squarirons)

46 63Total 78
h

736 i1208Aircraft i  1320
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/iPEENDIX 05

ORDER OP BATTLE 29.5.41.

GROUP AIROIL\PT

STATION (Establishment)AND TYPE REMARKS

SQUiiDRON

I.E. I.R.

I Hucknall

Newton

Newton

Swinderby
Smnderby
Binbrook

Binbrook

Syerston
Syerston

103 16 2 Wellington 10
Wellington 10
Wellington 10 Polish
Wellington 10 Polish
Wellington II
Wellington II
Wellington 10 Polish
Wellington 10 Polish

150 16 2

300 16 2

301 16 2

12 16 2

142 16 2

304 16 2

305 16 2

II Huntingdon
Wattisham

Yifatton

Watton

Horsham

St,Faith

Horsham

St.Faith

Swanton Morley
West Raynham
Horsham

St.Faith

West RayiTham

110 16 4 BlerRieLn V

Blqriieim V
Blenheini V

Blenheiia V

l621 4
82 16 4
18 16 4

139 16 Blenheim V4

105 16 Blenheim V

Blenheim V

Blenheim Y

4
16107 4

114 16 4

90 Boeing B 178 (Fortress)
forming.

8 2

101 16¥»est Raynliam Wellington 102

III Exning
Yif'aterbeach

Mildenhall

Marham

Honington
Peltwell

Stradishall

Feltwell

Honington
Wyton
Marham

Oakington
Wyton

99 16 Wellington 10
A'ellington 10
Wellington 10
Wellington 10
Wellington 10 New Zealand Squadron,
'Wellington 10
Wellington 10
'Wellington 10 Ozech Squadron.
Wellington 10
■'Wellington 10
Stirling
Stirling Half Squadron

2
149 16 2
115 16 2

9 16 2
75 16 2

214 16 2

57 16 2
16311 2

✓

40 16 2

218 16 2

7 16 2

1615

operational.

2

P.R.U.

No.3

6Oakington Spitfire
'Vv'ellington2

IV York

Dishforth

Linton

Learning
Topcliffe
Topcliffe
Middleton

St,George
Driffield

Driffield

1651 Wliitley V
Whitley V
'WHitley V
vdiitley V
Whitley V
\;hiitley V

2

58 16 2

1610 2

1677 2

16102 2

78 16 2

16104 Wellington II
Wellington II R.O.A.F. - forming.

2

405 16 2
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C-ROUP

,‘JID STATION AIRCRilT’T

(Establishment)
TYPE HEivLt'iRKS

SQUADRON

I.E, I.R.

IV

:55 16Linton

Leeming
2 Halifax

Halifax76 16 2 Non-operational

V Grantham

Hemswell6l 16 2 Hampden To re-erjuip with
Manchester

144 Hemswe11

Scampton
Scampton

Raddington
LindhoLne

Goningsby
I'addington
Coningsby

24 3 Hampden

Hampden
Hampden
Hampden
Hampden

Hampden
Manchester

Manchester

49 24 3
83 24 3
4ii- 24 3
50 24 3
106 24 3
207 16 2

97 16 2 Half Squadron
operational

271 16Doncaster , 2 Transport
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APPENDIX D1

O.T.U. ORG-ANISATION 11.it-.A-0.

Course personnel Est.U/TA/CToFrom

SupplyStationNo.

Establishment Weeks Flying Pilots Obs. A/Gs
Hours

Sqdns.

30 606 601 Group Yftiitley 40+11
Anson 14+4

Wellington
40+14
Anson 14+4

Battle 45+15
Anson 14+4

II

AASF

5510 97 Abingdon
166

606 50 9011 215 Basingboum 3 55

60 606o 60612 52 Benson

63
207
added

ty
25th)

60 606 60 6010415 2 Group Blenheim
& AilSF 27+9

Bicester

108 Anson 9+5

5 Group Hampden 27+9
Anson 27+9

5 Group Wellington
40+14
Anson 14+4

5 Group Hampden 27+9
Anson 27+9

2 Group Blenheim 27+9
& AASF Anson 9+5
Poles Battle 12+4

6060614 185 55Cottesmore

606 50 90 '*  15 5575 Harwell

48

^7.
(

60 6016 6 55Upper
Heyford
Upwood55 60 6060 606

6 6018 Hucknall

RESERVE SQUADRONS

98 AASF BattlePrance

101 2 Group BlenheimWest

Raynham

214 Stradishall 5
II

Wellington

II
78 4 WhitleyLinton

II106 Pinningley 5 Hampden

G.197929/JP/6/48
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APPENDIX D2

BOMBER GOMVIAND OPERATIONAL TRAINING UIttTS
MAY. 1941

Esti-

mated

RemarksService Ansons Output May
Feb.Type

O.T.U.Type

40+14 14-(4 -18 20Wellington No.11 Bassingbourn
No.12 Benson 8 Move to Chipping-

Warden in August,
7+220+7

40+14 14+4 18
40+14 14+4 12
40+14 14+4

,20No, 15 Hai-well
No,20 Lossiemouth

No,21 Moreton-in- '
the-Marsh

No,22 Wellesbourne-

Mountford

Wo,23 Pershore

No, 24 Ploneybourne
No,27 Lichfield

No,18 Bramcote

18

12 Opened March

- To form in May40+14 14+4

- To. form in May
- To form in August

- To open shortly
8 Polish OTU to full

Strength in May

40+14 14+4
40+14 ■ 14+4

40+14 14+4
820+7 7+2

1636+12
36+12
37+12

37+12

12+4 16
12+4 16
19+6 15
19+6 15

Whitley No,10 Abingdon
No,19 Kinloss
No, 14 Cottesmore

Wo,16 Upper Heyford
No,25 Pinningley

16

15Han^jden
15

15 Opened March16+5
9 +3 Manchesters

18+6 Wellingtons (in lieu of Ansons)
12+4 (MBc.l) 12+4 16
24+8 (Mk,iv)
11+4 (l^k,l) 12+4 14
21+8 (ivik,iv)

16

14 To conve

Blenheim No,13 Bicester

rt to
Wellingtons in
Aug-Sept,

No,17 Upwood
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APEEKDIX E

MONTHLY AVAILABILITY OF AIECRAPT AND CE07S

^Average per monthyPage 1.

Crews Effective Crev«’ A/C Available
Serviceable Serviceable Strength

A/C
with Crews

Group

September. 1939.

l"(Ai\SP) 1781L5

185 902 1A0
68863 77

61 ^ 74 54
6

4
81285 71

653Total 494 424

October, 1939»

T (AASP) 136139 201

2 78125 143
89 683 85

661 94 40
5 74 122 73

Total 488 620 395

November, 1939

T~(AA^') 135 209 130
2 98 81123
3 83 83 71
4 58 65 32
5 74 115 74

Total W-8 388594

December, 193 9.

1  (AASP) 118 178 116
2 104 112 43
3 81 5672
4 58 67 30
5 75 102 73

Total 436 318531

January, 1940,

1  (AAS'’) 111 187 110
2 71 72 40
3 6o 71 34
4 45 68 33
5 65 128 59

52^Total 352 276

February. 1940.‘
i  (AASP) 117 146 100

762 72 43
693 79 50

4 60 67 36
675 62112

Total 389 476 291

March. 1940.

1~(AA^) 106 185 113
2 6379 14
3 75 81 53
4 6547 41

645 126 40

Total 371 520 291

G.I97929/DP/6/48.
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AHEiroiX E

A/C Effective'Grew A/C Available
with Crews.Strength.

Crews

Serviceable ServiceableGroup

April. 19A0.

1  (iwSP) 137 197 102

66 66712

36883 73

67 364 47
6659 1325

216382 555Total

May. 1940
l'
2

96+ 149 129
808385
5685 953
3870474

120 435 55

368+ 346517Total

June. 1940
No returns

available.

No returns

available.

No returns

available. 139+
116 5454 772

8289 1023
66 3839 494

76 5454 1195

236+ 228+288f 492Total

'  Juby; ,1940y
6663 431031

161 1402051532

89111941193
65 5570554

118 7987835

376607453491Total

August, 1940»
64 537553

147181 2251512

90118 147913
406361 774
7212291745

6a6460 410487Total

September, 1940•
7887 101791

1062161332132

109117 144-1193
537972 534
0912292 975

662500 515Total 542

October, 1940.
86 9685 791

106 103217 2002

138 033 100 93

59 45 45
6

4 99
62 05 71 123

656Total 532 472 455

G.197929/DP/6/4O.



APEEIffilX B Contd.3.

Effective Crew A/C Available
with Crews,Strength.

A/C Crews

Serviceable ServiceableGroup

November. 1940.
205123341
1061891141332
80106 1511183
349742394
488148 1305

288568366Total 372

December. 1940.
2525 3239

118 93931392

8212099 943
4656 47 924
6516865 965

398 311255 530Total

January, 1941,.
2625 24531

81812 100 117
/  1303 138113 110

65 614 70
6

95
6 85 168 665

369Total 419 342544

February, 1941.
641 32

1262 104

3 134 ■  149
644 109

835 182

Total 149 508

631 31
852 113

3 138155

634 87
5 107 192

Total 561143

April, 1 ̂ 1.ti*.-

881 44
2 121

164
134

3 163
4 74 81
5 106 194

Total 553 616

May, 1941.
1 128 81
2 117 131
3 162 154
L 68 109
5 115 218

Total 693590

G. I97929/DP/6/48.



illPENDIX F

WESTERN AIR PL/iUS AT 5ED SEPTEiViBER 1939

W.A.1 j:"lans for attack on the German Air Striking Force, and

its na’intenance organisation (including aircraft industry).

Plans for the attack of German military rail, canal and
road corxiunications.

W.A.A

(a) Attack on rail and road comraunications in Western Germany
in a concentration period.

(t) Attack to delay a German invasion of Southern Holland,
Belgiu-i and France.

W.A.5 Plans for attacking German manufacturing resources.

(a) Attack on German war industry.

Attack on the Ruhr and its effect on the military lines of
coiomunication in Western Gerroany.

Attack on Germany's war resources of oil

plans for attacking Italian manufact-uring resources

5(c) re-numbered Yf.A.6 in January, 1940

6 became known by its code name - Haddock plan

Plans for counter offensive action in defence of seaborne

trade in co-operation with the Navy, i.e, attack on the
fleet or on the bases of enei::]y surface, submarine and air
forces operating against our trade.

(b)

(c)

W.A.6

W.A.7

(a) Attack on Y/TTiHET,HEAVEN

(t) Limited attack with air forces alone on YYILHELIvISHAVEN.

plans for attack on specially important depots or
accumulations of warlike stores, other than air, in
enemy country.

Plans for putting the Kiel canal out of action.

Plans for the destruction of eneiny shipping and facilities
in German mercantile ports - precedence being given to the
Baltic.

W.A.8

Y/.A.9

Y4A.10

W.A.11 plans for attack on forests.

W.A.12 Plans for attacking the German fleet or a section thereof
at sea.

W.A.13 Plans for attack on enemy's headq-uarters and administrative
offices in Berlin and elsewhere.

W.A.14 Plans for dropping propaganda leaflets.

Plans for mine-laying in German waters

Plans for laying mine "A" Mk.V in Inland Waterways.

W.A.15

W.A.16

(NOTES: xdans 2 and 3 concerned Coastal Coiumand alone.
Plan W.A.16 added later.)
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APPENDIX G1

NICKEL DROPPING AREAS

For the purpose of Nickel dropping Gemany •was
In geographical order theseS46650

Enc.67b.
di'vided into areas.

■were.

Area 1 (a) The Ruhr including Duisburg, Mulhein,
Gelsenkirchen, Bochum, Elberfeld,
Barmen, Rerascheid, Solingen, Oberhausen.

(b) West bank of the Rhine and Dusseldorf,
including Krefeld, Viersen, Duren,
Cologne, Aachen,

(c) Mainz, Frankfurt on Main, Offenbach,
Hanau, l-lannheim, Ludwigshaven, Darmstadt,

(d) Nuremberg, Furth, Ingolstadt, Munich.
Wirrtemberg, and Baden, including
Karlsruhe, Pforzheim, Stuttgart,
Cannstatt, Ulin, Friedrichsna'Ven, Freiburg.

Berlin, Potsdam, Spandau.

Hamburg and Bremen; Lubeck, Kiel and
ports at other end of Kiel Canal, e.g.
Wilhelmshaven, Cuxhaven.

Magdeburg, Dessau, Halle Merseburg, .
Bittefeld.

(e)

Area 2.

Area 3.

,  Area 4.

Area 5. Saxony, Leipzig, Cheimiitz, Zwickau, .
Plauen, Dresden, Meissen.

East Gerijany, Stettin, Frankfurt on Oder,
Leignitz, Gorlitz and Breslau.

Area 6.

G.l97929/jp/6/ifS



AITENDIX G2

CONTENTS OF LE/iFLETS DROH-^ED ON GER'llNT FROM SEPmfflER 1939 -
APRIL 1940

No. of

Leaflet Contents ;

Entitled "To -the Geman people".

Material approved personally by the Priiae Minister, dealing
with export of money by all the leaders of the Nazi party.

Extracts from "Mein Kaapf",

Message to Austria entitled "Heads Up'^.

Statement on Britain's war aiias as made by Prime Minister
Chamberlain during a broadcast speech on 26th November-.i939.

Entitled "Prance and Great Britain" - their unity of
purpose etc.

Entitled "Great Britain to the Czech people".

Addressed to "Hamburg - the Gate of the World".

Entitled 'nfeming message from Great Britain" regarding
the unnecessariness of the war.

Entitled "Warning -message to the German People".

Prime Minister's broadcast to the German people.

Written from the standpoint' of one: individual to another'
rather than from the British to the Geriuan people, and
attacking individuals rather than a regime.

Entitled "The Puhrer Speaks".

Summa:^ of Britain' s reply to a speech' by Herr Hitler.

Entitled "Great Britain answers Hitler".

Addressed to "Genaan Workers" exhorting them to work
for peace, freedom and human rights.

Entitled "Germany's Lost U-boats".

Entitled "Great Britain to the Czech people".

Entitled "Gertaany must import or capitulate".

Entitled "British message to Poland".

Entitled "The Lion has Wings".

Entitled "Who pays for Hitler's war?" - addressed to
German mothers.

EH 151

158

225

260

262

I
263
26A

267

271

273

276

280

284

288

290

293

298

300

301

302

303

304

306

307 Entitled "Why? - series of questions re political,
economic and domestic conditions.

309 Entitled "Unpublished" - extracts from Mr. Chamberlain's
speech at Birmingham.

323 Entitled "A March 15th Message from Britain" to the
Czechoslovakians on the date of the German occupation
of their country one year ago.

/324G.197929/JP/6/48
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G ontentsLeaflet

1
32k
325

326 Entitled "Die Ruhr Arheiter" (fasciaile headline of the
official R.uhr newspaper).327

328
330

331
332

Entitled "Gestapoleh" - fate of Poland at the hands of the
Gestapo.

Entitled "Haaburgen Prendesblatt" (faosiiiiile headline of
official newspaper, the "Hamburge Fremdenblatt").

Regarding Britain* s fight against the annexation policy
and oppression of Germany. " .

Entitled "Victory in the East".

Entitled "Kieler Wahre Nachricten" (fasciinile for the
official newspaper "Kuhr Neueste^'Nachricten").

333

334

335

336

337

338
339

31+0
341
342

343
3hk

Entitled "Gestapolen" (vide 331).345

346
347

348
349

Y/V 1 - 10 Entitled "V/olkiger Beobachter" - newsheets.
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APPENDIX G3

SUI\MAEI OF NICKEL OPERATIONS SEPTEIvjBgR 1939 TO APRIL ^9LO

DATE TARGET AIRGRAPT NICKEL NO. RElViARKS

1939

SEPIEMEER

3/4 1 a/c forced landed
at Amiens,

Hamburg
Bremen

Ruhr

10 V/hitleys EH 273

V5 6 Wiitleys EH 273Ruhr

5/6 4 Ihitleys EH 276Mainz;

Darmstadt

Mannheim

Frankfurt

7/8 Lubeck

Kiel

¥ilhelmshaven

8 Y/hitleys EH 276 and
EH 280

8/9 1 a/c interned in
Belgiimi,
1 ^c missing,
1 ^c crashed at Bue,

11 liVhitleys EH 276Hanover

Ruhr

Munster

Koln

Osnabruck

Hanover 2 Wellingtons, EH 273

6 Whitleys EH 28010/11 Kaiserslautern 1 a/o crashed on
take-off.

Stuttgart
Frankfurt

Nurembui’g

2V25 Bremen

Hamburg
Ruhr

4 Whitleys EH 151

25/26 Bremen

Osnabruck

Munster

3 IWhitleys EH 151

27/28 3 Whitleys EH 280Bremen

Osnabruck

Munster

28/29 4 Whitleys EH I58Bremen

Ruhr

30/1 Oct, Hamburg
Bremen

1  a/c cr-aslied at
Bolton on return.

4 Whitleys EH 158

OCTOBER

1/2 Berlin 1 a/c missing over the
North Sea.

1 a/c missing,

1 a/c crashed at Glissy.

4 Whitleys EH I58

15/16

18/19

Berlin 2 Whitleys EH 290

Hamburg
Bremen

Hanover

4 Whitleys EH 290

G.197929/TG/6/48
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AIRCRAPT NICKEL NO. EElviAEKSDATE TARGET

OCTOBER

24/25 3 Yihitloys EH 290 and

EH 293
Magdeburg
Hamburg
Berlin

2 a/c crashed on
return

27/28 4 livLitleys EH 290Stuttgart
Munich

Frankfurt

NOVEMBER

1 a/c crashed S,
of Nancy,

4 'Vvhitleys EH 28810/11 Mannheim

Stuttgart
Nuremburg
Frankfurt

EH YvB 1 and

EH 288
2 Yvhitleys20/21 Bremen

Hamburg

1
2 YvNitleys EH YvB 121/22 Frankfiort

Stuttgart

4 YYhitleys EH 288Y« ilh e Imshav en

Brunsbuttel
24

6 rtHitleys EH 288
i

\vilhelmshaven

Cuxhaven
27

EECEMBER

2 Yliitleys EH YYB 26 Hamburg
Bremen

EH YTB 3 and
EH 262

4 WhitleysHamburg
Bremen

23

1940

JANUARY

EH 271,
EH WB 3 and

EH 264

2 YH it leysHamburg
Bremen

4

EH V(B 4 and

EH 2641
2 VvhitleysHanabiorg

Bremen

5

EH vvH 4 and2 Hampdens

2 Yfellingtons EH 223
Hamburg
Bremen

11

2 livliitleys EH YvB 4

EH 267
EH 260-
EH YVB 4 and
EH 288

2 Wellingtons EH.YYB 4 and
225 Gp.

1 WHitley
2 Whitleys
1 Hampden

IDusseldorf
Frankfurt

Prague
Vienna

Kiel

12

Haniburg
Bremen

2 Wellingtons EH YvB 5,
4 Hampdens EH WB 4

18 Hamburg ^
Bremen ,
Hanover ,
Brunswick,

and

EH 298

G.197929/TG/6/4B
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DATE TAEGET AIRCEAET NICKEL NO REMARKS

19 1 Wellington EIl liVL'5,
EH 298 and
EH 263

Hamburg
Hanover

Brunswick

l^BRUARY

17/18 Hamburg 1 Wellington EH ¥vT3
EH 263 and
E[1 298.

2^y23

23/24

2 Whitleys EH YvB 6Vienna

Prague
Bremen

Kiel

Hamburg

2 ¥»hitleys
1 Hampden

2 Wellingtons EH WT3 5, EH 254
and 225 Gp.

EH 267-Erl301
EH 263-EH 298

24/25 Hamburg
Bremen

EH IB 5 and EH 263-2 Hampdens

298

26/27 Hamburg
Kiel

Cologne
Ruhr

Dor-tmund

Berlin

1 Haii5)den
1 Hampden

3 Whitleys

EH 304
EH WB 5

EH V® 5

29/28 Berlin

Hanover

1 Whitley
1 Hampden

EH WB 5

EH ¥vl3 5 and EH' 263-
298

Kiel and Cuxhaven 1 Han^den EH 288 and EH 263-
298

MARCH

7/8 Kreuz-Czarnkow

Czarnkow-Posen

Busseldorf

Cologne
Rheine )

Osnabruck )
Bielefeld

Dusseldorf

2 Ydiitleys EH 303

1 Whitley EH WB 7

1 Whitley

1  Whitley

Eli WB 7

EH. Y® 7

9/10 Prague
Vienna

Munchen-Gladbach

2 Yvhitleys
1  Yihitley
1 Blenheim

EH LZ 1

EH WB 8

EH ;wB 4

11/12

15/16

Eschweiler-Duren 1 Blenheim EH Y® 4

Hamburg
Ctixhaven

Brunsbuttel

VYesermunde

Bremervorde

cuxhaven

Bremen

vYarsaw

Munster

R\ihr

Coblenz

2 ‘wellingtons EH YvB 9
1  Yvellington EH YvB 9

1  vYellington EH WB 9

2 ‘Whitleys
1  ‘vvhitley
2 Yvhitleys
1 Yvhitley

EH 305

EH vvB 7
EH WB 7
EH YvB 9

G.I97929/TC/6/48
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DATE TARGET airgr;\pt nickel no. EEIVLiRKS

17 Xanten

¥esel

Rheine

1 YvNitley EH Vv3 9

1  vvEitley
15 El. 3.vs', of Bonn 1 YVhitley
Cologne
Ruhr

1  YYliitley
2 Yvhitlsys

EH YTB 9

EH YvR 9

EH YS 9
EH Y*3 9

EH 3232 Yvhitleys
8 YYellingtons EH YvT. 10 EH 306

EH 309 EH 307

20 ra. N.YY^ 'Prague
Hamburg
Bremen

YVilhelmshaven

Cuxliaven

Schwerin )
Hamburg )

tt M

EH 306 and
EH'YrB 7

11 Yv'ellingtons EPI 306 YvB 10
and H. Gp.

2 Hampdens

21/22 Hamburg

Hanover

Bremen

Gluckstabt

11 Yvellingtons EH. 306, Yvi3 10
(as previous
page).

and H. Gp,
21/22 Bi’emen-Hanover

Y'/ilhelmshaven

Verden

Luneburg

17/18 3 BattlesKaiserslautern

Stromberg
Kirschwaller

Speyer
Birkenfeld

Oberstein

D.K.

B.A.P.P.2 Battles D.K.

EH YvB 10 and

Eli YvB 7
5 Yvhitleys22/23 Ruhr

Marburg

A. A. S. P.17/18

21/22
22/23

2 Battles D.K.Mannheim

Mainz

Mainz

Hamburg
Yv'esterhever

Coblenz

YY’iesbaden 1

II

3 Battles

2 Hampdens

D.K.

EH YvB 10 and

EH 306
D.K. B.A.E.P.2 Battles

20 Yv'ellingtons H Gp. and
EH 306

23/2i|- Yv'esermunde

Hanover

Dorm-Bremen

Hamburg
Bremen

Minden

Cuxhaven

Oldenburg

Rotenburg
Bremenhaven

Bxvinswick

Coblenz ^
YYUesbaden^
Oppenheim,

2 a/c missing.

3 Battles D.K.

B.A.E.E.
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DATE TARGET AIRCRj'iFT NICKEL NO. REivIARKS

MRCH

2h/25 Rostock

Butin

Gustrow

Morbach

Frankfurt

"Wiesbaden

Ooblenz

Ifennheim

Karlsruhe

Darmstadt

Gan Odernheim

3 Hampdens H Group

3 liampdens D.K.

4 Battles D.K,

4 Battles D.K.

B.A.P.F.

1 Battle

1 Battle

1 Wellington
2 Whitleys
2 Han^pdens

C. Group

G. Group

EH 307 R Group
C Group H Group
.and EH VvB10

25/26 Bremen

Ruhr

Elberfeld

Cuxhaven

27/28 Frisian Islands

Wilhelmshaven

Bremen

Hamburg
Cuxhaven

Brunswick

Sylt
Neimiinster

Bremerworde

Wittenburg
Wesermunde

Bremen

Oldenburg
Ruhr

1 Wellington H Group

12 Wellingtons H Gp. EH 307
6 Whitleys EH 306 and WB10

and R Group

MARCH 31/APRIL 1.

Hamburg
Bremen

7 Wellingtons EH 306, 307 bB10
and H Group

APRIL

1/2 Guxliaven

Kiel
6 Hampdens K Group EH 306,

\7B10 EH ¥B7 and
EH 307

6/7 Hamburg
Lubeck

Soltau

Verden

Cuxhaven

Minden

Recklinghausen
Min-Bremen

8 Wellingtons

H Gp. R Gp. V<D10

EH 306, W37, and
EH 307

5 V»hitleys

1 bhitley crashed
at Fairfield

Wilhelmshaven

Oldenburg
Kiel

Meldorf

Wilh elmshaven]
Zinnowitz

Neuminster

/ 12 Hampdens - do -

20/21 Karlsruhe 9 Battles 0 Group and
EH 366
- do -

0 Group and

EH 366 and R^
Group.

Mainz

Mainz.
.  i

3 Battles A.A.S.P.
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MTE TARGET AIRCR/iPT NICI^EL NO. RERIAMS

APRIL

20/21 Bad Kreuznach

Darmstadt

Frankfurt

Bonn

Coblenz

2 Battles

1 Battle

4 Battles

3 Battles

5 Battles

- do - A.A.S.P.
do

1 a/c missing.do

¥, G ,and RGps.
¥,3 Gp and
EH 366
¥ and R Gps,Lahnstein 1 Battle

21/22 Worms

Mannheim

Heidelburg
Speyer
Andernach

Bonn

Coblenz

Koln

Lahnstein

2 Battles

2 Battles

3 Battles
1 Battle

3 Battles
1 Battle

2 Battles

1 Battle

2 Battles

G Group

C Group
G Group

C Group

EH 372 and ¥ Gp.
EH 372

C and ¥ Gps,

¥ Group
¥ Group

A.A.S.F,

22/23 8 Battles

2 Battles

3, Battles
2 Battles

4 Battles

Mannheim

Bad Kreuznach

Mainz

Darmstadt

Frankfurt

C Gp. and EH372
EH 372

EH 372

EH 372

EH 372

A.A.S.F.
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APPENDIX G4.

NICKELS - TABLE OP OPERATIONS TO APHIL 1940

No.1 "M" Balloon Unit

Date Index No. No. Dropped Estimated destination

1939

Oct. l/2 (EH158
(EH280
EH288

EH288

123,000
57,000
180,000
180,000
129,000
207, 000'
216,000
99,000
156,000
114,000
105,000
124,500
127,500
45,000
72,000

236,000
96,000
96,000
72,000
76,500

Nov. 4 Berlin

Gorlitz

Magdeburg

5
6

7 Jt

8 tt
Dresden

Gorlitz

Munster

Nurnberg
Pilsen

Chemnitz

Brunn

9 I!

11 M

13
14

EHAffil24
Dec. 2 It

EH225
'EHIVB2

EH225

H

3 Augsburg
It

II
4- Tabor

Prague

(Bayreuth

5
10 M

EH/V/B2 M

1?^P.
Jan. 30 EHAffi3 90,000

90,000
67,500 )
3,000 )

67,500
( 28,500
( 78,000

96,000
198,000
120,000
132,000
216,000
46,500
7,750
4,500
16,500
21,750

126,000
3,000

124,000
18,000
87,000
38,000
31,500
29,500

243,000

Nurnberg
Weiden

(Magdeburg
(

31 II

Peb. 1 M

EH/WB4 II

2 II

Munchen

A^irnberg7

EH225 It

8 It

Bayreuth
Mannheim

Minden

Munchen

Halberstadt

Torgan

22

•23 EH300/302
24 tt

27 EH225
29 It

D,K. II

Mar. 11/12 (EH225
EHAffi7

Kurnburg
It

D.K. ( It

EH288

EH/i/7B7
( It

12/13
13/14
18/19

Pardubitz

Pilsen & Oppe.ln
Regensburg & Budovioe

It

'EH288

ehA®7 It

D.K. it

26/27

April 18/19

EHAB7 )
D.K. )

EH366

Kassel & Munster
11

Breslau

G.I97929/DP/6/48.



APESM)IX G.5.

1939 TO APRIL 1940.MONTHLY SUlvMRY OP NICKEL OPERi^TIONS SEPT.

September.

61No, of sorties

No, of casualties = 6
No. of nickels dropped = 20,683,000
No, of nights on ops r. 11

October,

No, of sorties

No, of casualties = 4

"No. of nickels dropipod = 3,492,000
No. of nights on ops

17

= 5

November.

No. of sorties

No, of casualties =- 1

No. of nickels dropped .=

12

2,385,000 (of Tviiich
495,000 were double sheets)

No, of nights on ops. 5

December,

6No. of sorties

No, of casualties = Nil

No. of nickels dropped ;

No. of nights on opas
1,440,000
2

January,

No, of sorties

No. of casualties = Nil

No, of nickels dropped

No. of nights on op»s

23

5,198,250
6

February,

No. of sorties s 21

No, of casualties = 1

No, of nickels dropped = 4,601,000
No. of nights on cps = 6

March,

142No, of sorties

No. of casualties = 9

No. of nickels dropped

No. of nights on ops.
19,146,000
19

April,

74No, of sorties

No, of casualties = 1

No, of nickels droxaped = 4,417,500
No. of nights on ops = 5

G.197929/TC/6/48







AEFEM)IX J1

SmmRY OF ATTACKS AGAINST GEMm SEAPIAI^ BASE^ DECEMBER 1939
tq-xpril 19Ajo

Date Target
{Night

A/C No,
& Type

Bomba Hits Air- ,^emy
Drop- CHaai^ craft ~ kjc
1*®^ Lost claimed Photographs

Observation

or

76g

Dec,12 Sylt,Borkum &

Nordemey
Dec,13 Sylt,Borkum &

Nordemey
Dec. 14 Recce of Borkum

(Day) Juist,Nordemey,
Baltrum,Sylt &
Amrun,

"  Borkum & Sylt
Dec.16 Borkum, Sylt &

Norderney

8 Whitleys 10

6Whitleys 2

NIL NIL Yes

NIL Yes

2 Blenheims Yes

7 Y^hitleys 5
2 Whitleys 1

6 Whitleys 6
S V/hitleys
8 Whitleys I3

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Dec.17 Borkum

Dec,18 Sylt,Borkum &
Nordemey

Dec,19 Sylt, Borkum/
Dec,20 Sylt, Borkum
Dec,31 Recce,of Sylt

& Amrun

"  Borkum & Sylt

4 Whitleys
4 Whitleys 12
2 Blenheims -

NIL

Yes

Yes

14 Whitleys Yes

1940

Jan, 5 Borkum & Sylt
Jan, 9 "

Jan,11 Borkum, Nordemey
Sylt

Jan,12 Patrols of: "

Jan. 13 ’’ " "
Jan,14 " " "
Jan,19 " " "
Jan.20

Peb,23
Peb.24 " " "

Feb.26 Patrol of Sylt &
Frisian Islands

1 Whitley
4 Y/hitleys
3 YYhitleys

NIL

Yes3 3
6 NIL

4 Y/hitleys
1 YYhitley
3 Y^hitleys
1 Whitley
1 Whitley
1 Whitley
3 Y/hitleys
2 Hampdens

Yes

Feb.28
Mar,1 Patrol of Borkum

It

3 Harapdens
5 Hampdens

Yes

Sylt & Norderney
Mar,2 Patrol of Borkum,

Sylt & Nordemey

64 Hampdens

Mar, 4 2 Hampdens
Mar,5 Patrol of Frisians 3 Hampdens

Mar.6 Patrol of Borkum,. 2 Hampdens
Nordemey & Sylt

Mar,7 "

Mar, 12

Mar.15 "
Mar. 19 Homum

12 Hampdens 4
1 Hampden -
4 Hampdens -

30 Whitleys^ 84)Numerous 1
20 Hampdens} 60 hits claimed
4 Harapdens - - -

]
Yes

Mar,20 Patrol of Sylt &
Frisian Isles

Mar,24 Patrol of Borkura,
Nordemey & Sylt

3 Hfimpdens

Mar, 25 ''
Mar,27 "

Mar,30 "

Apr, 1 "
Apr. 5
Apr, 6 "
Apr, 8
Apr, 10 Recce,of

Heligoland Bight
and Kattegat,

G,i97929/EE/7/48

3 Hampdens

2 Harapdens
2 Harapdens
4 Hampdens
4 Harapdens
6 Hampdens
3 Hampdens
D Hampdens

1 Yes

Yes
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AEfiEI€)IX J3

MINELAYING GOEE AND AREAS.

ANTii/ERP

ARCONA TO R.DIEVLNOY/

BAYONl\IE

BORDEAUX

BOULOGNE

BREST

CALAIS

CHERBOURG

COEENILU3]N(;iEPROACH)
DANZIG

DEN HELDER

DIEPEE

DUNKIRK

ESBJERG(/iPPROACH)
FRISIAN ISL;U®S
GREAT BELT

GREAT BELT

GREAT BELT

GREAT BELT

HAUGESUND

HELIGOLAND

JUMPER

MLLOY/

ELDERBERRY

DEODAR

DEvYBERRY

JELLYfESH

PRAVvNS

greengage

VERBENA

PRIVET

LIIVIPETS

VIM LEAVES

CYPRESS

ILAVTHORNE

NECTi'iRINES

QUINCES
BROCCOLI

PWDPKINS

ASPAR/.GUS

BOTTLE

ROSEt.i;j?Y

HELIG0L:NID (APPROACH) EGLANTINE
YAMS

UNDERGROWTH,
YSVEREE

SILVERTHORNE

LETTUCES

IVELON

PORGET-M-NOTS

WMIFLOMRS

QUINCES
RADISHES

CINNAMON

ANEIvIONES

KR,1UTS

C..RROTS

EMIVES

ARTICHOKES

NEWT

FLOUNDER

OMONS

TOMATO

TURBOT

TxJ'fGERINE

GORSE

ZINNEAS

XERANTHEMUMS

SYEET PEAS

DO.

KATTEGAT

KATTEGAT AREAS

KIEL GAN/iL

KIEL CANi'iL

KIEL CAML

KIEL BM

KIEL BAY

KIEL BAY

LA ROCHELLE

LE liAVRE

LIM FJORD

LITTLE BELT

LITTLE BELT

LORIENT

MAAS & SCHELDT

DO.

OSLO

OSLO FJORD APPROACH
OSTEM

PILLAU

QUIBERON
RIVER J;j)E

RIVER JiUDE
ROSTOCK &

ANEl/iONES

ARTICHOKES

ASPARAGUS

BARNACLE

BEECH

BOTTLE

BROCCOLI

CARROTS

CINNAvION

CYPRESS

D/PFODIL

DEODAR

DEVfflERRY

EGLAMINE

ELDERBERRY

ENDIVES

FLOUNDER

FORGET-IvE-NOTS

FURZE

GERiuMUM

GORSS

GREENGAGE

HAYYTHORNE

LE HAVRE

LORIEM

GREAT BELT

ZEEBRUGGE

ST. NAZMRE

MiUGESUND

GREAiT BELT

LITTLE BELT

LA ROCHELLE

DUNKIRK

THE SOUND

BORDEAUX

BOULOGNE

HELIGOLAND (AiPPROACH)
BMOI'INE

LITTLE BELT

M/LvS & E. SCHELDT

KIEL CMiiL

ST. JE^m DE LUZ

SVAENEMUNDE

QIBERON
CHERBOURG

ESJBERG (approach)

HOLLYHOCK

HYACINTH

J  NE

JELLYFISH

JUMPER

KR.1UTS

LETTUCES

LIlvtPETS

MELON

MULLET

MSSELS

M.STURTIUMS

NECT..RINES

TRAVEMUNDE

ST. M.U.O.

WARNEMUNDE

BREST

ANTWERP

LIM FJORD

KIEL C;.NI\L

DEN HELDER

KIEL CANAL

SPEZIA

TERSCHELLING GAT
THE SOUNT)

FRISIAN ISLANDS

NEWT

OMONS

OYSTERS

PR.iWS

PRIVET

PUMPKIN

QUINCE
QUINCE
RADISHES

ROSEMARY

MAAS & SCHELDT
OSLO

ROTTERDIiM

C/lL/DS

DIuNZIG

GREAT BELT

KIEL BAY

GREAT BELT

KIEL BkJ

HELIGOLAND
iMCONE LIGHT

ROTTEEDi^i
ROUEN

ST. JEAN DE LUZ
ST. MiAO

ST. NAZ/iIHE

SPEZIA

SYiTINEMIUNDE

TERSCHELLING GAT

TEAM (south)
THE SOUND
THE SOUND

TA^VEMUNDE

WliRNElvlUNDE

ZEEBRUGGE

ZUIDER ZEE

OYSTERS

SC.MLOPS

FURZE

HYiAIMH
BEECH

MULLET

GERilMUM

MSSELS

TREFOILS

NY.STURTIUMS
Di\FFODIL

HOLLYHOCK

JASMINE

BARN.ELE
^THELKS

SCALLOPS

SILVERTHORNE
SYEET PEAS

TANGERINE

TOM..TO

TREFOILS

TURBOT

UNDERGROYtfTH
VERBENA

VINE LEAVES

WiiLL PLO\YERS
Y/HELKS

Y/ILLOW

XEAuNTHEMUMS
Y.MS

YEYf TREE

ROUEN

AYTTEGAT (areas)
ROSTOCK & ilRCONE LIGHT
PILA'A

OSLO FJORD(i'xPPROACHES)
texel(soeth)
OSTEND

A'iTTEGAT

COPENH.YGEN(ilPPROACHES)
DIEPPE

KIEL BAY

ZUIDER ZEE

ARCONA TO R.DIEVENOR

R. JiiDE

HELIGOLAND /iPPROIiCHES
M.TTEGAT

R. J.YDE. (HUBERTGAT)ZINNE.E

G.I97929/DP/6A8.



APPENDIX K1

SmmRY OF OPERATIONS - NORWEGIAN CAMPAIGN, APRIL 9  - MAY 9

Date Place Objective Aircraft LossesNo. Remarks

APR 9 Bergen Cruisers 12 Harapdens
12 Wellingtons9/10

10/11 Kristiansand

!itf

It

(Oneisenau) 6
6

!t tf
Recalled

I? tt I!

 Hampdens
6  Wellingtons
23 Whitleys
19 Hampdens
12 Wellingtons
23 Blenheims

36 Wellingtons
6  Y/ellingtons

n ft

11/12 Stavanger
Oslo

Oslo area

Bergen area Cruisers

12 Stavanger area Y/’arships
12 Stavanger

12/l3' Bergen area
14- Stavanger
15 '

15/16

Aerodrom
if

tf tt

tt

It

Cruisers

Aerodrom
It If

tt ft

ti
e

Shipping
1

tt

1
tt

tl

tl

tl

3
M

e
1

tl
2 It

It

11 Blenheims

12 Whitleys
6  Blenheims

12 TiTellingtons
5  ' Whitleys

M

16It tl II

16/17II ft If

No attack
II II

Vaemes Aerodrome

(Trondheim)
Aerodrome (Oslo) 3

II It

Kjeller
Pornebu

Stavanger

II

Targets not
located

ft II tl It

tt

17 Aerodrome 12 Blenheims

12 Wellingtons
13 V/hitleys

2

17/18
18/l9 Trondheim

Oslo Fjord
19 Stavanger
_ j ”

20/21 Kristiansand
Aalborg

tl

If

20

ft

It tf

1
tt

Shipping 1
tl If 6 ft

Task abandoned
ft

6  BlenheimsAerodrome ̂ II It

ft ft

3 If tf It

ft

6  Wellingtons
If

ft tl

3
ff

tl If fl If

3  Hampdens
12 Wellingtons

II II

Stavanger
Trondheim

fjord
Oslo fjord
Stavanger
Aalborg
Aalborg
Lake Jsnsvannet

Oslo

Westerland

Lake Jansvannet

Aalborg
Oslo fjord
Stavanger

ft

It ff

Shipping 3  y/hitleys
tt It It

12 II
Task abandoned

II 21 Aerodrome 12 Blenheims

Wellingtons
6  Whitleys
6

tl tl

21/22
22/23

II tt

1
tt tl

1
It tt

2 If
Task abandoned

It It
Aerodrome 2 It

23/24
23/24

ft !l

12 TiTellingtons
6  Whitleys
6

It
Task abandoned

ft It
Aerodrome

Shipping
Aerodrome

II
1

tt tt

4
tl

ft t!
6 Blenheims 1

It
24

tt 6tl tl
Task abandoned

(recce,)
IIft

Aalborg
Stavanger
Hardanger &

(Gransvins)
Stavanger
Oslo fjord
Aalborg

II It tl1 It

tt
25 II II It II II1

II II

6Fjords
Aerodrome

Shipping
Aerodrome

(recce.)
Met, recce.

tt
1

25/26II

12 Wellingtons
6  yyhitleys

ItII

II II

It2 1

26II

Stavanger 1  Blenheim

1  Wellington
12 Blenheims

26/27If II It tl

tl

27
II Aerodrome

Met, recce.

Rye & Aalborg Recce.
29/30 Oslo (Fomebu) Aerodrome

Aalborg
Rye

29
II

It

30
30

Task abandoned
tl II

1
II 2 II Task abandoned

6  Whitleys
Recce. Aerodrome 1 Blenheim

Recce. II 2 II

tt
1

II Task abandoned
II

G.197929/EPE/7/48



■APPEMDIX K1 (Contd,)

Date Place Objective No Aircraft Losses Remarks

APR 30 Stavanger
APR 30/

MAY 1 Stavanger

6  BlenheimsAerodrome 2
V

If 16 Wellingtons
12 Whitleys

If

5  Hampdens

4IIf If tl
1

(Oslo) ifi.erodrome 12tl Pornebu 1
It It It It

IIII Aalborg
MY 1 Stavanger

Aalborg
1/2 Stavanger

Pornebu (Oslo)
Stavanger
Rye

II

Pornebu (Oslo)
Stavanger

ft

If

If If

If 2
ff II

2/3ff

II II

fl tl

II 5 II
1

Aerodrome 12 Blenheims
5 Hampdens
6 Whitleys

"

6  Blenheims
6

If

If

fl

6II tf

ff 12 Wellingtons
6  Tfhitleys
6 Whitleys
9 Wellingtons
9 Whitleys

fl
1

II

7/8If If II

9/10II If II
Task abandoned

/

G.197929/EPE/7/48













AEPEM)IX L1

AIECRilPT OBJECTIVES

JBEE 20th 1940.

ALTBgHA AMD ALUTvlIKLUII ELAETS IWOLVING- LESS THAN 250
AgLES IEEETBATION IETO GERI-ffi.i;Y

Order of

Priority
Operational

NumberPLAGE EEMARKS

1 L.8AKOLN Production 1AO, 000 tons per
annum

2 LUEEN L.85 Production 80,000
annum

II II

3 LUDTOGSHAPEN

itUEEEEHEIAI L.100 Produc tion 80,000
annum

Aluminium producing and
casting fomidiy, making
carbon electrodes for

electrolysis process.

Airframe Assembly Factories involving less than 250
miles penetration into Genaany.

II

L.82GEEVENBROICH

II

A

5 wismiR P.7A Output A5 He. 111 p.m.

6 lENZENDOEP P.A9 tt
20 DO. 17 It

7 BREMEN P.1 (10 Me. 110
(10 P.W.189
2 Condor

20 P.W.58

It

It

8 DEICHSHAUSEN P.8 0
AO Ju. 52 II

9 GOTHA P.18 If
20 Me. 110

15 P.W. 58

H

10 KASSEL P.I9 n
30.Me.109
20 Trainers

II

II II

LIST II

Air Stores Parks and Depots in Western Germany

ROTENBUEG H. 2001

2 PADERBOEN H.I76

3 GOTTINGEN H.80

A ESCffiVBGE H.57

G.I97929/JP/7/A8







APPENDIX M

TARGETS July 15th. 19/^D.

1.

OP. NO. PLACE CATEGORY

E.1 BRE?ffiN AIRPRAiffl ASSEMBLY
FACTORY

P.49 WENZENDORP n

P.74 WISVvIAR w

P.I9 KASSEL tt

P.18 GOTH/1 II

2.

K.56 ROTENBURG iURCRAPT DEPOT

K.52 GOTTINGEN n

H.57 ESCmVEGE U

K.3 DIElHOLZ II

K.9 EADERBORN II

J..

A. 70 GELSENKIRCHEN HYDROGENATION PLANT

A.7I GELSENKIRCHEN II II

A.17 HANNOVER (/VIISBURG) REFINERY

A. 2 BRSVIEN II

A. 10 HAiffiURG w

-4.

Z.159 DONGES REFINERY and STORAGE

Z.I60 NANTES Several installations

on north bank of river

between DONGES .and

NANTES. 13,000 tons of
aviation spirit here.

Z.162 CHERBOURG 5 above ground tanks
near HENNEPILLE.

G.197929/JP/6/A5



APPENDIX N

Targets July 24th 1940

AIRCRAFT INDUSTRT

AIRCRAFT DEPOTS

K.56 ROTENBlffiC

K.52 GOTTINGEN

K.62 ESCEWE

K. 3 DIEEHOLZ

K. 9 PAEERBORN

K.54 KOLLEDA

AIRCRAFT ASSEMBLY FACTORIES

F.1 BREMEN

F.49 WENZENDORF

F.74 WlSJaR

F.19 MSSEL

F.18 GOTHA

F.52 AUGSBERG

ALUhENA AND ALIFCENIEvI FACTORIES

L. 85 LTJNEN

L. 82 GREVENBROICH

L. 84 KOLN

L. 100 LUDWIGSHAFEN

L. 83 HERRINGEN

G.197929/JP/6/48



j'lPPENDIX 01

ELEGTRIG POTfflR

July 30th 19^0

(i) Gontral Power Plants

Area.

Rhur and Westphalia

Target No. Place

KOLN (Goldernburg)

(Quadrath. Portuna I and II)
II

B.A7

B.46

B.AO

It

II
HiVTTINGEN

BORKEN

STOGKUM (Gersteinwerk)

HERDEGKE (Koepchenwerk)

WALES GK

RBISHOLZ

GOLPA ZSHORNEYttTZ

TRATTENDORP

tt
B.19

II
B.53

B.28It

II

B.54

B.51

B,81

II

Gentral Germany

II

B.129

I?

B.124 LAUTA

EINKENHEERD

HIRSGHPELD

BOHLEN

BERLIN (Y/Qst)

BERLIN (Klingenherg)

HARBKE

It
B.120

II
B.122

B.63

b.56

B.57

B.69

B.78

(I

M

n

n

NIEDERWARTHA (Nr. Dresden)

iiiJfflURG (Neuhof)

(Tiefstack)
II

North-West Germany B.8

II

B.5

II
B.1 TJiLEtvI

South-West Germany B.101 MiANNHEIlvI

II

B.113 fliLCHENSEEWEM

II

B.10A NURNBERG

II
B.91

B.107

(ii) Important Sv/itching and Transformer Stations.

Rulir and Y/estphalia

Gentral Area

GER

II
SGE

B.173 BRil

B.179 POR

STHOVEN

YAiNDORP

UvYEILER

DSRSTEDT

North-YYest Germany

South-Y/est Germany

B.172

B.196

LEHRTE

KELSTERBAGH

II
B.202 RHEINAU

II
B.187 ASGILIPPENBURG

II
B.200 MEITINGEN

G.197929/DP/7A8.



APPENDIX 02

July 50th 19A0

gRINGirAL GASWORKS IN fiERMAW

Serial Area Operational No. Place Remarks

1 S.W. Area A. 402 PRMKB’UTiT

2 -do- A.407 I/LINNHBIM

3 -do- A.412 STUTTGART Has gas-tower with

capacity of 300,000
cbm

4 -do- A.409 NURNBERG

5 -do- A.408 MUNCHEN

6 A.365N.W. Area HAMBURG

7 A, 398Central MAGDEBURG-

ROTHENSEE
Gasholder of 100,000 crab
bottom used to store Tar

(3,500 tons), benzol
factory and tar
distillation plant.

G. 19792 5/JP/7/48



APHilLffllX 03

July 30th, 1940

FjlINGIFJL COKING PL.'NTS.

■AREL It A II
J RUHR IffiSTPHLLIA-i.

Order of Intrinsic
Indistrial Importance

Opei-ational
Number Place

1 267 H/J.fflORN

I
2 L.268

R.379
jHjiViBORN Both targets to be

attacked.

3 A. 33 6 BOTTROPi

4 A. 259 GELSHNKIRCHEN

A. 260 GaLSHMtIRCHEN

6 A. 238 DORTivrUND

7 iU 248 ESSEN

A. 265 GELSENKIRpHEN

9 A. 246 DUISBURG

10 A. 266 GELSENIQRCHENI

11 A, 230 GASIROP FlUXELI

12 A. 269 HAMi

13 ii.276 HObiBERG

14 A. 292 RBCKiilNGHAUSEN

G.I97929/TC/7/48



2. i^PEimx 03

July 30th, 194-0

i\Eai B 'WEST GERt^J'iEY ^TH OP RUHR.

Order of Intrinsic

Industrial Importance
Operational
Number

PlaceI

1 402 PRi'lJKPURTJ.^9

2 i.407 ivjRWIEIlvi W

3 412 STUTTGART

4 A. 409 NURNBURG

5 ...408 MUN'CHEN

I

AREA C NORTH-V'/EST GEEi^NY

A.365 ■ HAIVIBURG

ARE A
D CENTRiiL GERiVL'HYli

1.398 ifcGEEBURG

i

G. 197929/TC/7/48



APPEM)IX 0/f

.Uai'^MulNT 'iiOEKS

July'30th, 1940.

Serial Target Plant Place

No. No.

1 L 14
E  8

D 60
Krupp rt’orks ESSEN 3£

2 E 14

P 117

Henschel N'orks KilSSEL

3 E 10 Huraboldt Deuta works KOIJl

S 12

4 E 22

D 59

P 136
G 192

Humboldt Deuta 'Works PIb'llEPURT

G 1655 Bosch 'w’orks STUTTGART s

6 G 52

G 53
Kannomag HANOVER

S 4, 5 & 67 Rheinmetall DUSSELDORP k

8 D 59 Daimler Benz STUTTGART

9 E 21

G 191
Opel RUSSELStffiliVi K

L  6

B 1179

10

Bochumer Verein BOCHUM

E 3

A  226)

11 7L

A  242

B  359

Hoesch DORE/IUND

L  23)
G  25

12 Krefelder Stahlwerk KREPELD K

13 L  27)

L  28)
A  285)

Thyssan Ver. Stahlwerke IviULHEIM

14 G  55 Bochumer Vei'ein BOCHUM 'k

G  5615 Eisen and Huttenwerke BOCHUIVI

16 G  66 Rulirstahl \
/,G. WITIEN 5;-i

L  6417 Heinrichshutte HATI'INGEN

Objectives of primary impoi-tance.n

G.I97929/TC/7/48



AEPENDIX 05

CHKvIICilL Y/ORKS

July 30th 1940

Serial Target
No.

Plant Place

No.

1 C 39 I.G. Parben Works HOCHST 36

C 37 - do -2 LEVERKUSEN

C 38

C 88

C 8, 9 & 10
(one target)

C 121

3 - do - GEIESHEIM

4 - do - OEPAU

TROISDORP (Koln) h5 Explosives Pactoty

6 - do - BOJ/miTZ H

TROISDORP (Koln) h7 c 124 - do -

8 c 13 - do - SCHLEBUSCH x

9 c 29 - do - IVlNM-IErnI 3€

10 c 143 Chemicals KREPELD

11 G 43 Shell filling BEEivIEN

12 C 75 il.G, PUR STICKSTOPFDUNCtER

Carbide and ferro

alloys.
KN/b?SACK 36

Objectives of primary importance36

G.197929/JT/7/48



SECRET

APEENDIX P

INBUSTEIAL TARGETS IN ITALY

August 4th 1940,

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Order of

Priority
Target
Number

Place Tj^e of
T7orks

Remarks

T. 641 TURIN’ Fiat aero

engine and
motors.

I Produces 9C^ of Italy* s
j motor-cars and about 4G^ of
i  her aero-engines, Emplpys
30,000 workers. Concrete

building 6-7.stories hi^,
I  Covers area of 1 sq,. mile.

Inflammable wooden buildings.
2 T. 12 SESTO S.N

GIOVANNI

(Milan)

Breda

Airframe

and

components.

X. 803 GENOA

(Ccrnigliano)
Anseldo,
Piaggio.

Propellers, engine x^arts,
metal frameworks, tubes, etc.
The following important

I  industrial plants are,
adjacent to the target R,30,
V.34, X.10, 0,211,

4 0. 4 PORTO

iVJARGtlEEA

(Venice)

Oil

refinei'y.
Congested industrial area at
port of Venice,

is an important oil refinery
and storage centre. Other

important industrial plants
in the vicinity are;-
X.I27, S.I4, 0.65, 0.22,
Q.153.

The target

5 T, 14 TUEEN Fiat

Airframes

6 U.214- SESTO SAN

GIOVAMI

(Milan)

Mare Hi Produces 9C^ of magnetos,
other targets in vicinity,
X,26, X.28, S.I7, P.186, ¥.1.

Inflammable wooden buildings
and aircraft.

7 T. 13 MLAN Caproni
Airframes

8 T. 11 VERGIATE

(Nr.Sesto
Calende-Lade

Maggiore)

Savoia

klarchetti

Airframes,

9 R. 1 SESTRI

FUNENTE

(Genoa)

Alluminium castings
radiators, gear-cases, etc.
Close to U.36,

10 0.130

0.13li
0.157,

VADO Oil

refinery
Capacity -
130,000 tons (stocks)

G.197929/TC/6/48 /II.



-2-

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Order of

Priprity
Target
Ntunber

Place Type of
Vv'orks

Remarks

11 0.11 NAPLES Oil

refinery
bOjOOO tons (stocks)

0.12

0.145,
0.146
0.147,

I

12 0.7 TRIESIE Oil

refinery
125,000 tons (A-nnual output
..)lus stocks)

120,000 tons (stocks)0.15613 SAVONA Oil

refinery

14 0.10 BARI Oil

refine I'y
100,000 tons (Annual output
IjIus stocks)
i

i00,000 (ditto)15 0.8 LEGHORN Oil

refinery

16 0.158 lEGHORN Oil

refinery
33,000 tons.

17 S.4. BRESCIA Armament

works

T. 6318 ESGGIO

(Emilia)
Reggiane
aero-engine.

19 Y.219' BOLOGNA ■

(Beverara)
Rly. June. &

Marsh'g. Yd.

G.197929/tc/6/2,£



APPENDIX Q1 & 2

TAE&ETS, SEPTBBER 21ST, 1940

1 AIRCRAFT INDUSTRT COI^IPOWENT FACTORIES

Order of

Priority' Place Remarks Target Number

1 HANAU VACUIGVI SCHMELZE Nickel and

other high-grade alloys

BOSH Ignition System
Generators

L.230

2 STUTTGART

(Feuerbach)

AALEN

G,165

3 AEFING-KESSIPR Crankshafts G.21

4 STUTTGART

(Zufenhausen)

FRANKFURT

(Hoddenheim)

WIRTH MOTOREN Crankshafts
Spin Gearing

G.20

5 DEUTSCHE IVfflTALLWERKE
Metal Airscrews.

G.82

appendix q

2 SUBmRINE BUILDING YARDS

Order of
largei
NumberPriority

1 Krupp Germania' Werf t KIEL D.4.

2 Deschimag BREiVlEN D.1.

3 Deutsche Werke KIEL D.3.

4 Blohm and Voss H/uMBURG D.2.

5 Marinewerft WlLHEH'/iSHAVEN D.5.

6 Oder Werke STETTIN D.6.

7 Vulcan Werke BREifflN D.258

LIST II

(Alternative Targets)

miGEN

LUBECK

1 Akkumiilatoren Fabric D.31

2 Flender Werke
D.14

3 V-ulcan Werke HAMBURG D.19

4 Training Establishment NEUSTADT D.144

G. '197929/JP/7/48



ilPEBNDIX Q3

ji/iBSH4LLIMG Y/\T?ns

Order of

Priority

1 HiJvSvi'
M 434

2
M 482

3 EHRi^NG
M 480

4 OSIE'sBHUGK
M 431

5 kom-gbembeeg M 465

6
KOIJ^-EIFELTOE M 464

7 STiElSBOUEG

8 SOEST
M 116

9 KOBLENZ
M 469

10
S TUTT Gi\ET' (Kornv»"e s th a i n ) M 486

11 SGIflvEETE
M 461

12 It'iNGSTEY
iu 460

13 OJ'PENBUEG
M 484

14 K/EtLSSUIOS
M 483

13 KOLN-Ki'LK-NOED M 466

16 KEEEELD
M 472

&.197929/TC/7/48



API^NDIX Q4

/-*v

BBHLIN AmA - ERIORITY LIST OF PUBLIC UNTILI'IY TARGETS.

Order of Target Target
Priority Number

Remarks Other

Tai-gets
in Vicinity.

B. 561 Berlin, V/est.
Povver Station

Capacity 228,000 k,w. D.39

G, 225
G.I6I
M.498
A.387

2 B. 57 Klingenberg.
Power Station

Capacity over 200,000
k.w.

B.I8O3 P r ied r i ch s f e 1 d Important transformer

and switching station.

B.I624 Allgemeine Elektri-
zitala Ges, A.E.F.

(llennigsdorf).

Electric cables and

repair equipment
(Highly inflammable)

G.222

A.3855 Berlirn-Charlottenberg D.65Goal gas works

6 A.386 Berlin-Danziger Strasse - do -

A. 3877 Berlin-Lichtenberg - do B.57
M.498

8 B. 58 Chariottenberg D, 65
A.385

Capacity over
100,000 k.w.

9 B. 59 Moabit Capacity 50-100,000
k.w.

M,75

M. 501

A,38810 Moabit -N euk ol n Goal gas v<-orks

A. 38911 Berlin Tovar Ckis

works Tegel.

do D.35
E,15

L.38

B, 6012 Wilmersdorf

B, 61 M,49813 Rummelsburg

G. 197929/TC/7/48



APPENDIX R

October 30th, 19AO.

TOM TARGETS.

TOTvTl Population Identification

By day or night

BERLIN 4,200,000

167,000

326,000

Day or Night

BRi\UW3Cffl.EIG
Day or Moonlit Night

BEEiviSN
Day or Night

DARlViSTlDT 93,000 Day or Moonlit Night

DUSSELDORP 507,000

666,000

Day or Night

ESSEN
Day or Moonlit Night

FR.\M0?URT 555,000 Day or Ni^t

E/MURG 1,125,000 Day or Night

HMOVER Wf,000 Day or Ni^t

KASSEL 177,000 Day or Night

KIEL 222,000

65,000

761,000

Day or Night

KOBLENZ Day or Ni^t

KOLN
Day or Ni^t

LEIPZIG 712,000 Day or Moonlit Night

MAGDEBURG 310,000 Day or Night

ivLINZ 142,000 Day or Ni^t

MUNCHEN 742,000 Day or Moonlit Night

MUNSIER 127,000 Day or Moonlit Night

NURNBERG 410,000 Day

STUTTGART 426,000 Day or Moonlit Night

G.197929/TC/7/48



APEBNDIX S

PRINCIPAL OIL TARGETS,

January 15th 19L1.

(a) (b) (c) j  +(b) (o) (f) (g)

Order of

Priority-
Target Locality Type Estimated

out-put for
the 6mcntLa

Estimated

quantity of
oil in pro
cess or held

as refined

,000 tons stock,
,000 tons

-

Remarks
No. of

Plant

30,6.41 •

1 A, 77 lEUNA H 200 40 It mil be

observed that the

output of the

■first nine pilants
is nearly 5 times
greater than the
output of the
remaining 7;^ants

2 A0IO4 POELITZ n 150 30

3 A,71 GELSEN
KIRCHEN

(rlhr)

H 125 25

4 A. 97 ZEITZ H 120 25

5 A. 70 GELSEN
KIRCHEN

(RUHR)
RUIfLiIND

H 100 20

6 A. 91 P.T. 100 ■20

A. 767 bohlen H 90 20

8 A. 78 MGIEBURG H 75 20

9 A, 74 LUTZKEEHOER P.T. 75 20

TOTAL 1,035 220

10 A. 79 STERKiL'-UlE

HQLTSN (RUHR)
HOlvrBSRG(]:?DHR)

ILHffiN (RUHR)

P.T. 40 10

A, 7311 P.T. 40 10

38A, 7512 10P.T.

A, 6013 NANNE EIGKEL 30 5P.T.

A, 6914 BOTTROP
(RUHR)

25 5li

A. 10815 25 5P.T.
(iRTHR;

A, 6616 CA3TR0P 20 5P.T.

E4UXEL (RUHR) Coming into
production early
1941.A,11617 75 20BRUX H

293 70
1,328 290GRAND TOTAL

+H - Hydrogenation Plant

P.T. - Fischer Tropsch Plant,

G.197929/TG/6/48



KPFEmJX T

ANTI-BLCCKilDE TilK^ETS,

March 9th

Place Description

(i) Ger.:iania werft, probably GR 3589
12 submarines building,
also makes submarine

engines,

(ii) Deutsche Yferke, probably GR 3588
10 submarines building,

(iii) Hov/-aldtsv/erke Dockyard,
probably 3 submarines
building.

Targ

GR 3594

et No.

KIEL

(i)BREMEN GR 3586Deschinmg, probably 10
submarines building.

Pocke Wulf Factory
(assembly)

(ii) GY 4772

GR 3603VEGESACK ViYLcan V/erke, probably
8 submarines building.

Blohm & Voss, probably
9 submarines building.

Howaldts, probably 7
submarines building
(Deutch Schippe)

(i)HAMBURG GR 3587 and

GY 4761

GR 3584(ii)

MANNHEIM GR 3665Diesel Engine factory.

LORIENT

ST. MIZAIRE

BORDEAUX

Submarine bases in

occupied territory.

BORDEAUX-MERIGNAC Focke Wulf aerodrome

s/m Battery and Acc.
works

Diesel engines for
S/Ms.

Most important S/M
Batter^.”- Factory

Z 202

(i)KOLN GR 3672

(ii) GN 3816
GR 3658

HAGEN GR 3683

(i)STUTTGART GR 3669 & GY 4654Diesel engines for
sAis
Bosch Ignition Factory
Bosch Ignition Factory

Ifi)
(ill)

GB 3280
GB 3282

G.197929/JP/7/48



iiPPENDIX ,_U

IiONTIILY SUiviiviMY OF BOIvIEER GOMM/iJNID OPERATIONS,
iCT ̂,o^:ii5SoN;_,JiM -t

1  Sorties

2  Oasmlties

3  Tonnage (of H.E. Bombs Dropped).

Code Letters Type of Operation or Target.

A or GQ
B or GO

C or GS

D or GE

E or GN

P or GY

G or GL

H or GU

K or GN

L or GP

M or GH

N or GK

Fuel

Power

Chemicals and Explosives
Naval targets and Naval Armaments
Land Armaments

Air Armaments

Aircraft Conponents
Aerodromes (Germany)
Aircraft Stores

Mining and Metallurgy-
Transportation
Foodstuffs

P

S Targets in Italy

Aerodromes and Special Targets
(Occupied Territory)
Coastal Targets (Occupied Territory)
Minelaying (See Appendix J3)
Leaflet-dropping
Barges and Shipping
Targets in Denmark
Pire raising.

T

Z

GC - Fringe
GAEDENMG

NICKELLUTG

B and S

SD

P.R.

for Pish Code Names, See Appendix V,

V

Code letters are those in use at the time,

changed to 'G'
S.D, Danish, and 3. N-Norwegian,
found in "Operational Numbers of Bomb Targets,
library.

'A* to 'N', later
, were all German targets, 'P' to 'T* were Italian,

Pull lists of target codes may be

IIG/44-66 in A.H,B.
tt

G.197929/IL/7,48



















APPENDIX V

PISH CODE-NAiVIES OF TARGETS

TOWN CODE NAIlffi TOTO CODE NAME

AACHEN

ASCHERSLEBEN

AUGSBURG

BERLIN

BERNBURG

BIELEFELD

BOCHUM

BREMEN

BREiCERHAVEN

BRESLAU

BRUNSWICK

CHEvINITZ

COLOGNE

D/lNZIG

DilRI'iSTilDT

DRESSAU ■

DORI3,raND

DRESDEN

DUISBURG

DUSSELDORP

E^'IDEN

ESSEN

FRANKFURT A.M.

FREIBURG

GELSENKIRCHEN

GOTHil

HAGEN

HALBERSTADT

HALLE

HAMBURG

HANNOVER

HIIDESHEBI

KilRLSRUHE

K/iSSEL

EAISERSL/iUTERN

KIEL

KOBLENZ

KONIGSBERG

KREPELD

LEIPZIG

LEVERKUSEN

LUBECK

MAGDEBURG

MAINZ

MANNHEIM

iliULHEIM

MUNCHEN GLADBACH

MUNICH

MUNSTER

NURNBURG

OBERHAUSEN

OSNABRUCK

REGENSBURG

REMSCHEID

ROSTOCK

SAARBRUCKEN

SCHWEINPURT

SOLINGEN

STETTIN

STUTTGART

TRIER

WIESBADEN

WILHELMSHAVEN

ELVER

REDPIN

"WHITLING

’ffilTEBAIT

GOTHA

STUTTGART

BIELEFELD

CHEilNITZ

VAJRZBURG

KONIGSBERG

BRESLilU

LEVERKUSEN

K/ISSEL

ESSEN

ROSTOCK

MUNICH

TURIN

IMECHEID

DRESDEN

MANNHEIM

DUISBURG

H/BBURG

KOBLENZ

HANNOVER

AiiCHEN

GELSENKIRCHEN

HILDESHEIH

OBERH/IUSEN

REGENSBURG

NURNBURG

MilGDEBURG

MILAN

LEIPZIG

EJfflEivr

MUNGHEN GLi'iDBACH

DANZIG

lOlISERSIAUTERN

V/IIHEL'.BHiiVEN

DilRivBTADT

LUBEGK

KREPELD

KIEL

rIAINZ

SiLlRBRUGKEN

DUSSELDORP

mULE

KAELSRUEffi

SCHWEINPURT

ZV/ICKAU

DCCHIffil

HAGEN

ASCHERSLEBEN

BREiVlERHAVEN

MUNSTER

BREf/IEN

HALBERSTADT

STETTIN

DESAU

GETTQA

BRUNSWICK

OSNABRUCK

FRANKFURT A.M.
DORPMUND

^TUPPERT/iL

ilUIHELM

TRIER

FREIBURG

luNCHOVY

BARBEL

BilSS

BLACKFIN

BLEAK

BLENNY

BLOATER

BLUEPIN

BREAM

BULEHE/ID •

CARP

CATFISH

CHilR

CH/iVENDER

CHEVIN

CHUB

TUNA

BASS

QUINNAT
SALMON

ROACH

BLOATER

SKATE

BLAGKPIN

TROUT

KELT

LUCE

SH/iD

SPRAT

CHEVIN

COD

DACE

DOGFISHCOD

PERCH

HEIPING

BULLHEAD

SOLE

TIGERFISH

FEROX

/JICHOVY

RAINBOW

Sz^RDINE

PICKEREL

DACE

EEL

ELVER

FEROX

PINNOCK

GILLAROO

GOLDFISH

GRAYLING

GRILSE

GUDGEON

HADDOCK

HERRING

JACK

KELT

KINGPISH

KIPPER

LUGE

ivIACKEREI

MAHSEER

MCNNOW

PARR

PEAL

PERCH

PICKEREL

PIKE

POLLAN

POUT

QUINNAT
RAINBOW

REDPIN

ROACH

RUDD

SALMON

SARDINE

SEWIN

SHAD

SHARK

SKATE

SMOLT

SOLE

SPRAT

SPROD

STEELHEAD

SUNPISH

TIGERPISH

i

EEL

PINNOGK

PIKE

BRE/lil

KINGS'ISH

MINNOW

DOGFISH

BLENNY

ilAHSEER

HADDOCK

BLUEPIN

mCKEKEL

GRILSE

PAIS

CHUBB

STEEIHEAD

JACK

CATFISH

RUDD

GRAYLING

GILLARCO

SMOLT

GOLDFISH

CH^iVENDER

CARP

PEilL

POLLAN

TRUPP

SEWIN

B/iRBEL

SUNPISH

TOPE

KIIPER
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AH-ENDIX V
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WUETERTAL

WURZBURG

ZV/ICK/lU

GENOA

iCELAN

TURIN

SPROD

BLEAK

POUT

SHARK

GUDGEON

CH/lR

WIESBiUDEN

COLOGNE

SOLINGEN

BERNBURG

BERLIN

AUGSBURG

TOPE

TROUT

TRUPP

TUNA

VifHITEBAIT

VfflITLING

iblRSHALLING YARDS

HAMM

SOEST

SCHWERTE

OSN/iBRUCK

POODLE

PEKE

PEKE

POM

POODLE

SOEST

OSNABRUK

HAIM

SCHl/VERTE

PUG

POM PUG

MISCELLANEOUS

SUBMARINES AT

LORIENT

ST. NAZAIRE

POLECAT

V/EASEL

BORDSfiUX RATS

BiiTTLE CRUISERS AT;-

BREST TOADS

HIEPER CLASS CRUISERS AT;-

BREST SKUNK

HERMAN GORING WORKS AT

BRUNSViTIGK (GP.2250) SVrtNE

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION & INDTJSTRXAL TARGETS

BREMEN (DESCHIiVIAG

BREi'ffiN (PLUGHAPEN
ESSEN

HAGEN (AKUMUL.PABRIK)
HAMBURG

H/IMBURG

P-

(osthalle)
(VULCAN)

GR.5586} mamba
GY.A772) COBRA

GN.381A) STOAT
GR.3683) lizard
GY.4761) VIPER
GR.3587) KRAIT, or

I/EANTIS

GR.3589) python

GR.3588) ant
gr.3594) adder

GR.3672) SPIDER
GR.3658) CENTIPEDE
GR.3665) SCORPION PYHiON

GR.3669) GRUB
GY.4654) OCTOPUS
GB.3280) ALLIGATOR SQUID
GB.3282j SQUID
GR.36O3) ASP

ADDER .

ASP

CENTIP

GRUB

LIZARD

MU^ffiA

MANTIS

OCTOPU

SCORIM

STOAT A
VIPER

 KIEL(H0WALDTS WERKE
ALLIGATOR STUTTGART(PEUERaiCH

KIEL(DEUTSCHE WORKS
VEGESACK(VULCAN)
K0LN( HUMBOLDT DEUTZ)
BREMEN( PLUGHAPEN)

A-NT

EDE

COBRil

KIEL (GERMANIA)
KIEL (DEUTSCHE)
KIEL (HOV/AIDTS)
KOLN (GOTTFRIED)
KOLN (HUlffiOLDT)
MANNHELM(M0T0RW0RKS )
stuttgart(daimler)
STUTTQARTfDAIMLER)
STUTTGART (PEUERBACH)
STUTTGART (BOSCH)
VEGESACK (VULCAN)

STUTTGART( DAIMLER)
HAGEN(AKUM. PABRIK)
BRE.ffiN(DESCHIMAG)
HAMBURG (VULCAN)
stuttgart(daimler)
KIEL (GERJIANIA)
MANNHEIM( MOTORWORKS )
KOLN(GOTTFRIED)
STUTTGART (BOSCH)
ESSEN (kRUPPS)
HAMBURG(OSTHALLE) .

S

ON
SPIDER
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APPEMDIX ¥.

DISTRIBUTION OP BOI'/BS IN SOUTH-17EST -GEEMAFI

Prom Gernian Statistics of L.G.K.XIl/XIII including Mannheim, Cologne, Frankfurt, Nuremburg etc.

T  opg
1940. j Country.
Month n Caiimuni- | Residential

cations Areas

Industrial ; Military

Objectives ObjeGtives

Harbours

and

U^tervrays

Other

Objectives

Total BombsAerodromes Casualties

Killed I ■:{oundedjCv7o H.S. I nee ad:'v-A'
O'/

/*-

t

7  I27660 45425 5 2 5 5 1May

1284 26 4818 2 2 11943 .5June 70 3.5 1  •

643 ; 6

1543 j 3
i

1640 I 7

j2486 16 152 2 .1July

August

September

October

70 2 1

63s65 3 312.5 2.5 210 2 22

.6 60469 .6 43^1 2.5 145.7 14.5

6,6.5 952438 22911.5 513 11.5 14.5

662 32665 o 1.5 14+9 10.5November o
i

6 6403 97 ■74577829.5 2December 33.5 20 1

1941

78866.5 33.5J anuary

February 2846 49515.57.515.5 15.5

135 133112 1122 22 22 22March

414115.5 2791.550 10,5 20 4.5April 5 7

12566 1297711.5 77 1816.5 .518.5 1.5352.5May

i
218 443308891.8 5 57058.2 1.13.449.3 11.2 20TOTAL

G,.197929/DP/7/48.



APPENDIX XI

SIECBfflN ASSESS,lENT OP MINING EESULTS.

N.I.D, 1/13

SUmiAIff OP ROSSES IN RIVER
ESTUARIEsT iaTIE~GAT7 "BELTb" AI\!D'' SOUND

(Gardening)

The reports from v/hich these summaries are made up are receivedNOTE:

from various sources, many of which are foreign press announcements.

The dates and exact position are therefore open to doubt,

suggested that those are the only losses incurred.

It is not

Abstract of Previous

Reports

German other Nationalities Tonnag^e

28, 200
15,500
1,800
1,1,00
1,170
1»590

49,660 ■

5,000
20,000

4^95.

P,D. 5 and 6
P.D. 7

P.D. 11

P.D. 14

P.D. 15 or 19
Tfilfred

1 1

64
1

1
O

Asparagus or Broccoli
Bottle

Carrot, Endive or
?fa Ilf lower

Daffodil

Deodar

Endive

Porget-me-not
Hollyhock
Kraut

Mussel

Nasturtium

Onions

Punipkin
Sv/eet Pea

Tomatoes

Verbena

Xeranthemum

5
1

1 1,400
25,700
8,500
1,500
4,000
2,120
1,500

5 2

1

3
3
1

3

8401

3 8,000
12,000
4,000

3
H-

1 1

8001

2 3,000
2, 000

4,^500
_102,j8"60

1 1

4 1

Report3 received__5.12.40___- 3.1 Ai

Gasualty or Remar

It is common for Sassnitz to be closed

for 2 days a week on account of suspected
mining.

German merchant vessel of 3,000 tons sunk
outside Sassnitz,

Merchant vessel possibly GIiSNGARY, 7,100
tons, sunk on passage Copenhagen to Germany.

3 steam trawlers and a German merchant

ship sunk.

Armed merchant vessel sunk.

Are aDate

November Vailovf?

15th Novemi'ber Willov/?

November Daffodil or

Verbena?

Before 26th
Nevember

P.D. 24 or 27

25th November Artichoke

20th December Lettuce Finnish INGA, 2,000 tons. Possibly sunk
by mine.

G.I97929/DP/7/48.



iiPPENDIX X2

GmiAN SHIPPING SUM BY MIIMSS AND AIRCRAFT (ACQOBDIMG
TO GEiaL\N RECORDS) APRIL, 194Q TO iViAY. 1941

(NOT YET CQ]\'iPLSTEl)

(N. 1.0.24/23^46)
A. ivIERCH4NT "VESSELS

DATE AREA SHIP TONNAGE

I

MINED i BOLHED UNKNOWN
' I

1940

April Ghristiansand

Bergen
73699  i Seattle

Gremon

Baerengels
Sayn

CronShagen
Otto Cords

Brage
Ruhrort

Vogesen
Campinas
Rliein

Kate Jurgens
Helene

Franz Haniel

Finkenau

j Dokenhuden
A d riana et Hernia

Jason

Montan

Liesabet Cords

Pionier

St. Jurgen
Paranagua

11 i
I

268

(hbr)
Hubertgat
The Sound

ItII 14 I 7569I

23 2321
II

178724
M 24 ? 905

6 Kiel Bay
Aslesund

Skaggerak
The Sound

Lister

Lubeck Bay
Hubertgat
Kiel Bay
The Sound

Bomliolm

Elbe

Terschelling
Hubertgat
Kiel Bay
Skaggei'-ak
Laagoe
Dutch Coast

May 5954

6 iW
1080

6M

4240 J
10U

4541
II 10 736
II 12 346
II 216022
II 23 2188
II

29 i 916
9  i 216June

30 IH
997

July 15 ! 1025
127526II

26 iAug.
Sept.
Nov,

Deo,

907

32852

64012

6062

1941.
j

688Malmo

Kat tegat

12 Brechaee

Gottfried

Beuren

Koenigsberg
Preussen

Askari

Adele Ohlrogge
Lavinia

J.T.Essberger
Kathe

Grammersdorf

Sylvia
Trione

Jan.

18 4665M

»! 31 Heligoland 2530

Feb, 12 ? 590
28II 1371Ems Estuary ?

North Sea

Brest

Oster Ems

A-pril
May

24 ?

?4

5088II 22

Texel 1049» 25

1599II 25 II

51,610 19,256 3,501TOTALS

G,197929/tg/7/48



LIST OP MAPS

(a) Aerodromes in the British Isles, July 1939•I.

(b) Bomber Command Aerodromes, May 194't •
I

II. North Sea and Norway

TiTestem Battle Area, May-June 1940.III.

Target Map, Western Europe, May I94O - May 1941.IV.

#

Jf

\
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